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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Distribution studies in the context of the People’s Republic of China

Marketing channels have a long history of being researched and have been examined
by a number of different research traditions (cf. Gattorna, 1978; Möller, 1992). It can
easily be argued that this extensively studied area has lost all novelty and interest. A
closer look at it, however, reveals that most of the studies done since the 1960s have
investigated either American or Western European marketing channel systems. The
eighties and early nineties witnessed a trend of researching Japanese marketing
channels, which were considered to be the threshold to entry in the Japanese market
(e.g. Ross, 1983; Czinkota, 1985a and b; Goldman, 1991, 1992; Williamson and
Yamawaki, 1991; Petrison, Ariga and Wang, 1994; Fahy and Taguchi, 1995). Only
few other attempts have been made since then to shift the focus away from the
American-European-developed-country focus to a more culturally diverse domain
(e.g. Chidomere, 1986; Naor, 1991; Arnould, 1995; Ahmed and Al-Motawa, 1997;
Koojaroenpaisan and Peterson, 1997). As a result, researchers have called for
distribution studies of undeveloped countries (Samiee, 1993), emerging economies,
former planned economies, the Southern Hemisphere (Sharma and Dominguez, 1992;
Arnould, 1995), less individualistic cultures (Geyskens and Steenkamp, 2000),
communist countries (Frazier, Kale and Sudhir, 1989), and today increasingly former
communist countries. Hence, by investigating marketing channels in the People’s
Republic of China (PRC), this study aims to fill one part of the gap in distribution
research.

The PRC is a collectivist culture with a non-western emerging economy and a former
plan economy system. The Chinese distribution system has been considered as one of
the main barriers to export to the PRC (e.g. Reinganum and Helsell, 1994; Frewen,
1995). Despite the urgent need for knowledge of Chinese distribution systems,
Previous studies have been limited to a non-Chinese reading audience. Before the
PRC opened its doors to foreign business, it was extremely difficult to gain access to
first hand information on how the Chinese distribution system functions. Soon after
the doors were opened, a few studies appeared in Western publications. The Chinese
distribution system was examined immediately after the first reforms in the
wholesaling and retailing business, for instance by Vernon-Wortzel (1983), Taubmann
and Widmer (1987), and Holton and Sicular (1991). Watson (1992) investigated the
influence of reform policies on urban vegetable wholesale marketing from the late
seventies through the eighties. Retailing reforms and functions have been more widely
and profoundly studied (e.g. Vernon-Wortzel and Wortzel, 1987; Blois, 1989; Selby,
1989; Qiang and Harris, 1990; Ho and Leigh, 1994; Lam, 1995; Goldman, 1996 a, b,
2000; Goldman and Qin, 1998; Wu, 1997; Guo, Macpherson and Ensor, 1997) than
the distribution system in general.

The studies that have covered the PRC distribution system in general have
concentrated only on one sector, the most obvious one for a former plan economy, the
state-owned sector, or then they have been descriptive. One recent study gives an
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overview of Chinese distribution history, reforms, and the current situation in the PRC
(Tseng, Kwan and Cheung, 1995, pp. 81-91; 1998, pp. 87-104). The study is based on
expert interviews and secondary data obtained from “government officials” and “high-
ranking executives in large international companies.” A personal experience from
working with large multinational companies in China was also included as a source of
data. However, the problems and practices presented in the study mainly concern the
state-owned sector. Tseng et al. (1995) mention the emerging sector of independent
actors, both retailers and wholesalers, thus pointing out their existence but do not
distinguish their role in the current distribution system. Frewen (1995) in turn
mentions foreign manufacturers who use private channels due to greater marketing
control, thus noting the importance of independent retailers and wholesalers. Luk and
Li (1997) describe the macro-environmental changes and their impact on the Chinese
distribution sector based on interviews with relevant governmental offices. The most
extensive studies in retailing have been analyses of supermarket development in
Shanghai by Goldman and Qin (1998) and Goldman (2000). In a similar way, McNiel
and Nilsson (1994) and my earlier studies (Lindell, 1995; Polsa 1998) describe the
characteristics of the different actors in the current PRC distribution system. These
studies (Luk and Li, 1997; McNiel and Nilsson, 1994; Goldman and Qin, 1998; Polsa
1998; Goldman, 2000) thus cover a wider spectrum of the PRC marketing channels
than only the state-owned sector. None of those studies investigate the PRC
distribution system issues on a deeper level than a descriptive one. Testing or using
international distribution theories in the Chinese context are rare (with exception of
Goldman, 2000 and Lee, 2001), and so are in-depth analysis of inductive qualitative
data.

In local PRC research, reported in Chinese, the above gap still remains. Based on the
analysis of topics and abstracts in local PRC academic journals1, it can be concluded
that marketing channels research has mainly consisted of descriptions of problems and
suggestions for improvements. Many current Chinese articles written in Chinese deal
with the role of a private sector in a socialist market economy. The theoretical bases of
such studies lie in Marxism, Leninism or in the more Chinese socialist thoughts of
Mao Zedong and Deng Xiaoping. Other articles appearing in Chinese academic
journals are normative by nature, which is typical to any social science studies in
mainland China (Thelle, 1991). They have tried to provide practical guidelines on how
to improve the distribution of products in general, and how to improve retailing,
department store, and wholesaling development in particular. For example, retailing
“competition strategies” (e.g. Hu, 1998), improvement of retailing management (e.g.
Du, 1998; Liu, Zhao and Li, 1998; Zhang, 1997), and investigation of retailing
development have been covered in mainland Chinese journals. Ways to bring foreign
capital to the retailing business have also been studied (Zhou, 1997). One suggested
way to improve the retailing environment has been the “chain management system” of
early 90’s and the most recent articles investigate problems in the chain management
system. Recently, private labels have been suggested as a way to improve retailing
(e.g. Fei, 1998; Chen and Cheng, 1998). Only few studies have compared Chinese
retailing to other types of systems. The Chinese retailing system has been compared to
international (Li, 1997), American (Wang, 1998) and Japanese (Zhao and Yu, 1996)

1 Journals found at the Chinese University of Hong Kong.
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retailing systems. Since department stores are the backbone of state-owned retailing in
China, many studies have focused on the development of department stores. Research
on wholesaling has tended to focus on current problems and solutions to these
problems, as well as strategies and tactics to succeed. Studies have also covered the
development and reform of wholesaling.

To sum up the above discussion, at least two gaps in the marketing channels literature
still remain today. First, there is a need for studies of distribution on the PRC that are
less descriptive, and second, China as a former centrally planned economy is
interesting to the marketing channels research field generally. The current study fills
the gap in the distribution channels studies on China and also fills the need for
distribution channels studies in diverse environments. Since the studies of distribution
channels in the PRC are still relatively few, and since the current theories in marketing
channel literature are mainly based on investigations in other than the Chinese
context, a pre-understanding of the Chinese setting is crucial. The purpose of the
current study emerged from my understanding of Chinese distribution channels, which
the I gained during 1993-1996. The following chapter describes how this
understanding was achieved. The understanding is then positioned in relation to the
theoretical discussion in the Anglo-European channel literature and the detailed
purpose of this study is described.

1.2. Research process and strategy

1.2.1. Introduction and overview
The entire research process and outline of the dissertation are illustrated in Figure 1
and explained below.

The right part of the figure illustrates the research process and strategy, and the left
part presents the outline of the dissertation. The study stems from an earlier study on
marketing channels in Guilin, China (Polsa, 1998 and Polsa, 1996). Before the aim of
the study is discussed, a description is presented of how I gained my pre-
understanding of the Chinese distribution channels (section 1.2.2.). How the further
investigation of the explorative findings in Polsa 1998 and 1996 will contribute to the
theoretical discussion on channel power in the current dissertation is discussed in
Section. 1.2.3. The aim of the study is based on the pre-understanding and the
contribution to channel power research, and is presented in section 1.2.4. The research
process before the establishment of the aim was an inductive process rather than a
strategy planned ahead of time. After the purpose of the current study was determined,
the research process became less inductive, but nevertheless open to findings whether
they supported, contradicted or complemented the results of the survey. Therefore,
two different kinds of approaches were used in the study to construct the theoretical
framework, design the research method, and interpret the results. The theoretical
framework which based on marketing channel literature was complemented with
findings from other disciplines, the survey data were complemented with qualitative
and census data, and finally alternative ways of interpreting the data were used in
addition to statistical analysis. The research strategy is described after the study’s aim
in section 1.2.5.
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•survey method with 
a questionnaire sensitive 
to the context based on 

earlier interviews (1993, 1996)

•analysis of qualitative  data
•institutional analysis of all data
•local interpretation of all data

•Statistical analysis 
of survey data

31 interviews in 1993, 12 interviews in 1996
23 interviews in 1996

observations (Beijing 1990-91; Guilin 1993-94; 
Tianjin 1995-96)

discussions with  Chinese scholars

•TO ELABORATE
power in the 

distribution channel literature

•crossing dialogue

•multi-method

•dividing lines
•similarities
•data triangulation

•interviews
•observations
•census data

Pilot study 
(Polsa, 1998; Polsa 1996)

•TO WIDEN THE PRESPECTIVE:
with literature from sociology, 

anthropology,
political science

RESEARCH PROCESS AND STRATEGY OUTLINE OF THE DISSERTATION

CHAPTER 1: Introduction

CHAPTER 5: Conclusions

CHAPTER 2:Theoretical framework

1.1. Distribution studies in the context
       of the People’s Republic of China

1.2. Research process and strategy

1.2.1. Introduction and overview

1.2.2. Generating the pre-understanding

1.2.3. Power in the distribution literature

1.2.4. The aim of the study

1.2.5. Construction of research strategy

2.1. Power in a network

2.4. Summary of the theoretical framework

2.2. Environment

2.3. Distribution network structure

3.4. Instrument development

3.6. Validity and reliability of the measure

3.7. Establishing relative power

3.5. Data collection procedure

4.4. Findings from qualitative data

4.3. Examination of the propositions

4.2. External environment, power and 
       distribution network structure

4.1. Introduction

3.3. Choice of method

CHAPTER 3: Research method

3.2. Choice of setting

3.1. Introduction and overview

CHAPTER 4: Empirical results

Figure 1. Research process and outline of the dissertation

1.2.2. Generating a pre-understanding of the research setting
My pre-understanding of the research setting stems from my fieldwork in China in
1993 and 1996, discussions with Chinese researchers, and a re-analysis (see Taylor
and Bogdan, 1984) of the raw data narratives from 1993 and 1996. The pre-
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understanding of Chinese marketing channels was further enhanced by the
understanding of Chinese society as a whole. I gained the wider understanding during
a half year stay in Beijing (1990-1991), a two-year stay in Guilin (1993-1994) and one
year stay in Tianjin (1995-1996). See the first box in Figure 1.

My understanding of Chinese marketing channels starts with my first fieldwork in
Guilin city in Guangxi province in 1993. I conducted and analysed 31 interviews with
processed food retailers, wholesalers, producers and government officials (see
Appendix 1), and then documented a self-contained pilot study (Polsa, 1998). The
study was inductive by nature and the general aim was to describe one local
distribution system in China. The findings, which were explorative by nature,
indicated that there are considerable differences between companies depending on the
type of ownership structure. There was an unequal distribution of power among the
actors, and the conditions in the overall environment further accelerated this
inequality. The different sub networks and different single actors, state-owned, private
and collective, were of varying importance in the total distribution system. Data from
1993 indicated that state-owned actors were at the time powerful and doing well. The
legal reforms had given them management freedom to exploit the growing market
situation. At the same time, the state-owned actors’ financial and social resources,
experience, and education allowed them to operate more expansively than the new
private and collective actors with fewer resources. Furthermore, some of these
companies were likely to do business within their own network. For instance, the
former city level wholesalers in the different areas supplied each other and bought
from each other, and some collective company groups provided all the distribution
functions, from importing to retailing and transporting within their own group. There
were few suppliers. There were only some large state-owned and collective
wholesalers and very few factories, and therefore retailers depended on the few
existing suppliers. These suppliers provided their customers with different treatment
depending on the type of customer. For example, state-owned suppliers gave their
state-owned buyers favourable purchasing conditions.

The avenues for further research suggested in the pilot study (Polsa, 1998, pp. 140-
142) were: (i) comparative geographical studies, i.e. studies in other parts of the PRC
(ii) a deeper analysis of differences between state-owned, collective and private actors,
(iii,) relationship building at the different levels of analysis: at the company,
department and individual levels and, (iv) power in a marketing channel. The findings
described above and the suggested further research topics led to the choice of one
topic, a kind of substantial or contextual topic. Power was chosen as a topic to be
explored further. Additional research on the differences between actors and
geographical locations could have been done in many different ways and from
different theoretical standpoints. However, a deeper analysis of the differences
between both different actors and locations would not have provided a clear
conceptual framework, but could have been incorporated into several theoretical
frameworks. In contrast, the other two suggested research topics, relationships and
power, both have interesting theoretical backgrounds, and in the marketing field both
have been studied and found to be interesting theoretical concepts. Guanxi, as
relationships have been referred into research on China, has been studied in the fields
of sociology (e.g. Yang, 1994; Wank, 1996; Bian and Qiu, 2001) and business (e.g.
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Brunner, Chen, Sun and Zhou, 1989; Leung, Wong and Wong 1993; Björkman and
Kock, 1995, Davies, Leung, Luk and Wong, 1995; Wong, 1998; Lovett, Lee and Kali,
1999; Merrilees and Miller, 1999; Standifird and Marshall, 2000; Lee, Pae and Wong,
2001). Power, on the other hand, has been a much less studied concept within the
context of business in China. Only some studies can be fount, for example Laaksonen
(1988), Ralston et al. (1997) and Lee (2001). Furthermore, since power is a relational
concept and an aspect of relationships, it will also contribute to the Guanxi literature.

I examined my chosen topic, power, in the beginning of 1996 (Polsa, 1996) and at this
point I also used power theories in the channels literature to analyse the empirical
data. I conducted twelve interviews with the same respondents I met in 1993 (see
Appendix 1). This time the government officials and producers were excluded from
the sample. The purpose of the study was to compare the situation in 1993 and in
1996, with the main focus on structural changes that were assumed to occur due to an
uneven distribution of power. The study showed that an uneven distribution of power
has an impact on the structure of the network via the various actors’ strategies to
overcome powerful partners. In 1993 the powerful actors consisted of manufactures
with high demand products, wholesalers in general, and state-owned actors at all
levels of the marketing channel. In 1996 the manufacturers still seemed to retain their
power, as did the state-owned actors. In contrast, the power of the wholesalers, which
was mainly based on their strategic middle position in the channel, had decreased in
1996. One reason for this were the vertical coalitions which has been established
among retailers. Another was direct sales between retailers and factories, both
considered as structural changes in the distribution network. Furthermore, the external
environment seemed to have an impact on power structures. For example, new
economic conditions and policies influenced the various actors differently. The
distribution system did not emerge in isolation from the overall business environment,
rather the overall changing political and economic conditions influenced the
distribution of power. Previous empirical studies have shown that, in addition to
power, distribution channel structure and the effect of the external environment on
power should be included in further research2.

The explorative findings of the present study suggest that the external environment
provide basis for how power is distributed in the channel, and use of this power may
lead to changes in the structure of that channel. These concepts, power, structure and
external environment, can be seen as substantive concepts, i.e. they are formed for an
empirical area (Glaser and Strauss, 1967, p. 32). This empirical area does not only
represent Chinese marketing channels, but also marketing channels in general.
However, substantive topics were not generated from the earlier data in as deep a
sense as meant by Glaser and Strauss (1967, pp. 32-35) and cannot therefore form a
substantive theory. But “cumulative nature of knowledge” was gained in order to
determine “which of diverse formal theories are applicable for” the substantive
concepts (Glaser and Strauss, 1967, p. 34).

2 The lack of research on secondary as well as macro environments, and the structure of the channel in
marketing channels literature, has also been noted by other researchers (Cespedes, 1992; Arnould,
1995).
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A formal theory of power from the marketing channels literature was chosen as a focal
theory and an additional 23 interviews were conducted in the autumn of 1996 (see
Appendix 1) to obtain narratives from which questionnaire items could be drawn.
Before further investigation of the above discussed explorative findings, it was
important also to determine whether these issues had relevance for the formal theory.
In other words, it needed to be established whether the issues that were important in
the empirical research setting, also represented previously unstudied issues in the
formal theory. Next, the contribution of the study will be discussed within the context
of power in the distribution literature.

1.2.3. Power in the distribution literature
Power has been a widely studied concept in the marketing channels literature. In the
eighties it was already claimed that channel power theory “was approaching maturity”
(Gaski, 1984, p. 9). The first studies on power in marketing channels were conducted
in the early seventies and were grounded in the research on social power within
sociology3. French and Raven (1959) investigated social power4 as sources of power
(also expressed as bases of power). Their study has laid the foundation for the
measurement of power in marketing channel research. The definition of power in
marketing channels also originates in sociology in Emerson’s definition (1962) of
power. In the seventies and eighties, research on power emerged simultaneously both
within exchange theory in sociology (e.g. Cook and Emerson, 1978; Yamagishi,
Gillmore and Cook, 1988) and within the marketing channels literature.  Sociological
theories on power were tested in laboratory settings, whereas distribution research was
conducted on inter organisational relations in the empirical context of, for example,
automobile dealers and fast food franchisees.

Although the concept of power received a lot attention among channels researchers in
the eighties, it still needs to be examined further. Recently Frazier (1999) stated that
“power must be defined and examined in such a manner as to enrich our
understanding of behavioural interactions and outcomes between channels members.”
According to him, power remains a misunderstood concept. This study is one attempt
to fill the gap in the channels literature pointed out by Frazier (1999). Bringing power
to the Chinese context and operationalising it in the Chinese context will enrich the
understanding of behavioural interactions between channel members. The construct of
power is applied to the Chinese context and thus enriched, since the current
understanding mainly is based on studies in developed Euro-American settings. See
Appendix 2 for a summary of literature on power in the marketing channel research.
All the studies listed in the appendix were conducted in the United States, with the
exception of four studies: Frazier et al. (1989) studied power in India, Johnson,
Sakano, Cote and Onzo (1993) in Japan, Geyskens and Steenkamp (2000) in Belgium,
and finally one recent study was conducted in the PRC (Lee, 2001). Adapting
structural changes as one outcome of power will enrich the understanding of the
outcomes of power. Only two studies listed in Appendix 2 have considered structural

3 The origins of early power research in channels literature also stems from political science.  I am not
familiar with that line of research, and therefore will not be able to discuss their relevance for marketing
channels literature.
4 Criticised by Schriesheim, Hinkin and Podsakoff (1991)
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changes as outcomes of power. Johnson et al. (1993) show that power has an effect on
relationship stability, which can be seen as one type of structural dimension (that is to
say, when relationships are stable there is no change in overall structure). Bucklin and
van Bruggen (1995) studied the influence of power on relationship strength and
alternative governance structures, concepts that can be seen as dimensions of a
marketing channel structure. Other studies have focused on other kinds of outcomes.
See Appendix 2.

The groundwork for power studies in the channels literature, power dependence
theory (Emerson, 1962), has to a great extent influenced the type of context chosen for
power studies and how the outcome of influence (i.e. use of power) has been studied.
It has been implicitly and explicitly assumed that due to strong dependence, actors in a
relationship cannot exit from the relationship, and this is defined as power. The
context in which power has commonly been studied has been the franchising
relationship (e.g. Hunt and Nevin, 1974; Boyle, Dwyer, Robicheaux and Simpson,
1992) or similar contexts like car dealerships (e.g. Lusch, 1976; Frazier and Summers,
1984, 1986), where a clear and strong dependence can be found. Since it has implicitly
been assumed that the termination of a relationship is not possible outcome, the
outcomes of power have been viewed as relationship satisfaction (Hunt and Nevin,
1974; Wilkinson, 1981; Johanson et al. 1993), conflict in a relationship (see overview
of these studies in Gaski, 1984) or achieved level of influence (Frazier, 1984, pp. 77-
81). In spite of the theoretical work done by Emerson (1962 , p. 36-52) little
consideration has been given to how the target of the influence strategies can or try to
overcome power. Boyle et al. (1992, p. 467) note the same tendency in power studies
by saying that “those [early] tests fared better in franchise settings where conflict was
more likely than withdrawal in response to coercive influence.” The current study
applies ideas of power avoidance by explicitly also including relationships that
involve low dependency. When parties try to avoid power or powerful actors, as found
in Polsa (1996), they try alternative suppliers, like direct delivery from a manufacturer
or form coalitions. Unlike earlier studies, the present study assumes that the outcomes,
or consequences of power are alternative channel structures (defined later) or some
sort of “balancing operation” in power relationships (Emerson,1962; Fein and
Anderson, 1997).

Unlike earlier power studies, the current study views the marketing channel’s external
environment as an antecedent to power, and marketing channels are seen as open
systems in society that reflect the overall environment. Although research on
marketing channels, with its political economy frameworks (Stern and Reve, 1980 and
1985; Arndt, 1983) has called for studies which take a broader than only looking at
channel dyad, surprisingly little research has taken the channel’s external environment
into account. In research on power in the channels context, the external environment
has been almost entirely neglected (with the exception of Etgar, 1977). One reason
may be that the external environment has not been viewed as having any larger
influence on internal power relations (Gaski, 1984, p. 13). The external environment
may indeed not have any influence on the power relations in Western developed
economies, but it may have relevance for the power relations in other cultures and
particularly in emerging economies with a plan economy history, such as China.
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Thus, at least three gaps can be identified in the power literature in the context of
marketing channels. First, there is a lack of studies done outside North America and
Europe. Second, channel structure as an outcome of power has not been widely
studied as exogenous construct to power. Third, there is a lack of studies that
incorporate a channel external environment to the power concept. The aim of this
study derives from these gaps in the literature.

1.2.4. The aim of the study

The aim of this study is to examine

• the influence of the channel external environment on power, and

• the effect of power on the distribution network structure within the context of the
People's Republic of China.

The aim of the study is illustrated in Figure 2. The arrows portray the assumed causal
relationship between the three key concepts of this study.

Channel external
environment

Distribution 
Network
Structure

Power

Figure 2. The study’s conceptual model of the environmental impact on the
distribution of power and channel structure

The first arrow from the environment to the distribution of power indicates
environmental aspects that are assumed to create power for different types of actors in
the distribution network. The following arrow from power to distribution network
structure specifies what type of power leads to what type of network structure. The
concepts environment, power and network structure are measured as a retailer
perception of these concepts, and power is studied in a supplier-retailer relationship. A
supplier can be any actor, wholesaler, producer or even another retailer.

The aim is to identify dimensions of the environment that are assumed to be relevant
for the distribution of power among the actors in the distribution network The channel
external environment was defined and dimensionalized according to the political
economy perspective (Etgar 1977, Achrol, Reve and Stern, 1983, Arndt 1983) and
empirical studies that have been conducted earlier within the political economy
approach (Dwyer and Welsh, 1985; Chidomere, 1986). The dimensions were,
however, complemented by discussions in anthropology, sociology and political
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science to demonstrate the special, and in some cases unique, features of the empirical
context of this study, i.e. the PRC.

The aim is to define power and the dimensions of power and to discuss outcomes of
perceived power. The definition of power in this study stems from the traditional view
of power in the distribution literature (i.e. El-Ansary and Stern, 1972). It is, though,
further developed to emphasise the importance of the outcomes of perceived power.
Traditionally the outcomes of power have been satisfaction (Hunt and Nevin, 1974),
control (Etgar, 1977), conflict (Wilkinson, 1981), influence strategies (Frazier, 1984;
Frazier and Summers, 1984, 1986; Gaski, 1986) and relationship quality (Johnson et
al., 1993). In this study, the assumed outcomes of power consist of changes in the
distribution structure. The dimensions of power referred to in the current study are
those traditionally used in the distribution literature, coercive and non-coercive power
(Hunt and Nevin, 1974; Etgar, 1977; Comer, 1984), but further operationalized to fit
the empirical context. The outcomes of coercive power and non-coercive power are
assumed to be different and consequently lead to different structural arrangements.

The aim is to define distribution structure and to identify dimensions of the structure.
The traditional distribution literature defines the marketing channel structure as
vertical inter-organisational arrangements, specifically different forms of vertical
integration  (Reve, 1980; Hyvönen, 1990), and the structural dimensions that are
found within the concept of vertical arrangements. This study partly follows this
tradition but adds to it such dimensions as horizontal integration (coalitions or
alliances, cf. Gulati, 1995), formation of sub-networks (both concepts are later
defined), and relationship strength. The present study assumes that perceived power
leads to structural changes and that perceived coercive and non-coercive sources of
power lead to different types of structural changes.

The above three concepts, environment, power and distribution structure, are
discussed in further detail in Chapter two, after which propositions that serve as
specific research questions of the study are presented.

1.2.5. The construction of a combined emic-etic research strategy
Throughout the above described research process, Chinese and Western scholars were
consulted. Thus, my pre-understanding of the research setting was based on the earlier
fieldwork, discussions with Chinese and Western researchers, and the re-reading of
the raw data narratives from both 1993 and 1996. It also grew out of increasing
knowledge of power research in the marketing channels literature.

Many scholars were sceptical about using Western theories in the Chinese context.
Therefore, the research strategy builds upon a “combined etic-emic”5 approach (Hui
and Triandis, 1985; Berry, 1997) designed for cross-cultural research. Even if this
study is not cross-cultural and does not aim for a cross-cultural comparison, it applies
Western theories to the Chinese context. Because of the theory application in a new
setting, some of the equivalence techniques from cross-cultural approaches are
applicable to this study. The “combined etic-emic” approach does not take the point of

5 Also sometimes referred to as nomothetic (etic) and ideographic (emic).
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departure in any extremes, i.e. it does not assume an etic (culturally common,
universal or nomothetic) positivistic view of universality. Neither does it adapt a
totally emic (culture specific or idiographic) view as ethnographic research does.
Rather, it applies a “subjective culture” approach consisting of three stages: (i)
identification of an etic construct that  appears to have universal status, (ii)
development of emic measurements of the etic construct, and (iii) utilisation of an
emically defined etic construct (Hui and Triandis, 1985). These stages were included
since “often, emics are the culturally specific ways that cultures deal with etic
concepts.” (Brislin, 1993). Accordingly, in this study the etic construct of power was
drawn both from my empirical pre-understanding of the context and its theoretical
premises in the Western channels literature. This etic construct appeared to be
universal because it was also originally found in the inductive empirical material.
Thus, it was included in the study but discussed with the etic-emic approach and
operationalised with the emic approach. The advantage of the “combined etic-emic”
approach is that one can apply the already existing literature and research to new
settings but not force them on a new context thus also combining the advantages of
both inductive and deductive approaches. This view can, however, be criticised by
stating that highly abstract concepts are not open to empirical analysis (Poortinga and
Malpass, 1986).

The research process and strategy were illustrated in Figure 1. The beginning of the
research process was a circular phase where empirical findings and literature where
triangulated in order to build up a relevant aim for the setting and for the contribution
in the earlier literature. At this point of the emergent research the process becomes a
beforehand build up strategy, the combined emic-etic approach, that is dual by nature.
This kind of dual process is also recommended by Cohen in his 1970 article where he
encourages researchers to take a systems approach, i.e. not only make descriptive
generalisations or mechanical correlations, but also include other disciplines than
traditional formal theory to the study in order to broaden the research view and assure
the relevance of the study to the context (Cohen, 1970). Those more familiar with the
Chinese research context recommend similar phases to create a relevant survey
instrument, to become acquainted with a region, to uncover ideological norms which
affect the responses of interviewees etc. (Croll, 1987). Multiple approaches have also
been encouraged based on an “Oriental systems approach,” i.e. a Chinese
philosophical view of combining different views (Zhu, 1999). The point made by Zhu
(1999) is that a researcher sees “the distinctive theoretical positions as both
challenging and supplementing one another, rather than competing with or subsuming
one another,” and this also helps to make method choices both historically and locally
contingent (p. 596).

To construct a theoretical framework for the dissertation, an elaborated power concept
from the channels literature was complemented with the research findings and
material from other disciplines, illustrated by the dashed box in Figure 1. The purpose
of this was to broaden the perspective to be, first, suitable for the context studied and,
second, also broaden the theoretical paradigm. The alternative research fields used to
study the concept of external environment were economic anthropology (Skinner,
1985), economics (Lu and Tang, 1997), political science (Edin, 2000), anthropology
(Bruun, 1988, 1993), geography (Wei and Fan, 2000) and sociology (Wank, 2000). To
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broaden the view of the concept of power the alternative disciplines used consisted of
political science (Lukas, 1982), sociology (Wrong, 1968; Cook and Emerson, 1978;
Cook et al. 1983; Hwang, 1987) and philosophy (Foucault, 1978, 1980, 1984). The
alternative fields used to study the concept of channel structure consisted of sociology
(Caplow, 1956; Bruun 1988, 1993; Wu, 1997) and economic anthropology
(Dannhaeuser, 1985; Arnould, 1995). However, literature from these disciplines
served solely as complementary sources, and the study remained firmly grounded in
the marketing channels research discipline. The dialogue between the marketing
channel literature and the sources from the other fields is described in Chapter two.
The starting point for this chapter is to define the constructs of environment, power,
and structure in order to define these constructs and what they mean. This is essential
to the validity of the entire study (Nunnally and Bernstein, 1994).

Consequently, a dual track is applied resulting in a multi-method strategy that was
described and validated in Chapter three. To further examine descriptive
generalisations based on a few case comments, one needs to increase the sample size
and generate measurable concepts (Cohen, 1970). In the distribution setting, power
has been studied extensively, resulting in to well-tested methodological tools that
provide a solid foundation for a study that is conducted in an unfamiliar context.
However, the very unfamiliarity of these distribution studies with the research setting
required sensitivity to the research context, thus the empirical methods also follow a
dual track, i.e. quantitative data is combined with qualitative data. This multi-method
strategy generated both structured and controlled data via quantitative methods and
data for a practical understanding via qualitative methods (see Zhu, 1999, p. 591).
Data from qualitative sources may also provide unexpected and serendipitous
findings. The background literature used for the theory from other disciplines
(sociology, anthropology, etc.) than marketing also served as a foundation for an
institutional analysis (Iyer, 1997) and/or a local interpretation (Alasuutari, 1994, p. 46)
of all data. Institutional and local explanatory factors are patterns of rules, norms and
habitual thoughts (cf. Iyer, 1997) that might explain business behaviour better than
Western economic rational such as efficiency or performance. The data from the
different sources led to results by searching dividing lines and similarities from the
different data and analyses used. The results are presented in Chapter four. Chapter
five discuses the results and the contribution of the study.
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2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The political economy framework divides the distribution phenomenon into two
fields: external economy and polity, and internal economy and polity (Stern and Reve,
1980 and 1985; Arndt, 1983). The argumentation in the present study is that factors in
the external economy and polity have an influence on the distribution of power among
the actors in a distribution network, that is the internal polity of the focal distribution
network. This influence leads to changes in the internal structure of the distribution
network. In the current chapter, first power is defined and discussed (section 2.1.),
then the external environment, i.e. the external economy and polity is described
(section 2.2.), and the last part of this chapter defines and discuses the distribution
network structure (section 2.3.). All the sections start with a general definition of the
etic concept and a description of how the concept is understood in the current study.
Then the theoretical etic concepts are brought into the Chinese context, and their
relevance and meaning to the Chinese business environment are discussed.  Detailed
dimensions of the general concepts are also identified.

2.1. Power in a network

The first condition for the existence of power is a relationship, particularly a
dependency relationship. Such a relationship can be either highly or loosely
dependent. The dependent relationship can be either equal or there may exist an
unequal distribution of power. Power is acquired through resources that provide bases
for power, and in a relationship unequal distribution of relevant resources is a basis for
the existence of power in that relationship. An actor in a relationship with relatively
more resources is potentially the more powerful actor (source), and the other actor the
less powerful one (target). In stronger dependency relationships, the power resource is
often, but not always, a legitimated authority (agreement) of the powerful actor that
binds the target to the relationship, i.e. exit from the relationship is not possible
without breaking the contract. In weaker dependency relationships, the relationship is
based on some common interests or needs, and the power base is an uneven
possession of resources that also allows for an exit from the relationship. Power in
relationships with different degrees of dependency is exercised through power
strategies that can be divided into rewards (non-coercive) or punishments (coercive).
In strongly dependent relationships, the outcome of a use or a potential use of power
strategies is satisfaction vs. dissatisfaction, conflict, control or achieved influence, but
seldom an exit from the relationship. In loosely dependent relationships, the outcome
of the use or potential use of power strategies can, in addition to satisfaction, conflict,
etc., also consist of an exit from the current relationship, the seeking for alternative
relationships, or a strengthening of the current relationship.

It is important to stress that the adopted view of power, which is described in detail
below, derives from my pre-understanding of the Chinese distribution channels
context. In that sense, the theoretical choices and the construction of the power theory
are not entirely deductive, but shaped by a contextual understanding. One’s view of
power is, as Lukas (1982, p. 26) puts it, “inextricably tied to a given set of (probably
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unacknowledged) value-assumptions which predetermine the range of its empirical
application.” Therefore, even if some writers seek for a “correct conceptualisation of
power” (Gaski, 1987, p. 158), there is no such thing. In the current study, the adopted
view of power is, thus, based on a pre-understanding, which in turn is coloured by the
values of the researcher.

The present study’s of power thus differs from traditional views. The necessity to
study power in the traditional marketing channels literature stems from a different
market situation than the need to study power in the Chinese distribution channels
context. The need to study power in the distribution channels context originally
stemmed from U.S.A producers’ desire to control sales and the ways of selling their
commodities (Bucklin, 1973) and recent power research deals with shift to retailer
power (e.g. Lohtia, Ikeo  and Subramaniam, 1999). In that context, power was viewed
as a producer’s ability to control the marketing of his products throughout the
distribution channel or retailer power to control same marketing activities. The view
of power adopted in the current study is influenced by the marketing channel
conditions, i.e. the PRC environment (described in chapter 2.2.). This environment
has been changing from the fairly stable planned economy conditions to free and
locally arbitrary “socialist market economy with Chinese characteristics”–conditions.
In these conditions, all the actors in the distribution channels want to exercise control
simply to survive, or need power (if not defined as control) to survive. Thus, in the
current study, the necessity to study power derives not only from the point of view of a
producer, but from every actor’s ability to survive in the market.

2.1.1. Definition of power
Throughout the long history of power studies in the social sciences, the concept of
power has been defined in many ways. However, in spirit these definitions all include
the same elements. An individual or a group has power if that individual or group has
the ability or capacity to get another individual or a group to do something that he or
they would not otherwise do (Wrong, 1968, p. 677; Lukas, 1982, p. 26; Gaski, 1984).
The widely used definition of power in the marketing channels literature (Frazier,
1984, p. 66) also builds upon the general definition of power (originally from
Emerson, 1962) but is adopted to the special case of the marketing channels context.
In the current study, El-Ansary’s and Stern’s (1972) definition is used:

“...the power of a channel member [is] his ability to control the decision
variables in the marketing strategy of another member in a given channel at a
different level of distribution. For this control to qualify as power, it should be
different from the influenced member’s original level of control over his own
marketing strategy.” (El-Ansary and Stern, 1972, p. 47)

In order to clarify the view of power in the current study, the definition is discussed
and interpreted in three parts. First, how power exists between channel members is
discussed. Second, the meaning of “different from the influenced member’s original
level” of the last sentence in the definition is discussed. Third, the word “ability” in
the definition is explained and interpreted.
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The first point the definition makes is that power is a relational concept. It is a
channel member’s ability to control “another member,” i.e. “it is not an attribute of
the actor” but a property of a relation (Emerson, 1962, p. 32). Generally power exists
in a relation between two individuals, between two groups, or between an individual
and a group (Emerson, 1962, p. 32). In the marketing channel context it, exists
between two channel members. Those channel members are producers, wholesalers or
retailers. In the current study, power is studied in a supplier-retailer relationship from
the retailer’s point of view.

Relationships where power may exist are dependent relationships (Emerson, 1962, p.
33), i.e. actors in a relationship are dependent on something like love, loans, collective
play, etc. Dependency, on the other hand, is relationship specific, even occasion
specific. In supplier-retailer relationships, actors are dependent on products that they
deliver or purchase. A retailer is dependent on a supplier as a source of the products it
sells, and the supplier is dependent on the retailer as a channel to sell his products.
Without this common interest the supplier-retailer relationship would not exist. In the
supplier-retailer relationship, the degree of dependency on the source of the products
and on the sales of the products may vary. There may be a high degree of dependency
when there is no possibility to switch from the current relationship to another
alternative one. Or there may be a low degree of dependency when many alternatives
to change suppliers and retailers exist in a market.

In some power studies in the marketing channels literature, power is operationalised
as dependency (e.g. Etgar, 1976; Frazier et al. 1989; Keith, Jackson and Crosby, 1990;
Heide, 1994; Kumar, Scheer and Steenkamp,1998; Stoddard, Keith and Brown, 2000).
It is measured as the availability of alternative relations, a motivational investment
and/or a percentage of sales and profits generated from a partner. Frazier (1984)
applies both resource theories and dependency theories, suggesting power to be an
authority that is both a kind of resource (p. 98) and dependence (pp. 69-71).
According to him, actors in the marketing channel differentiate their roles, invest in
their separate skills, and therefore increase the cost of switching, which in turn
increases dependency (Frazier, 1984, pp. 70-71). In other studies, strongly dependent
relationships (for example, franchisee-franchiser relationships) have been chosen as an
empirical setting (e.g. Hunt and Nevin, 1974; Boyle et al. 1992) in order to validate
other ways of measuring power. In the current study, dependency is not measured.
Rather, the study establishes that a supplier-retailer relationship is a dependency
relationship based on the common interest of selling and buying the supplier’s
products, and does not necessarily represent be a highly dependent relationship.

It can be questioned whether power exists in loosely dependent relationships. If power
were defined as a high dependency (meaning no exit from the relationship is possible),
then power would not by definition exist in loosely dependent relationships. Foucault
thinks that power can exist only “over free subjects, and only insofar they are free”
(Foucault, 1983, p. 221). If high dependency is defined as no possibility to exit from
the relationship, then the subjects in the relationship are not free. Relationships based
on an agreement or a contract are highly dependent as long as the agreement or
contract is valid, i.e. the subjects under the agreement are not free during the validity
of the contract. If power is defined as potentially existent in relationships with unequal
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distribution of resources, then it can also exist in loosely dependent relationships.
Power is then based on resources rather than on dependency. The latter view has been
adopted for the current research. Power is also measured in accordance with the above
adopted definition, i.e. it is measured as the “ability to control the decision variables in
the marketing strategy” and not as dependency.

The second sentence of El-Ansary's and Stern's (1972) definition of power defines
what qualifies “the ability to control the decision variables” as power. The ability
“should be different from the influenced member’s original level of control over his
own marketing strategy.” This part of the definition has seldom been measured
although some researchers have tried to include such a measure through attribution of
power (e.g. Gaski, 1987, p. 152). From the definition above, it is also possible to
define power as dependency or control. In power studies, all these possibilities have
been used which confuses the results and the entire field of power studies in the
distribution literature. In the current study, the proxy of power is not understood as
control or dependency, but as power strategies that are described later.

The third aspect in the definition is a powerful actor’s “ability to control the decision
variables in the marketing strategy.” The term ability refers to the potential use of
power (Emerson, 1962, p. 32), and must be based on something that provides this
ability. Many of the marketing channels studies on power have based their theoretical
frameworks and measurement tools on the French and Raven article (1959) which
presents the bases of social power. However, there has been a lot of confusion in the
interpretation of the article (see Stern and Scheer, 1992). French and Raven’s bases of
power (reward, coercive, legitimate, referent and expert) have been interpreted as
resources for power (Hunt and Nevin, 1974; Lusch, 1976; Wilkinson, 1981; Gaski and
Nevin, 1985; Gaski, 1987; Brown, Johnson and Koenig, 1995; Dosogly, Erem and
Unusn, 1996) and/or as influence strategies (Frazier and Summers, 1984, 1986;
Frazier and Sheth, 1985; Frazier et al. 1989; Frazier and Roby, 1991; Boyle et al.
1992; Stoddard et al. 2000). The confusion has been caused by the unclear distinction
between “the power resources and the manner in which those resources are exercised”
(Stern and Scheer, 1992, p. 263). In this study, the two are disentangled as
recommended by Gaski (1992, p. 118). For example, a unique product might consist
of a supplier’s underlying resource, and because of this power resource, the supplier is
able to apply different strategies or tactics towards buyers. The underlying resource
thus gives the supplier the ability to apply power. First, the current study describes
how power is acquired, i.e. which underlying resources give “ability to control.” Then
it is established how power is applied, i.e. power strategies are described6.

Even if there is a consensus in the channels literature about the definition of power,
there is confusion in the use of vocabulary (Gaski, 1992, p. 117-120). Expressions
such as bases of power, basis of power, power sources, sources of power, power
resources and influence strategies have been used both implicitly and sometimes
explicitly as synonyms. Therefore the current study only uses two constructs: power
resources, i.e. resources that generate power for one actor (section 2.1.2.), and power
strategies, i.e. means to use that power (section 2.1.3). Even if the most commonly

6 Of course, the perceived ability to use power strategies can also be seen as a power resource (Gaski,
1984, p. 10).
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used expressions for the means to exercise power have been “sources of power” or
“influence strategies”, those concepts are not used in the present study. Power
strategies, even if an established concept, can be confused with power resources
Because the semantics of the words sources and resources are close. To stress the
difference between power resources and the tactics of exercising power, the
expression “power strategies” is preferred. The expression “influence strategies” is in
contrast used in the traditional literature to refer to a source's tactics to influence a
target. The expression of “power strategies” was chosen to emphasise that both a
source and a target may exercise different tactics, i.e. the source uses power strategies
to exercise power, and the target uses power strategies to overcome the use or
potential use of power.

2.1.1.1. Perceived power
On the operational level, power can be measured in a subjective or in an objective
manner. In the current study, subjective perception of power is measured. Power is
measured as a retailer’s perception of a supplier’s ability to use power strategies,
which Gaski refers to (1992, p. 118) as “sources of power” in contrast to “base of
power” which he defines as ability. Some researchers (e.g. Wrong, 1968, p. 679) have
questioned the existence of power if power is only perceived by the target. They call
for more objective measurements that take into account both the target’s and source’s
perception of power. If power is defined as an achieved influence, the source, the
powerful actor, must be aware of in order to use its power in a directional way. This
kind of power is independent of the target’s perceptions and is in some studies termed
manipulative power or ecological control (Gaski, 1984, p. 11). But if power is defined
as the ability to use power strategies as suggested by Gaski (1984, p. 24), and not as an
outcome of the use of these strategies, then power also exists in a relationship where
the source is unaware of it, i.e. power is only measured as the target’s perception. The
target, on the other hand, acts according to its perceptions, i.e. may correct its
behaviour only based on its perception of the potential use of power strategies. The
latter view is the one applied in marketing channels research (Gaski, 1984, p. 11) and
accordingly adopted in the current study. The retailer perception of supplier power is
studied and that perception is seen as power.

It is possible that the target, in this case the retailer, perceives that the supplier has the
ability to use power, even if the supplier does not feel that he has such an ability. It is
also possible that the retailer does not consider the supplier to have the ability to use
influence strategies, because the supplier exercises power in such an unobtrusive way
that it goes unnoticed by the retailer. It is also possible for both to mutually feel that
the supplier can or cannot influence the retailer. Table 4 lists the four possibilities
from the retailer’s point of view.
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Table 1. Retailer perception of supplier ability to use power (adapted from Stern and
Scheer, 1992, p. 261)

Supplier’s (source’s)
perception of its

Retailer’s (target’s) perception of source’s

Ability to influence the retailer No ability to influence the
retailer

Ability to influence the
retailer

Acknowledged ability Unobtrusive ability

No ability to influence the
retailer

Unintentional ability No ability

When power is connected to the distribution network structure, it does not matter if
both the supplier and the retailer mutually do or do not agree on the supplier’s ability
to use power. The retailer will or will try to make structural changes based on his
perception of the supplier’s possible ability to use power, rather than based on his de
facto knowledge of such a possibility. When the power of state-owned versus private
actors is concerned, the method of only measuring the retailer’s perceptions of a
supplier’s power is biased. In other words, in the case of an unobtrusive ability, power
has not been captured by the method of the present study, and in the case of an
unintentional ability, power has been found even if the supplier does not consider that
it is able to influence the retailer.

The most ”objective” way to measure power would be to record or measure objects or
events in the relationship that indicate power. An external analysis of power resources
could be conducted without any analysis of the target’s or source’s perception of one
and other’s power. For example, both the target’s and source’s power resources could
be evaluated and a powerful actor could be established based on an ‘objective’
evaluation by the researcher. Such analysis, however,  would be fairly positivistic and
ignore the respondents’ voices. If power is connected to behaviour of the target and
the source, as in the case of current study, then the perceptions of the target and source
are more relevant than parameters gauged by a purely objective external evaluation.
Parties in a relationship behave and alter their behaviour according to their own
perceptions and not according to an objective ”reality”. On the other hand, in a highly
dynamic environment such as the Chinese retailing environment, the objective
analysis of power would probably give a more accurate picture of retailing conditions.
While the external environment is changing rapidly, so are power resources, their
applicability, and strategies for using power. Hence both the target and the source may
perceive their respective abilities in an unrealistic manner. Despite the limitations of
the subjective measurement of power, it is the one used in the current study.

2.1.2. How power is acquired: power resources
According to the social exchange theory, the power of one actor is based on resources
(Cook and Emerson, 1978; Cook, Emerson and Gillmore, 1983) or, as expressed by
French and Raven, (1959) power is build upon a basis of power. Similarly,
distribution studies have defined the “ability to control the decision variables over the
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original level of control” (El-Ansary and Stern, 1972) to be based on a basis of power
or power resources. These power resources consist of different kinds of resources that
make an actor stronger than one who lacks these resources. Or as expressed by Gaski
(1992, p. 118), power resources are “the underlying resource of the power holder.”
What these resources are that generate power is less coherent in the marketing channel
literature and, as was said earlier, power resources have often been considered the
same as power strategies, i.e. power wielding tactics.

Organisational studies (e.g. Pahlberg, 1996, Kallinikos, 1984) have suggested that
relative size, age and nationality (location of headquarters and nationality of a CEO)
of a company are resources that generate power (power defined as control, autonomy,
influence) (Pahlberg, 1996 p. 82). According to channels research, power resources
can consist of reputation, time, organisational standing, information and group size
(Gaski, 1987, p. 158-159) or objects, assets and money (Gaski, 1992, p. 124).
According to Frazier (1984, pp. 68-69), power is acquired by authority which is
mainly based on business agreements (such as franchising) between a source and a
target. High dependency can also generate power, even if the concept ‘dependency’
cannot be classified as resource. Furthermore, a position in a network can generate
power (Yamagishi et al., 1988). For example, due to its middle position in a
distribution channel, a wholesaler which connects a producer to retailers has power
over both the retailers and the producer.

However, in many studies, the term basis of power borrowed from the original French
and Raven (1959) study, has been “associated with corresponding types of power and
influence” (Stern and Scheer, 1992). In other words, French and Raven's (1959) term
“basis of power” has been used to mean a source to acquire and generate power, but
also as strategies to use power. These bases are described by French and Raven (1959,
pp. 155-156) as follows:

i. “Reward power, based on P’s [target’s] perception that O [source] has the
ability to mediate rewards to him;

ii. Coercive power, based on P’s perception that O has the ability to mediate
punishments for him;

iii. Legitimate power, based on the perception by P that O has a legitimate right
to prescribe behaviour for him;

iv. Referent power, based on P’s identification with O;

v. Expert power, based on the perception that O has some special knowledge
or expertness.“

Later, Raven and Kruglanski (1970) identified an additional source, information
power. It is based on the P’s perception that O has some special information or
interpretation of information that generates power (Raven and Kruglanski, 1970, pp.
79-81). In the current study, reward and coercive power are treated as power strategies
(described in more detail in the next section) and the legitimate, referent, expert and
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information bases of power are interpreted as resources that provide a foundation for
using power strategies.

Because of the confusion in the use of French and Rave’s bases of power as both
underlying power resources and applied power through power strategies, there has
also been a discussion in the literature of which bases of power provide which power
strategies. Frazier notes, “while each base of power may be somewhat different, the
same underlying resources can serve as the foundation for more than one base of
power” (Frazier, 1984, p. 71). In the present study, the assumption is that the overall
possession of resources provides the impetus to use different kinds of ‘power bases’,
or to use the terms of the current study, the overall possession of resources provides
the impetus to use or potentially use power strategies. In other words, it is not posited
which resources contribute to which power strategy. The power resources and
conditions that provide power for an actor are discussed in section 2.2.

Resources that generate power cannot be defined generally or constructed in a general
power theory because they are always relationship specific (Emerson, 1962, p. 32) and
may be transaction or occasion specific (Gaski, 1987, p. 159; Gaski, 1992, p. 126-
127). For example, company size, location of its headquarters, authority of an
agreement, etc., may be relevant to one relationship but irrelevant to another. One
group of resources may provide power over one relationship, but not necessarily over
another. For instance, due to its size, a large retailer may gain power over a supplier
but not over legal authorities. Similarly, one company may gain power over another in
purchasing transactions, but not in social occasions outside business (for example,
charity events). Thus, resources that provide power need to be defined in both a
relational and occasional context. The relational context of the current study is the
retailer-supplier relationship, and the occasional context is the purchasing-selling
transaction. The focus of interest is if the retailer or the supplier has power in the
situation where they are selling and buying from each other. The resources defined
below are those that provide retailer power over a supplier or supplier power over a
retailer. In addition to the purchasing-selling transaction context, supplier and retailer
resources are also studied in the context of the Chinese distribution environment.

Even if the above discussion on power resources claims that power resources are
possessed and acquired, power is not. According to Foucault, power is “conceived not
as a property but as a strategy” and “its effect of domination are attributed in activity,
rather than a privilege that one might possess” (Foucault, 1984, p. 174). One can
possess resources as explained earlier, but whether these resources generate power or
not is unique to a situation, a time and a relationship. For example, in China
possession of technical expertise has been a resource of power during certain eras, but
in other times the same resource has been the foundation for personal disaster. Many
power studies in the marketing channel literature have adopted on the view of power
as dependency based on contracts, such as franchising agreements. In this sense their
definition of power does not fully correspond the definition of power in the current
study. Power based on contracts might rather be what Foucault calls “an economism
in the theory of power” meaning that “power is taken to be a right, which one is able
to possess like a commodity, and which one can in consequence transfer or alienate,
either wholly or partially through a legal act or through some act that establishes a
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right, such as takes place through cession and contract” (Foucault, 1980, p. 88). Thus,
power according to Foucault resides in action (Foucault, 1980, 89). Power lies in
tactics and strategies that are applied on a target but which can also be applied by the
target on a source. Next, these tactics, labelled as power strategies, are discussed.

2.1.3. How power is applied: power strategies
The current study refers to the manner in which power is applied as power strategies.
Power strategies are different tactics or strategies applied on a target, and power
strategies are also different tactics or strategies the target applies on a source in order
to react to the source’s power. For example, a power strategy could be the withdrawal
of information, or switching to another supplier. The applied power can be a potential
exercise or actual exercise, and is also measured accordingly.

The distribution literature divides power strategies into two categories that are
originally based on French and Raven's (1959) bases of power. Coercive (punishment)
and non-coercive (rewards) power strategies are the focus of attention (Hunt and
Nevin, 1974; Lusch 1976; Gaski, 1984; Gaski and Nevin, 1985). Coercive power
strategies in the distribution context are, for example, ways of delaying delivery,
taking legal actions and raising prices. Non-coercive power strategies involve the
possibility to obtain, for instance, access to service, advertising support, training, co-
op advertising, trade allowances, and free samples (Gaski, 1984, pp. 21-23; 1992, p.
118). Other marketing channel researchers have dichotomised power strategies into
economic and non-economic categories (Etgar, 1978; Lusch and Brown, 1982; Brown,
Lusch and Muehling, 1983) and into mediated and non-mediated groups (Kasulis and
Spekman, 1980; Johnson et al. 1990, 1993; Brown et al. 1995). All of these
definitions, however, have their origins in French and Raven’s (1959) bases of power.
In the present study, the French and Raven’s original dichotomy of coercive and non-
coercive power strategies are used.

The dichotomy of coercive and non-coercive strategies is important, since the
assumed outcome of the use or the perceived ability to use these two power strategies
is different. Also, it can be argued that reward power strategies are means of
establishing and strengthening relationships, i.e. special actions taken to give favours
to partners with good relations. Similar argumentation is stated in the original French
and Raven (1959) articles where they say that “reward power will tend to increase the
attraction of P [target] toward O [sources]”. Attraction may result in stronger
relationships. The use of coercive power strategies, on the other hand, is assumed to
lead to the opposite direction, and in the long run the target may want to exit from the
relationship. French and Raven (1959) talk about threatened punishment that might
push a target to “leave the field entirely,” i.e. exit the relationship or switch to another
relationship. According to more recent research, “negative sanctions communicated in
threats are able to alienate the target” and positive influence strategies
(recommendations and information exchange) lead to relationalism, i.e. to a stronger
relation between a dealer and a supplier (Boyle et al., 1992).7 The above outcomes are

7 Depending on the view of power one takes, it can also be argued that the use of non-coercive power
strategies is not about power. Lukas (1982, p. 32-33) reasons that if the source acts according to the
“real interests” of the target, it is not a question of power. One can assume that the use of non-coercive
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possible only in loosely dependent relationships, i.e. in relationships where exit is
possible.

In the current study, coercive power is assumed to influence a structure in a marketing
channel with regard to switching to other suppliers or building up coalitions to
overcome a powerful supplier. On the other hand, non-coercive power is assumed to
strengthen a current relationship, i.e. change the nature of the connection in a retailer-
supplier relationship. Building up coalitions, changing suppliers, and changing the
nature of a supplier-retailer relationship are power strategies from the target’s point of
view. They are counter reactions to the power strategies used by the source. In section
2.3. these issues are discussed in further detail.

2.1.4. Power in a Chinese context
The concept of power is culturally bound, hence exercised and experienced differently
in different cultural contexts (e.g. Johnson et al. 1990, 1993; Lee 2001). Triandis
(1978) suggests that at the construct’s level of abstraction, the universality of a
construct across cultures is closely met. For example, the power as an abstract
construct is cross-culturally comparable. Power exists across space and time, and even
the definition of power is universally applicable. However, cross-cultural differences
appear at a lower level of abstraction. For example, power is perceived and exercised
differently in different places, during various times, and in different contexts such as
in channel- or intra organisational relationships. Cultural differences have relevance
for this study when the theoretical constructs, the power, the structure and the external
environment, are operationalised. Even if the constructs as such are universal, the
tools to measure them are culturally bound. Both intra- and inter organisational studies
have shown that power is perceived by both individualistic and collectivist cultures
but exercised differently (e.g. Weldon and Jehn, 1996 in the context of conflict
management; Johnson et al., 1990, 1993; Lee 2001 in the context of channel
relationships). Thus, it can be argued that power meets a construct equivalence across
cultures, but that there are functional differences connected with power, i.e. power
may have different meanings (Hui and Triandis, 1985, pp. 133-135) in China than in
other cultures.

When looking at the distribution channel’s business in the PRC, it may be argued that
power is a less relevant object of study than other relational aspects such as trust and
commitment. Power in the context of Chinese culture might be considered a non-
existent phenomenon or less relevant for Chinese behaviour. This view is probably
based on the general picture of the Chinese culture as being harmonious and
collectivist. For one thing, harmonious behaviour is often considered as conflict
avoidance (cf. Chew and Lim, 1995, pp. 143-157), and for another, power is often
connected with conflict behaviour at least in the distribution literature (Gaski, 1984).
Moreover, in collectivist cultures, power is considered to be a less relevant
motivational value than other motivational sub-dimensions.

power strategies, such as advertising support, promotion support, and other kind of services, would also
be of interest to the target, i.e. it would not be power according to Lukas’ (1982) argumentation. This
view is not adopted in the current study. Non-coercive power strategies are seen as mild ways of
applying power.
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On the other hand, Chinese culture is also seen as hierarchical based on Confucian
cardinal relationships. Hierarchy in essence implies the power of a partner at a higher
hierarchical level in a relational chain. A position in the Confucian hierarchy is based
on fundamental human qualities like age, gender, and position in society, but several
studies have also shown that respect for hierarchical power also applies to intra
organisational behaviour (e.g. Laaksonen, 1988 pp. 225-231, 342-354). A recent study
has also shown that power scored high as motivation to behaviour in a current PRC
company setting (Ralston, Holt, Terpstra and Kai-Cheng, 1997, pp. 198-199). Face or
honour is a third feature in Chinese culture that further leads to the discussion of the
existence of power in Chinese business behaviour. Hwang (1987) has studied Chinese
power games based on giving and receiving face and favours in Chinese relational
behaviour. Thus, we can conclude that power is a relevant concept for Chinese society
despite the fact that on the surface Chinese behaviour appears to be conflict avoiding
and harmonious.

Even if the overall concept of power were universal, its antecedents or consequences
are not. Therefore, it is not argued in this study that the concept of power in the
Chinese context is totally and identically analogous to the concept of power in
Western countries, where most of the power theories in all fields of research have
been created. The endogenous and exogenous variables associated with the concept of
power are, however, argued to be different in different cultures. What creates power
for certain groups or individuals in one society or context in that particular society is
specific to that setting. Generally, such conditions could be laws, established norms,
media, etc. In the context of distribution channels in general, it can be market
conditions, economic conditions, physical constraints, etc. But the exogenous
variables of power may also vary in different contexts. In Western power literature,
power has been shown to influence relationship quality and satisfaction as well as
create conflict. However, in the Chinese cultural context such behaviour could be
assumed not to apply. Rather, in this conflict avoiding and harmony seeking society, it
is more a question of avoiding power than openly expressing dissatisfaction with it or
openly creating a conflict due to power, as is proposed to happen in Western contexts
(e.g. Stern and Reve, 1980, p. 58). In the Japanese (Johnson et al., 1990) and the
Turkish (Dosoglu et al., 1996) contexts, it has been shown that channel relations are
harmony seeking. In the only power study done in the PRC, it was concluded that a
relationship of power-conflict-satisfaction established in the West does exist in China,
but in a weaker form (Lee, 2001, p. 157). Thus, the exogenous variable used in this
study is a marketing channel’s structure that is seen as one way of avoiding a power
concentration without openly expressing dissatisfaction or creating conflict. Such a
causal relationship between power and the structure of the distribution network has
already been theorised by Stern and Reve in their political economy approach (e.g.
Stern and Reve, 1980 and 1985; Arndt, 1983). But, few have studied that relationship
empirically (except Johnson et al., 1995; Bucklin and van Bruggen, 1995).

2.2. Environment

A channel external environment was seen as a foundation for resources that generate
power (see section 2.1.2.). The concept of environment refers here to aspects in the
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macro economic system that clearly exist outside a marketing channels system. Even
though the influence of the external environment on marketing channels was
established a long time ago (e.g. Perston and Slater in Bucklin, 1973), Achrol et al.
(1983) were the first to integrated the external environment into a marketing channels
system framework applying the ideas from the political economy approach. Arndt
(1983) further explains the political economy paradigm as a broader approach to the
former micro economic approach in marketing channel studies. Although the articles
of both Achrol et al. (1983) and Arndt (1983) are conceptual, they dimensionalise the
channel external environment, taking the concept to a more operational level. With
Achrol et al.’s (1983) and Arndt’s (1983) ideas as a framework, the chapter first
describes general issues regarding the Chinese macro-environment and then
establishes the environmental dimensions based both on the distribution literature and
the particularly focused case of the PRC.

Even if theoretically appealing, the channel external environment is an empirically
problematic concept. Similar to culture (Poortinga and Malpass, 1986) it is an
extremely rich variable that can hardly be isolated or controlled into a meaningful
antecedent variable. In organisational studies, researchers have conceptualised the
environment as participant interpretation of the environment or in terms of
environmental attributes (Downey and Ireland, 1979). The current study in contrast
draws sets of environmental attributes from the channels literature to conceptualise the
environment. Problems, however, remain since there are too many attributes to be
included in a single study (Iyer, 1997, p. 548) and no theory has resolved which
attributes and how many of these attributes should be included in environmental
dimensions (Downey and Ireland, 1979). One way to overcome this problem is to
study only one dimension of the environment, like culture. But since the inclusion of
several dimensions underscores relationships between the dimensions, more than one
dimension is preferable (Iyer, 1997, p. 548). To overcome at least some of these
problems, only those dimensions of the environment that were known or assumed to
be relevant for the Chinese setting were included in the study. The relevance of the
environmental dimensions and attributes are based on earlier findings (Polsa, 1998),
the author’s pre-understanding, and secondary data on China’s business environment.

The environment can be studied as an “objective” or “subjective” environment
(Downey and Ireland, 1979, pp. 631-632). When an environment is treated as
objective, it usually means that objects or events in the environment are recorded and
measured. For example, a number of firms in the industry or a number of laws specific
to a company are reported. In contrast, when an environment is treated as subjective, a
participant's perception of it is measured. In the current study, the environment is
treated as a perceived environment, i.e. as the respondents’ subjective view of the
environment. For the purpose of this study it does not matter what policies and
conditions really are like but how the actors perceive them. Whether the actors see the
current situation as beneficial to them or as a threat, influences their perception of
themselves as business partners and more importantly their perception of strategic
business actions.
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2.2.1. The Chinese macro-environment in general
The marketing channel external environment which influences Chinese distribution
systems has many special characteristics. First, the Chinese economic environment
can be considered to be at a developing stage. Even if the economy is already
developed in some parts of the country, other areas are still underdeveloped. The stage
of economic development has an effect on distribution systems, their structure, and
ways of conducting business (Samiee, 1993). Samiee (1993) established five
characteristics that describe marketing channels in underdeveloped countries.
Marketing channels in such countries are fragmented, have poor communication
infrastructure, power is concentrated to certain intermediaries, suppliers provide credit
to retailers, and sporadic imports are made by some channel members. The same
applies to the channels in China (Polsa, 1998). Sporadic import by some channel
members, one characteristic of channels in undeveloped countries, is, however,
regulated in the PRC so that not all members are able to conduct imports.
Furthermore, powerful actors in China are not as small as they are in some
undeveloped countries. Powerful actors in China are large state-owned players (Polsa,
1998). Thus, not only the economic development, but also the economic system
unique to China influence the platform on which marketing channels exist.

The economic system which has a significant influence on Chinese business is the
former socialist economy and the current “socialist market economy with Chinese
characteristics.” Even the pre-socialist economy has of course formed the current
economic environment. For example, Skinner (1985) has shown how rural market
places, the knots of rural distribution systems, were free to develop into economically
rational places and performed exchange as frequently as needed. Maoist socialism
regulated and destroyed these market places, but the reform policies after 1978 have
revitalised the old exchange system (Skinner, 1985). In the cities the development has
not so much involved the economic location of market places, as it has involved the
changes in market structure. The structure has changed from a more competitive
market structure during the pre-Liberation era to a monopolistic market structure
during the planned economy time, and to the re-establishment of a competitive system
during the socialist market economy era. Currently, despite efforts, the market
structure has not reached a totally competitive system but can be characterised as
oligopolistic, i.e. few firms dominate the market (Root, 1994, p. 8).

In general the “socialist market economy with Chinese characteristics” has liberalised
the Chinese economy, as the examples of changes in the Chinese economic
development show in Table 1.
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Table 2. The different economic trends in the PRC (adapted from Fan, 1994, pp. 16-
18; Lu and Tang, 1997, pp. 130-141; Luk, 1998, pp. 46-53).

Centrally Planned
Economy
 (1953-78)

Planned Commodity
Economy
 (1979-92)

Socialist Market
Economy
(1993-)

Main objectives • Lay a foundation for
the socialist economy
and transform all
sectors into it

• Emphasises heavy-
industry

• Encourage local small
industries

• Modernise industries
• Seek foreign capital

• Establish the socialist
market economy

• Develop high-tech
industries

Government
intervention

 Direct administrative
control

 Diminished direct control  Indirect control

Orientation of
business

 Production-oriented
 Plan fulfilment

 Operation-oriented
 Profitability, sales

 Market -oriented
 Profitability

Ownership  State
 Collective

 State
 Collective
 Emergence of private and
foreign

 State (still dominant in
some fields of industry)
 Collective
 Private (high growth)
 Foreign

Competition  None  Limited  Growing

Product policy  State plan  Limited freedom
 Meeting plan first

 Autonomy

Price  Fixed  Fixed, floating, black
market

 Free market price (except
raw materials)

Advertising  Prohibited  Allowed  Allowed

Distribution industry • Three-tier system
• Top-down approach

• Creation of multiple
channels

• Horizontal links
between provinces

• Emergence of foreign
retailers

• Establishment of
Ministry of Domestic
Trade at a national level

 “The socialist market economy with Chinese characteristics” does not mean a
completely liberal economy, and not even an equal regulatory environment to all
business actors involved. It can be explained as a political environment with different
influence levels. The political environment in the PRC can be divided into four
influence levels: macro, micro, local and national. Macro level political events and
changes have implications for all firms and industries compared to micro level
political events and changes which only have implications for some industries, firms,
projects or products (from Brewer, 1985). Macro and micro level events can occur at
both the local and national levels. A macro political event at the local level will
influence all the companies in the local market. A micro political event at the local
level may influence only some firms, industries, projects or products that are on the
local market. Macro political events at the national level will influence all the firms,
industries, projects and products in the entire country, whereas micro political events
at the national level affect only some companies, projects, industries or products in an
entire country. In the PRC, ‘local’ can be defined as the province, prefecture, city or
county level (The Administrative Divisions of the PRC, 1981, p. 2). In this study, the
local level is represented by the city administrative level. The matrix in Table 2
illustrates the interplay of these four different levels of political influence.
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 Table 3. Levels of political influence on business operations in the PRC.

Macro level political event  All firms in all industries, with
different kinds of projects and
products in one local area

 All industries, firms, products
and projects in the entire
country

Micro level political event  Some firms, some industries,
some projects, some products in
one local area

 Some industries, firms, products
and projects in the entire
country

Local level political event National level political event

 At all these levels, political influence on the business environment, or on the channel
external environment in particular, can be regulatory, facilitative (or promotional), and
entrepreneurial (Mitchell, 1991, p. 208-209). The regulatory involvement of a
government is aimed to maintain an order in the economy and also to establish
economic growth through this order. This has been the primary target of the Chinese
government after the Planned Commodity Economy was established in 1979. The
direct control of the government diminished (see Table 1), but economic legislation
was established, i.e. regulatory involvement was created through economic laws. The
facilitative or promotional involvement is aimed to establish basic services to
facilitate business operations. This has also been the primary task of the Chinese
national government through infrastructure investments like the Beijing-Shanghai
highway, the Beijing-Guangzhou railway, and the Yangze river project. The last type
of political influence on the business sector is labelled entrepreneurial and aims to
directly “participate in ownership and operation of companies” (Mitchell, 1991, p.
209). This type of political involvement can be both national and local in the PRC, but
is greatly dependent on the local authorities (Luk and Li, 1997, p. 99; Edin, 2000, pp.
82-114). In some parts of China private business is encouraged and promoted, and in
other parts local governments give preferential treatment to state-owned businesses. In
China regulatory and facilitative influence is supposed to occur at the national macro
or micro level, but due to differences in local entrepreneurial influence it may or may
not reach all the firms.

 As far as the distribution business is concerned, PRC wholesalers and retailers in
different ownership forms (state-owned, collective and private) do not have an equal
opportunity to develop their business and consequently they cannot compete on equal
bases (Lu and Tang, 1997). In the current Chinese economy, companies can roughly
be divided into state-owned, collective and private companies, as can be seen from
Table 1 (for a more detailed discussion of ownership forms and different actors, see
the next section and section 2.3.1.). Until 1999 private business has only played a
complementary role in the economy according to the official national policy. “Playing
the role as a supplement to the public economy, private businesses, with a low social
status, used to be discriminated against in business operations.” (Xu, 1999). In the
same spirit, state-owned retailers represent a major distribution system in the markets
(Guo et al., 1997). This restriction on private business has formally existed in the PRC
constitution up until 1999, and can therefore be classified as national micro level
political restriction. The same kind of national micro level political regulation has
occurred with the taxation legislation. Until the taxation reform 19948, state-owned,

8 In practise the tax burden has been highly unequal even after the 1994 reform (Lu and Tang, 1997).
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private and collective enterprises have not been enjoyed the same benefits as the state
sector, which has had access to borrowed capital (Lu and Tang, 1997). After the
unification of the separate taxation for different types of enterprises at the national
level, the local taxation bureaux have continued to practise separate policies even after
the reform. Thus this type of political event has become a local micro level policy.
This means that actors from different groups in different locations in the PRC do not
face the same environment in practice. There are in principle different business
environments in the same business market.

The distribution actors in China

The different types of actors, both state-owned, collective and private, not only face
different conditions in their local and national operative environments, but also differ
as firms. The state-owned firms are larger than the private ones, which are often small
family businesses. However, there are also small and weak state-owned companies,
their relative strength depending on whether their state agency is national, regional,
municipal or local (Goldman, 2000). In Guilin the state-owned companies were
operated by local government, and were powerful due to their connections to local
government (Polsa, 1998). Probably, small peripheral cities have not been attractive
markets for other state agencies or foreign operators to enter.

Probably due to their plan economy history, state-owned actors to this day have
somewhat fixed ways of conducting business and might therefore be considered
bureaucratic with complicated business procedures. State-owned enterprises, for
example, use formal contracts and sales plans that are not used by private actors.
State-owned actors are, however, trusted by consumers due to the good quality of their
products ( Polsa, 1998, p. 87-88). Private businesses in contrast are more effective and
flexible in their ways of conducting business. The flexibility of the private actors
means that they are quick to respond to the changes in market conditions, like style
and fashion (Polsa, 1998, p. 78), but it may also mean flexible service such as ”longer
operating hours and a close development with consumers” (Goldman and Qin, 1998,
p. 95). On the other hand, they often lack financial resources (Goldman and Qin,
1998, p. 95). State-owned actors have a longer business experience, even if this
experience was mainly acquired from the plan economy period which lasted 25 years.
The business experience of private companies, on the other hand, is shorter and covers
only the reform era.

There are three different types of collective enterprises in China.  The first collectives
were established during the First Five-Year Plan from small private businesses such as
small private factories. They operate very much like any other state-owned enterprise
(Polsa, 1998, p. 83), because they share the history of the planned economy. The
second group of collectives were established in the beginning of the reform era in the
late 1970s (Polsa, 1998, p. 83) in order to create competition among the companies in
China. They are former state-owned companies that restructured themselves into
‘collective-owned’ companies (Goldman and Qin, 1998, p. 90; Goldman, 2000, p. 4).
In Shanghai this group of collectives has been vital, competitive, effective, and a
major force for modernisation (Goldman, 2000, p. 5; Goldman and Qin, 1998, p. 90),
but in less developed areas, such as Guilin, they have not been as successful. One such
retailer had a prime location in the heart of the city, as well as the most modern store,
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management and operation style in 1993. This retailer disappeared from the market in
1996 and the construction of a bank overtook the prime location. The third group of
collective enterprises are normal private entrepreneurs that run their business under
the collective label (McEwen, 1994, p. 37; Polsa, 1998, p. 83). This group, in contrary
to the first group, resembles the private sector.

State-owned wholesalers are important actors in the Chinese distribution market.
They operate at four different levels: national (former first level wholesalers),
provincial (former second level wholesalers), district (former third level wholesalers)
and city/county/township (fourth level wholesalers) (Luk, 1998, p. 45-46). The
national level wholesalers seemed to have little relevance for small cities like Guilin,
but the second-level wholesaler in the city was a major player in the distribution
market (Polsa, 1998). Many local state-owned retailers and department stores were
required to buy from the second-level wholesalers (Luk, 1998, p. 54), which
reinforced their importance (Polsa, 1998, p. 98-99). Furthermore, the government
protected state-owned wholesalers by introducing a membership system of close
relationships between wholesalers and retailers, and by creating competitive
advantage through chain shops and supermarkets (Luk, 1998, p. 55). The second-level
wholesaler in Guilin implemented chain store policies in 1993, but by 1996 and 1998
had not succeed in gaining competitive advantage with the strategy. Collective and
private retailers exist, but state-owned wholesalers ”will very likely enjoy additional
preferential treatment” (Luk, 1998, pp. 55-56). For example, in Guilin until 1996 no
private actor had succeed in getting a license for wholesaling, and collective
wholesalers were medium size actors. On the other hand, third-level wholesalers  did
not seem to be that influential. In the course of chain store strategies, third-level
wholesalers’ importance as physical distributors had diminished. They are examples
of weak state-owned wholesalers.

Table 4 describes the characteristics of the state-owned, collective and private
enterprises in the food marketing channels field.

 Table 4. The actor characteristics divided according to the ownership of the
organisation (adapted from Polsa, 1998, p. 92-93)

Form of
ownership /
Characteristics of
the actors

State-owned Collective Private

Size • large sales volume • medium sales volume • small sales volume
Structure • large organisation • in between the two

extremes
• family business
• no or small number of

outside employees
Way of
conducting
business

• fixed practice
• bureaucratic
• complicated
• contracts and plans
• less controlled by

government than before

• flexible
• in between the two

extremes

• flexible
• effective
• ”profit sharing”
• independent from the

government

Experience • much business experience
• long relationships with

other actors

• in between the two
extremes

• little
• not yet long relationships

with the other actors
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Employees and
owners

• educated staff
• support from the large

organisation
 

• a group of businessmen
may share different
backgrounds, education,
etc.

• medium-size
organisational support

• self taught
• usually no formal

business education9

• former factory workers
• no support from a strong

organisation
Retailers • grocery stores,

department stores,  chain
stores, supermarkets

• largest and most
important retailers at the
local city level

• department stores and
other shops that were
established before the
free market economy

• new actors from other
government units (such
as the army and colleges)

• grocery stores, chain
stores

• mixed retailing and
wholesaling function

• private businessmen
under the collective
name, i.e. share the
characteristics of private
business

• grocery stores, open
market places , small
stalls

Wholesalers • definition: officially
licensed as wholesalers

• second and third-level
wholesalers from the time
before the free market
economy

• new actors from other
government units (for
example permission for
the Commercial
Community to buy and
sell)

• powerful actors on the
market

• definition: actors with
stock

• small private businesses
put together after
Liberation

• government-established
units to stimulate
competition (1985
reform)

• private business under the
collective name

• sometimes operates under
the state-owned or
collective banner

Producers • factories from the
planned economy era

• new actors from other
government units (such
as the army)

• joint ventures

• small private businesses
put together after
Liberation

• private businessmen
under the collective name

• producers of perishable
goods (such as pastries)

2.2.2. Environmental dimensions
Since the eighties, some distribution studies have investigated the environment or
parts of it as one exogenous variable in a causal system (e.g. Dwyer and Welsh, 1985;
Chidomere, 1986; Manolis, Nygaard and Stillerud, 1997; de Mortanges and Vossen,
1999). Of these studies, Dwyer and Welsh (1985) and Chidomere (1986) use more
environmental dimensions and operationalise their scale to greater detail. Therefore,
their articles serve as a foundation for the way this study conceptualises and
operationalises the environment. The environmental characteristics adapted from
Dwyer and Welsh (1985) are: regulatory environment, competition, demand, cultural
aspects, technological level in the market, and resources. Although Chidomere’s
(1986) categories are different and include economic, technological and socio-cultural

9 In other areas, such as Guangdong, private business entrepreneurs are, to an increasing extent, former
officials and academics (McEwen, 1994, p. 35), and national statistics report that slightly more than
70% of private businessmen are high-school graduates, and 17% even have a higher education (Cai,
1994).
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dimensions, on the measurement level of analysis they include the same aspects as
Dwyer and Welsh (1985).

Proposed distribution of power between state-owned and private actors in a supplier-
retailer relationship

The first three dimensions of the environment: governmental regulations, competition
and demand, are covered first. They consist of special contextual cases based on
Achrol et al.’s (1983, p. 64) proposal: “under environmental uncertainty, the direction
of the change in the power balance of channel dyads is determined by which member
is able to cope with the source of uncertainty.” State-owned actors are assumed to
cope better with changes in the regulatory environment due to their established
connections with the regulatory authorities, and private actors are assumed to cope
better with changing market conditions, competition and demand, due to their flexible
organisation. Thus, the distribution of power is first examined between different types
of actors, state-owned and private.

The regulatory environment is operationalised as governmental regulations since
other kinds of trade restrictions do not yet exist in the Chinese market. It is assumed
that more government regulations lead to more power for state-owned actors, Because
these actors, whether retailers or suppliers, have a closer relationship with the
government. Because of their established relationships with the government, state-
owned actors benefit from an environment of more government regulation, unfair
taxation, more government restrictions, changing rental and permission conditions.
However, regulations can be beneficial to both state and private businesses. But this
does not necessarily mean that such laws or regulations are implemented at the local
level in the same spirit as they were designed at the central government level. Thus,
the written law, regulations or rules do not necessarily mean better opportunities for
certain companies but relations with “the authorities secure the smooth flow of
business and facilitate long-term planning“ (Bruun, 1993, p. 23 and 134).
Furthermore, “enterprises with better connections in local government or with higher
bargaining power were likely to get better deals” as far as, for example taxation was
concerned (Lu and Tang, 1997, p. 93). What is relevant in an environment of more
government regulations is the way different actors deal with the regulatory system,
and it is assumed that state-owned actors, partly due to their long-lasting relations with
governmental offices, can better deal with an increasingly regulatory environment.
Thus,

Proposition 1: More government regulations increase the power of state-owned
actors.

It is assumed that competition creates more power for private actors because they are
more flexible and free to act in a turbulent environment than state-owned actors are
(Polsa, 1998; Wei and Fan, 2000). State-owned actors bear the old planned economy
legacy where competition was a non-existent. Although competition was introduced
for the state-owned sector through the establishment of collectives during the planned
commodity economy in the early 80s, state-owned actors still bear the burden of a 25-
year history of being the only actors in the market (see Table 1.). The legacy and
history of state-owned monopoly may have created a habit of conducting business in
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ways that might be inefficient in a competitive environment. For example, the praxis
of state-owned businesses has been reported to be bureaucratic and slow, and
reactions to changing consumer preferences insufficient (Polsa, 1998, pp. 87-92).
Private actors, on the other hand, do not bear a similar legacy or history, but only have
the experience of operating in a competitive environment and are therefore used to
reacting with flexibility to the demands of greater competition (Luk, 1998, pp. 61-62).
Thus,

Proposition 2: Greater competition increases the power of private actors.

The above argumentation is based on local conditions in Guilin. In more developed
areas state-owned actors are also strongly reacting to increased competition and are
even driving forces of development and change (Goldman and Qin, 1998; Goldman,
2000). Probably, local governments that support the state-owned sector (Luk, 1998, p.
56) are also changing to reflect market conditions and increased competition.
Relevance of their support in a competitive environment is different in different parts
of China.

The competitive environment is also influenced by the demand in the market. Lower
demand means more competition among those who need and want to sell in a
declining market. Due to reasons mentioned above, greater demand eases up the
competitive environment, which is assumed to be beneficial for state-owned actors.
The opposing view, that greater demand increases competition, can also be taken. This
would imply that increase in demand creates opportunities that attract new actors.
Consequently, emergence of new actors would increase competition. In order to
increase competition through greater demand, the influence of new actors should be
greater than the effect of increased demand. Since the focus of current study, Guilin, is
located in an inland, not-so-attractive area it could be argued that the city would not
attract so many new actors if demand were to increase.  Thus, the former view on
increased demand has been adopted. Demand is seen, here, as the opposite of greater
competition, and not as changing consumer habits. Changing demand would, of
course, be beneficial for private actors who are more flexible in reacting to changing
consumer habits. Therefore,

Proposition 3: Greater demand increases the power of state-owned actors.

Proposed distribution of power between retailers and suppliers

The following three environmental: dimensions, reputation, technology and resources,
are dimensions that influence the retailer-supplier power relationship. Thus, the
distribution of power is not examined between state-owned and private actors as the
first three propositions, but between a retailer and a supplier.

Dwyer and Welsh (1985) combine industry reputation and image in a dimension they
call ‘culture’. In the current study reputation as one dimension of ‘culture’ was
changed to trust towards retailers, since trust was found to be an important enterprise
characteristic (Polsa, 1998, p 87). Furthermore, in the present study, the concepts of
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trust and image were not considered to represent ‘culture’ since this term refers more
to a collective level of analysis, i.e. to, for example, the country level. In contrast, trust
and image were seen as two dimensions of reputation. Both retailer characteristics,
retailer image and entrusted retailers, were assumed to increase retailer power over
their suppliers. Corresponding supplier characteristics were not seen as influential
since final consumers are not directly in touch with wholesalers or producers. Thus,

Proposition 4a: A positive image in the eyes of the public increases retailer
power.

Proposition 4b: Trust by the public increases retailer power.

The technology in a retailer shop is also a characteristic that affects power relations
between retailers and their suppliers. Technology in the channel’s context may mean
retailing outlet equipment, such as a fax, telephone, cash registers, shop furniture, etc.
The better equipped the retailing outlets are, the better position they have in relation to
their suppliers. Thus,

Proposition 5: Good retailer technology increases retailer power.

The last dimension of the external environment consists of a set of resources. At the
operational level these resources are studied as relative and comparative resources
between a retailer and its supplier, as perceived by the retailer. These resources,
discussed below, are seen as power-generating for both types of companies. For
example, both in the retailer and supplier side more financial resources would increase
the relative power of a resource holder. Thus, the discussion below applies both for a
retailer and supplier.

It is assumed that actors with many resources have more power. The connections
enterprises in the PRC have with governmental offices represent one important
resource (Derong and Faure, 1995, pp. 27-54). These connections are different for
different types of enterprises. State-owned companies have always had close contacts
with local governments, and despite their managerial independence today, they are
still connected to local governmental units through the Contract Management
Responsibility System (Derong and Farure, 1995, pp. 28-29). Private enterprises also
have connections with the authorities but in a different way. They have close contacts
with offices such as the bureau of taxation, or Commercial Bureau, which grants
business licences (Polsa, 1998, pp. 54-53; Wank, 2000, p. 278), or with officials who
lease shop locations (Wank, 2000, p. 278). The ties of the private and the state-owned
enterprises differ both in their nature and strength. The contacts of state-owned
enterprises with governmental offices are old and based on contracts and ownership
ties. These ties can therefore be assumed to be stronger than private contacts, Because
private contacts are younger and by nature less formal. The earlier explorative
findings on power relations revealed that relations with governmental offices are a
crucial source of power (Polsa, 1996, p.). The other crucial sources of power are
probably less China-specific and common to other societies, too. They consist of
financial resources, education and experience, know-how, and managerial freedom.
The study does not speculate on which group, state-owned or private, has the most
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resources, Because state-owned enterprises have some and private ones have others.
Thus,

Proposition 6: More retailer resources increase the power of retailers.

2.3. Distribution network structure

Depending on what view has been taken, i.e. whether logistical, managerial, decision-
making, behavioural, etc., the concept of structure has been defined and analysed in
diverse ways in the distribution literature. However, the channels literature often
defines structure as “any enduring characteristics of an interfirm relationship that
contributes to consistent role patterns among channel members” (Boyle and Dwyer,
1995). This chapter first presents some common views of marketing channel structure,
and then discuses a view adapted for the current study. The adapted view on
distribution networks is purely inductive but analogous to views presented in the
literature.

In distribution research, the channel’s structure can be defined on different levels of
analysis. For example, wholesaling structure has been studied as consisting of the
number of wholesalers, their sales volume, and their function in the distribution
network (e.g. Pirog and Smith, 1996). Retailing structure has also been researched
similarly in some distribution studies. In both kinds of studies, the level of analysis is
the horizontal channel structure, and the focus is on one particular structural level.

The other level of analysis is the vertical marketing channel structure. Typologies of
vertical marketing channel structure not only deal with retailing or wholesaling levels,
but the entire network of actors in a channel. The most typical channel structure
dimension is the number of intermediaries in the marketing channel from a
manufacturer to consumers (Rosenbloom, 1995), i.e. the length of the channel. The
vertical channel structure has also been defined in terms of organisational dimension,
i.e. how integrated and formalised the vertical marketing channel is (McCammon,
1970). McCammon (1970) identified three channel systems: corporate systems,
administrated systems, and contractual systems. This channel typology has often been
used by channel researchers when studying, for example, power in one type of channel
(e.g. power in contractual marketing system, Hyvönen, 1991) or comparing, for
example, supplier-retailer relations in all three types of channel systems (e.g. Brown,
1981). In a similar manner, John and Reve (1982) and Reve and Stern (1986) have
studied marketing channel structures and define them along the dimensions of
formalisation and centralisation in a dyadic vertical relationship. Boyle et al. (1992)
have defined four vertical marketing channel types with varying degree of integration:
corporate, franchise, aligned and market systems. Corporate systems are the most
integrated and market systems, the most loosely connected.

The current study defines channel structure on the level of distribution network, and
refers to it as distribution network structure. Distribution network structure
encompasses both horizontal and vertical structures, and combines them into a holistic
entity. This view stems from the empirical context and the author’s pre-understanding
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of that context. However, the adapted view of distribution network structure stems
more from the empirical setting and earlier findings, than the concept of power does.
Whereas the study’s view on power was generated both from the existing literature
and the author’s pre-understanding, the concept of distribution network structure only
stems from the empirical context. The simplest form of distribution network structure
is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The general distribution network structure

In the simplest form of distribution network structure, four vertical levels can be
found. They consist of manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers and consumers. In the
figure, single producers are illustrated as triangles, wholesalers as rectangles, retailers
as circles, and final consumers as octagons. The figure also shows that there can be n
number of actors on the different horizontal levels. Similarly, there can be n number
of actors on the vertical levels. Arrows illustrate relationships between the different
levels. The final consumer level is not included in the current study. Only retailer
relationships with their suppliers, whether wholesalers or manufacturers, are
investigated. The distribution network structure is studied on both the horizontal and
vertical levels.

Five different horizontal and vertical dimensions are investigated. They are: (i)
channel length, (ii) vertical subsystems, (iii) different levels of integration or degrees
of integration (iv) horizontal co-operation, and (v) relationship strength.
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First, channel length is defined from the retailer’s point of view. A channel is short
and direct if retailers purchase goods directly from a producer or an importer. The
channel is indirect and has a variety of lengths if retailers use wholesalers or other
middlemen as their suppliers. As the focus is retailer perception of the supplier,
channel length is defined only as being direct or indirect and the study does not
investigate how many layers goods pass through before they arrive at the retailer.
Moreover, the use of the words ‘indirect’ and ‘direct’ should not be confused with the
use of the same words in transaction cost analysis, where these concepts are used in
relation to integration (see discussion in Frazier, 1999). To discuss and measure only
the retailer’s view on channel length is of course, to ignore the wholesaling business
and relevant and interesting changes in Chinese wholesaling market. To cover this
important sector is, however, out of the scope of the current study.

Second, vertical subsystems are defined according to different types of sub-networks
that are assumed to exist in the Chinese distribution network. These are defined in
detail below in section 2.3.1.

Third, vertical integration levels are chosen based on earlier findings in the Chinese
context (Polsa, 1998), and compared to the commonly used integration forms by
McCammon (1970). The three different levels of integration used in this study are
contractual integration, corporate systems and exclusive right to sell a supplier’s
products. Different combinations of these integration forms may also exist. These
levels are fairly analogous to the ones defined by McCammon (1970). In the present
study, contractual and corporate systems are defined in the same way as McCammon,
but the administrated systems in the McCammon typology are not used. The exclusive
right to sell the supplier’s products can be seen as one form of a contractual system.

Fourth, horizontal co-operation can be twofold based on the purpose of the co-
operation: i) an alliance to make common purchases and/or ii) an alliance to deal with
governmental offices.

The final structural dimension consist of relationship strength between retailer and
supplier (analogous to Boyle et al.’s “relationalism”,1992).

The current study’s approach differs considerably from the way the traditional
distribution literature has treated the marketing channel structure. In earlier marketing
channels research, structure has usually been viewed as a given platform and different
marketing channel aspects have been studied in one or several different channels
structures. Boyle et al. (1992), for example, have investigated how frequently different
influence strategies are used in different marketing channel structures. The point of
departure in the current study is power, and structure is seen as an outcome of a power
concentration, i.e. the distribution network structure is here viewed as an endogenous
variable of power instead of being exogenous or one type of empirical setting. Similar
arguments have been suggested by Frazier (1999), but early power researchers have
also suggested different reactions to power concentration (see e.g. Emerson, 1962;
Etgar, 1976). To treat structure as a target’s way of reacting to power is also in line
with Foucault's view of power (Foucault, 1978, 1980, 1984).
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According to Foucault, power is not stable, nor is it based on structures. Rather, power
is delusive and constantly reshaped in relationships. Foucault states that  “power is
exercised from innumerable points, in the interplay of non-egalitarian and mobile
relations” (Foucault, 1978, p. 94). If Foucault’s view is compared with the traditional
view of power in the channel literature, then the processes he claims reshape power
may consist of power strategies (or power strategies, or influence strategies as power
strategies are traditionally called). In other words, power is exercised via tactics,
whether these tactics are called micro processes, power strategies, influence strategies,
or power strategies as in the current study. What the traditional view on power in the
marketing channel literature largely ignores is that tactics can also be used by the
target, i.e. by the weaker party in the relationship. Some traditional outcomes of
power, such as satisfaction and conflict, can be seen as the target’s reaction to the
source's use of power. Similarly, in the current study, the target’s alternative reactions
have been introduced, that are alternative structural arrangements. To see the network
structure as outcome of power is probably more in line with Foucault's discussion of
power strategies. He acknowledges conflict as ‘resistance’ but talks about ‘plurality of
resistances’ (Foucault, 1978, p. 96). “Instead there is a plurality of resistances, each of
them a special case: resistances that are possible, necessary, improbable; others that
are spontaneous, savage, solitary, concerted, rampant, or violent; still others that are
quick to compromise, interested, or sacrificial; by definition, they can only exist in the
strategic field of power relations” (Foucault, 1978, p. 96). Traditionally, the channels
literature has only studied some types of resistance (i.e. conflict). The current study
adds other types of resistance, i.e. avoidance of power through alternative structural
arrangements.

2.3.1. Chinese distribution network structure
In the Chinese distribution network, there is a context specific division of private,
collective and state-owned ownership categories in addition to the general division of
producers, wholesalers and retailers. The ownership categories represent the
horizontal dimension of the structure. The study’s categorisation of actors in the
Chinese distribution system is based on the findings of previous studies (McNiel and
Nilsson, 1994; Tseng et al. 1995; Lindell, 1995; Polsa, 1998). As collective actors are
in some cases similar to state-owned companies, and in other cases similar to private
business (Polsa, 1998), the collective sector was excluded10 from the study. This
choice limits the study, since, in many cases (at least in more developed areas),
collective actors are dynamic change agents (Goldman and Qin, 1998; Luk, 1998;
Goldman, 2000). In Guilin, though, it seemed that collectives in food retailing
business were private businesses under a collective name, i.e. de facto private
businesses.

Connections can be, as described earlier, direct or indirect, horizontal or vertical, and
vary in strength. Furthermore, some groups of actors, state-owned or private, may
form their own vertical subsystems that exclude contacts with other types of actors.
Similarly, actors in one horizontal level may form horizontal co-operations that
strengthen their positions in the total distribution network. Evidence for such vertical

10 The characteristics of state-owned and private actors have already been covered in section 2.2.
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and horizontal alliances could be found in my earlier research (Polsa, 1998), but has
been rejected by other researchers (Bruun, 1993, p. 216). The simplest form of actors
and their connections is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4 features the different dimensions the Chinese distribution network structure.
First, channel length is illustrated with direct and indirect connections. Direct and
indirect connections from the retailer’s point of view are illustrated with two different
kinds of lines. Solid lines represent the retailer’s direct connections with producers (or
importers) and dotted lines represent indirect contacts with manufacturers (or
importers). Second, the possible vertical sub-networks of private manufacturers,
wholesalers and retailers and similar possible vertical subsystems of state-owned
actors are illustrated in terms of strong or stronger than normal connections. A strong
connection in the figure is represented by a thicker line than a normal connection.
Third, vertical integration is also indicated by a thick line. Fourth, horizontal co-
operations are not illustrated in the figure since they are assumed to be established
within the same ownership group. Thus, such groups exist within RP or RS inside
their circle in the figure. The connections indicated between state-owned and private
wholesalers, and between state-owned and private retailers in the figure, illustrate
normal connections between these actors, not horizontal co-operation. Private
manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers are smaller in the figure than state-owned
ones, since private actors are assumed to be less powerful and smaller (for details see
Table 3).
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Figure 4. Chinese distribution network structure

The distinction between the two different distribution subsystems is essential. My
earlier research has found that actors from different ownership groups are different
and also conduct their business differently (Polsa, 1998). Private actors on all levels
are typically small mom-and-pop-stores, usually employing only family members.
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Until the 1999 Party Congress, the function of the private business in general has only
been complementary to the state business, i.e. covering those business sectors that
could not be handled by state-owned companies. Consequently, the status of the
private business has been low and some local governments have not encouraged the
growth of private enterprises. State-owned actors in the distribution business, on the
other hand, tend to be large companies with nation-wide connections to state-owned
wholesalers, department stores and producers (Luk, 1998, p. 56, 61), though some of
them are small and weak local actors (Goldman, 2000). These actors differ from
private actors in size, ways of doing business, organisation, and particularly in their
connections with the local government (Polsa, 1998).

This taxonomy of private and state-owned retailers is analogous to the retailing
structure of other developing countries. Similar retailing can be found in many
developing countries where retailers can be divided into small, labour intensive outlets
and larger bureaucratic capital intensive stores (Dannhaeuser, 1985). Furthermore, the
small stores tend to be conventional and vertically fragmented, whereas large
distribution companies are few in number and vertically integrated (Dannhaeuser,
1985). The difference is that in China, the large bureaucratic retailers are government
owned and small businesses are privately owned. When in other developing countries
the differences between the two sectors are based on market forces, in the PRC the
official policy further deepens the gap between the sectors. Private and state-owned
sectors have not had an equal position in the PRC constitution until 1999. Foreign
suppliers seem to have similar strategies in other developing countries and in China.
They first carry their products in large co-ordinated stores, and gradually move to
smaller retailers.

2.3.2. Power and distribution network structure
The current study divides the use of power into non-coercive (reward) and coercive
(punishment) power strategies. Non-coercive power is assumed to strengthen a current
relationship, i.e. changing the nature of the connection in a retailer-supplier
relationship. Hence,

Proposition 7: The greater the supplier’s ability11 to use non-coercive power
strategies as perceived by a retailer, the stronger the retailer-supplier
relationship is.

Coercive power is assumed to influence how switching to other suppliers occurs or
how coalitions are built to overcome a powerful supplier. In general terms,

Proposition 8: The greater the supplier’s ability to use coercive power strategies as
perceived by a retailer, the stronger the retailer preference of
alternative retailer-supplier relationships.

11 The word ‘ability’, as opposed to ‘motivation’, ‘likelihood’, etc., is used because the actual
operationalisation of power follows the traditional way of measuring it. The tradition has been to use
the word ability in the scale.  See the discussion in section 3.4.2.2.
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There are different possibilities, analogous to the five structural dimensions discussed
earlier, for retailers to improve their position in a supplier-retailer relationship. One of
these is to switch from indirect retailer-producer-via-middlemen connections to direct
retailer-producer relationships. Informants interviewed in 1993 and 1996 expressed
their preference or frequency of using producers instead of wholesalers as follows:

“I try to get products directly from the manufacturer in order to get the cheapest price
possible” (RWP/1/93)
‘Most suppliers are state-owned though because we want goods directly from the producers.
State-owned producers have good quality.’ (RS/28/96)
“If a manufacturer is in Guilin I try to get products directly from the manufacturer”; “Direct
sales from the factories are preferred”; “...there is no need to have a middleman between
producers and retailers.” (RP/2/93)
“The most common suppliers are factories, some are collectives”; “The five most important
suppliers are all state-owned factories” (RS/3/93)

These comments thus indicate that some retailers at least prefer direct manufacturer
relationships in order to receive better purchasing conditions, such as ”the cheapest
price,” ”good quality,” and ”no need to have a middleman.” As Qiang and Harris point
out in their study on retailing in the PRC (1990), the benefits of direct connections
consist not only of cost gains, but also communication advantages, and in some fields
such as frozen food and fresh vegetables, direct deliveries are common (Burke and
Wingard, 1997, p. 13; Goldman, 2000, p. 16). However, due to small volumes and
production problems, ”the long-term prospects of such arrangements are not yet clear”
(Goldman, 2000, p. 16).

Some of the respondents also connected this preference or frequency to the use of
coercive power. For example:

‘Today’s tendency is that more and more factories begin to sell directly to the retailers, not
through the wholesalers.  This tendency lowers the prices of products.  Wholesalers also
usually operate in the business fairs and require yearly sales plans (contracts).  To deal with the
wholesalers is a kind of planned economy and direct sales are more free and do not require
yearly plans.’ (RC/8/93x)
‘You need to pick up the products yourself from the wholesalers.’(RWC/11/96x)

If a supplier is a wholesaler, then some of the retailers perceived their ways of doing
business as being coercive. For example, they ”require yearly sales plans” or require
customers to ”pick up the products themselves”. Based on the respondents own
accounts the proposition of channel length and punishment power strategies is
constructed as follows:

Proposition 8a: The supplier’s ability to use coercive power strategies as perceived
by a retailer leads to direct retailer-producer relationships, i.e. to
shorter channel length.

In the Western channel literature (Stern and El-Ansary, 1988), direct contacts between
retailers and manufacturers are not considered profitable due to their inefficiency. In
order to save both money and time, middlemen are preferred in theory and used in
practise. Via a middleman or several middlemen, connections between several
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producers and several retailers can be minimised. For example, in a network of four
producers and four retailers, the number of connections without a middleman are 4*4
= 16 connections. The number of connections is only 4+4 =8 if one middleman is
included in the network. Fewer connections are a relevant improvement in capital
intensive markets where time is considered money. The same does not apply in labour
intensive markets. Labour is available and cheap enough in the PRC to be used to
keep several connections and a middleman between the retailer and producer only
raises the prices of products traded. Increased use of time to maintain several contacts
is not considered a profit reduction either. Direct contacts are preferred, probably
because of the labour intensive markets in the PRC. The above view is based on the
macro conditions of different types of markets. From the retailers point of view at the
micro level, direct deliveries are preferred because they may provide more secure
delivery than indirect ones. Producers may deliver fresh quality products on time
better than middlemen are able to do. In a country like China where wholesaling
industry is undeveloped, direct deliveries is preferred in order to achieve control over
time, access, quality, etc.

The other possibility for retailers to improve their position in the supplier-retailer
relationship is to conduct business with actors that resemble themselves in various
ways. First, because of different ways of conducting business, actors like to deal with
similar kinds of companies. This is true particularly among private retailers in the
PRC, but one of the state-owned retailers also said suppliers with good ways of selling
are preferable:

‘Who is the best depends very much on the benefits one gets, relating to product quality, price
and way of selling.  Partners are frequently changed because of the last factor.’ (RS/6/96)

”Ways of selling” refers, for example, to required receipts, transaction terms, the
taxation system that is connected with the local taxation, and systems of payment and
pricing. Private and collective suppliers were not willing to deal with state-owned
retailers due to the receipts state-owned retailers need (Polsa, 1998) or due to inferior
transaction terms (Bruun, 1988). A collective respondent (RWC/23/96) said that he
does ‘not have state-owned suppliers at all because it is not free to do business with
state-owned companies and because of the taxation system’. A private respondent
(RP/13/93) thought that there is no difference between private or state-owned
suppliers, but that ‘state-owned suppliers are more strict with the payment’. The same
respondent said:

‘Price can be negotiated with the private wholesalers, but not with the state-owned ones.’
(RP/13/93)

State-owned retailers, on the other hand, purchase their goods from suppliers that offer
them the best terms, and therefore they may seek state-owned suppliers. One of the
collective actors said:

‘State-owned retailers can pay after the products are sold from the retailing outlet.  It is more
difficult for private retailers with no connections.’ (RWC/11/96x)
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Second, not only because of different ways of conducting business, but also because
of reasons rooted in Chinese society and culture, actors seek business partners with
same ownership status. Tseng et al. (1998) give an example of the Shanghai Number
One Department Store that refusing to use a collective distributor chosen by the
foreign producer. According Tseng et al. (1998), this large important retailer ‘felt
insulted’ in using the collective distributor, and special arrangements were made for
direct deliveries from the producer. At least state-owned actors trust each other. Trust
among state-owned actors was expressed as follows:

‘We like to use state-owned suppliers because of the mutual trust between us.’ (WS/4/93x)
‘We can buy our products from anywhere, but we mostly use state-owned channels.  The
reason is payment method.  Because of the mutual trust between state-owned companies,
payment can occur later on through a bank bill.  Business with private companies is done with
cheques.’ (RS/21/93x)
‘Private businesses do not have a receipt system, to do business with them is risky.’
(WS/4/96xx)
‘Payment never occurs before the goods are sold out.  If some products cannot be sold, we can
return them to the second level wholesaler.  This system exists because both the second level
wholesaler and the third level wholesaler belong to the same family.’ (WS/14/93)

In similar manner, a collective wholesaler trusted private and collective businesses but
not state-owned businesses. He said:

‘There are very few state-owned customers because they are under the control of a general
wine company.  Sometimes we do business with state-owned companies but then there are
payment problems. We do a lot business with collective and private shops.’ (WRC/29/96)

Feeling insulted when doing business with suppliers or purchasers from other
ownership groups than one's own, and feeling mutual trust and family belonging when
dealing with partners from the same ownership group, may be interpreted as searching
for and finding a common identity. The above quotes and arguments regarding
ownership identity are very much based on the local Guilin experience. Partners may
similarly feel trusted and respected when dealing with companies of the same size as
opposed to companies in the same ownership group.

However, other scholars have also suggested the same. Bruun (1988) for example,
proposed the development of an informal hierarchical private business structure
alternative to the state-controlled system in terms of size and number of hired
personnel, but also in terms of network connections. In Bruun’s findings, though,
network connections that could be linked to identity and trust constitute only one
variable in addition to number of hired personnel. Thus, sub-networks are formed to
create equal conditions and a common identity. Hence:

Proposition 8b: The supplier’s ability to use coercive power strategies as perceived
by a retailer leads to vertical subsystems with other companies with
the same ownership status.

Many of the retailers belong to a network of retailers under one parent company.
Some of these retailers, mainly state-owned ones, belong to a group of retailers for
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historic reasons and others, mainly the collective ones, have joined a group of retailers
under a wholesaler in order to better deal with, for example, local legal matters. Thus,
being a member of such a network of actors may be preferred or experienced as
something that restricts business, but protects against competitors. For example:

‘We are a group of 24 retailing shops, 6 wholesaler shops and 3 food factories all located in
Guilin”; “The idea of chain stores is used to compete with private business.’ (WS/4/93)
‘Nowadays the situation is different Because WS/4 does not allow their subsidiaries to buy
products from any other supplier than themselves.  The network of WS/4’s outlets is tense in
Guilin’ (WC/10/93x)

Furthermore, vertical subsystems may provide strength to those actors that alone
would be less powerful, or they may help in overcoming a powerful actor or group of
actors. One of the state-owned actors said:

“The system of chain stores is used to compete with private business.” (WS/4/96xx)

The chain store concept meant that retailers belonging to a chain could not use any
other supplier than the WS/4. With the chain store system, WS/4 secured purchases
from the retailers in the chain. Some of these retailers may also have preferred to
belong to these chains. Likewise, they might prefer to use a supplier in the same
company group, have contracts with suppliers, or contracts that give them the right to
carry the supplier’s products exclusively. These tactics safeguard them against other
powerful actors. Thus,

Proposition 8c: The supplier’s ability to use coercive power strategies as perceived
by a retailer leads to higher vertical integration.

On the other hand, small retailers may not have the bargaining power to deal with
large suppliers, and thus, in order to receive conditions that are beneficial for them,
they need to rely on the wholesalers or other retailers as a source of supply. It may also
be that the only possible suppliers for them are smaller companies. Coalition, i.e.
horizontal co-operation, is one structural dimension that can be used by a group of
retailers to overcome powerful suppliers. Some producers in parts of China other than
Guilin have used this kind of strategy by giving incentives to retailers to build up their
own distribution centres (Wu, 1997). But on the other hand some observers think
vertical arrangements are rare in China (Goldman, 2000). Some respondents in my
sample also mentioned such arrangements in Sichuan, and others expressed their
desire for such arrangements:

“Sichuan private business co-operation is the biggest and best in China” (E/5/93)
“If a private business has money they can form a small group to support each other”
(RP/2/93)
“That would be a kind of chain shop system for the private business.  That way the private
business would gain better quality products.  Centrally organised buying would allow control
over the products sold in private shops.” (RP/2/96x)
“We go to Guanzhou to find products, buy them together with others, and transport them to
Guilin with a truck.” (RP/33/96)
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Co-operation at a certain channel level has been seen as a realistic strategy against the
uncertainty (Arnould, 1995, p. 127) that power might present. Early sociological
studies of triads have shown that an unequal distribution of power will lead to
predictable formations of coalitions in the triadic network. These studies have been
tested in a network of individuals, but also call for studies where units of actors would
consist of organised groups, e.g. companies such as the unit of actors in this study
(Caplow, 1956, pp. 489). Thus, based on earlier Chinese studies, empirical
observations in other countries, and earlier theoretical thoughts:

Proposition 8d: The supplier’s ability to use coercive power strategies as perceived
by a retailer leads to more horizontal co-operation with other
retailers.

2.4. Summary of the theoretical framework

Figure 5 illustrates the causal relationships between the channel external environment
and power distribution, and the causal relationships between use of power and
distribution network structure.
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Figure 5. The causal relationships between environment, power, and distribution
network structure

The first three propositions suggest that power is distributed between state-owned and
private actors at different levels of the marketing channel. More governmental
regulation and greater demand provide more power to the state-owned actors, and
more competition provides power to the private actors. The following three
propositions suggest the conditions that provide power to a retailer in a supplier-
retailer relationship. Better retailer reputation and technology, as well as more
resources are such conditions. Power could be applied both in the form of reward and
punishment power strategies. The use of non-coercive power strategies leads to
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stronger ties in the supplier-retailer relationship. The use of coercive power strategies
leads to direct connections between the retailer and the manufacturer, vertical
subsystems and higher integration in these sub networks, and to horizontal co-
operation. Since applied power does not occur simultaneously with its influences in
the distribution network structure, the structure is measured as retailer preferred
structure. The next chapter discuses the operationalisation of the structure and other
concepts.
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3. RESEARCH METHOD AND DESIGN

3.1. Introduction and overview

The choice of research method is critically dependent on the aim of the study, but also
on other circumstances that limit the methodological choices available or in general
influence the design of the empirical study. The methodological choices that need to
be made are the choice of empirical setting suitable for the aim, and the choice of data
gathering methods based on the requirements of the aim and of the empirical setting.
The aim of the study was to research the channel external environment, specifically
the power among the actors in the channel and the influence of power on the structure
of the marketing channel. As explained earlier (sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.3.), setting was
defined before the aim and influenced the formulation of the aim. Thus, the process of
defining the aim and setting was circular.

The general research design of the study was to conduct an area case study of one
Chinese city, with quantitative methods constituting the main source of data. This
chapter covers a detailed discussion of the choice of setting (section 3.2.) and method
(section 3.3.), the instrument development (section 3.4), data collection procedure
(section 3.5.), and validity and reliability of the measure (section 3.6.).

3.2. Choice of setting

It would be meaningless, even with a survey method, to include all of China as the
research population, because the geographical areas vary significantly from one
another with respect to different local cultures, policies and economic development.
Furthermore, it would be extremely difficult, expensive and time consuming in
practise to collect data nation-wide, because the response rates of mailed surveys are
very low, for example. Hence, in a similar way to how one company in company-case
studies serves to illustrate an entire industry, one city serves to illustrate the Chinese
distribution system in general in the present study. Furthermore, one can benefit from
a long-lasting relationship with respondents when focusing on local Chinese
communities, as other researchers have experienced (Lunddahl, 1988). Guilin in the
Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region 桂林 广西 壮 族自治区( , ) was chosen as the
case city partly due to my earlier studies in Guilin (Polsa, 1996; Polsa, 1998), and
partly because of the relationships I had acquired in Guilin. But there were also other
reasons for that choice.

Guilin was chosen as the case city for two further reasons. Because of its size and
level of development, it represents a fairly typical Chinese city. First, it is a medium-
sized city in China with a population of half a million inhabitants (Guilin Economic
and Social Statistical Yearbook, 1998, p. 281). Second, as far as the living standards
and infrastructure are concerned, it is a moderately developed city. It is not in the
same category as the important and well-developed cities on the eastern coast such as
Beijing, Shanghai or Guangzhou, nor is it in the category of the Special Economic
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Zones like Shengzhen, Zhuhai, Xiamen or Shantou. Guangxi Province belongs to the
Eastern Coastal Region (Cannon, 1990, pp. 29-60), and Guilin is a tourist spot and the
capital of one prefecture, and thus not one of the poorest cities in China (Barnard and
Shenkar, 1993, pp. 29-35). However, the Guilin area has not been at the forefront of
preferential development policies and has not gained much foreign direct investment,
both prerequisites for regional development in China (Wei and Fan, 2000). It can be
argued that tourism may set it apart from other ordinary medium-sized Chinese cities.
However, biases based on tourism were diminished by the sample choice (see details
in the ‘Sample’ section).

Even if Guilin was chosen to represent a normal medium-sized Chinese city, in such a
large and diverse country as China, as argued by an experienced China researcher, “no
region is representative” (Croll, 1987). Thus, Guilin represents only a small,
moderately developed Chinese city that is not a capital of any province.  It also
represents an inland city that has not been able to attract foreign investment or large
nation-wide domestic retailers or wholesalers. The case study of an inland, medium-
sized, moderately developed city such as Guilin is a contribution to the Chinese
distribution literature that has mainly covered large and developed cities such as
Shanghai (Goldman and Qin, 1998; Goldman, 2000), Guangzhou, Beijing, Xian,
Wuhan, Nanjing, Tianjin, Dalian, Chengdu, Kunming, Hohhot, Zhengzhou, Shenzhen
and Dongguan (McNiel and Nilsson, 1994; Luk, 1998; Bruun, 1993). The study leads
heterogeneity to the picture of marketing channels in China. But the focus Guilin is
also a weakness of the current study, because it gives a view of a particular Chinese
retailing environment that is less developed than that of China as a whole.

In order to improve their own retailing system and import technological and
management retailing skills, Chinese officials have allowed foreign competition in the
retailing market (Guo et al., 1997; Goldman and Qin, 1998; Goldman, 2000). In this
respect, Guilin distinguishes itself from the more developed cities. Only one small
foreign-owned retailer (respondent WR/8 in Appendix 1) has been in the market from
1993 to 1997. This retailer, even if small in scale, influenced the private retailers who
adopted the self-service concept from WR/8. The manager of the WS/8 called himself
‘Father of the Supermarkets’, and observations from 1993 and 1998 confirm that in
1993 there were no self-service private retailers, whereas by 1998 almost all the small
retailers become small supermarkets. These findings are in line with the retailing
development in Shanghai (Goldman and Qin, 1998; Goldman, 2000).

The first larger direct foreign investment in Guilin retailing occurred in 1998 when
Japanese investors established a joint venture department store in the heart of the city.
Its influence could be seen in the state-owned shops, which adopted fresh food in their
assortment, in contrast to the earlier practise of carrying only processed food.
However, the influence of foreign investment has been minor in Guilin. Therefore, it
can be argued that the retailing environment under investigation in the present study is
a fairly authentic Chinese retailing environment. The distribution development in this
city has been forced mainly by local and national reforms without foreign
involvement. Naturally, direct foreign investment in retailing is the result of a Chinese
reform, but the only reform that involves foreign forces.
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The study further focuses on one industry only, namely the packaged foods industry in
the cities. This limitation is relevant, since the old planned economy distribution
structure still exists in the current market economy, at least in the city of focus, Guilin.
Different marketing channels used to exist for packaged foods, drinks, rice,
vegetables, and stable and non-stable foods in the old planned economy system
(Taubmann and Wider, 1987, p. 342). Packaged food was previously distributed
through the Tobacco, Sugar, Wine and General Food Products Company
桂林市糖烟酒食品公司( ), and to a large extent retailers still sell only packaged

goods, whereas fresh food is sold separately in open market places called wet markets.
This study is also limited to distribution in Guilin city. Traditionally, the Chinese
distribution network has been administratively divided into supply for urban and rural
citizens (Taubmann and Widmer, 1987, p. 334). Even if parallel marketing channels
have emerged, the old structure still exists in China, and it is therefore sensible to
limit the focus to packaged food product retailers in one city and exclude the wet
market dealers and rural distribution.

3.3. Choice of method

The data used in the present study derives from both quantitative and qualitative data.
Since there are many drawbacks and limitations in using standardised questionnaires,
the main method was completed with other methods. The use of quantitative and
qualitative methods constituted a multi-method procedure. The study examines five
types of data:

(i) survey data from 164 filled out and analysed questionnaires,

(ii) observations made while questionnaire was filled out (22 respondents)
and general observations made during the field visit (five weeks),

(iii) eight interviews with respondents who also filled out the questionnaire,

(iv) census data from various statistical yearbooks, and

(v) photographs of retail outlets.

Three basic issues to were taken into consideration when the research method for this
study was chosen: (i) the purpose of the study, (ii) the empirical setting and (iii) the
researcher’s status and even personal preference (Denzin, 1989, p. 4; Zhu, 1999, p.
588). The aim was to study the effects of one concept on another, i.e. influence of the
external environment on power and influence of power on the channel structure.
Statistical analysis of quantitative data is a suitable method for such a purpose. While
qualitative data can help to identify relationships between concepts, causal
relationships between concepts are harder to capture in qualitative material. Causal
associations can be identified from the survey data using various statistical tests. The
distribution research tradition has in general been quantitative and power studies in
particular have developed well-designed measurement tools. Thus, because of this
tradition and the support earlier research can provide, the survey method for collecting
data was chosen. Furthermore, because of my earlier work in Guilin, I already had an
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the understanding of the setting which made it possible to formulate more focused
research questions.

In addition, there are other advantages to using the survey method. First, the survey
method achieves more stimulus equality than interviews are able to achieve (Heller,
1972). Stimulus equality refers to situations that are equal in that respondents are all
confronted with the same research instrument, survey, or interviewer. Situations
where respondents fill out a questionnaire are more equal than situations where
respondents are confronted with a researcher in an interactive interview. Furthermore,
with questionnaires there are less observer effects, i.e. a researcher exerts less
influence on the respondents. This is a particularly meaningful consideration in the
case of this study, since as a researcher I was clearly an outsider and a foreigner in the
research setting, which increased the possibility of uneven and biased stimuli or
effects. Second, the questionnaire used to collect the quantitative data did not only
serve as a data-gathering tool, but also as a basis for conversations and interviews.
Being a foreign researcher in a Chinese environment, I needed to emphasise my
Previous knowledge of the Chinese retailing context, and gain the respect of the
respondents (Taylor and Bogdan, 1984). The Chinese typically tend to think that
foreigners, even researchers, are “more or less ignorant about China” (Thøgersen,
1991). Well-translated detailed questions in the questionnaire helped me to
demonstrate my knowledge about Chinese retailing issues. As the respondents asked
how I was familiar with all the issues addressed in the questionnaire and some
respondents wanted to know if I had personally constructed the questionnaire, this
strategy seemed to work well. Once I gained the respect of the respondents in this
way, it further served as support for discussions. This support was particularly
important in the two cases where respondents did not want to give information
through an interpreter. Similar kind of respect and trust would have been impossible
without a written questionnaire.

The survey data were used to address the research problem and qualitative data were
used to complement the quantitative data and to generate serendipitous findings. The
benefits of this research design were to improve the external validity of one case area,
and at the same time gain other kinds of information. Unfortunately, because of the
time constraints it was not possible to design a feed-back or group feed-back method
(Heller, 1972). Respondent feed-back on the results or preliminary results was
therefore not received. Instead, simultaneous multi-methods were used. I delivered
and collected most of the questionnaires personally, which made it possible for me to
directly observe the retailers in their natural environment and while they were
working. In this way I could observe the receptor conditions, i.e. under which kind of
conditions the questionnaires were answered, but not what the respondents thought
about the results gained from the survey.

The purpose of the observations, interviews, photographs and census data was not
only to triangulate the data in the traditional sense, but to “crystallise” the empirical
material (Richardson, 1998, p. 358). Triangulation of data refers to the “use of
multiple data sources in a study” (Janesick, 1998, p. 46). The original and traditional
purpose of triangulation of data, methods, theory or investigators is to “capture all the
relevant features of reality” (Denzin, 1989, p. 13). Lincoln and Cuba (1985, p. 283)
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seem to share this view since they talk about ”steps [that] should be taken to validate
each against at least one other source and/or a second method.” The purpose of
crystallisation, in addition, is to deepen the understanding of the research problem and
even to widen the problem from how it was originally formulated in the aim.
Richardson states: “Crystallisation, without losing structure, deconstructs the
traditional idea of “validity” (we feel how there is no single truth, we see how texts
validate themselves); and crystallisation provides us with a deepened, complex,
thoroughly partial, understanding of the topic. Paradoxically, we know more and
doubt what we know” (Richardson, 1998, p. 358). In the present study, a multi-
method strategy is used to crystallise the findings in order to identify deeper, probably
more complex results that still only reflect a partial reality.

The second consideration is the empirical setting. Since the PRC was chosen as the
empirical setting it would have been natural to use a qualitative approach to explore
this still partly unexplored empirical setting. However, as stated by Bodgan and Taylor
(1984), less flexible methods can be used if the researcher is familiar with the
empirical context as in the case of this study. Second, use of quantitative data
collecting methods might be unfamiliar to the potential respondents. However, in the
Western context no difference in psychometric reliability values have been found in
data deriving from the questionnaires filled out by respondents familiar with
questionnaires (e.g. college students) and by those not so familiar with answering
questionnaires (e.g. non-college students) (Peterson, 1994). In addition, even if not
widely known, China has a tradition of collecting data from citizens for ‘local
gazetteers’, ‘cultural history materials’ (Clausen, 1991) and local and national
statistical yearbooks. Even in 1963 during the ‘Four Histories Movement’ campaign,
local family, factory, commune and village histories were collected (Thelle, 1991).
Furthermore, public opinion surveys became increasingly popular in China during the
eighties (Zhu, 1996), and many consulting agencies have recently successfully
conducted surveys in China (e.g. Gallup China Ltd. in 1994 reported in Li and Gallup,
1995; China Economic Review, 1993). Even after the 1989 Tianmen square incident
sociological surveys have been conducted with success in collaboration with Chinese
institutions (China Exchange News, 1993; Manion, 1994). Third, the use of
questionnaires may create an official or semi-official role for a study that influences
the results (see Sharma, 1991). This problem is discussed later in section 3.5.3. Thus,
based only on the Chinese setting, it was not possible to select either a quantitative or
a qualitative method.

3.4. Instrument development

3.4.1 Measurement equivalence
In cross-national or cross-cultural research, measurement equivalence is an issue of
importance (Hui and Triandis, 1985; Brislin, 1993; Mullen, 1995). Even if this study
is not cross-cultural in the sense that it would aim to compare results from two
different nations, areas or cultures, it can benefit from some of the discussions of
measurement equivalencies. First, conceptual equivalence means that concepts used in
two different cultures can be meaningfully discussed in different cultures (Hui and
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Triandis, 1985). Conceptual equivalence does not mean that concepts used in the
study have exactly the same meaning in both cultures, but that the same concept may
have different aspects even if they serve the same purpose in different cultures
(Brislin, 1993). For example, perceived power as a concept has different factor
structures in different cultures (cf. Johnson et al., 1993). On the other hand, Hui and
Triandis (1985) distinguish functional equivalence from conceptual equivalence. For
them functional equivalence means “similarity between the goals of the two
behaviours.” A functionally equivalent concept in different cultures may have
different outcomes. For example, perceived power influences satisfaction in some
cultures but might be more accepted in other cultures, thus, influencing some other
aspects of a relationship. In the present study conceptual equivalence is sought,
Because the main concepts used in the study are drawn from outside the Chinese
literature. In contrast, I did not consider it as important to evaluate functional
equivalence, because antecedent-consequent associations are drawn in the Chinese
context12. In this study, the previous research material was used in order to increase
construct equivalence, i.e. to create a scale that was meaningful to the Chinese
context, or in other words identify emic aspects related to etic concepts. Translation
equivalence which is closely related to conceptual equivalence is discussed in section
3.4.3.

In addition to improving the construct equivalence, a technique to extract items both
from earlier studies and earlier research material was also used to achieve content
validity, i.e. how well items represent their content domain. Construct
operationalisation equivalence and content validity are partly overlapping concepts but
used for different purposes in different types of studies. Construct operationalisation
equivalence assures the meaningfulness of questions across cultures, whereas content
validity evaluates the same issue across research settings, for example across the
retailer setting and producer setting. Since content validity is not a statistical property
like for example construct validity, discussions with respondents or experts and pre-
testing the questionnaire are ways used to attain content validity (e.g. Brown et al.,
1995; Mehta, Larsen and Rosenbloom, 1996). In this study, in addition to the
influence of previous literature and earlier data obtained from the PRC, multiple
translation techniques and pre-testing the questionnaire with retailers in China (both
procedures are described later) further refined the exact wording and content of the
items on the questionnaire. It can, thus, be concluded that the content validity of this
study is acceptable. However, it cannot be argued that the instrument, particularly the
part extracted from earlier interviews, has undergone an extensive development or
continuous tests as required for excellent validity (Peter and Churchill, 1986). On the
other hand, the detailed descriptions of alterations during the translation procedure
and after the pilot study, give more substance to the evaluation of content validity than
marketing studies normally provide. In general, marketing studies limit the evaluation
of content validity only to the notion of pre-testing and expert interviews, but do not
give descriptions of changes made during the process.

Metric and scalar equivalence means that the same scale is understood identically in
two different cultures (Brislin, 1993; Mullen, 1995). Metric and scalar equivalencies

12 See the use of pre-understanding in the construction of the aim in section 1.2.
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were not sought, however, since the current study was a ‘separate test’ (Hui and
Triandis, 1985) on the Chinese culture and there was no intention to compare results
with Previous distribution studies on power in other cultures. Comparisons made in
this study pertain to one culture, China, and even one local culture, Guilin. Therefore,
scalar errors would systematically be the same. However, precautions were taken for
scalar familiarity (explained below in section 3.4.3) which is considered by some
researcher to diminish metric equivalence (Mullen, 1995).

3.4.2. Measurement operationalisation

The items on the questionnaire were constructed from items used in previous
distribution studies and from 66 interviews conducted among retailers, wholesalers
and producers in Guilin in 1993 and 1996 (for a list of the organisations (totally 36),
respondent positions, status’s and dates, see Appendix 1). Three sets of interviews
were conducted for the purposes of this study. The results of the 1993 interviews were
been published in Polsa (1998), and the January 1996 interviews were presented in
Polsa (1996). Together they represent a pilot study for the present study. The purpose
of the first study was to describe the Chinese distribution actors, activities, and
network they form, while the aim of the second study was to focus on the issue of
power and changes in the distribution network. The third set of interviews were
preparatory interviews for this study, and were conducted in Guilin between August
15 and August 27, 1996 in order to construct variables for measuring power and
network structure. Based on the narratives from the previous interviews and other
distribution studies, the questionnaire was designed, translated, and translated back
again for the final study.

The questionnaire was divided into three parts. The first part covered the channel
external environment, the second measured power, and the third part dealt with
questions of the structure of the distribution network. Appendix 3 shows questionnaire
items and their source. The source either derives from earlier literature listed in the
second column or previous interviews listed in the following columns. All interviews
were coded so that it was possible to track from what actors, respondents and
interviews an item was drawn. The actors were coded as retailers = R, wholesalers =
W, manufacturers = M, state-owned stores = S, collective stores = C, and private
stores = P. The first number in the respondent code indicates the order of the
interviews in Appendix 1. The following numbers in the code indicate the year of the
interview, 93 or 96, x indicates the second interview during that year, xx the third
interview, xxx the fourth interview, and no x indicates the first interview during that
year. Retailers were separated in one column in Appendix 3, Because they are the
objects of interest of the present study. The final questionnaire is shown in Appendix
4. This is the English version that was sent to the Chinese translators. The items that
deriving the Previous empirical data from Guilin are highlighted with italicised text.
Italics were also used if the wording in an item was changed to create a more context
sensitive variable.

The questions in all the sections were measured on a five point Likert scale.
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3.4.2.1. The environment
Since the channel external environment is a highly heterogeneous concept, concept
referring to ‘a set of conditions for observations and items of measurement’ (Poortinga
and Malpass, 1986), only a fraction of relevant items can be chosen. It can even be
argued that a representative sample of items can not ever be attained, and only a
purposive sample of variables is included in any study. Those environmental
dimensions that was assumed to influence power were chosen. Primarily, the
operationalisation followed Dwyer and Welsh’s (1985) method of operationalising a
channel environment, complemented by some other dimensions (Chidomere, 1986;
Wilkinson, 1974 and Cespedes, 1992). Variables from these sources were included if
relevant for the Chinese situation and further complemented with items that were
constructed from the narratives of the 66 interviews in Appendix 1.

The environment can be measured as an objective environment, i.e. de facto
environment, or it can be measured as a perceived environment. Because retailer
perceptions rather than the de facto environment influence the choices retailers make
concerning suppliers, the channel external environment was operationalised as a
retailer perceived environment13.

Governmental regulations

The first nine statements in the questionnaire (Appendix 4) measure the dimension of
government regulation. These items were taken from the Dwyer and Welsh (1985)
study and complemented with respondent statements. The government regulations that
were relevant to the actors in the marketing channel in Guilin were the following:
government regulation in general (item 1), pricing regulations (item 2)14, permissions
from two local government units (items 3 and 4), permissions to conduct business
(item 5) and taxation regulation (item 6).

The three following statements (items 7-9) measure the local governmental situation
and atmosphere. In the PRC property is still owned by ‘the people’, i.e. it is rented
from the local government units (item 7). None of the respondents complained about
leasing conditions, but because property is one of the issues under reform it was
included in the questionnaire. Government corruption (item 8) came up directly only
in a few interviews but it is included in the dimension of government regulation
Because in the literature (e.g. Epstfin, 1992; Rocca, 1992, 1993; Levy, 1994; Root,
1996; Koh, Meyer, Pappas, Jia, MacLeod and Esaki-Smith, 1998) it is considered as
one of the most important issues in the current business-government relations. Some
of the respondents mentioned local Guilin government restrictions on business, in the
following way for example:

“Still the private business is small in Guangxi compared with the business in Guangdong.  The
reason for this is the government policy and people’s prejudices.” (RP/2/93)
“The second problem is that many government units control the private sector.” (RP/2/96)

13 For a discussion of measurement of variables in perceived environment, see the beginning of section
2.2.
14 Even if the pricing regulations have been eased since 1991 (World Bank, 1994) this item was
included because at least in 1993 price bureaux still existed in Guilin, which might indicate that prices
were still regulated at the local Guilin level.
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“The government wants to keep their own benefits, which means no good policy for private
businesses.” (RP/2/93)
“Deng just made a policy but every one should implement it in their own area.” (RS/3/96)
⋯“ the company is limited by the policy of the government. Many government units control

the business, many policies limit the free economy.” (WS/4/96)

Item 9 was included because the above kind of respondent statements indicated other
government restrictions than regulations or laws. These nine statements together
compound a dimension of government actions. The government regulation dimension
was composed of the following items:

Item in the English questionnaire
(Appendix 4)

Item in the final questionnaire (after
translations and pre-test)15 (Appendix 5)

Code in
analysis

1. Government regulation, rules and
laws

 -  

2. Governmental pricing regulations or
rules

 Governmental pricing regulations or rules  PRICERE1

3. Access to permissions from sanitary
inspection

 Access to permissions from sanitary
inspection

 SANCER24

4. Access to permissions from the
quality inspection

 Access to permissions from the quality
inspection

 QUCER26

5. Access to business licenses  Access to business licenses  BUSLIC25
6. Unfair taxation, VAT  Unfair taxation and fees  TAXREG2
7. Rent of the store location  Rent of the store location  RENT28
  Access to prime location  LOCAT27
8. Government corruption  -  
9. Government restrictions on business Government restrictions on business RESTRAD3

Competition and demand

The second block of statements from ten to eighteen in Appendix 4 measures a
dimension of the competitive environment. Dwyer and Welsh (1985) distinguish
demand and competition as separate dimensions, but in this study these dimensions
were combined into one, competitive dimension of the environment. All the original
five competition items used by Dwyer and Welsh (1985) were also mentioned by the
respondents in Guilin, and were therefore included in the questionnaire (items 10-14).

The increasing number of retailers was mentioned by the respondents, and could be
seen in the official statistics of Guilin city (Polsa, 1996). Therefore, one extra item
was included in the competitive dimension (number 15). Item 15 was included even if
the actual figure can be found in the official statistics. Because the environment is
measured as a retailer perception of it, it is important to measure the number of
retailers also as a perceived figure rather than use official statistics. A retailer may
perceive a high increase in the number of retailers even if only one powerful
competitor has emerged in the market. Hence, the perceived number of retailers is a
different measure than the actual number of retail outlets.

15 These alterations are explained in detail in sections 3.4.3. and 3.4.4.
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The original items measuring demand from Dwyer and Welsh (1985) were uncertainty
regarding the overall trend (item 16) and declining demand for a product (item 17).
The Guilin respondents mentioned both, but uncertainty regarding the business cycle
and speculative buying were left out from this study. Purchasing power represented
one dimension of demand that was frequently mentioned by the respondents (item 18).
The respondents did not discuss the change in purchasing power, but given the current
economic growth in China it was assumed that it could increase, thus the item was
formulated as ‘increasing consumer purchasing power’.

The last item (19) was added to measure the possibilities retailers have to switch from
one supplier to another. The nine items from ten to eighteen compound the
competitive dimension of the channel external environment and were represented in
the following way.

Item in the English questionnaire
(Appendix 4)

Item in the final questionnaire (after
translations and pre-test)16 (Appendix 5)

Code in
analysis

1. Price competition  Price competition  PRICECOM4
2. Competition based on having a

prime location
 -  

3. Competition on merchandise
selection and quality, variety, fake
products

 Variety of products  PRODVAR5

 Fake products from suppliers  PRODFAK6
  Quality products from suppliers  PRODQU18
4. Competition on service (e.g.

delivery, credit, promotion)
 Competition on service (e.g. delivery, credit,
promotion, etc.)

 SERVCOM7

5. Competition based on advertising
spending

 Competition based on advertising spending  ADVCOM8

6. Amount of retailers in the market  Competition among the retailers in the
market

 RETCOM9

7. Uncertainty concerning overall trend  Uncertainty concerning overall trend  TREND11
8. Declining demand for products  Product demand  DEMAN22
9. Increasing consumer purchasing

power
 Consumer purchasing power  PURPOW23

10. Number of suppliers available Number of suppliers available SUPNUM10

Reputation
Reputation (referred to as ‘culture’ in Dwyer and Welsh, 1985) is the next
environmental dimension which Dwyer and Welsh (1985) measure with two
statements relating to reputation and image (see Appendix 3). The first statement is
used without alteration (item 20), but because respondents expressed differences in
customer perception of their store depending on the ownership status (Young, 1991;
Polsa, 1998) the second one is further developed to cover the image of state-owned,
collective and private businesses separately (items 21-23). Statements that expressed
store image were, for example:

16 These alterations are explained in detail in sections 3.4.3. and 3.4.4.
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 “In the state-owned business good fame, good environment, common people’s shopping place
are advantages” (RP/2/93)
“The reason for this choice is the good reputation, reliability and trustworthiness of the state-
owned business” (WS/3/93)
“A good reputation is the power of the state-owned shops.” (WS/3/93)
“The business of this department is good because the shops have a good reputation.”
(WS/3/93)
“State-owned ones have a good reputation, more money, more retailers, fixed prices.”
(WS/4/93)
“Usually customers come to this company to get the goods because this company is famous
and has a good reputation.” (WS/31/96)

Trust was a variable drawn purely from the interview narratives. The respondents said
several times that consumers trust state-owned shops. For instance, the following
statements were made:

“A collective and state-owned name is also important, because customers trust these
companies more than private sector companies.” (RWP/1)
“A natural trust in products from the state-owned companies.” (RWC/11)
“People trust the state-owned stores and products.” (RS/15)
“Consumers also regard state-owned shops to have trustworthy quality and price.” (SR/28)

Trust was measured by items 24 to 26. Earlier findings indicate state-owned actors to
be the ones with a good image (Polsa, 1998) and trust, but the situation could have
changed. The statements were constructed to include all categories of retailers.

Item in the English questionnaire
(Appendix 4)

Item in the final questionnaire (after
translations and pre-test)17 (Appendix 5)

Code in
analysis

1. Reputation for quality products
among the public

 -  

2. Positive image of state-owned
retailers among the public

 Image of state-owned retailers among the
public

 SIMAG19

3. Positive image of collective retailers
among the public

 Image of collective retailers among the
public

 CIMAG20

4. Positive image of private retailers
among the public

 Image of private retailers among the public  PIMAG21

5. State-owned retailers trusted by the
public

 State-owned retailers trusted by the public  STRUST12

6. Collective retailers trusted by the
public

 Collective retailers trusted by the public  CTRUST13

7. Private retailers trusted by the
public

Private retailers trusted by the public PTRUST14

Technology and resources

The rest of the items are grouped by Dwyer and Welsh (1985) as technology and
resources, and seen as part of the channel environment. Etgar (1977) on the other
hand, separates these dimensions from the overall environment that in his model
influence the distribution of power among the actors. This study follows the latter
view, and therefore only the items of ‘overall recourse access’ and ‘retailer

17 These alterations are explained in detail in sections 3.4.3. and 3.4.4.
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technology’ were included in the overall environment, whereas other detailed
resources were separated in a sub-section. Technology was operationalised as
technical equipment in a store (item 26); self-service concept in a store (item 27) and
furniture of the store (item 28). Items that reflected more supplier than retailer
technology were not included in the study (see the original measures in Appendix 3).
Items 29 and 30 measure the retailer perception of availability of resources in general
terms.

The following resource items were separated to refer to the retailers’ perception of
their relative resources as compared to the resources of their most important supplier.
First, the respondents were asked to define their most important supplier (Section Ia in
Appendix 4) and the resource statements were asked in relation to that supplier
(Section Ib in Appendix 4). The most important supplier was operationalised as the
one that supplies most of the products to the shop. The most important supplier could
also have been operationalised as the one that supplies most of the products in terms
of value. Since the packaged-food products were equal in value, it was assumed that
the one who supplies most of the products would also bring in the largest proportion
of turnover for a retailer.

After the most important supplier was established, the following seven questions give
indicate what kind of company the most important supplier was, and what kind of
relationship the retailer had with the most important supplier. These questions were
asked to establish the current channel structure. The way this structure was
operationalised is explained below in section 3.4.2.3.

Item in the English questionnaire
(Appendix 4)

Item in the final questionnaire (after
translations and pre-test)18 (Appendix 5)

Code in
analysis

1. Use of telephones, fax, telefax in
ordering/selling

Use of telephones, fax, telex in
ordering/selling

EQUIP15

2. Self-service consumer buying Self-service consumer buying SERSEL16
3. Good shop furniture Shop furniture FURNI17
4. Periods of resource scarcity -
5. Periods of resource oversupply -

Relative resources
The measured relative resources are listed in section Ib (see Appendix 4). The first
items (1-3) measure access to three relevant resources: financing, technology and store
site.

Because the role of government in Chinese domestic commerce is significant,
business actors’ relationships to governmental actors are seen as one crucial resource.
Items (4-9) measure the relationship to an important government bureaux. Private
Business Association is added because of its relevance to private companies in the
PRC.

Items 10 and 11 measure the overall know-how of employees and of the company,
Because these have been reported to be minimal for private actors (Polsa, 1998).

18 These alterations are explained in detail in sections 3.4.3. and 3.4.4.
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Managerial freedom is measured for similar reasons (item 12). State-owned retailers
reported increasing managerial freedom which enabled them to better conduct
business. One of the strengths of private retailers reported by the respondents was
flexibility (Blois, 1996; Luk and Li, 1997; Polsa, 1998). The next item, good
reputation (item 13), refers to having a reliable business partner. This item was
included because many suppliers have reported payment difficulties with retailers,
mainly with state-owned retailers (Polsa, 1998). Guanxi in general terms (item 14)
was added because relationships to various actors, such as family, former danwei,
transportation institutions etc., have relevance. The importance of social capital for at
least private business performance has been verified (Lulu, 1998) and can therefore be
assumed to also influence buyer-seller relationships19.

Item in the English questionnaire
(Appendix 4)

Item in the final questionnaire (after
translations and pre-test)20 (Appendix 5)

Code in
analysis

1. Better access to capital/financing  Better access to loans  REFIN42
2. Better access to technology  Better access to technology, for example

telephone, computer, etc.
 RETECH43

3. Better access to lease a good store
location

 Better access to lease a good store location  RELOC44

4. Better relationship with Sanitation &
Anti-epidemic Station

 Better relationship with Sanitation & Anti-
epidemic Station

 RESAN45

5. Better relationship with Guilin
Product Testing and Supervising
Bureau

 Better relationship with Guilin Product
Testing and Supervising Bureau

 REQU46

6. Better relationship with Commercial
Bureau

 Better relationship with Commercial
Bureau

 RECOM47

7. Better relationship with Taxation
Bureau

 Better relationship with Taxation Bureau  RETAX48

8. Better relationship with Light Industry
Bureau

 Better relationship with Light Industry
Bureau

 RELIG49

9. Better relationship with Private
Business Association

 Better relationship with Private Business
Association

 REPASS50

10. Better education and experience of
employees

 Better education and experience of
employees

 REEXP51

11. Better know-how and knowledge of
the company

 Better know-how and knowledge of the
company

 REKNOW52

12. More managerial freedom,
independence and responsibility over
business

 More managerial freedom, independence
and responsibility over business

 REMAFR53

13. Better reputation  Better reputation  REREP54
14. Better Guanxi  Better guanxi, with whom?  REGUAN55
15. More suitable size More suitable size RESIZE56

3.4.2.2. Power
The operationalisation of power in this study was drawn from earlier power studies in
the channel literature and the interviews I conducted in 1993 and 1996 (cf. Frazier,

19 Guanxi (which Lulu refers as to ‘social capital’) could be measured on a multidimensional scale
including items like social status of relatives and friends with whom the respondent enjoys the closest
relationships, the source of technical and managerial staff and nature of the relationship among staff
(Lulu, 1998), for example.
20 These alterations are explained in detail in sections 3.4.3. and 3.4.4.
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1984 p. 87). Since power is a highly abstract concept it is particularly important to
link the operationalisation process to earlier research to ensure that power, and
nothing else, is measured. Two methods have typically been employed to measure
power: a direct and an indirect way. The direct method is to explicitly ask whether
party perceives that the other party in the relationship uses different influence
strategies to achieve goals. The indirect method is to ask whether one party perceives
that the other party has the ability to use different tactics. The indirect method does
not explicitly express the purpose of these tactics, whereas the direct method does.
The direct method involves asking, for example, if “my major supplier has the ability
to reward me in some way if I do as he suggests?” (Brown et al., 1995). The indirect
method of measuring the same dimension of power could be expressed as “how
capable my major supplier is to provide promotional material for special sales”
(Brown et al., 1995). ‘If I do as he suggests’ is the directly expressed purpose of a
reward that is not mentioned in an indirect question.

This study applies the indirect method of measuring power originally based on Hunt
and Nevin’s (1974) multi-dimensional scales to measure power strategies, which is
complemented with more recent literature (Lusch, 1976; Etgar, 1976; Sibley and
Michie, 1981; Wilkinson, 1981; Gaski and Nevin, 1985; Gaski, 1987; Butaney and
Wortzel, 1988; Eyuboglu, Didow and Buja, 1992; Brown et al., 1995; Dosogly et al.
1996). The statements mentioned in the earlier interviews (from 1993 and 1996) that
were seen as tactics from the supplier side were chosen to measure power. The second
section in Appendix 3 shows from where the power statements were extracted for the
questionnaire. Although the indirect method has been criticised and proven to be
inferior to the direct method (Brown et al., 1995), it was chosen because of the
simplicity of the sentence construction. Simple sentences are recommended over
complex ones in order to arrive to equivalent translation results (Werner and
Campbell, 1970). Furthermore, due to the Chinese culture, the indirect method was
considered to be more suitable for capturing power. The Chinese are reluctant to
directly express negative issues and may, therefore, be unwilling to answer questions
involving rewards and punishments that are directly connected to obedience or
disobedience.

Power can be measured as an objective power, or it can be measured as a perceived
power. Because retailer perceptions rather than the de facto power influence the
choices retailers make concerning suppliers, the channel power was operationalised as
a retailer perceived power21.

The items below follow the dichotomy of coercive and non-coercive power strategies.
In the final questionnaire, the statements measuring coercive power consisted of the
following:

Item in the English questionnaire
(Appendix 4)

Item in the final questionnaire (after
translations and pre-test)22 (Appendix 5)

Code in
analysis

1. Take legal action against you  Take legal action against you  SLEGAC78
2. Leave ordered products undelivered  Leave ordered products undelivered  SUNPRO79
3. Refuse to sell  Refuse to sell  SRESE80

21 For a discussion of measurement of perceived power, see the end of section 2.1.1.1.
22 These alterations are explained in detail in sections 3.4.3. and 3.4.4.
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4. Charge high prices  Charge high prices  SPRIHI81
5. Charge fixed prices  Charge fixed prices  SPRIFI82
6. Dictate and control pricing  Dictate and control pricing  SPRICO83
7. Deliver sub-standard or fake products  Deliver sub-standard or fake products  SSUPRO84
8. Require immediate cash payment  Require immediate cash payment  SPAYCA85
9. Require receipt  Require receipt  SRECEI86
10. Impose complicated purchasing

procedure
 Impose complicated purchasing procedure  SPURCO87

11. Impose unreasonable purchasing
conditions

 Impose unreasonable purchasing
conditions

 SPURUN88

12. Impose minimum order sizes  Impose minimum order sizes  SORDMI89
13. Require contracts and sales plans  Require contracts and sales plans  SSPLAN90
14. Require exclusive purchase Require exclusive purchase SEXCLU91

The statements measuring non-coercive power consisted of:

Item in the English questionnaire
(Appendix 4)

Item in the final questionnaire (after
translations and pre-test)23 (Appendix 5)

Code in
analysis

15. Provide advertising support  Provide advertising support  SADVSU58
16. Provide sales promotion materials  Provide sales promotion materials  SPROMA59
17. Demonstrate products  Demonstrate products  SDEMO60
18. Grant favours (lunch, dinner, etc.)  Offer lunch, dinner, etc.  SFAVOR72
19. Provide financing / credit  Provide financing / credit  SFINSU65
20. Provide service, what kind ?_________  Provide other service, what kind ?_______  SSERV71
21. Provide warehousing  Provide warehousing  SSTORE66S
22. Give free samples  Give free samples  SFRSAM61
23. Provide transportation  (door-to-door

delivery service)
 Provide transportation (door-to-door
delivery service)

 SDOTOD67

24. Charge fair prices  Charge fair prices  SPRIFA74
25. Charge negotiable prices  Allow bargaining  SBARG73
26. Provide good quality products  Provide good quality products  SPROQU75
27. Provide mutual benefits  Provide mutual benefits  SBENEF76
28. Provide deferred payment  Provide deferred payment  SDEPAY68
29. Give possibility to return poor quality

products
 Give possibility to return poor quality
products

 SPPRE69

30. Give possibility to return unsold
products

 Give possibility to return unsold products  SUPRE70

31. Keep promises  Keep promises  SPROMI77
32. Provide information  Provide information  SINFO63
33. Provide test marketing products (trial

sales)
 Provide test marketing products (trial
sales)

 STESMA62

34. Take care of legal processes Responsible for legal processes SLEGSU64

In general, the items that several respondents mentioned were included in the study.
Some other items were, however, included even if only a few informants mentioned
them. Item 1 (‘do not deliver ordered products’) was included because it appears
frequently in earlier distribution studies and because in the current Chinese unstable
economic environment and in the situation of a seller’s market, it can be assumed that
goods will not always be delivered as promised by a supplier. Item 3 (‘refuse to sell’)
was included for the same reason. Because a lot of sales promotion material can be
seen even in small street stalls in Guilin, item 18 (‘provide sales promotion materials’)

23 These alterations are explained in detail in sections 3.4.3. and 3.4.4.
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was included. The fact that promotional material was not mentioned in the interviews
might not reflect the absence of such material, but might instead reflect the low
importance of that kind of service to the retailers. Financial support was not
mentioned by the earlier respondents, but since financial markets are undergoing
change in China, it can be assumed that new financial services are becoming available
to retailers, and financing and credit provided by a supplier could be one of them (item
21). Item 22 (‘provide service’) is a general measure of services, and an open
question. Since new services may have entered the market since the last interviews,
this general question is important.

Power was measured as perceived power sources, exercised power sources, and
influence strategies. Following the argumentation of Brown et al. (1995), only
perceived power was measured. Furthermore, Gaski and Nevin (1985) found an
empirical relationship between exercised and perceived power strategies, showing that
there was no significant difference in respondents’ reports on exercised power and
power that was expressed as a supplier’s capability to wield power. In addition to
reasons above, the length of the questionnaire was also a reason to only measure
perceived power.

3.4.2.3. Network structure
The statements concerning the structural dimensions of the distribution network are
asked both in the second part of the first section and in the second part of the third
section of the questionnaire. In the first section, the questions concerning the most
important supplier reveal the current structural dimensions (‘who is’), and in the third
section they reveal the desired structure (‘who should be’).  The items in both sections
were formulated in the following way:

Item in the English questionnaire
(Appendix 4)

Item in the final questionnaire (after
translations and pre-test)24 (Appendix
5)

Code in
analysis

1. The most important supplier is / should
be  

❐ wholesaler
❐ producer
❐ retailer
❐ importer
❐ sales business trade centre

 The most important supplier is  / should
be:

❐ wholesaler
❐ producer
❐ retailer
❐ importer
❐ sales business trade centre
❐ other what____________

 SUPTYP34 /
SUPTYP105

2. The most important supplier is /should
be

 from___________________city.

 The most important supplier is /should be
from___________________city.

 SUPPLA35 /
SUPPLA106

3. The most important supplier is / should
be
❐ state-owned
❐ collective
❐ private
❐ joint venture

 The most important supplier is / should be
❐ state-owned
❐ collective
❐ private
 ❐ joint venture

 SUPOWN36 /
SUPOWN107

4. I have / should have a contract with the
most important supplier ❐ yes ❐ no

 I have / should have a contract with the
most important supplier ❐ yes ❐ no

 SUPCON37 /
SUPCON108

5. I have / should have exclusive sales  I have / should have exclusive sales right to  SUPEXC38 /

24 These alterations are explained in detail in sections 3.4.3. and 3.4.4.
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right to the products of the most
important supplier ❐ yes ❐ no

the products of the most important supplier
 ❐ yes ❐ no

SUPEXC109

6. I belong / should belong to the same
organisation as the most important
supplier ❐ yes ❐ no

 I belong / should belong to the same
organisation as the most important supplier
 ❐ yes ❐ no

 SUPORG39 /
SUPORG110

7. I purchase / should purchase in
coalition with  other retailers ❐ yes ❐
no

 I purchase / should purchase in coalition wit
other retailer ❐ yes ❐ no

 REPCOA40 /
REPCOA111

8. I deal / dealt with government units in
coalition with other retailers. ❐ yes ❐
no

I deal / dealt with government units in
coalition with other retailers
❐ yes ❐ no

REGCOA41 /
REGCOA112

The responses to the first statement in both parts reveal the length of the channel, i.e.
if the retailer purchases directly from the factory or via wholesalers. The existence of a
sub-system is revealed by the second statement which asks the respondents to indicate
the ownership type of the main supplier. The three following statements measure the
degree of integration in the channel. Having contracts (statements 4) and exclusive
sales right (statement 5) are comparable to the contractual channels systems
(McCammon, 1970), and being part of the same organisation (statement 6) is
comparable to corporate system (McCammon, 1970). Note, however, that the
operationalisation of a corporate system does not involve ownership as in Boyle et al.
(1992), but the retailer is asked whether it belongs to the supplier’s organisations. This
kind of expression has contextual relevance, since the ownership issue is still sensitive
and confusing in China and property right is not well defined. The last two statements
measure the horizontal co-operation, i.e. horizontal integration, among the retailers.
The same statements are repeated in the third section but they reflect the intended
change in structure, i.e. respondents were asked to indicate what kind of supplier they
would like to have. All these scales are nominal.

The first part of the third section of the questionnaire was designed to capture
information on the degree of strength in the existing retailer-supplier relationships as
perceived by the retailers. The statements consisted of:

Item in the English questionnaire
(Appendix 4)

Item in the final questionnaire (after
translations and pre-test)25 (Appendix
5)

Code in
analysis

1. Number of transactions Number of transactions STRANS95
2. Number of contacts made by

telephone
Number of contacts made by telephone STELEC96

3. Number of your personal visits to the
supplier

Number of your personal visits to the
supplier

RVISIT97

4. Number of supplier’s personal visits
to your shop

Number of supplier’s personal visits to
your shop

SVISIT98

1. Importance of the relationship for
my company

 Importance of the relationship for my
company

 RELIMP99

2. Trust in the relationship  Trust in the relationship  RELTR100
3. Intentions to switch to another

supplier
 Intentions to switch to another supplier  SWITC101

25 These alterations are explained in detail in sections 3.4.3. and 3.4.4.
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4. Desire to do more business with the
most important supplier

 Desire to do more business with the most
important supplier

 BMORE102

5. Desire to do less business with the
most important supplier

 Desire to do less business with the most
important supplier

 BLESS103

6. Number of goods bought in relation
to other suppliers

Number of goods bought in relation to
other suppliers

SOTH104

In this part, the first three statements measure the strength of the most important
supplier relationship. Relationship strength is seen as one structural dimension. In the
present study, relationship strength is measured according to the number of
transactions (Brown, 1981), number of contacts made by telephone or in person,
importance of the relationship, trust in the relationship, intentions to switch from the
current relationship to another, desire to do more or less business with the most
important supplier, and the number of goods bought from the main supplier.

3.4.2.4. Category variables
Three category variables were used: ownership, size and key informant status.

Ownership
Firm ownership status and size were used as category variables. Propositions were
developed for private and state-owned companies, and size was used as a control
variable. The large firms were generally state-owned and the small enterprises, private
(Polsa, 1998), and therefore it was hard to establish whether size or type of ownership
were firm characteristics which determine power. On the other hand, many researchers
acknowledge differences based solely on ownership (e.g. Boisot, 1996; Wang, Wang
and Gong, 1990), thus justifying ownership as a category variable. For instance,
township and village enterprises have greater autonomy than state-owned companies,
and therefore more easily adapt to new economic situations (Boisot, 1996). Wang et
al. (1990) distinguish four different market types in the PRC, ranging from a directly
planned market where state-owned companies operate, to a free market where
collectives and individual enterprises operate. State planning, buying, selling, and
sales vary in these different markets and thus indicate the relevance of an ownership
categorisation.

Ownership type is a complicated issue in current China. The theoretical discussion on
ownership in Chinese research reflects socialist ideology and Marxist theories (Hsu,
1991). The main focus of that discussion has been the legitimisation of private
business,  and ownership structure has been used as a tool to analyse the national
economy (Wang, 1998).

Different types of companies have been formed in rural and urban areas26. In practise,
two types of private business have existed in urban markets since the beginning of the

私营reform policies: one referred to as ‘private business’ ( ) and the other as
个体户‘individual’ or ‘self-employed business’ ( ). Both type were included as

category variables in this study, even if most researchers group them together (cf.
Lulu, 1998; Polsa, 1998; Bruun, 1993). Collective ownership is a much more
complicated issue since it is undergoing continuous reform. Different types of

26 For a discussion on different types of rural enterprises see Odgaard (1990).
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management responsibilities such as a ‘joint-stock system’ and ‘entrusted
management’ are planned for the state-owned companies, and different types of
collective ownership such as a ‘joint-stock partnership system’ may emerge (Ji, 1998).

As some of these companies only exist on paper or are at the planning stage, only
those that were mentioned in the official statistics of the China Statistical Bureau in

国有1997 were included as category variables. These are: state-owned ( ), collective
集体所有 股份制 联营( ), share holding ( ), joint ownership ( )27, individual, and private

enterprises (China Statistical Yearbook, 1997). Collective enterprises were further
城市集体所有divided into urban collectives ( ) and township and village enterprises

乡镇企业( ), because the rapid growth of township and village enterprises compared
with urban collectives indicate their importance in the current Chinese economy.

向国有承包Furthermore, both state-owned ( ) and collective
向集体承包 承包( ),‘contracted companies’ ( ) were included in the study. This

company form was not reported in the official statistics or discussions, but always
came up during my earlier interviews. The expression ‘contracted companies’ refer to
a contract system between an entrepreneur and a state-owned or collective company.
It is in reality an independent business of a private businessman going under the name
and status of a state-owned or collective business. This form of ‘contracted
companies’ is not to be confused with ‘management contracts’ or ‘contracted
managerial responsibility systems’ that have been established in state-owned
companies to reform their management (Lu and Tang, 1997).

Size
Size was operationalised as the number of employees, floor size of the store, invested
start capital and annual turnover. Private retailers are likely to be reluctant to report
the real annual turnover because Chinese are in general modest to show real earnings
and cause of the problems with local taxation (Bruun, 1988, 1993; Young, 1991;
Polsa, 1998), thus other size measures than turnover were needed. In addition, the
state-owned retailers may be large in their organisation (number of employees) and
they occupy a large sized store, but still generate low turnover. The number of
employees and the floor size of the store are thus additional size measures. The
invested start capital was the only accounting figure provided by the officials in Guilin
(see Polsa, 1998), thus being the only size figure that can be checked from multiple
sources. Sales volume could also be checked but not for the years corresponding
exactly with those reported  (reported annual sales in the sample were 1998 sales and
the figures from  the Guilin Statistical Yearbook (1998) were 1997 annual sales).
Sales volume was included in order to check the reliability of the self-reported size
measures. If invested start capital is approximately coherent with the official figures, it
can be assumed that the other responses are also credible. However, here one should
note that Chinese statistics are not always reliable since there are significant
disparities in information collected by different officials (see Odgaard’s study on local
statistics, 1991).

27 This official translation is misleading because particular ownership category is not defined according
to ownership but according to management style and status of managers (Wang, 1998).  The translation

联should rather be ‘joint management’ as the character indicates.
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Key respondent status
The status of key respondent is important for evaluating data, since information
should come from respondents that are knowledgeable on issues in the questionnaire.
Although the key respondent method has been criticised (Phillips, 1981), the method
has also been tested with empirical data and studies have claimed that the ”careful
selection of informants” and well established scales provide reliable and valid
information (John and Reve, 1982). To ensure that the appropriate respondents filled
out the questionnaire, they were asked to indicate their position and tasks in the retail
shops. A respondent’s position indicates what level of hierarchy the respondent comes
from, but as do their tasks in the company. It is plausible to assume that persons at
different levels of a managerial hierarchy have different views on the issues asked, but
their formal position alone does not reveal the tasks their job involves. The tasks of
the respondents, on the other hand, provide information on their field of responsibility,
i.e. the field that they are most familiar with. The tasks of shopkeepers which provide
information and knowledge on supplier relationships were purchasing, pricing,
transportation, promotion, signing contracts, and maintaining guanxi. In addition to
respondent status and tasks, the status of the boundary persons on the supplier’s side
was also asked for. Here again, the supplier relationship can be perceived differently
depending on whom the retailer is in contact with, i.e. the sale force or the manager of
the supplier.

3.4.3. Translation procedure
The questionnaire was originally constructed in English. In cross-cultural research,
back-translation is used to establish translation equivalence (Hui and Triandis, 1985;
Brislin, 1993). However, even if the study is not cross-cultural, translation
equivalence is required for constructing a questionnaire which is suitable for the
research setting. The methodological tools used in this study have their origins in the
western distribution literature, and thus it was important to verify their suitability by
ensuring equivalence. Translation equivalence aims to improve the item equivalence,
i.e. it aims to ensure that the instruments used are identical in the sense that their
meaning corresponds in the different cultures (Hui and Triandis, 1985) or a
questionnaire measures the same latent constructs (Mullen, 1995).

There are different back-translation techniques. One is simple back-translation. A
source language text is translated into a target language and back-translated to the
source language. The two original language text versions are then compared. Another
technique, the blind parallel technique, consists of having two independent translators
translate the text simultaneously, and then comparing the two different versions
(Mayer, 1978). A third, more sophisticated, translation procedure is called
‘decentering’ (Werner and Campbell, 1970; Brislin, 1993). An original version is
translated into a target language, back-translated into the source language, and then
again translated into the target language. This procedure is repeated several times and
the original version is compared with the final back-translation. During this process
even the original source language text alters. The purpose of decentered translation is
to eliminate differences between the source and target languages (Werner and
Campbell, 1970). It is, however, known that not even the most sophisticated
translation technique can eliminate all the differences in the languages used (see for
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example, Small, Ylland, Rice, Cotronei and Warren, 1999). The technique used in this
study and described in Figure 6, the parallel back-translation technique, combines the
three techniques. Two independent translators translated the English questionnaire
(parallel technique), a third person independently back-translated both target language
questionnaires (back-translation), and finally even the source language questionnaire
was modified according to findings which emerged during the translation process
(decentering).

The original
English

questionnaire

Chinese
translation

no 1.

Chinese
translation

no 2.

The English
back-translated
questionnaire

no 1.

The English
back-translated
questionnaire

no 2.

The final
Chinese

questionnaire
1. 2. 3.

Translation from English to Chinese

Translation from Chinese to English

Figure 6. The translation technique

The first step in the translation procedure was to have two different native speakers of
Chinese to translate the English questionnaire into Chinese (phase 1 in the figure).
The requirement of the translators was not only their language skills, but also their
familiarity with the cultures involved (Sekaran, 1983). The chosen translators both
had diverse knowledge of the culture involved: one was familiar with the local Guilin
culture and research setting; the other was familiar with both Chinese and Western
research culture. One of the translators was an English teacher in Guilin. She was
chosen because of her Master’s degree in English, her knowledge of the local
vocabulary, and because she had assisted me during my 1996 interviews, and was
therefore familiar with the topic of the present study. The other translator was a
scholar from Nankai University. He was chosen because he had a Ph.D. in
management and had been a visiting scholar both at the Wharton Business School in
the U.S.A. and at the Swedish School of Economics and Business Administration in
Finland. Thus, he was familiar with both the Chinese and Western business
vocabulary.

Both of the resulting translations were then translated back (the second phase in
Figure 6) into English by a Chinese teacher who had been teaching Chinese for
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businessmen in Finland for over five years. She translated the two Chinese versions
into English independently without seeing the original English questionnaire.
Together with her, I worked out the final questionnaire (the third phase in Figure 6),
i.e. a monolingual judgements in original language were made but, unfortunately,
similar judgements could not be made in target language even if recommended
(Werner and Campbell, 1970). This version, the last one before the pre-test, was
proof-read by the Chinese teacher in Finland and a scholar from the Chinese
University of Hong Kong. The scholar from Hong Kong had done quantitative
research in the PRC and was therefore familiar with both questionnaire research and
Chinese conditions. The comments of Hong Kong scholar further improved the scales
used in the questionnaire. Next, the differences in the two versions of the target
language are explained and alterations described.

3.4.3.1. Back-translation alterations
The two Chinese versions were different from each other, but mostly expressed the
same meaning by way of different expressions. Only in three cases was the original
English meaning misunderstood by one of the translators. The first misunderstanding
involved item 9 in the first section, which was translated as government restriction on

企 业 贸 易‘enterprises’ ( ) instead of ‘business’ ( ) as the original English version
suggested. The second misunderstanding involved item 28 in section two, which was

费 用translated by one of the translators as ‘expenses’ ( ) instead of the original
支 付‘payments’ ( ). Item 34 in the same section was translated as ‘notice legal

注 意 合 法 的 产 品 工 序production work procedures’ ( ) instead of ‘being
负 责 法 律 程 序responsible for legal procedures’ ( ). The latter translation was

chosen Because it was more close to the original English version.

There were no cases where both Chinese translators would have misunderstood the
English meaning, which proves that the questionnaire was understandable at least to
educated Chinese with different backgrounds. Furthermore, there was only one
sentence which did not properly express the English word. ‘Favours’ (item 18 in
section two) appeared to be a word that is not used in the Chinese language. Both
translators left the item out and translated only the examples in brackets that were
‘grant lunch, dinner, etc.’. ‘Favours’, a word used often in the sinological and
psychological literature on Chinese behaviour, thus appears to be a Western way of
explaining behaviour that the Chinese have no label for themselves. ‘Favours’ is an
abstract second-order concept for a behaviour that in everyday language (i.e. first-
order concept) was expressed as ‘lunch and dinner’ (see Denzin, 1989, p. 9 for
distinction between second and first order concepts). The word ‘favours’ exists in the

人情Chinese language ( ) but as with many second-order concepts (see Denzin, 1989,
p. 9), it is not used.

In many cases, the translators improved or tried to improve the original English
questionnaire. The following choices were made when the translations were somewhat
different. One of the translated versions used the term ‘advertising expenses’ instead
of only ‘advertising’ for item 14 in section one.  The former version was chosen
because it was more specific. In the same section, the version of item 17 that

趋 势 消 费 倾 向expressed trend ( ) was chosen instead of consumption trend ( ),
形because the former is more general. In section one, items 21-23, the word ‘image’ (
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象 消 极 反 映) was chosen instead of the other version, ‘passive reflection’ ( ).
‘Image’ is more analogous to the English original. In the same section, items 24 to 26
were translated by one of the translators as different retailers ‘sell products to the

赊 售 商 品 给 消 费 者public on credit’ ( ). Although this is one form of trust, the
信任more general expression for trust was chosen, which literally means ”trust” or

”have confidence in” (A  Chinese-English Dictionary, p. 1132). Item 28 in this section
was combined from both translations. It was not quite clear if the expression ‘open-

开架购买self for customers’ ( ) was more familiar to the local Guilin audience (this
translation came from Guilin). On the other hand, the other translation, ‘consumers’

自 我 服 务 的 消 费 者 购 买self-service purchase’ ( ) was more commonly used in
Chinese marketing literature. For the following item (item 29) the local expression

商店环境 商店家was used (‘shopping environment’ ) instead of ‘shop furniture’ (
具), because during the interviews in 1993 and 1996 the expression ‘environment’
often came up. A more general translation was used for item 11 in section Ib, because
对公司的情况更了解 雇expresses only staff knowledge of the company while
员有更好的技能和知识 refers to general skills and knowledge.

开 发 票In the second section the local version for item 9 were used. was the
expression the respondents used in the 1993 and 1996 interviews, and therefore this

收据 发票expression was chosen instead of , even though literally means ‘invoice’
收据and , ‘receipt’. The neutral expression ‘impose’ (in the same section items 10 to

12) was translated by the local translator as ‘demand extra payments/fees towards’. It
may be that in practise ‘impose’ actually means extra fees and payments where
purchasing procedures, conditions and minimum order quantity are concerned.
However, ‘impose’ was seen as more neutral way of expressing a meaning that could
include payments. Payments, on the other hand, can be considered as a less abstract
expression, but if the informants did not understand items 10 to 12, it was explained to
them as meaning giving money or other services. Although the original English

可 以 讨 价version of item 25 was ‘negotiate pricing’, the translation ‘bargaining’ (
还 价 ) was used because bargaining is a more genuine Chinese way of expressing

互 惠 互 利price negotiation. Likewise, a Chinese expression for mutual benefits
提供 双 方 利益was used, although the other version of the translation ( ) also

correctly denotes the meaning of mutual benefits.

In part three where the measurement of relationship strength is discussed, items three
面对面 接触and four, ‘personal visits’ were translated as ‘face-to-face contact’ ( )

私 人 拜 访instead of ‘private visits’ ( ) since not all personal visits are private. For
instance, attending a trade fair organised by a supplier is not a private visit, but rather
a face-to-face visit. However, the ‘number of private visits’ can be another good
measure of relationship strength, in addition to those used in this study.

In two instances the authentic Chinese names were used instead of the translations. At
the end of section one, the names of functional governmental bureaux were not
translated and the authentic names of the local Guilin bureaux were used instead. The
names of the bureaux were taken from the name cards given by the respondents in
1993. In the beginning of the last section, the ownership status was taken from the
China Statistical Yearbook (1997) instead of from the translations.
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It is possible that ”translation error cannot be ruled out entirely, even when a great
deal of care is taken in developing translations” (see an example in Small et al. 1999,
p. 4). This holds true for the current study as well. It was impossible to literally
translate one of the most crucial phrases in the questionnaire because of the
grammatical differences in expressing plural in English and Chinese. This phrase was

最 重 要 供 货 商‘the most important supplier’. This was translated to Chinese as ,
which can mean both ‘the most important supplier or ‘the most important suppliers’.
Thus, the respondents’ answers may equally refer to their most important supplier or a
group of most important suppliers, an issue which was noticed after the pilot study
had been completed and could therefore no longer be corrected.

The respondents’ unfamiliarity with the metric scales can threaten the metric
equivalence of a questionnaire (Mullen, 1995). Explanations for the numeric scales
were therefore used in the beginning of every section. This was considered necessary
because it was assumed that the respondents might not be very familiar with numeric
scales. When the entire scale could be explained with the same adjectives, such as

不‘good’ or ‘capable’, the values one, four and five were always explained as no/not (
没 有 相当 非 常/ ), quite/fairly/considerably ( ), and very ( ). For the scale value of

有 点 有 些two, two expressions were used: (i) and (ii) both meaning ‘some’ (A
Chinese-English Dictionary, pp. 1241 and 1244). For the scale the middle value of

适 中three several expressions with same meaning were also used: (i) (moderate),
比较 中等程度(ii) (fairly; comparatively; relatively; quite; rather) and (iii) (middle

level)28 相当. The scale was only potentially confusing in question 31, since both
比 较and were used in the same scale and their meaning is very close, at least

according to the dictionary translation. If other types of scales were used in the middle
of the section than one in the beginning, the five point scales were anchored by only
giving verbal explanations for values one and five.

Only a few respondents seemed to need an explanation for the middle values, and
most of them were already familiar with and comfortable using numerical scales.
Based on observations during the fieldwork, the respondents seemed not to have any
problems with the scales once they started to fill out the questionnaire. Sometimes
they even used their own words to indicate that they understood the meaning of the

一般different numbers in the scale. For example, some of them used the word to
explain the middle value of three. This expression means ‘same’, ‘just like’ or
‘moderate’.

There was one problem with the scales, however. The Chinese seem to be more
inclined to view the number one as the positive end of the scale and number five as
the negative end. One of the respondents pointed that out, but by then it was too late to
alter the anchors in the scales.

28 The two first translations are from a Chinese-English Dictionary, and the last translation was made by
the author.
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Other modifications before the pre-test of the questionnaire29

Before pre-testing the questionnaire some modifications were made to improve the
form. In the first section, the twelfth item (see Appendix 4) was split into two and
expressed in a simpler manner. Instead of saying ‘competition on merchandise
selection, quality, variety and fake products’, the item was split into three parts: (i)

商品的品种‘variety of products’ ( ), (ii) ‘fake products from suppliers’
在进货时是否有假冒伪劣商品 在进货( ), and (iii) ‘quality products from suppliers’ (
时产品的质量). The first section was also split into three different scales instead of
the original single scale in order to make the statements more neutral. The items were
then revised accordingly, for example instead of the phrase ‘good shop furniture’, the
item was expressed neutrally as ‘shop furniture’ and the scale ranged from bad to
good.

3.4.4. Pre-testing the questionnaire
The questionnaire was revised after gathering 14 questionnaires and conducting four
interviews at the same time as the respondents filled out the questionnaire. None of
these fourteen informants were included in the main sample. The informants were
encouraged to indicate difficult or to sensitive questions by leaving these questions
unanswered. In the interviews, the informants explained which questions they did not
understand and which ones they felt were sensitive. The revisions indicated in Table 5
were made after the pre-test of the questionnaire. Table 5 details the items that were
omitted from or revised in the questionnaire after the pre-testing and also gives
reasons for why the revisions were done.

29 These modifications were done after discussing with the scholar from the Chinese University of Hong
Kong.
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Table 5. The modified items from the final questionnaire

The number for the section Revisions made to the items The reasons for the revisions
Section I
1. Government regulations, rules and laws Omitted Too general, one of the informants understood this as relating to

marketing legislation (PR/2,) while another thought it related to
taxation regulations (PR/1)

3.-5. Access to permissions from different bureaux scale changed One respondent asked how to use the scale here
6. Unfair taxation 收费the word ‘fees’( )was added to the

questionnaire
One of the respondents said that it is not taxation but the fees that
local government imposes on retailers which is unfair

7. Rent of store location Access to prime location
Rent of the store location

Split into two questions since access to store location provided by
the government seemed to be an important issue

8. Government corruption Omitted Too general and sensitive
11. Competition based on having a prime location Changed: ‘access to prime location’ Location belongs to the dimension of government regulations since

property is owned by the government
15. Number of retailers in the market 数量‘number’ ( ) was expressed as

零售的竞争‘retailer competition’ ( )
Clearer

21.-23. Positive image of the state-owned,
collective and private retailers among the public

正面the word ‘positive’ ( ) was
omitted and three items moved to the
scale ‘not good’-‘very good’

One of the respondents did not understand the word ‘positive’, but
understood the meaning when explained

28. Periods of resource scarcity Omitted Too abstract and general
29. Periods of resource oversupply Omitted Too abstract and general
Section I part B
1. Better access to capital/financing the words ‘capital/financing’  changed

to ‘loans’
The original words were too abstract

2. Better  access to technology ‘for example, telephone, computer,
etc.’ were added

‘Technology’ was too abstract and required an explanation

14. Better guanxi 'with whom?' was added Two of the respondents (RP/1) asked whether this referred to
guanxi with clients or suppliers

Section II
28. deferred payment 提供word ‘provide, supply’ ( ) were

允许changed to ‘permit, allow’ ( )
More concrete

Section III
Scales scale anchors for the four first

questions were changed from ‘few’
and ‘many’ to verbal explanations:
‘every second month’, ‘every month’,
‘every fortnight’, ‘every week’ and
‘every day’

Some respondents asked how to define the values between the scale
anchors
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Most of changes were made in the first section which concerned the retailing
environment in general. Some of the questions were too sensitive, and the entire
section was based on a less tested scale (Dwyer and Welsh, 1985) than the second
section, the measurement of power. There was only one minor correction in section
two (see Table 5), however, the order of the statements was changed. During the pre-
testing, the respondents had difficulties answering the question ‘provide service,
what?’ (item 14), but the meaning of the item became clearer to them when the
question was reformulated as ‘provide other service, what ?’ after the items
concerning services in detail. Therefore, all the services were listed after each other
and after item 14. It was also necessary to ask the non-coercive statements first, so that
items concerning the positive aspects of the supplier-retailer relationship would come
first instead of the negative issues. In the very beginning of the pre-testing, some
respondents were reluctant to respond to negative statements and thus it was hoped
that their reluctance could be diminished by placing the positive statements in the
beginning. In section three, the first scale was made more detailed because some of
the respondents asked what little and many mean. Therefore the scale ranging from
‘little’ to ‘many’ was changed to a scale ranging form ‘every second month’ to ‘every
day’. Because some of the informants read the questionnaire quickly or carelessly, the
words ‘would like to’ were emphasised by underlining them in the second part of
section three.

Despite the earlier findings on cultural differences in comprehending numerical
scales, no one in this sample seemed to have difficulties in understanding the scales
when they had read instructions. The more severe worry was that many of the
respondents tended to jump to the middle of the questionnaire without reading the
instructions, thus not knowing what to do or not understanding the meaning of the
items. Therefore, after the pilot study more instructions were given to the respondents
in the beginning of the questionnaire.  They were instructed to start reading from the
beginning of the questionnaire and to read the instructions carefully. When the
questionnaire was handed to the respondents, they were also given these instructions
verbally. For the same reason, headings were added to all four sections.

3.5. Data collection procedure

3.5.1. Sample
The choice of Guilin as the empirical setting can be classified as critical case
sampling. The purpose of critical case sampling is to “permit logical generalisation
and maximum application of information to other cases” (Miles and Huberman,
1994). As described earlier, Guilin is representative of an average size and average
developed Chinese city which might later prove useful for other studies as well.

The non-random sample strategy used to choose respondents in Guilin can be labelled
as criterion type sampling (Miles and Huberman, 1994) or as judgmental sampling
(Lonner and Berry, 1986) where cases are chosen on the basis of a certain criterion or
judgement. The choice criterion was a grocery retailer with the local Guilin population
as its target market. Nevertheless, convenience was also one of the judgements, as
data collection included only the most central shops which were the most convenient
to reach on foot or bicycle. The sample size was determined based on the following
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criteria: it needed to be large enough for statistical analysis. However, the sample size
was constrained by practical realities. I spent five weeks in Guilin from September 28
to November 1, 1998 delivering and picking up questionnaires practically every day,
and ended up collecting 146 completed questionnaires.

The questionnaires were personally delivered to the respondents inside the city area of
Guilin. In principle, the authorities of every city had a list of authorised companies,
i.e. the ones with a business licence, that could be used as a register for the research
population from which the sample could be drawn randomly. However, given the
rapid changes in the retailing market and the unreliability of the local statistics, it was
assumed that it would be easier and quicker to reach respondents by systematically
sampling them street by street instead of relying on unreliable address information.
Similar problems with random sampling often arise in studies on undeveloped or
developing countries, and thus non-random sampling is more commonly used (see
Lonner and Berry, 1986). Therefore, all the grocery retailing shops30 in the most
central streets in Guilin were visited, with screening starting at the heart of the city
and moving out towards the more residential areas until about 150 completed
questionnaires were received. The final sample size was 146. After this, the lanes,
streets and number of retailers on these roads were marked on the Guilin city map to
ensure that all the places were visited only once. A similar procedure of visiting every
unit within an area was used by Croll (1987) in her household survey sampling in
China.

Even if random sampling was not possible to implement, I wanted to meet the
requirements of random sampling to ensure that the sample mirrored the total
population (Lonner and Berry, 1986). This prerequisite was met. The sample profile of
146 companies gives some indication of how reliable the sample is in comparison to
the total population.  Ownership was the only population characteristic applied. Table
6 illustrates that the sample consists of more or less an equal portion of state-owned,
collective and private retailers as the total population.

The census data in Table 6 which originate from the Guilin Economic and Social
Statistical Yearbook and information provided by the Guilin Commercial Bureau, can
be considered questionable (cf. Odgaard, 1990, 1991). Chinese statistical sources can
be criticised because the information in them varies depending on the purpose of the
source and the purpose of the data collection (Hiyoskhi, 1981; Odgaard, 1991). The
number of outlets listed in the Guilin Economic and Social Statistical Book include all
the retailers and wholesalers in different areas of business, consisting in total of
14,125 outlets, whereas the number of outlets listed by the Guilin Commercial Bureau
should include only grocery retailers and wholesalers. Nevertheless, the number
provided by the Guilin Commercial Bureau is as many as 25,516 grocery outlets, thus
exceeding the total number of retailers in Guilin. Even if the number of outlets from
the two different sources does not correspond, the relative portion of different types of
outlets remains similar. Correspondingly, the outlet type in the sample follows this
profile. It also appears that the average number of employees per outlet was
approximately the same in the sample as in the total population from where the

30 Only those retailers who sold Guilin specialities, such as Guilin wine, tea, Guilin hot pepper, etc., to
tourists were excluded.
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sample was drawn. However, it should be noted that both the number of private
enterprises and their employees are underestimated in the official statistics (Odgaard,
1990; Bruun, 1993). Hence, even if not randomly drawn, the sample is a good
representation of the total population of retailers in Guilin or at least of the population
described in the official statistics.

Table 6. The sample and the population profile

Retailers The sample The
population*

The
population**

n % n % N %
国有State-owned, 9 7% 786 6% 1504 6%
集体 城市集体 乡镇企业 股份制Collective, , , , 23 17% 2357 17% 4328 17%

私营，个体Private, 89 65% 10949 77% 19684 77%
联营Joint-owned, 1 1% 11 < 1% N/A
向国有承包，向集体承包Contracted, 11 8% N/A N/A

Other 3 < 1% 22 1% N/A
TOTAL 13631 14 125 25 516
Average number of employees per outlet 5 3 N/A

*Guilin Economic and Social Statistical Book (1998)
**Guilin Commercial Bureau (I)32

3.5.2.1. Company size in the sample
The average annual sales of the companies in the sample was 272 000 RMB, the
average number of employees was five, the average size of the stores was 63 square
meters, and the average invested capital was 13 000 RMB.  The sizes of the outlets in
the sample are a bit larger than average retailing outlets of packaged food were in the
official Guilin statistics in 1997. The average number of employees in the official
statistics was two (Guilin Statistical Yearbook, 1998, p. 487), the average sales of
small scale retailing outlets was 23 000 RMB, and the average sales of large and
medium scale retailing outlets was 1 301 000 RMB (Guilin Statistical Yearbook,
1998, pp. 484, 487). The official statistics do not provide size of the floor space or
invested capital, and, in contrary to the previous years, not even the Guilin
Commercial Bureau provided information on average invested capital per outlet.
Compared with the floor space of the Shanghai supermarkets, Guilinese outlets are
very small.  Supermarkets in Shanghai are classified as small if they range between 50
to 100 square meters. In Shanghai largest supermarkets were 1000 square meters
(Goldman and Qin, 1998, p. 94), while in the Guilin sample the largest outlet was 650
square meters.

Table 7 shows that when measured by three of the four size indicators, the state-
owned retailers are the largest ones in the sample. Only the annual sales volume of
these stores are below average and less than the sales of the private retailers. Private
retailers are the smallest in the sample if measured by the number of employees, floor
space, and the invested capital, but their sales volume is the highest in the sample.

31 Ten respondents did not fill out this part of the questionnaire.
32 The Guilin Commercial Bureau could not differentiate between the number of grocery retailers and
wholesalers, and therefore the figures from the Guilin Economic and Social Statistical Book consist of a
combined number of retailers and wholesalers.
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Table 7. The size of the state-owned, collective and private retailers

Ownership Sales
(RMB)

Number of employees Store size
(sq. meters)

Invested capital
(RMB)

State-owned 262 667 10,78 140,40 23 300
Collective 83 176 7,32 76,85 12 850
Private 329 348 3,78 47,32 11 769
All 272 213 5,24 62,89 13 094

There are some outliers that influence the mean figures in Table 7. Twelve retailers
had reported above average sales figures, and their sales ranged from 253 850 RMB to
10 million RMB. As many as eight were private retailers, two were state-owned
retailers and two were collective ones. The annual sales of ten retailers were less than
10 000 RMB ranging from 20 RMB to 8 000 RMB. All of them except three
collectives were individual companies. A half of the retailers in the sample employed
one to two persons. Sixteen companies had more personnel than the average 5,24 and
these outliers were spread evenly across the ownership: seven state-owned, four
collective and five private companies. There were fifteen retailers whose stores were
above the average 62,89 square meters and three out of them were state-owned, seven
were collective and five were private retailers. Finally, where invested capital was
concerned the sample was evenly spread and contained no clear outliers.

3.5.2. Informants
The chosen respondents consisted of boundary personnel for performing purchasing,
pricing, logistics and promotion tasks with suppliers. To ensure that the right persons
in the retailing shops participated in the survey, the respondents were asked to indicate
their position in the company and the tasks they were responsible for. In addition,
respondents were asked to indicate the position of the boundary personnel with whom
they were in contact with. Table 7 shows the distribution of respondent positions in
the sample.

Table 8. Job title profile of informants

Position of the respondents Frequency Percent
老板，负责人，业主Shopkeeper, boss, proprietor, master ( ) 43 ％55

经理Manager, director, ( ) 14 ％18
Employee, worker 15 19%

业务员，商人Businessman, ( ) 3 ％4
Other 3 4%
Total 78 100%
Missing responses 68

Most of the respondents were shopkeepers or managers (73%), in charge of the
retailing shop. About twenty percent were normal employees or workers in the shop,
ranging from sales and purchasing personnel to shop assistants and accountants. To
further establish their status in the retailer-supplier relationship, they were asked to
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describe the tasks they performed. Table 8 shows the distribution of the different tasks
performed by the informants.

Table 9. Distribution of tasks performed by the respondents

The task Frequency Percent
Purchasing 13 13%
Pricing 2 2%
Transportation 1 1%
Promotion 4 4%
Signing contracts 1 1%
Maintaining guanxi 6 6%
Purchasing, Pricing 14 14%
All tasks in the questionnaire 12 12%
Purchasing, Pricing, maintaining guanxi 8 8%
Purchasing, Pricing, Promotion 6 6%
Purchasing combined with other tasks 30 30%
Other combinations 5 3%
Total 102 100%
Missing responses 44

Purchasing, transportation, signing contracts and maintaining guanxi are the tasks that
require direct contact with suppliers. Pricing and promotion, however, can consist of
tasks that do not require direct contact with suppliers. Only eight respondents reported
their main responsibility field as consisting solely of pricing and promotion or a
combination of these tasks. Purchasing together with maintaining guanxi may be
considered as main tasks that require direct contact between the respondent and
suppliers. Eighty nine percent of the respondents handled only purchasing or guanxi,
or in combination with other tasks. Thus, the key informant status is appropriate for
the purpose of this study.

In addition to the correct key informant status, it is important to know whom the key
informants were in contact with in the supplier organisations. The information
provided by the respondents may have varied considerably depending on whom the
respondents were in contact with the most, e.g. the manager of a supplier or a driver.
Table 10 portrays the distribution of the type of contact of the suppliers’ boundary
personnel had with the respondents.

Table 10. Job title of the suppliers’  boundary personnel

Job title of the suppliers’ boundary personnel Frequency Percent
老板，负责人，业主Shopkeeper, boss, proprietor, master ( ) 29 35%

经理Manager, director ( ) 13 16%
推销员Sales person ( ) 16 19%

Sales person and manager, sales director 10 12%
Employee, worker 3 4%

业务员，商人Businessman ( ) 8 10%
Other 4 4%
Total 83 100%
Missing responses 63
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Half of the boundary personnel (51%) who conducted business with the informants
were managers and owners, and 19% were sales persons, i.e. boundary personnel from
a lower organisational level. Twelve percent of the respondents reported that they
dealt with both managers and sales personnel. Thus, retailer perceptions of suppliers
reflect both the management and clerk levels of the organisations, which is
appropriate for the purpose of this study.

The key informant method using only single informant per unit of analysis has been
criticised since Phillips’ (1981) article on single informant biases. In this study an
effort was made to use multiple informants in all the companies, but since the size of
the sample companies was small, 5 employees on average per company, this effort
was not relevant. John and Reve (1982) classify the size of their sample companies to
be small when the average number of employees is 45, and, hence, have only one
informant per company. In the present study’s sample, only two companies exceeded
the size of 45 employees, thus, in accordance with John and Reve (1982), there was no
need for multiple informants.

One important key informant characteristic is the time a respondent has worked for a
certain company or in a position that has relevance for the questions under
investigation (Phillips, 1981). Although the respondents were not asked to indicated
the time they had worked for a company, the average age of the sample companies
reveal a possible defect in gaining purposeful information for the aim of the study.
The average age of the sample companies was only 5 years, and as many as 32% of
the enterprises in the sample were one or less than one year old. Since 32% of the
companies consisted of one-man businesses, the ages of the sample companies also
reflect to some extent the accumulated knowledge of the respondents. On the other
hand, the above argumentation does not apply to in state-owned companies because
the age of the company and the number of years a respondent has spent in that
company is not the same. Another reason it does not apply is the renewal of
management. Thus, even if the state-owned companies were old, the managers could
be new in their current positions. It can, therefore, be assumed that the respondents
had fewer opinions about some of the questions because they were new in their
positions. On the other hand, for some other questions a fresher perspective was an
asset in itself. For instance, for questions concerning certain governmental bureaux
that you have contact with only when you are establishing a business, a respondent
with a young business is more reliable.

The reliability of the data is not only dependent on the key informant status and the
sample profile as compared with the population, but also on the way respondents
accept the researcher and the questionnaire. In this study the credibility and
trustworthiness of the researcher were particularly important because the questionnaire
was delivered in person and the researcher was a foreigner in the Chinese culture.
Next, the questionnaire delivery and the interviews and observations are discussed, all
being situations where the researcher and the informants interacted.
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3.5.3. The questionnaire delivery
To conduct any kind of fieldwork in China has been almost impossible earlier. Even
recently, field research has been difficult to conduct. China has a long tradition of
collecting different kinds of census data based not only on local government reports
but also on surveys collected by the China Statistical Bureau. However, it is always
official institutes that collect this data, and respondents are obliged to give information
due to government authority and are paid for their participation. Conducting fieldwork
for academic purposes is rare, and it was therefore uncertain how retailers would react
to questionnaire-type data collection. The data collection procedure was planned so
that questionnaires would be delivered personally to the retailers (not mailed), and a
small gift from Finland was also given to motivate the retailers or at least to show
gratitude and respect. According to some survey response behaviour theories,
financial incentives are effective due to their symbol of trust (Evangelista, Albaum
and Poon, 1999). Furthermore, according to the same study, ethnic Chinese (in that
case in Hong Kong) are more apt to respond to personal contacts (personal interviews
and telephone calls) than to mailed surveys (Evangelista et al., 1999). Thus, personal
delivery and a small symbolic gift seemed to be good strategies to increase the
response rate.

Furthermore, to overcome some of the assumed problems, my assistants and other
scholars who have conducted research in China advised me to get an official
certificate33， 证明 桂林市工商局from the local Commercial Bureau ( ). The purpose
of the official certificate would have been to force informants to fill out the
questionnaire and reduce the non-response rate. The former manager of the bureau
whom I had interviewed in 1993 and in 1996 was willing to help us get the certificate
from the current bureau management. However, the current managers were reluctant
to give us a written certificate, although they did orally give us permission to collect
data and provided us with phone numbers that could be used in case of problems
during field work. Despite some advantages of the certificate, such as greater
commitment to a local bureau than to a foreign researcher, the disadvantages would
have been the questionable accuracy of the responses to the questionnaires. Such a
certificate would have given the questionnaire an official status, and consequently
retailers may have filled out the questionnaire without openly expressing their sincere
opinions. Furthermore, as proven by Zhu (1996), the item non-response rate would
have been much higher if a government unit rather than an academic institution was
sponsoring the investigation. Apparently respondents are sometimes instructed to take
part in research and also directed “about the answers which should be given” (Sharma,
1991). Without the certificate, I could introduce myself as an independent academic
researcher who did not belong to any government represented organisation. That may
have reduced the response rate, but probably increased the item response rate and the
validity of the responses I received. However, my contacts with the Commercial
Bureau were not unnecessary, since visits to high officials are important for the
purpose of making a researcher’s presence and purpose known to the local officials
(Munroe and Munroe, 1986).

33 Also advised by Sharma (1991).
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Thus, this study was totally independent from any Chinese organisation. Independent
research conducted in China by foreign researchers is fairly rare. Out of the 136 social
studies done by American scholars in China in 1991, only 13% were independent
(Davis, 1992). An association with Chinese institutions has its advantages such as
better access to respondents and greater benefit to the host society (Harrell, 1988), but
also has its disadvantages such as the validity problems discussed above.
Unfortunately, since 1999 the free choice between independent and associated
research has no longer existed. China now regulates foreign funded research to always
be conducted together with Chinese institutions, and the results of such research has to
be first given to the Chinese organisations (Tong, 1999).

The questionnaires of the present study were delivered in eight different ways:

1. Mostly, I personally delivered the questionnaires and picked them up few days
later.

2. The second most common way was to deliver the questionnaires together with
my assistant and pick them up with her or alone. The pilot study was
completely done with the assistant, and out of the 14 respondents who
participated, four filled out the questionnaire in our presence so that we could
observe and discuss the issues in the questionnaire with the respondents and
make corrections to the final version accordingly.

3. Respondents filled out the questionnaire in my presence, or in my and my
assistant’s presence. In these cases the respondents wanted to get assistance or
give extra information beyond the questions in the questionnaire. This method
was time-consuming but the most valuable way of gathering data. In addition
to receiving a carefully filled out questionnaire, I could also observe the
everyday retailing business as in almost all cases the questionnaire was filled
out in the retailing shop. These sessions lasted from 45 minutes to two hours,
enabling me to make field notes about the customers coming and going. Often
customers or suppliers interrupted the respondents, giving me an opportunity
to observe business dealings.

4. My assistant delivered the questionnaires alone and later picked them up
herself.

5. Sometimes the respondents started to fill out the questionnaire in my presence
but became tired or interrupted too many times by their normal business
dealings. In those situations the questionnaire was picked up later.

6. In two cases the respondents demanded to meet me alone without my assistant
so that they could in confidence give additional information.

7. The seventh way of delivering the questionnaire was not successful and I
avoided it as much as I could. In these cases the questionnaire was given to a
shop assistant or to another person who was not willing or able to fill out the
questionnaire by her/himself.  In many of these cases the questionnaire was
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totally lost unless I was finally able to meet the manager of the shop face-to-
face.

8. One of the respondents asked his friend to fill out the questionnaire, and one
sales person34 asked five of his customers to fill out questionnaires.

Unfortunately, it was not recorded which of the methods described above were used to
get a particular questionnaire. Therefore there is no way to discern whether the
method of delivery influenced the responses to the questionnaires. Based on the
discussions with my local assistant, we came to the conclusion that the response rate
was at least higher when a foreign researcher delivered the questionnaire. This might
be an accurate conclusion since some other foreign researchers in China have noted
the same phenomenon. Easterby-Smith and Malina (1999, pp. 79-80) noted that for a
young female researcher “the very fact that she was a foreigner granted her an
exaggerated importance.”

In most of the cases the questionnaires were delivered on foot or bicycle. Only in very
few cases where taxis and public buses used to get to distant places like the Guilin
wholesaling market or to the location of a former informant. It was considered
important to use the same means of transportation as the respondents themselves most
probably used. This kind of tactic may have contributed to a sense of equality between
the researcher and the assistant (who was an educated member of the community) and
the respondents who were usually uneducated entrepreneurs. Bruun (1993) used the
same strategy during his fieldwork among entrepreneurs in Chengdu.35

3.5.4. Interviews and observations
Information from the questionnaires was complemented with information from eight
interviews and observations. Twenty two respondents filled out the questionnaire
while I waited for them, enabling 45 minutes to an hour of observation time.
Throughout the fieldwork during both interviews and observations, I took field notes.
I wrote down interviews, recorded observations and made notes while informants
were filling out the questionnaire. These field notes totalled several booklets of text
including descriptions of people, events, conversations and my own feelings and
working hypotheses (as advised by Taylor and Bogdan, 1984). Photos were used to
record the evolution of the physical retailing environment in Guilin. Slides from 1993,

34 He even sent me more filled out questionnaires much later, which therefore could unfortunately not
be used in this study.
35 Sometimes finding the right person to be interviewed or to fill out the questionnaire was similar to
detective work. In 1996 a new chain of well equipped stores had appeared in the Guilin market. I was
not successful at that time in finding the general company of the chain stores. Discouraged by the
unsuccessful attempts in 1996, I did not turn to the shop assistant for help in 1998 but called a
telephone number on one of the shop’s plastic bags. In this way I found the general company and visited
it. The same evening at 10.30 p.m. the owner of the store chain called me. We talked until 1.00 a.m.
with the help of the questionnaire which both gave me credibility and served as a discussion platform.
This respondent said that he told me about these, not always so positive, aspects of the Guilin retailing
market because I was a foreigner and not an insider. He was one of the most important informants
because he not only knew his own business, but was familiar with almost all my other respondents.
Information gained from the other informants could be compared with the information from this
respondent.
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1996 and 1998 record typical retailers in the field. Other audio visual methods like
video taping were not used. Not even tape recordings were made during the
interviews. In 1996 I tried to tape record my interviews and in some cases respondents
behaved normally. But in other cases they first talked informally and wanted to give
‘the official’ tape recorded interview later on. In fear of getting only official,
politically correct versions, I later relied only on written notes. Similar experiences
have been reported by native researchers who either have been able to use a tape
recorder during most of their interviews, even though they have had an advantage of
being insiders, and interviews have been conducted outside China (see Fang, 1999).

3.5.3.1. Interviews
The purpose of the eight face-to-face interviews in the current study was to triangulate
the data.  The interviews were not planned beforehand, but were spontaneous and ad
hoc. In other words, the interviews were not a part of the intended strategy, but
emerged from a respondent’s interest to talk beyond the questionnaire.  No separate
interview guide was used, but the questionnaire was a base for further discussions.

Often and traditionally interviews, surveys and observations are seen as separate data
gathering techniques.  However, in the current study they go hand in hand, as for
example participant observations and interviewing do in many cases (Fontana and
Frey, 1998).  Both the interviews and the observations naturally occurred during the
delivery of the questionnaires, i.e. the interviews and observations were not separate
data gathering techniques.

3.5.3.2. Observations
Observations are usually used in situations where respondents for some reason or
another are not able to describe their behaviour verbally or describe it inadequately
(Whiting and Whiting, 1970), or when informants give presentational rather than
operational data, i.e. their information is ideological, normative or abstract (van
Maanen, 1979). The informants in this study used language to describe their behaviour
and most probably there was also a generalised pattern of behaviour that was reported,
but the informants may not have been aware of their behaviour or may have been
unable to describe their behaviour validly. I believe that in this study’s setting of
strong social norms and ideals, the informants were inevitably bound to their ideals,
rules and norms, so that rather than receiving operational data, the ideals, ideologies,
rules and norms were reported. Thus, observations served as a way to check the
verbally reported data and to analyse the data beyond mechanical fact analysis
(Alasuutari, 1994). Furthermore, observations were used to see how easy or difficult it
was for respondents to fill out the questionnaire and how meaningful it was for them
(see for example, description of missing values and pre-testing of the questionnaire).

One can observe persons, dyads or groups; activities or more molecular acts; places or
settings; and objects (Whiting and Whiting, 1970). Activities were the focus of this
study as well as the act of filling out the questionnaire. First, the observed retailer
activity consisted of the business transactions of the retailers in their shops. Second,
the interaction between the respondents and the researcher, as another kind of activity,
was observed, in order to analyse the researcher’s influence and role in the research
situation (Alasuutari, 1994, pp. 122-130). In addition, observation field notes included
impressionistic reports (Munroe and Munroe, 1986), i.e. preliminary impressions of
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the phenomena observed and studied. The experienced field workers (e.g. Mead,
1970; Alasuutari, 1994) advice to record feelings during and after the data gathering
that was also done for the present study. This way the difficulties or the progress made
during fieldwork could be related to my own attitude, respondent characteristics, or to
an interplay between the two.36 Observations can be immediate or observers can be
trained on how and what to observe (Adler and Adler, 1998, p. 86).  The observations
in the current study were rather immediate than beforehand structured.

3.5.3.3. Photographs
Photographs are ”visual representations of society” and they can be used as methods
of visual sociology (Denzin, 1989, p. 211-212). The two main assumptions of the
visual method are: (i) photos record reality and this reality in photos should be
interpreted, and (ii) the recorded ‘reality’ is only ‘the reality’ the photographer wants
to see (Denzin, 1989, p. 213) or is able to see. Photographs can be used as a tool to
gather non-verbal data, to record the natives, view of their world, to produce historical
documents and to study social groups, institutions and communities (Becker in
Denzin, 1989, p.225). This tool can be used to triangulate date, preserve it, encourage
sociological imagination, and can be used as a basis for interviewing (Denzin, 1989,
pp. 225-228).  In the current study, photos are used to preserve non-verbal data for the
purpose of data triangulation. Objects of photography can consist of events, people,
social interaction or physical objects. In the present study, the object of photography
consisted of retailing outlets photographed outside the retailing shop. While I took
photographs of  the retailing outlets, my observations were covert, i.e. the retailers
were not aware that they were being photographed.

3.5.3.4. Interview, observation and questionnaire delivery situations
The interviews, observations and questionnaire delivery situations varied a lot
depending on the informants and how many times I had met them.  All the visits were
unannounced (cf. methods in Bruun, 1993) or what in the Chinese setting is called
“drop in” (chuanmen 串门) (Wank, 2000, p. 275). I initiated contacts with
respondents I had not met before, Usually by presenting the purpose of my visit and by
introducing my self as a university teacher or professor who was collecting data for

36 For example, once while alone in the field, a potential informant in a government owned retailing
outlet clearly let me know that she was not interested in filling out the questionnaire simply because I
was a foreigner. During another occasion a respondent’s customer started to explain the difficult
situation of Chinese who are ‘unemployed’ and ‘have no food for living.’ Such events made me feel
both uneasy and privileged, and I questioned the importance of my research topic. If they did not affect
the results of this research, my own negative feelings may have at least influenced the response rate,
since negative events caused a less enthusiastic and less convincing attitude on my part. It is also worth
noting that during every field stay, even if more and more familiar with my setting, I experienced all the
phases of cultural shock starting from the overly positive feelings followed by negative ones and finally
arriving at balanced emotions. One of the emotions experienced by many field workers in isolated
places like Guilin is a sense of loneliness (Mead, 1970). Fortunately, Guilin provided fax and telephone
contacts, and later also email connections so that it was possible for me to have constant discussions
with advisors and other professors. This was crucially important in 1998 when I was no longer living in
China and made only one field trip to Guilin. The advice I got from my colleagues both in Finland and
Hong Kong via email were encouraging and helped me to overcome the negative period of my cultural
chock.
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research and teaching purposes. This kind of presentation seemed to generate the most
credibility, trust and sincerity in contrast to my earlier experiences (see Polsa, 1998)
when I found it to be most successful to introduce myself as a student. Probably, the
interaction with the respondents together with a questionnaire required a more
respectable role (Alasuutari, 1994). Despite my respectful role, I was humble (Taylor
and Bogdan, 1984) and acted as a novice wanting to learn from experts in Chinese
business, which made it acceptable to ask questions regarding issues that everyone
should know. The research topic was presented in general terms (Taylor and Bogdan,
1984), i.e. I was studying Chinese the retailing environment. After the introduction, I
Usually had a chat with the respondent so that we both could feel more comfortable
with the situation, develop confidence in each other, and also discover what we had in
common (Taylor and Bogdan, 1994). The respondents were eager to know about my
home country and why I was doing research in China. This way at least “a sufficient
sense of trust” (Taylor and Bogdan, 1994) was achieved.

Trust was not the only thing needed in the interview situations, but also a relaxed and
friendly atmosphere. I achieved a sense of informality in many different ways among
the informants that I had not met before. One of the respondents was happy that I was
interested in small companies (which most of the private retailers are), and according
to him, Chinese researchers would not conduct the same kind of research. I easily
established trust with one retailer because her brother had lived in Finland for four
years. From her I received a carefully filled out questionnaire, and she offered me
lunch in her popular restaurant. I met one of the respondents in an wholesaling-
retailing outlet where I was delivering the questionnaire. She wanted to take part in
the research only because “it is so difficult to learn Chinese,” and the following day I
left her shop with a thoughtfully filled out questionnaire, a package of candies and a
bottle of water. One of the respondents had an artist brother whose work had been
displayed in Europe, and that connection helped us to establish informality.
Consequently, she had a thoughtfully filled out questionnaire for me the next time I
met her. Two of the respondents even said that filling out the questionnaire was fun.

In addition to trust and informality, many of the informants also needed to be assured
that their answers would remain confidential. Some respondents were wary to answer
if they thought I was collecting data for business purposes, but were reassured when
they learned the study was academic (cf. Taylor and Bogdan, p. 27). Only in a few
cases, did the respondents feel the questions were political and were not willing to
answer. In these cases, it was not possible to gain their trust. In some cases, the
respondents were reluctant about answering before they saw the questionnaire, but
once they noted that the questions dealt with business issues, they were willing to fill
out the questionnaire. Sometimes the respondents’ anonymity needed to be
emphasised. I explained in detail that the names or the names of the shops were not
asked for, i.e. that I was not interested in a particular organisation (Taylor and Bogdan,
1984), and that after collecting more than one hundred forms, I would no longer be
able to track who had filled out which form. Two of the respondents were not willing
to give information until they were certain that the results would be published outside
China.
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In the friendliest cases, I shared lunch with the informants before or after they had
filled out the questionnaire, or I discussed the research topic or was invited to dinner
afterwards. Sharing dinner or lunch was, of course, time consuming but considered
important in order to establish or maintain good relations with the respondents (cf.
Munroe and Munroe, 1986). I conducted interviews in homes and once in a hospital,
in addition to the retailing shops and offices. I think the friendliness I encountered was
due to the pride respondents felt in having a foreign friend and their desire to show
hospitality towards a foreigner. I may even have been the first researcher to conduct
research in such a small and fairly undeveloped city as Guilin. Western multinationals
and consulting companies typically do fieldwork in the more developed areas but are
less interested in smaller markets like Guilin. Of course, there are many scholars who
have done field work in China (e.g. Solinger, 1984; Bruun, 1993; Milwertz, 1997;
Veeck, 1997; Thøgersen, 1991; Madsbjerg and Poulsen, 1991 and many others), but
as far as I know Guilin city has not been worn out by too many eager researchers, thus
my advantage was to be the first to enter this setting. The friendly and sometimes even
eager welcome might be partly explained by the novelty of the situation.

However, I never became an insider or participant in this setting but remained merely
what Taylor and Bogdan (1984) call a causal participant to whom respondents seem
to speak and with whom they seem to act freely. Adler and Adler (1998, pp. 84-85)
classify observers into three different membership roles: the complete-member-
researcher, the active-member-researcher, and the peripheral-member-researcher.
Complete members are those who study settings that they already are members of.
Active members are those researchers who get so involved with the observation group
that they start to perform activities of the group, but without committing themselves to
the group’s values and goals. Peripheral membership roles are taken by researchers
that ”feel that an insider’s perspective is vital to forming an accurate appraisal of
human group life” so that a relationship is close enough to get ”an insider’s identity
without participating in those activities constituting the core of group membership”
(Adler and Adler, 1998, p. 85). My role as a causal participant was close to peripheral
membership, though not quite, since I did not achieve an insider identity.

3.5.5. Response rates and non-response bias
Despite the high response rate, there were a few people who refused to co-operate
with me. The response rate in the main study was as high as 68%. The figure is based
on the field notes where it was marked in detail to whom the questionnaires were
given and who returned them. Some of the approached retailers refused to co-operate
without even looking at the form, and if these retailers had been included, the
response rate figure would have been approximately 60%. In addition to these field
notes, I also recorded the reasons for not filling out the questionnaire. Thus, it was
possible to analyse the non-response biases descriptively as recommended by Kara,
Nielsen, Sahay and Sivasubramaniam (1994).

The most common reason for not filling out the questionnaire was that the ‘boss is not
老板不在available’ ( ). In the cases where the questionnaire was given to the shop

assistant anyway to convey it to the correct person, it was often not returned. As said
earlier, this method was avoided as much as possible after it became clear that an
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intermediary would not be a successful way to receive responses. The second most
mentioned reason for not filling out the questionnaire was that respondents said they

不懂did not understand it ( ). Even in these cases the possible informants were not
encouraged to fill out the form since it was considered to be more valid to have fewer
carefully filled out questionnaires than having many responses potentially based on
misunderstandings. The fourth reason not to participate in the survey was lack of time
没有空( ). Understandably, many of the mom-and-pap shops were busy places run by

one person who was also the only one suitable to answer the questions on retailing
functions. Sometimes I could see that lack of time was not the real reason but an
excuse, since some of these busy retailers had time to play chess in front of their

没有 兴趣shops. The true reason could have been a lack of interest ( ) as was stated
honestly by some of the retailers. One retailer asked me directly what benefit he would
receive from filling out the questionnaire, and my small gift was not significant
enough to motivate him. In three cases, the potential respondents were willing to fill
out the questionnaire, but the co-owner of the retailing shop refused. Missing
observations and incomplete responses are often caused by all of the above reasons
(Kara et al., 1994). Only in one case (a state-owned retailer) did the respondent say
that the reason for his refusal was political, and in another case I assumed that the
retailer considered the questionnaire to be politically sensitive. He said: ‘I do not

我不知道， 不想about know these issues and do not want to know about them’ (
知道). None of the respondents, however, used the expressions ‘difficult to say’
不好说 不能说( ) or ‘cannot say’ ( ) which are strong implications of not wanting to

talk about the issues.

The most severe non-response bias might be the success of the retailers. It seemed that
those retailers who were successful, were also eager to talk about their business. Thus,
it is possible that only those retailers who considered themselves worthy enough to
take part in the survey, or who considered their business to be successful enough,
filled out the questionnaire. Other China researchers have faced similar situations. For
example, one family refused an interview because they considered themselves too
poor (Harrell, 1988). Even if this kind of behaviour is common in many cultures, it is
more apparent in the face-saving cultures such as China (Hwang, 1987; Redding and
Ng, 1983). This, of course, has a great influence on the validity of the data and quality
of the sample, indicating that results may more accurately reflect situations of the
successful shops than shops in general. However, this situation may have been
minimised by using a questionnaire and by emphasising the anonymity of the
individual answers, i.e. respondents did not need to give their responses face-to-face
with the interviewer.

Refusing to participate due to the state of the business came up during the discussions
with the retailers. For example, one of the small retailers did not want to take part in

差the research because he thought his shop was ’bad’ ( ), and was not even willing to
give the address or telephone number of this outlet’s general company. Because of my
lengthy observations of the research setting, I was also able to indirectly prove this
kind of behaviour. The lengthy field experience gave me the impression that
informants with successful business were willing to talk about their success and
taxation problems arising from their apparently high profits, in contrast to informants
who were worried about their businesses. Three cases illustrate this issue.
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First, respondent CR/8 (in Appendix 1) was very friendly during both interviews in
1993, and even invited my husband and me for lunch after the second interview. In
1996 the situation was completely different during both interviews, and during the
second interview the informant was arrogant and gave only short, quick and
unmotivated answers. At the time, I thought that the difference in attitude was due to
me having changed my assistant but, on the other hand, it did not influence the other
interviews. In 1998 the shop no longer existed, and a respondent nearby told me that
goods had been stolen from CR/8’s shop (an issue that had been reported by CR/8
himself already in 1993).

The second case was another retailer, SR/31. The interview in 1993 was very friendly,
but in 1996 very difficult, and the respondents refused to answer several questions
because they considered the answers to be business secrets. In this case, I thought
perhaps they refused to co-operate because the respondents were not the same in 1993
and 1996, but in 1998 a bank had taken the sites of this state-owned retailer into
possession. Thus, the true reason for the uneasy interview with SR/31 in 1996 could
have been a declining business.

The third example is a department store (RS/3) that had been included in my sample
four times both in 1993 and 1996, and the informant was the same vice-manager of
the food department in three of the four interviews conducted with this company.
Despite this long history of being acquainted, the vice-manager refused to fill out the
questionnaire in 1998. I thought the reason for this refusal might have been his
cautious personality, or as expressed by my assistant, her ‘traditional’ personality. I
had also observed the same in my 1993 field notes, and also in my 1996 field notes
(see method section in Polsa, 1996). If it is true that only well-to-do retailers were
willing to give interviews, the poor business of this department store might be the
other, true, reason for the refusal, as four other respondents mentioned the declining
business of this department store.

Hence, missing observations are not as random as often assumed by researchers (Kara
et al., 1994), but may be systematic. In the case of this study, the systematic error
caused by non-responses could be results which are too positive.

3.5.4.1. Response omission per item
The non-response rate is not the only measure to express the possible non-response
biases in the sample. Another is the missing-values per question in the returned
questionnaires. In this study, the item non-response rate was high: 29 missing values
per item on average (i.e. total number of missing-values divided by the number of
variables). Appendix 6 shows the distribution of missing values per item. The
horizontal axis indicates the serial number of an item, and vertical axis shows the
missing value of a particular item. The items that have no missing values in the
Appendix are the ones that required verbal explanation from respondents, for example
item 29 ‘other, what?’ or item 71 ‘provide other service, what kind?’ None of them
are included in the average calculations. The total item non-responses account for
19% of all the responses. This rate is higher than the item non-response rate of 14 %
in the mainland Chinese surveys (Zhu, 1996). However, the types of respondents in
Zhu’s sample clearly reduced the item non-response rate. For example, his
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respondents had a higher level of education and a better occupation, both being
indicators that increase missing-values per variable.

A general overview of the missing value distribution in this study indicates that one
reason for the level of high missing values could be respondent fatigue. The average
missing value per item in section one is 23, below the average of 29, while the average
missing value of section three is 39, above the average of 29. The average missing
value in the middle section is 34, and 48 in the last section, thus in missing values
increase on average the further one proceeds in the questionnaire. Given the length of
the questionnaire (121 questions), respondent fatigue was a probable reason for
missing values.

It can also be assumed that some respondents did not dare to refuse to fill out the
questionnaire, but instead left the difficult or inconvenient questions unanswered37.
Thus, the missing-value effects could further accelerate the systematic error of too
positive responses. Because Chinese people generally feel uneasy about directly
refusing the request of a friend, they might have got around it indirectly by ignoring
some of the questions, particularly the questions that they felt uneasy about answering
or questions that would have required negative answers. This is one contextual factor
mentioned by Kara et al. (1994) that causes non-response biases to become non-
random.  This kind of behaviour was of course lessened by my outsider role, since it is
generally easier for the Chinese to turn down the request of an outsider than the
requests of insiders (cf. Zhu, 1996). However, on the occasions I was able to observe
respondents fill out the questionnaire, some respondents said they did not want to

不要answer some of the questions ( ) and that they had difficulties in answering others
不太清楚 不知道( ) or did not know the answers ( ). Sometimes the respondents

explained the situation verbally, but were reluctant to give a response in the
questionnaire.  In those situations, the verbal explanation was always negative.

The two sections in Appendix 6 indicate the same. The first section consists of items
42 to 57 which measure relative resources and require the respondent to make a
comparison between his shop and the company of the most important supplier(s). The
Chinese are reluctant to make such comparisons. The missing value of these items is
41 on average. Some of the respondents also pointed out that they lacked knowledge
of their main supplier’s resources, which caused high response omission. Lack of
knowledge was one of the contextual factors found to influence missing-values (Kara
et al., 1994; Zhu, 1996). The other section that had high missing values was the
measure of coercive power strategies (items 77 to 91). This section had an average
missing value of 42 responses. Thus, one could say that missing-values reflect the
issues that are negative in the respondents’ minds but remain unmentioned due to the
cultural context. Even if the single item missing value peaks exist (Items 8, 11, 27, 31-
35 and 56 in section one, 65 and 72 in section two, 106 in section three, and 115 and
120 in the last section), none of them except one, the question on total sales, could be
analysed as being too sensitive. Thus, the pre-test purified at least the highly sensitive
questions.

37 The same rationale is mentioned by Zhu (1996).
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3.6. Measure validity and reliability

An accurate operationalisation process, the use of multiple translation techniques,
choice of correct sample and key respondents, and careful data collection procedures
all increase the reliability and validity of the findings. Nevertheless, it important that
the measures are tested further. Measurement validity should be evaluated in a study
where the constructs are deducted from theory, i.e. it is important to evaluate whether
the items measure the constructs they aim to measure. Although, the
operationalisation of power and the environment in the current study partly relied on
earlier research, and  recently tested measures (Brown et al., 1995), it was relevant to
test the construct validity and reliability. A further evaluation needed to be done
because the measures were translated in Chinese from English and some of the items
derived from earlier interviews.

Construct validity tests whether the observable items measure the theoretical construct
they are intended to measure (Peter, 1981). Seven criteria are used typically by
researchers (e.g. Steenkamp and van Trijp, 1991; Brown et al, 1995) to achieve
satisfactory construct validity: (i) unidimensionality and reliability, (ii) external
reliability, (iii) within-method convergent validity, (iv) across-method convergent
validity, (v) discriminant validity, (vi) stability and (vii) nomological validity.

Unidimensionality can be defined as a pool of items that purportedly measure one
construct, i.e. an internal consistency among the constructs. Traditionally,
unidimensionality has been validated by item-total correlation and coefficient α
(Cronbach, 1951). Coefficient alpha, however, is more of a reliability measure than a
measure for unidimensionality (Steenkamp and Trijp, 1991). Thus, Cronbach’s alpha
is used to test the reliability of the scale. As a reliability test, Cronbach’s coefficient
alpha remains “the most widely used measure” (Peterson, 1994). In the current study,
rough unidimensionality was tested with item-total correlation, and reliability was
tested with the Cronbach alpha coefficient.

For an external reliability examination, the study would need to be repeated several
times with the same measurement tool and consistency between the repetitions would
need to be established. External reliability can also be examined by looking at the
consistency of the responses of multiple informants, e.g. the correlation between the
responses of two informants from the same company or by correlating different
comparable questionnaires (cf. Reve, 1980). Unfortunately, in the present study, not
even crude indicators of external reliability could be computed or analysed due to the
research design, that do not use multiple informants or comparable questionnaires.

The within- and across-method convergent validity criteria test the consistency of two
different scales that aim to measure the same construct. The difference between the
two is that the cross-method convergent validity criterion tests two scales with two
different methods, instead of using a single method which the within-method
convergent validity criterion does. Usually both criteria are tested with correlations be
the scales and methods (Nunnally and Bernstein, 1994). The across-method
convergent validity criterion can be tested with multitrait-multimethod matrices
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(Campbell and Fiske, 1959) that can be developed to be examined with a confirmatory
factor analysis model or with a direct product model (e.g. Bagozzi and Yi, 1991;
Steenkamp and van Trijp, 1991). Convergent validity can in general be assessed from
the measurement model by determining whether each indicator’s estimated coefficient
with its latent factor is significant (Anderson and Gerbing, 1988, p. 416). In the
present study, confirmatory factor analysis was used to test the convergent validity by
accepting only those variables that had statistically significant estimates with their
respective factors in the measurement models.

Discriminant validity is high when theoretically distinct constructs do not correlate
(Churchill, 1979). Confirmatory factor analysis can be used for all the constructs and
variables in a study to test the discriminant validity (Steenkamp and van Trijp, 1991).
Because of the low sample size (146) compared to the number of items (in total 80 for
environment, power and structure) and dimensions in the constructs (in total 8 for
power and environment), the discriminant validity test was not conducted by
confirmatory factor analysis.

Stability could not be tested as it requires the administration of the same questionnaire
to the same sample. The design of this study would have allowed a retest of the
instrument, but a restriction to the fieldwork did not. There was not enough time to
retest the questionnaire.

The study’s empirical design and data allowed testing for nomological validity.
Nomological validity refers to criterion of relationships between the different
constructs in a nomological net (Steenkamp and van Trijp, 1991). Traditionally,
nomological validity has been tested with correlation or regression analysis, but these
tests do not eliminate the measurement error effect. Structural equation models in
which the saturated structural model and the null structural model are compared with
the theoretical model (see Steenkamp and van Trijp, 1991) provide goodness-of-fit
tests that overcome the traditional ways of testing for nomological validity. Hence,
structural equation models were used in the current study to test the nomological
validity.

3.6.1. Measure validation method
The recommended two-step approach for theory testing and development was used
(Anderson and Gerbing, 1988). Although full-information estimation methods enable
the use of measurement and structural sub-models simultaneously, they are not always
preferable in one-step analyses (Anderson and Gerbing, 1988). Also, ”before testing
for a significant relationship in the structural model, one must demonstrate that the
measurement model has a satisfactory level of validity and reliability” (Fornell and
Larcker, 1981, p. 45). In the present study, the number of variables as compared to the
sample size was too large, and thus a two-step approach was the only possibility. In
the first step the scales were validated, and in the second step relationships between
the constructs were estimated.

First, a rough test of unidimensionality and reliability was run for the original
multidimensional scales of environment, power and structure. The method used to
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establish unidimensionality was item-total correlation. When the item-total correlation
per variable exceeds 0.6, the scale indicates construct unidimensionality (Steenkamp
and van Trijp, 1991). Those variables that have low item-total correlation are deleted
if deletion improves the scale’s Cronbach's alpha coefficient and if there is clear
contextual reason for excluding such a variable. The method used in this study to
establish reliability was Cronbach's alpha. According to Nunnally and Bernstein,
reliability is considered sufficient when the value of α ranges from 0.7 to 0.8 and is
high when the α coefficient exceeds 0.8 for preliminary research in the social sciences
(Nunnally and Bernstein, 1994). However, the use of other than strictly statistical
properties is encouraged by some writers, even in cases of low statistical reliability,
and consequently, a critical view is recommended even when the statistical properties
provide good validation (Peter and Churchill, 1986). Appendix 7 shows the
coefficient alphas, corrected item-total correlations, and a new alpha in cases where an
item was deleted for the construct of environment, power and structure.

To further test the dimensionality and unidimensionality of the constructs and
proposed dimensions within the constructs, a confirmatory factor analysis was
computed as advised by Steenkamp and van Trijp (1991). For environment and
structure, the analysis proceeded directly to confirmatory factor analysis since the
theory of the current study suggests dimensions within these constructs. However,
despite the use of the confirmatory method, the procedure remained exploratory in
nature, i.e. the measurement models were modified until a satisfactory model was
achieved. With other words the ”model development strategy” was used (Hair,
Anderson, Tatham and Black, 1998, p. 592). For power, an exploratory factor analysis
was computed first to identify latent dimensions other than those suggested by the
theory of the current study. Factors extracted from the exploratory factor analysis were
further tested with confirmatory factor analysis. Confirmatory factor analysis was
computed with LISREL 8.3 software.

A polychoric correlation matrix or asymptotic covariance matrix is recommended as
input data for a LISREL analysis of raw Likert scale data (Jöreskog and Sörbom,
1996). The Pearson correlation matrix was computed by PRELIS and used directly as
input data from the file created by PRELIS. The analyses were based on the
measurement model:

x  = Λ ξ  + δ  and y = Λη + ε

where x is the q × 1 vector of the observed variables, ξ is the n × 1 vector of
underlying factors, Λ is the q × n matrix of regression coefficients relating the
variables to the underlying factors, and δ is the q × 1 vector of the error terms of the
items. This model is a measurement model for x . The second model is a measurement
model for y where y is the p × 1 vector of the observed variables, η is the m × 1 vector
of underlying factors, Λ is the p × m matrix of regression coefficients relating the
variables to the underlying factors, and ε is the p × 1 vector of the error terms of the
items (Jöreskog and Sörbom, 1996). The SIMPLIS command language was used to
produce the model, meaning that the scaling of the latent variables was done by
default.
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Seven estimation methods can be used for confirmatory factor analysis and computed
with LISREL 8.3 (Jöreskog and Sörbom, 1996, pp. 17-25). The polycoric correlations
matrix requires the Maximum Likelihood (ML) or Generalised Least Squares (GLS)
estimation method, and both demand a normal distribution of the input data. Both
methods are scale independent and have desirable properties for statistical testing
(Long, 1983). Although the GLS and ML methods are quite similar, Long (1983)
claims that GLS is slightly less sensitive to normality assumption. The unweighted
Least Square method (ULS) can be shown to be consistent without any distribution
assumptions, but is not scale independent and requires large sample sizes (Long,
1983). The fourth method, Weighted Least Squares (WLS), is also less sensitive to
normality and can be used for correlation, variance and covariance matrixes.
However, WLS requires large samples and list-wise missing-value deletion if there are
missing observations in the data (Jöreskog and Sörbom, 1996). The polycoric
correlation matrix and the ML method were used in the confirmatory factor analysis of
the present study, since the sample size was 146 cases and pairwise deletion had been
necessary due to the high non-response rate. Normality was checked to determine the
suitability of the data for the analysis. Appendix 7 provides the values for skewness
and kurtosis. Skewness and kurtosis values should range between 1 and -1 in order to
meet normal distribution requirements (Hair et al., 1992)38.

The LISREL program 8.0 for confirmatory factor analysis and for structural equation
models gives a variety of statistical tests that indicate the overall fit of the model
specified by the researcher.

(i) The Chi-Square test is an indication of an overall misspecification of a model.
The P-value of the test should exceed 0.05 at the 0.05 significance level.

(ii) The root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) indicates if the model
is too simple. A high RMSEA suggest that more parameters are needed. When
the RMSEA is under 0.05 the model is good, and when the RMSEA is
between 0.05 and 0.08 the model is reasonable.  According to Hair et al.
(1998) acceptable values are under 0.08 (p. 660)

(iii) The Akaike’s information criterion for the model (model AIC) indicates the
simplicity of a model. Because simple, elegant models are sought for, the
smaller the model AIC, the better the model (Hair et al. 1998, p. 661)

(iv) The goodness of fit index (GFI) indicates how compatible the model is with
the empirical data. Higher values indicate better fit (Hair et al., 1998, p. 660).
The GFI varies between zero and one, and a model can be considered as
sufficient if the GFI exceeds 0.90.

(v) The standardised root mean square residual (SRMR) is an average error in
correlations, i.e. it indicates how many of the correlations on average in the

38 Normality should be rejected if the statistic of skewness and Kurtosis is less than -1 or greater than +1
(Hair et al., 1992) or according to the SPSS Application Guide (8.0) less than -2 or greater than +2.  All
the values ranged within the latter criterion and differ from the former criterion only slightly.
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model are left unexplained by the model. The SRMR should be close to zero,
and the SRMR for an adequate model varies between 0.01 and 0.05.

(vi) Since the Chi-Square test is dependent on the sample size, the normal fit index
(NFI) indicates the influence of a large sample size on the χ2 - test. When the
NFI is larger than 0.90, the model can be regarded as good (Hair et al., 1998,
p. 660).

(vii) Last, the critical N (CN) shows the sample size where the model is rejected by
the Chi-Square test. The model is good when the CN is larger than the real
sample size.

All these estimates were used to evaluate the measurement model and the final causal
model. In the present study, goodness-of-fit values for a model (measurement or
structural) are given in figures that illustrate the path diagram for the model.

Goodness-of-fit values were also estimated for variables and parameters in the model.
The values consisted of variable error variances and estimates between a variable and
a factor, t-values for parameters, and the square multiple correlation of a variable.
When the estimates are not fixed, the higher the estimates and the lower the error
variances, the better. A parameter is statistically significant when the t-value is higher
than two. Parameters with lower t-values are deleted from measurement models.
Square multiple correlation (R2 ) is interpreted in measurement models as the
reliability of an indicator variable. As a rule of thumb, square multiple correlation
values from 0.5 to 0.8 are sufficient and values above 0.8 are good. In the current
study, the error variances and estimates are listed in the path diagram figures and the
other goodness-of-fit values for the variables and parameters are listed in the tables
that follow the figures. The item-total-correlations and coefficient alphas for the
factors, i.e. dimensions created with the confirmatory factor model, are also indicated
in the tables.

The measurement models were modified until acceptable goodness-of-fit values were
achieved. The modifications were made with the help of modification indices (MI).
The model was improved and changed until none of the modification indices for the
parameters exceeded the value eight, a cut-off value for modification indices. Due to
the explorative nature of the research, the main method for improving the
measurement model was to regroup the variables, or delete them from further analysis.
Standardised residuals (SR) for observations were also checked. They show if the
model can explain all the correlations between the observed variables. For
unproblematic residuals the SR should be less than two.

Missing-values were treated pair-wise in order to optimise the number of cases. The
effective sample sizes are reported in the beginning of the analysis of each dimension
in a construct (environment, power and structure).

After the confirmatory factor analysis, nomological validity was tested with a
structural equation model.
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3.6.2. Environment
In the questionnaire in Appendix 4, the first 28 items aimed to reflect the construct of
the environment (items 1-28), and the other 15 items aimed to reflect relative
resources (items 42-56) as part of the total environment. The first block of items were:

1. Governmental pricing regulations or rules PRICERE1
2. Unfair taxation and fees TAXREG2
3. Government restrictions on business RESTRAD3
4. Price competition PRICECOM4
5. Variety of products PRODVAR5
6. Fake products from suppliers PRODFAK6
7. Competition on service (e.g. delivery, credit, promotion, etc.) SERVCOM7
8. Competition based on advertising spending ADVCOM8
9. Competition among the retailers in the market RETCOM9
10. Number of suppliers available SUPNUM10
11. Uncertainty concerning overall trend TREND11
12. State-owned retailers trusted the public STRUST12
13. Collective retailers trusted the public CTRUST13
14. Private retailers trusted the public PTRUST14
15. Use of telephones, fax, telex in ordering/selling EQUIP15
16. Self-service consumer buying SERSEL16
17. Shop furniture FURNI17
18. Quality products from suppliers PRODQU18
19. Image of state-owned retailers among the public SIMAG19
20. Image of collective retailers among the public CIMAG20
21. Image of private retailers among the public PIMAG21
24. Access to permissions from sanitary inspection SANCER24
22. Product demand DEMAN22
23 Consumer purchasing power PURPOW23
26. Access to permissions from the quality inspection QUCER26
25. Access to business licenses BUSLIC25
27. Access to prime location LOCAT27
28. Rent of the store location RENT28

For the item-total correlations and the corrected alpha coefficient when an item was
deleted, see Table 7A-1 in Appendix 7 These items show satisfactory reliability
(coefficient α 0.7255). On the other hand, since the number of items in the first
section was relatively high and the alpha coefficient tends to increase when the
number of items increases39 (Peterson, 1994), 0.7255 can be considered below
satisfactory. There are four items (‘government pricing regulations and rules’, ‘fake
products from suppliers’, ‘positive image of state-owned retailers among public’,
‘consumer purchasing power’) that show low item-total correlation, and consequently
the deletion of these items would slightly improve the alpha coefficient. Since the
improvement would have been only moderate, the items were deleted only if
contextually logical reasoning was found. Thus, only the first item ('pricing
regulations') was deleted before further analysis. It had the lowest item-total
correlation. Furthermore, because pricing has been deregulated in the PRC since 1991

39 This is true only if the added new individual items’ variances are homogeneous with other items
(Peterson, 1994).
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(World Bank, 1994), the question was assumed to be irrelevant in the current Chinese
setting.

Even if the reliability was satisfactory, the unidimensionality estimated from the item-
total correlations was low. None of the corrected item-total correlations per variable
exceeded 0.6, indicating multi-dimensionality of the environment construct as
suggested by the theory.

The following pool of environmental items (from 42-56 compounding 15 items) were
aimed to measure relative resources as perceived by the retailers. These variables
were:

42. Better access to loans REFIN42
43. Better access to technology, for example telephone, computer, etc. RETECH43
44. Better access to lease a good store location RELOC44
45. Better relationship with Sanitation & Anti-epidemic Station RESAN45
46. Better relationship with Guilin Product Testing and Supervising Bureau REQU46
47. Better relationship with Commercial Bureau RECOM47
48. Better relationship with Taxation Bureau RETAX48
49. Better relationship with Light Industry Bureau RELIG49
50. Better relationship with Private Business Association REPASS50
51. Better education and experience of employees REEXP51
52. Better know-how and knowledge of the company REKNOW52
53. More managerial freedom, independence and responsibility over business REMAFR53
54. Better reputation REREP54
55. Better guanxi, with whom? REGUAN55
56. More suitable size RESIZE56

These items were analysed separately from the environment not only because they
composed a separate dimension in the theory, but also because the questions were
posed differently in the questionnaire. The alpha coefficient was as high as 0.8870.
Deleting the two items, ‘financial resources’ and ‘managerial freedom’, would have
somewhat improve the alpha coefficient (see Table 7A-2 in Appendix 7), but both
were retained for further analysis as there were no other reasons to delete them. The
corrected item-total correlations showed that the relationship with different
governmental bureaux (items 45-50) have acceptable unidimensionality, indicating the
existence of a separate dimension within the dimension of relative resources.

Table 7A-1 in Appendix 7 shows that the data for the environment are fairly normally
distributed because the skewness or kurtosis values only exceed 1 or -1 for a few
variables. A correlation matrix for the environment was computed with PRELIS and is
shown in Appendix 8. The correlation matrix indicates that there cannot be very many
clear factors, since almost all the correlations are low. Only the variables for
relationships with the government bureaux, measured as a relative resource, show
relatively high correlation with each other (items from 45 to 50).

Since the sample size of 146 was low compared to the total number of variables for
the environment (43 items), it was not possible to compute a single measurement
model for the environment. To solve the problem, all the dimensions proposed in the
theory were studied separately in order to later integrate them in the same model.
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3.6.2.1. Government regulations
The dimension regulation dimension was the first environmental dimension proposed
by the theory. The variables included in the analysis were:

Unfair taxation and fees TAXREG2
Government restrictions on business RESTRAD3
Access to permissions from sanitary inspection SANCER24
Access to business licenses BUSLIC25
Access to permissions from the quality inspection QUCER26
Access to prime location LOCAT27
Rent of store location RENT28

For this dimension the effective sample size per correlation varied from 118 to 126.
Figure 7 shows the model that gave the best goodness-of-fit values for government
regulations.

SANCER240.47

BUSLIC250.12

QUCER260.19

LOCAT270.23

RENT280.90

GOVBUREA 1.00

LOCAT 1.00

Chi-Square=4.15, df=4, P-value=0.38660, RMSEA=0.016,
Model AIC=26.15, GFI=0.99, SRMR=0.018, NFI=0.99

and CN=450.35

0.73

0.94

0.90

0.88

0.32

0.36

Figure 7. Path diagram for government regulations

The government regulation dimension formed a two-factor model. ‘Access to
permissions from sanitary inspection’ (SANCER24), ‘access to business licenses’
(BUSLIC25) and ‘access to permissions from the quality inspection’ (QUCER26)
together represented the  govbureau factor. This factor reflects three variables that all
measure access to different local government bureaux. ‘Access to prime location’
(LOCAT27) and ‘rent of store location (RENT28) together formed the locat factor.
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In the earlier measurement model versions, ‘unfair taxation and fees’ (TAXREG2)
and ‘government restrictions on business’ (RESTRAD3) formed the factor referred to
as taxation, but the two variables were deleted from the analysis because of low
goodness-of-fit values for these variables. Contextually, the taxation factor
encompassing taxation and business restrictions is a plausible combination since all
the private retailers (the largest proportion of the sample) complained about taxation
as their main threshold and as a hindrance to conducting profitable business. It is true
that government authorities in China officially represent both ‘government restrictions
on business’ and ‘unfair taxation and fees’, but in practise the situation may be
different. Taxes and fees are often collected by other than official and legal
authorities. Similarly, other authorities than those officially and legally authorised to
control and restrict the business environment in China can have power to restrain
business. Thus, this factor may be more related to an unofficial, probably undefined,
actor in Chinese society, than to government regulations. Taxation is descriptively
analysed later in the chapter of results.

Figure 7 and Table 11 list the goodness-of-fit values for the variables and the
parameters of the final measurement model. The estimates that indicate a good fit are
highlighted and underlined, and the estimates that show satisfactory fit are underlined
only. Even if the overall model shows good goodness-of-fit values, some individual
variables do not provide good estimates. First, the error variance for RENT28 was
higher than the loading for the factor. Second, the square multiple correlation (R2) was
very low for the same variable. RENT28 was nevertheless retained for further analysis
since, from the contextual point of view, it was relevant for the locat factor.

Table 11. Government regulations: goodness-of-fit values for variables and
parameters

R2 T-value Item total
correlation

α per factor

GOVBUREA: 0.90
SANCER24 0.53 9.92 0.71
BUSLIC25 0.88 14.25 0.87
TAXCER26 0.81 13.26 0.84

RENT: 0.47
LOCAT27 0.77 2.83 0.31
RENT28 0.10 2.33 0.31

The T-values for the parameters were good, indicating that the parameters are
statistically significant. The standardised residuals (SR) for the observations were all
less than two, i.e. the model can explain all the correlations between the variables. The
modification indices for the parameters were less than eight, the cut-off value for
modification indices.

The unidimensionality (measured as corrected item-total-correlation) and reliability of
the govbureau were good, reliability even being excellent. Thus, govbureau was
included in further analysis as one dimension of the environment. Locat, on the other
hand, showed low unidimensionality and reliability was poor.
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3.6.2.2. Competition
The variables that were included in the competition dimension were:

Price competition PRICECOM4
Variety of products PRODVAR5
Fake products from suppliers PRODFAK6
Quality products from suppliers PRODQU18
Competition on service (e.g. delivery, credit, promotion, etc.) SERVCOM7
Competition based on advertising spending ADVCOM8
Competition among the retailers in the market RETCOM9
Number of suppliers available SUPNUM10

The effective sample size per correlation varied from 116 to 140. The most promising
confirmatory factor model for the competitive dimension of the environment
(competition) was the factor model illustrated in Figure 8.

PRICECOM40.67

PRODVAR50.88

SERVCOM70.69

ADVCOM80.88

RETCOM90.73

COMPETIT 1.00

Chi-Square=17.60, df=5, P-value=0.00349, RMSEA=0.132,
Model AIC=37.60, GFI=0.96, SRMR=0.069, NFI=0.76

and CN=121,47

0.57

0.34

0.56

0.35

0.52

Figure 8.  Path diagram for competition

Originally eight variables composed this dimension, three of which are missing in the
above model. They were the variables: ‘fake products from suppliers’ (PRODFAK6),
‘quality products from the supplier’ (PRODQU18) and ‘number of suppliers
available’ (SUPNUM10). In the earlier versions of the model two of the deleted
variables (PRODFAK6 and PRODQU18) together constituted a factor that could be
called  ‘product quality on the market’. It was not used for further analysis since the t-
values for the parameters between the variables and the factor were very low, at 0.46
and 0.45. Based on my earlier studies (Polsa, 1998), both fake products and product
quality on the Guilinese market were perceived as problematic, but the issues could
have related more to single suppliers than to the overall business environment. Thus,
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these items could also be left out for contextual reasons. ‘Number of suppliers’
(SUPNUM10) was also deleted from this model even if the overall goodness-of-fit
values declined only slightly. The T-value for SUPNUM10 was lower than two (1.83)
and it had the lowest loading (0.19) but the highest error variance (0.96) in the model.
Appendix 3 also shows that in my earlier studies, the number of alternative suppliers
had not been an issue, even if observations made from 1993 to 1998 and the census
statistics showed an increase in the number of wholesalers.

The overall goodness-of-fit estimates for the final model are all only satisfactory and
p-value even poor. Also all error variances except one are higher than their respective
estimates. Thus, this model can be considered as poor or satisfactory (see Figure 8).
Table 12 shows that the square multiple correlations are also relatively low but all the
parameters are statistically significant since their t-values are higher than two. In
addition, modification indices did not give any further guidance to improve this model
since they were all lower than eight, the cut-off value for MI:s. Three standardised
residuals did not exceed the cut-off value two. The correlations that could not be
explained by the model were between PRICECOM4 and PRODVAR5, RETCOM9
and PRICECOM4, and SERVECOM7 and ADCOM8.

Table 12.  Competition: goodness-of-fit values for variables and parameters

R2 T-value Item total
correlation

α per factor

COMPETIT: 0.57
PRICECOM4 0.33 5.36 0.38
PRODVAR5 0.12 3.26 0.26
SERVCOM7 0.31 5.23 0.45
ADVCOM8 0.12 3.30 0.28
RETCOM9 0.27 4.93 0.34

Since all the values for corrected item-total correlation were lower than 0.6, the
unidimensionality of competit was poor. The reliability of competit was also low or
satisfactory if Cronbach’s alpha over 0.6 is considered to be satisfactory (Nunally and
Bernstein, 1994). Deleting of the separate items would not have improved the alpha
coefficient. This dimension was, however, retained for further analysis as a combined
variable, because contextually it was considered an important dimension in the local
Guilin environment.

3.6.2.3. Demand and technology
The two following environmental dimensions, demand and technology, were deleted
from further analysis. The items analysed for the demand dimension were:

Uncertainty concerning overall trend TREND11
Product demand DEMAN22
Consumer purchasing power PURPOW23

The effective sample sizes for the correlations between the variables varied from 116
to 124. The relationships between the variables and the dimension demand were not
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statistically significant since all the t-values of the parameters in the confirmatory
factor model were below two. Technology, on the other hand, did not give any
solution for confirmatory factor analysis, despite the unrestricted number of iterations.
The effective sample size varied from 127 to 132. The items included in this
dimension were:

Use of telephones, fax, telex in ordering/selling EQUIP15
Self-service consumer buying SERSEL16
Shop furniture FURNI17

These two factors and six variables representing the dimensions, TREND11,
DEMAN22, PURPOW23; EQUIP15, SESEL16, FURNI17, were deleted from further
analysis. The sample size could be one reason for the unpropor solutions. Anderson
and Gerbing (1988, p. 416) have found that measurement models with only one factor
and two indicators per factor require a sample size of 150 at minimum. The effective
sample size in the present study for technology and demand dimension was 127-132,
and demand and technology had three indicators each. However, the measures were
not analysed, even descriptively, since single items or overall topics of demand or
technology did not encourage discussions among the informants during fieldwork in
1998.

3.6.2.4. Reputation
The fifth environment dimension, referred to as reputation in this study, differed from
the other dimensions. While all the other dimensions reflected the entire environment,
reputation was measured separately for the different actor types. Image and trust for
state-owned, collective and private retailers were inquired about separately instead of
inquiring about the overall image and trust for the entire retailing business. Thus,
reputation was not included in the overall analysis, but the information on these items
was used separately in later analysis.

3.6.2.5. Resources
The final environment dimension constituted of resources measured as retailer
perceived relative resources. The items included in this dimension were:

Better access to loans REFIN42
Better access to technology, for example telephone, computer, etc. RETECH43
Better access to lease a good store location RELOC44
Better relationship with Sanitation & Anti-epidemic Station RESAN45
Better relationship with Guilin Product Testing and Supervising Bureau REQU46
Better relationship with Commercial Bureau RECOM47
Better relationship with Taxation Bureau RETAX48
Better education and experience of employees REEXP51
Better know-how and knowledge of the company REKNOW52
More managerial freedom, independence and responsibility over business REMAFR53
Better reputation REREP54
Better guanxi, with whom? REGUAN55
More suitable size RESIZE56
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The effective sample sizes for this dimension were small. They varied from 56 to 111.
First, already before the analysis two items were deleted. The items measuring the
relationship with the Light Industry Bureau (RELIG49) and the Private Business
Association (REPASS50) were left out of the analysis. Those bureaux were used only
by some of the retailers, i.e. by those state-owned businesses that belonged to the
Light Industry administration. Furthermore, the Private Business Association was a
relevant organisation only for private retailers. Information from these items was used
if needed for explanatory reasons.

In the theory, this dimension was seen as one separate factor but confirmatory factor
analysis divided the dimension into a multi-factor model. Based on the analysis of
modification indices the best solution was a two-factor one. One factor was labelled
comparative resources and another, relative government resources. These two
dimensions were analysed separately. The path diagram for comparative resources is
shown in Figure 9 below.

RETECH430.53

REKNOW520.63

REMAFR530.55

REREP540.56

RESOURCE 1.00

Chi-Square=1.78, df=2, P-value=0.41118, RMSEA=0.000,
Model AIC=17.78, GFI=0.99, SRMR=0.020, NFI=0.99

and CN=799.86

0.68

0.61

0.67

0.66

Figure 9. Path diagram for comparative resources

In the beginning, six items loaded into the comparative resources: ‘technological
resources’ (RETECH43), ‘knowledge resources’ (REKNOW52), ‘managerial
freedom’ (REMAFR53), ‘reputation’ (REREP54), ‘guanxi’ (REGUAN55) and
‘financial resources’ (REFIN42). Two of these were left out from the final model
because of the low t-values of the parameters. REGUAN55 and REFIN42 formed a
separate factor, but their t-values in the model were 2.02 and 1.92 respectively. Thus,
the entire dimension were left out of the final model. Furthermore, the effective
sample sizes in the correlations with REGUAN55 were low, varying from 56 to 60.
The same was true for variable REFIN42. The effective sample sizes were between 57
and 86. Contextually, financial resources fit better with ‘governmental resources’ than
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with ‘guanxi’, since the financial institutions were all government-owned banks40.
REGUAN55 was an open question where respondents could describe with whom they
had better guanxi than the supplier. Because the answers varied from customers to
governmental bureaux, this item is only analysed descriptively in the results chapter.

The  goodness-of-fit values were good for the overall measurement model, as Figure 9
shows. The estimates were also good, even though error variances were high, too.
Table 13 shows that the R2 for the separate variables was satisfactory and not poor,
and the t-values all indicate that the relationships were statistically significant.

Table 13. Comparative resources: goodness-of-fit values for variables and
parameters

R2 T-value Item total
correlation

α per factor

RESOURCE: 0.77
RETECH43 0.47 7.91 0.56
REKNOW52 0.37 6.92 0.54
REMAFR53 0.45 7.70 0.58
REREP54 0.44 7.65 0.58

The standardised residuals for the observations were all lower than two, and all
modification indices in the final model were less than eight.

The corrected item-total-correlations that indicate unidimensionality of a dimension
were quite near the cut-off value (0.6) for good unidimensionality (Steenkamp and
Trijp, 1991). The reliability coefficient was also fairly good. Hence, resource was
included in further analysis as a reliable dimension of the environment.

When all the resource items were analysed together, seven measures formed a factor
labelled relative government resources. These items were analysed separately. The
final measurement model solution is illustrated in Figure 12. One item, ‘experience
resource’ (REEXP51), was deleted from the final model since it loaded to two factors
and was not contextually explainable. Furthermore, its error variance was high and
estimates low for both factors it seemed to belong to.

The remaining six variables consisted of: the nature of relationship with four
government bureaux, the Commercial, Sanitary, Quality Inspection and Taxation
bureaux, as well as store location and size. All the items that measured the
relationship with the governmental bureaux correlated highly with each other, but in
the confirmatory factor analysis, did not provide meaningful explanations. Therefore
the two less important bureaux, the Sanitary and Quality Inspection bureaux, were left
out of the final analysis. Contextually, this made sense. The expert interviews with
these bureaux (E/5, E/16 and E/17 in the Appendix 1) revealed that, in order to start a

40 In my 1993 field work, I discovered that a private bank existed in Guilin which offered credit to
private businesses (RC/8).  In addition, the government had tried to encourage private business by
establishing the Minsheng bank for private enterprises (Han, 1998).  However, people are reluctant to
take loans and usually finance their businesses with savings or help from relatives.  Thus, the majority
of the formal financing is still connected to the government.
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business, permission was required from the local Commercial Bureau. However,
permissions or inspections from the Sanitary and Quality Inspection bureaux were less
relevant to the existence of a business. Interviews with retailers revealed that taxation
was perceived as problematic, and therefore a relationship with the Taxation Bureau
was crucial. The final confirmatory factor model is illustrated in Figure 10.

RELOC440.70

RECOM470.24

RETAX480.16

RESIZE560.62

GOVERES 1.00

GOVSTORE 1.00

Chi-Square=1.41, df=1, P-value=0.23472, RMSEA=0.053,
Model AIC=19.41, GFI=1.00, SRMR=0.012, NFI=0.99

and CN=679.03

0.55

0.87

0.92

0.62

0.88

Figure 10. Path diagram for relative government resources

The variables ‘better relationship with Commercial Bureau’ (RECOM47) and ‘better
relationship with Taxation Bureau’ (RETAX48) together formed the factor goveres.
The second factor govstore also involved the relationship with local government, but
not with any specific bureaux. As mentioned earlier, business sites are still owned by
the government at different administrative levels, and therefore the factor govstore
encompassing ‘good store location’ (RELOC44) and ‘suitable size’ (RESIZE56) also
correlated highly (0.88) with the other governmental resource factor.

The overall goodness-of-fit values for the model were moderate to good. The
estimates between variables and their respective factors were high for goveres, and
reasonable for govstore. Table 14 below demonstrates sufficient R-square values for
the first factor’s variables, but poor values for govstore. The t-values showed
statistical significance on all the parameters. Hence, goveres was a strong dimension,
but govstore indicated a weaker relevance.
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Table 14. Relative government resources: goodness-of-fit values for variables and
parameters

R2 T-value Item total
correlation

α per factor

GOVERES: 0.89
RECOM47 0.76 11.85 0.80
RETAX48 0.84 12.47 0.80

GOVSTORE: 0.54
RELOC44 0.38 6.45 0.37
RESIZE56 0.30 5.90 0.37

The standardised residuals were all, expect for one, less than two. All the modification
indices were less than eight. Despite the weakness of govstore, it was retained in the
measurement model because of its contextual importance.

Goveres indicated good unidimensionality and good reliability. Govstore, on the other
hand, demonstrated fairly low reliability and the corrected total-item-correlations were
poor.

3.6.3. Power
The pool of items aimed to measure the power-construct (33 items) demonstrated high
reliability with coefficient α 0,8926 (see Appendix 7). Deleting the four items:
‘warehousing’, ‘bargaining’, ‘cash payment’, and ‘complicated and unreasonable
purchasing conditions’ did not improve the reliability much. All the items were
therefore retained for further analysis. The item-total correlations clearly showed that
power is a multi-dimensional construct as proposed by the theory. Similar to the
environment, power was also fairly normally distributed. The values for skewness and
kurtosis are provided in Table 7A-2 in Appendix 7.

An exploratory factor analysis was first conducted to explore other dimensions than
those suggested by the established theory. The items included in the analysis were:

Provide advertising support SADVSU58
Provide sales promotion materials SPROMA59
Demonstrate products SDEMO60
Give free samples SFRSAM61
Provide test marketing products (trial sales) STESMA62
Provide information SINFO63
Responsible for legal processes SLEGSU64
Provide financing / credit SFINSU65
Provide warehousing SSTORE66
Provide transportation (door-to-door delivery service) SDOTOD67
Provide deferred payment SDEPAY68
Give possibility to return poor quality products SPPRE69
Give possibility to return unsold products SUPRE70
Provide other service, what kind ?_______ SSERV71
Offer lunch, dinner, etc. SFAVOR72
Allow bargaining SBARG73
Charge fair prices SPRIFA74
Provide good quality products SPROQU75
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Provide mutual benefits SBENEF76
Keep promises SPROMI77
Take legal action against you SLEGAC78
Leave ordered products undelivered SUNPRO79
Refuse to sell SRESE80
Charge high prices SPRIHI81
Charge fixed prices SPRIFI82
Dictate and control pricing SPRICO83
Deliver sub-standard or fake products SSUPRO84
Require immediate cash payment SPAYCA85
Require receipt SRECEI86
Impose complicated purchasing procedure SPURCO87
Impose unreasonable purchasing conditions SPURUN88
Impose minimum order sizes SORDMI89
Require contracts and sales plans SSPLAN90
Require exclusive purchase SEXCLU91

As the majority of the items were normally distributed and because the factors were
later constructed to surrogate variables for further analysis (Hair et al., 1992), varimax
was used as an orthogonal rotation method.

It is recommended that one should have a sample size five times bigger than the
number of variables to conduct an exploratory factor analysis (Hair et al., 1992).
Power, which encompassed 33 variables required at least 132 cases. This requirement
would not have been achieved if the analysis had been done according to the list-wise
missing-value method. Nevertheless, the list-wise missing-value method was used as a
complementary method to the pair-wise method because, as stated earlier, the large
number of missing values was problematic in the present study. The use of two
different methods made it possible to see if missing-values were causing the
deformity. Differences in results analysed with the two methods were minor, even
insignificant. The list-wise missing-value treatment factor solution is displayed in
Appendix 11. The table rows list the items, and the columns contain the factors.

The factor solution computed with the pair-wise missing-value method was used for
further analysis since it gave more meaningful dimensions than the factor solution
treated with list-wise missing-value method. The more meaningful results of the
analysis with pair-wise method indicated that the required number of cases seemed to
have greater impact on the factor solutions than occasionally missing-values.

Eight dimensions were extracted from the scale of power, (0.4 as the cut-off value).
The factors were extracted with an eigenvalue higher than one, and they all together
accounted for  66% of the variance, which is satisfactory (Hair et al., 1992). The factor
loadings are given in Table 15. The first two factors and the last factor can be
classified as non-coercive power strategies. The first item domain can be categorised
as services provided by the supplier. The second group of items reflects local services
since all the measures in this factor are items originating from the interviews, not from
earlier literature like the first item group. The last reward strategy is named Chinese
business manners consisted of the items ‘favours’ and ‘bargaining’.
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The exploratory factor analysis extracted four factors for coercive power strategies.
The first group of variables are referred to as contractual as the items reflect different
features of contracts like exclusive purchasing, contracts and sales plans, order sizes,
etc. The second factor was labelled delivery dissatisfaction encompassing ‘high
prices’, ‘deliver substandard products’ and ‘complicated purchasing procedure’. The
following factor consisted of ‘undeliver ordered products’ and ‘require receipts’ was
labelled the same. The last punishment dimension was labelled pricing which
encompassed ‘fixed pricing’ and ‘pricing control’. These measures seemed to reflect a
common coercive dimension of power, as the coefficient α for this scale was high, at
0.8374. The following factor, consisting warehousing support and immediate cash
payment, did not give any indication of a common, shared dimension. Since both
items would also have improved the reliability of the power scale if deleted (see the
above discussion on scale reliability), it was reasonable, in this phase, to delete both
from further analysis. After the deletion, the percentage of the total variance explained
by the seven dimensions was 60%, which is on acceptable level (Hair et al., 1992).

Multicollinearity was not a substantial problem for the factors extracted from the
power scale. The items that loaded highly on more than two factors (above 0.30 as the
cut-off value) mostly loaded in non-coercive respectively in coercive factors, i.e. in a
domain that otherwise also measure similar aspects of power. A few items should,
however, be highlighted. ‘Legal support’ and ‘legal actions against’ both loaded fairly
highly on both in coercive and non-coercive domains. This can be explained by the
lacking knowledge the respondents had about legal support or legal actions. On the
occasions I was present when the questionnaires were filled out, respondents
sometimes asked what those questions meant. Given the newly emerging economic
legislation in the current PRC and the newly established court system (Brown, 1993),
it is understandable that for some informants these words were unfamiliar, thus
leading to inconsistent answers. In addition, supplier requirements for contracts and
sales plans (item 91) and receipts (item 86) loaded relatively highly in both the
punishment and reward domains. Since state-owned companies exercise all these
requirements, they may be perceived as coercive by private companies, but as positive
or even non-coercive by state-owned companies. The fifth item (number 72) that
loaded on both coercive and non-coercive dimensions consisted of ‘favours’. Usually
this type of service from the suppliers’ side is perceived as positive, but some
respondents probably considered favours to represent corruption, thus this item also
loaded fairly high on coercive source of power.

The dimensions found with the exploratory factor analysis were used to conduct
confirmatory factor analysis to further improve the reliability of the scale. A
correlation matrix for power is shown in Appendix 9. The matrix was computed by
PRELIS and used directly from the file created by PRELIS. The correlations between
the power variables were slightly better than the correlations for the environment, but
not high. Only some correlations exceeded 0.5.
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Table 15. Power: Explorative factor analysis
R o ta te d C o m po n e n t M a tr i x
P O W ER C o m m u n a l i t y N o n -c o e r c i ve N o n -c o e r c i ve  C o e r c i ve  C o e r c i ve  C o e r c i ve N o n -c o e r c i ve C o e r c i ve  N o n -c o e r c i ve

/ S e r vi c e / L o c a l  / C o n tr a c tu a l / de l i ve r y / de l i ve r y / ? / P r i c i n g / C h i n e s e  
S e r vi c e di s s a t i s fa c t i o n di s s a t i s fa c t i o n bu s i n e s s  

m a n n e r s

S A D V S U 5 8 . a d v e r t is in g  s u p p o r t ,6 4 6 ,7 1 6 ,1 4 9 ,0 6 2 ,0 4 0 ,0 3 7 ,0 3 3 - ,1 1 7 ,3 0 0

S P R O M A 5 9 . s a le s  p ro m o t io n  m a t e r ia ls ,6 7 9 ,7 7 2 ,0 9 7 - ,0 1 1 - ,0 6 7 - ,0 4 4 - ,1 3 5 ,1 0 1 ,1 9 9

S D E M O 6 0 . p ro d u c t  d e m o n s t ra t io n s ,7 8 6 ,8 4 9 ,1 2 3 ,0 3 4 ,0 3 2 ,0 1 5 ,1 1 0 ,1 8 2 - ,0 4 3

S F R S A M 6 1 . f re e  s a m p le s  f ro m  s u p p lie r ,7 5 6 ,7 1 3 ,3 1 4 ,1 5 9 ,2 1 2 - ,0 2 1 ,1 0 4 ,2 2 6 - ,1 2 7

S T E S T M A 6 2 . t e s t  m a rk e t in g ,6 3 6 ,6 2 1 ,3 3 0 - ,0 3 3 ,2 1 9 ,0 1 9 ,1 9 3 ,2 3 4 ,0 2 1

S IN F O 6 3 . s u p p lie r  in fo rm a t io n ,6 5 7 ,6 3 4 ,2 2 2 - ,0 2 2 - ,0 2 4 ,3 0 6 ,0 6 8 - ,1 3 8 ,2 9 5

S L E G S U 6 4 . le g a l s u p p o r t ,6 6 4 ,4 6 3 ,4 1 0 ,3 3 7 - ,2 3 3 ,2 4 0 ,1 4 9 ,1 0 8 ,1 4 8

S F IN S U 6 5 . p ro d u c t  f in a n c in g  s u p p o rt ,6 0 4 ,6 4 3 ,1 8 3 ,2 1 5 ,1 0 4 ,1 9 6 ,2 4 3 - ,0 3 4 - ,0 3 1

S D T O D 6 7 . d o o r- t o -d o o r  t ra n s p o rt a t io n ,5 9 5 ,1 9 1 ,5 2 1 ,1 0 0 - ,0 6 3 - ,3 1 0 ,2 3 3 ,2 3 6 ,2 5 7

S D E P A Y 6 8 . d e fe rre d  p a y m e n t ,6 4 5 ,2 5 1 ,4 8 2 - ,1 0 5 ,2 1 3 - ,0 4 9 ,4 7 8 ,0 1 2 ,2 4 9

S P P R E 6 9 . re t u rn  p o o r  p ro d u c t s ,6 1 4 ,2 9 2 ,6 9 0 - ,0 9 2 ,0 6 2 ,1 7 9 ,0 7 8 - ,0 4 8 - ,0 1 3

S U P R E 7 0 . re t u rn  u n s o ld  p ro d u c t s ,6 3 0 ,2 6 5 ,5 5 8 - ,0 9 5 ,0 7 3 ,4 4 9 ,1 6 8 - ,0 3 8 ,0 5 1

S P R IF A 7 4 . fa ir  p r ic e s ,7 0 7 ,2 3 9 ,7 7 1 - ,0 1 1 ,0 4 0 ,0 6 5 - ,1 2 3 ,0 6 1 ,1 7 5

S P R O Q U 7 5 . s u p p lie r  p ro d u c t  q u a lit y ,6 7 9 ,1 4 0 ,7 7 0 ,0 2 3 - ,2 2 3 - ,0 0 6 - ,1 0 9 ,0 3 2 ,0 5 4

S B E N E F 7 6 . m u t u a l b e n e f it s ,6 9 7 ,1 8 1 ,8 0 0 ,1 0 4 - ,0 2 2 ,0 4 5 ,0 4 6 ,0 0 6 ,0 9 5

S P R O M I7 7 . k e e p  p ro m is e s ,6 9 8 ,0 0 7 ,7 6 0 ,1 3 5 - ,1 8 3 ,0 6 4 ,1 5 7 ,1 7 8 ,0 9 1

S L E G A C 7 8 . le g a l a c t io n s  a g a in s t ,7 4 6 - ,0 1 6 ,4 2 9 ,5 9 3 - ,0 1 3 ,4 1 9 ,1 6 6 - ,0 0 4 - ,0 8 2

S R E S E 8 0 . re fu s e  t o  s e ll ,4 5 7 ,0 5 7 ,0 1 3 ,4 9 0 ,1 7 7 ,4 0 2 - ,0 8 2 ,0 9 2 ,0 7 3

S P U R U N 8 8 . u n re a s o n a b le  p u rc h a n s in g  ,7 2 0 - ,2 6 9 - ,1 0 5 ,5 8 4 ,3 7 9 ,3 5 0 ,0 9 5 ,1 3 6 - ,0 4 1

S O R D M I8 9 . m in im u m  o rd e r  s ize ,5 7 6 - ,0 5 0 ,0 0 9 ,7 2 7 ,1 5 6 ,0 2 9 - ,1 3 9 - ,0 0 7 ,0 2 6

S S P L A N 9 0 . c o n t ra c t s  s a le s  p la n s ,5 9 5 ,3 4 2 ,0 9 2 ,6 7 4 - ,0 3 8 ,0 5 1 - ,0 4 1 ,0 6 8 ,0 6 2

S E X C L U 9 1 . e xc lu s iv e  p u rc h a s in g ,4 7 5 ,1 9 5 - ,1 3 3 ,5 6 0 ,1 1 1 ,0 1 6 ,1 2 1 ,2 7 5 ,0 5 4

S P R IH I8 1 . h ig h  p r ic e s ,6 5 2 ,1 5 9 - ,2 3 4 ,1 5 9 ,5 9 3 ,1 3 5 - ,0 1 3 ,3 2 1 ,2 7 2

S S U P R O 8 4 . d e liv e r  s u b s t a n d a rd  p ro d u c t s ,6 6 0 ,1 7 8 - ,1 6 1 ,1 3 1 ,7 4 9 ,0 3 5 ,1 2 0 ,0 9 6 - ,0 1 0

S P U R C O 8 7 . c o m p lic a t e d  p u rc h a s in g  ,6 7 7 - ,0 6 4 ,0 9 1 ,5 1 4 ,6 2 7 ,0 3 7 - ,0 5 1 - ,0 5 1 ,0 0 9

S U N P R O 7 9 . u n d e liv e r  o rd e re d  p ro d u c t s ,6 3 3 ,0 4 1 ,1 0 0 ,2 0 1 - ,0 3 0 ,6 9 6 - ,0 3 8 ,2 7 5 ,1 3 6

S R E C E I8 6 . r e q u ir e  r e c e ip t s ,6 2 3 ,3 5 2 ,1 6 1 ,3 0 8 ,2 5 0 ,5 4 8 - ,1 2 1 ,0 4 5 - ,0 1 4

S S T O R E 6 6 . w a re h o u s in g   s u p p o rt ,7 1 2 ,2 6 9 ,0 9 1 ,1 9 5 - ,0 7 2 - ,0 4 0 ,7 5 0 ,1 4 9 ,0 5 1

S P A Y C A 8 5 . im m e d ia t e  c a s h  p a y m e n t ,6 8 1 ,0 2 9 - ,0 0 7 ,2 1 5 - ,1 0 2 - ,0 0 5 - , 7 5 4 ,2 3 2 ,0 0 3

S P R IF I8 2 . f ixe d  p r ic e ,7 3 6 ,0 2 2 ,1 9 8 ,1 0 5 ,2 3 8 ,0 3 5 - ,2 3 5 ,7 4 5 ,1 2 7
S P R IC O 8 3 . p r ic in g  c o n t ro l ,7 6 3 ,2 4 8 ,0 8 3 ,1 6 4 ,0 1 4 ,3 5 2 ,1 2 1 ,7 2 6 - ,0 5 3

S F A V O R 7 2 . fa v o u r s ,6 4 5 ,1 9 8 ,2 0 4 ,3 9 5 ,0 5 2 - ,0 5 5 ,2 2 4 ,0 3 0 ,5 9 3
S B A R G 7 3 . b a rg a in in g ,7 0 7 ,1 5 6 ,2 7 3 - ,0 5 5 ,0 7 2 ,1 5 6 - ,0 2 8 ,0 7 6 ,7 5 4

E xt ra c t io n  M e t h o d : P r in c ip a l C o m p o n e n t  A n a ly s is .  R o t a t io n  M e t h o d : V a r im a x w it h  K a is e r  N o rm a liza t io n .  M is s in g -v a lu e s  M e t h o d : P A IR -W IS E
E i g e n v a l u e s  ( r o t a t e d ) 4 ,7 4 4 ,7 2 3 ,2 1 1 ,9 7 1 ,7 5 1 ,9 6 1 ,4 9 1 ,9 0
P e r c e n t a g e  o f v a r i a n c e  ( r o t a t e d ) 1 4 ,4 1 4 ,3 9 ,7 6 ,0 5 ,3 5 ,9 4 ,5 5 ,8
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The SIMPLIS command language was used to produce confirmatory factor models.
Because of the high number of items (33) compared with the number of cases (146), it
was not plausible to analyse a single model for power based on factors extracted from
the exploratory factor analysis. To solve this problem, the dimensions proposed in the
theory and extracted in the exploratory analysis were studied separately in order to
integrate them later with the same model.

3.6.3.1. Non-coercive power strategies

Service
The first factor extracted from the exploratory factor analysis was service provided by
the supplier. This non-coercive dimension reflects those activities that a supplier is
able to perform towards a retailer. Eight services loaded on the first factor:

Provide advertising support SADVSU58
Provide sales promotion materials SPROMA59
Demonstrate products SDEMO60
Provide financing / credit SFINSU65
Give free samples SFRSAM61
Provide information SINFO63
Provide test marketing products (trial sales) STESMA62
Responsible for legal processes SLEGSU64

The effective sample sizes varied from 112 to 125 for the correlations between the
variables above. In further analysis with the confirmatory factor model, however, half
of them were deleted in order to obtain a satisfactory confirmatory factor model. The
best measurement model created two-factor model illustrated in Figure 11.

SADVSU580.45

SPROMA590.33

SFRSAM610.28

STESTMA620.41

SALESPRO 1.00

TESTMARK 1.00

Chi-Square=0.03, df=1, P-value=0.87053, RMSEA=0.000,
Model AIC=18.03, GFI=1.00, SRMR=0.0016,NFI=1.00

and CN=35962.11

0.74

0.82

0.85

0.77

0.70

Figure 11. Path diagram for non-coercive/services
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‘Advertising support’ (SADVSU58) and ‘sales promotion materials’ (SPROMA59)
together formed a factor for sales promotions labelled salespro. A factor for test
marketing, labelled testmark, represented the variables ‘free samples from supplier’
(SFRSAM62) and ‘test marketing’ (STESTMA62).

The four deleted items were: ‘product demonstrations’ (SDEMO60), ‘supplier
information’ (SINFO63), ‘legal support’ (SLEGSU64) and ‘product financing
support’ (SFINSU65). In the exploratory factor analysis, all of them, except
SDEMO60, loaded relatively low on the service factor, and in the confirmatory factor
analysis, their estimates were lower than the error variances. Some of the standardised
residuals were also higher than two, indicating that a model based on these variables
could not explain all the correlations between the variables. There was no contextual
support for the three items (SINFO63, SLEGSU64 and SFINSU65) that were kept in
the analysis. All of them were originally extracted from earlier studies on power in
marketing channels, and only four respondents from the earlier 1993 and 1996 Guilin
studies mentioned ‘supplier information’, three mentioned ‘supplier legal support’,
and two mentioned ‘supplier provided financial support’ (see Appendix 3).
Furthermore, some respondents in the 1998 study did not understand SLEGSU64 and
asked what ‘legal actions’ meant. Given the newly established legal system in China,
‘legal support’ or ‘legal actions against’ are not realistic options for small retailers.
Thus, both statistical results and earlier studies provided the rationale to exclude these
items.

‘Product demonstrations’ (SDEMO60) was, on the other hand, a more problematic
item. In the exploratory factor analysis it loaded highest (0,849) and also provided
supportive results in the confirmatory factor analysis. When modification indices were
studied to create a satisfactory model for confirmatory factor analysis, SDEMO60 did
not correlate with other items and remained as separate item. When it was included in
the above model (see Figure 11), it correlated with both factors and reduced the
goodness-of-fit values. In the earlier studies, eight respondents had mentioned that
product demonstrations and similar activities could be seen in the larger retailing
outlets in Guilin. On the other hand, the majority of the shops included in this study
were small retailers who did not get product demonstrations in their shops even if
their suppliers were able to provide them. SDEMO60 could also have been included
in the study instead of ‘advertising support’ (SADVSU58) or ‘sales promotion
materials’ (SPROMA59). However, in these models some of the standardised
residuals were too high. Furthermore, in the earlier studies from where the items were
extracted, many more respondents (17)  mentioned advertising than sales promotion.
Also, one of the respondents in the 1998 study emphasised advertising in connection
with new product launch. Only one respondent did mention sales promotion materials,
but all the shops, even tiny stalls, had exhibited a variety of sales promotion materials.
Thus, for all kinds of shops, sales promotion materials were available but maybe not
appreciated enough to be mentioned in the interviews. Because of the importance of
advertising and availability of sales promotion materials, these items were chosen for
further analyses in stead of sales demonstrations.
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Figure 11 above and Table 16 below show goodness-of-fit values for the variables and
parameters. In this model all the variable estimates, the error variances and the R-
squares, were good or satisfactory.

Table 16. Non-coercive/services: goodness-of-fit values for variables and parameters

R2 T-value Item total
correlation

α per factor

SALESPRO: 0.76
SADVSU58 0.55 8.68 0.61
SPROMA59 0.67 9.53 0.61

TESTMARK: 0.78
SFRSAM61 0.72 10.11 0.65
STESTMA62 0.59 9.14 0.65

The correlations between the variables and their respective factors were statistically
significant, as the t-values indicate in the above table. The standardised residuals were
all near zero, i.e. the model can explain all the correlations between the variables.
Also, all modification indices were less than eight. Both salespro and testmark showed
good unidimensionality and reliability.

Local services
The second factor extracted in exploratory the factor analysis was labelled local
services, since all the variables originated from the earlier studies in Guilin rather than
the earlier distribution literature. The items included in the factor were:

Provide transportation (door-to-door delivery service) SDOTOD67
Charge fair prices SPRIFA74
Provide good quality products SPROQU75
Provide mutual benefits SBENEF76
Provide deferred payment SDEPAY68
Give possibility to return poor quality products SPPRE69
Give possibility to return unsold products SUPRE70
Keep promises SPROMI77

The effective sample sizes varied from 113-126.

The last factor extracted by the exploratory factor analysis was Chinese business
manners and was composed of the following items:

Offer lunch, dinner, etc. SFAVOR72
Allow bargaining SBARG73

The effective sample size for the correlation between SFAVOR72 and SBARG73 was
114. The dimension for Chinese business manners was included in the local services
dimension, since Chinese business manners were considered to represent local
services, and it improved the overall model for local service. In the combined model,
the effective sample sizes varied from 109 to 126. Figure 12 illustrates the
confirmatory factor model for local services.
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SDTOD670.48

SDEPAY680.49

SPPRE690.54

SUPRE700.67

SFAVOR720.68

SBARG730.65

SPRIFA740.40

SPROQU750.45

SBENEF760.36

SPROMI770.48

LOCSERVI 1.00

TRANSPOR 1.00

BUSMANNE 1.00

Chi-Square=45.47, df=32, P-value=0.05786, RMSEA=0.054,
Model AIC=91.47, GFI=0.94, SRMR=0.045, NFI=0.92

and CN=174.99

0.72

0.72

0.68

0.58

0.57

0.59

0.77

0.74

0.80

0.72

0.71

0.62

0.66

Figure 12. Path diagram for non-coercive/local services

All the original ten variables extracted by the exploratory factor analysis were
included in the final model. ‘Door-to-door transportation’ (SDTOD67) and ‘deferred
payment’ (SDEPAY68) together formed the factor transpor. Contextually, these two
variables composed an appropriate factor since in the Chinese distribution business,
door-to-door transportation service also entail deferred payment benefits (Polsa,
1998). Returning poor or unsold products could also be considered as services linked
to door-to-door transportation, but since the confirmatory factor model could not be
improved by their inclusion, these two items were excluded to represent a ‘local
services’ factor. The ‘local services’ factor labelled locservi was encompassed by
‘return poor products’ (SPRE69), ‘return unsold products’ (SUPRE70), ‘fair prices’
(SPRIFA74), ‘supplier product quality’ (SPROQU17), ‘mutual benefits’ (SBENEF76)
and ‘keep promises’ (SPROMI77). The last factor, labelled busmanne, was
constructed from ‘favours’ (SFAVOR72) and ‘bargaining’ (SBARG73).

The overall goodness-of-fit values (shown in Figure 12) were only satisfactory in this
model. A good RMSEA value should be less than 0.05, but the value of 0.054 (see
Figure 12) is still under 0.08 which is considered  moderately good. Model AIC is
high since the model includes many parameters and could have been simplified. The
goodness-of-fit index of 0.94 is slightly above 0.90, which is the cut-off value for a
satisfactory model. The standardised root mean square residual of 0.045 was fairly
adequate. Three individual standardised residuals were above two, which decreased
the SRMR value.
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Figure 12 and Table 17 list the goodness-of-fit values for the variables and
parameters. As was to be expected of the goodness-of-fit values of the model, also the
individual variable estimates were only satisfactory. The estimates shown in Figure 12
were not good but moderate and the error variances were relatively high. For
SFAVOR72 and SBARG73, the error variances were even higher than the estimates,
but because of the contextual importance of these items, they were retained for further
analysis. The same applied to SUPRE70. The parameters in the model were
statistically significant since all the t-values were higher than two. The square multiple
correlations, on the other hand, showed only satisfactory reliability for the parameters.

Table 17. Non-coercive/local services: goodness-of-fit values for variables and
parameters

R2 T-value Item total
correlation

α per factor

TRANSPOR: 0.69
SDTOD67 0.52 8.24 0.52
SDEPAY68 0.51 8.16 0.52

BUSMANNE: 0.53
SFAVOR72 0.32 5.37 0.36
SBARG73 0.35 5.48 0.36

LOCSERVI: 0.87
SPPRE69 0.46 8.81 0.67
SUPRE70 0.33 7.17 0.61
SPRIFA74 0.60 10.52 0.72
SPROQU75 0.55 9.91 0.68
SBENEF76 0.64 11.06 0.73
SPROMI77 0.52 9.50 0.63

As mentioned earlier, three standardised residuals were higher than two, which means
that these three correlations, between SUPRE70 and SPPRE69, SBARG73 and
SDTOD67, and SPROQU75 and SDEPAY68, could not be explained by the model.
One of the modification indices was higher than eight.

Locservi demonstrated good, almost excellent, unidimensionalilty and reliability.
Transpor showed good to satisfactory unidimensionality and reliability. Finally,
busmanne had poor values for corrected item-total correlations as well as poor
reliability.

3.6.3.2. Coercive power strategies
The analysis of coercive power strategies was more complicated than the
interpretation of non-coercive bases of power. Instead of separately analysing each
factor extracted by the exploratory factor analysis, the factors of coercive power
strategies (‘contractual’, ‘delivery dissatisfaction’ and ‘pricing’) were combined.
Thus, the inferences made for coercive power strategies did not strictly follow the
results from the exploratory factor analysis, but combined results from both the
exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis. The items analysed were as follows:

Take legal action against you SLEGAC78
Leave ordered products undelivered SUNPRO79
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Refuse to sell SRESE80
Charge high prices SPRIHI81
Charge fixed prices SPRIFI82
Dictate and control pricing SPRICO83
Deliver sub-standard or fake products SSUPRO84
Require receipt SRECEI86
Impose complicated purchasing procedure SPURCO87
Impose unreasonable purchasing conditions SPURUN88
Impose minimum order sizes SORDMI89
Require contracts and sales plans SSPLAN90

The effective sample sizes were fairly low, varying from 90 to 102. Figure 13 below
shows the best measurement model achieved by the confirmatory factor analysis.

SLEGAC780.63

SUNPRO790.74

SPRIFI820.72

SPRICO830.38

SSUPRO840.84

SRECEI860.58

SPURCO870.59

SPURUN880.35

SSPLAN900.72

PRICING 1.00

PURCHASI 1.00

COERCIVE 1.00

Chi-Square=33.86,  df=24, P-value=0.08713, RMSEA=0.053,
Model AIC=75,88, GFI=0.95, SRMR=0.051, NFI=0.86

and CN=171.73

0.61

0.51
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Figure 13. Path diagram for coercive power strategies

The final model encompassed the following three factors:

i. pricing: ‘charge fixed prices’ (SPRIFI82) and ‘dictate and control
pricing’ (SPRICO83);

ii. purchasing: ‘deliver sub-standard or fake products’ (SSUPRO84),
‘impose complicated purchasing procedure’ (SPURCO87) and ‘impose
unreasonable purchasing conditions’ (SPURUN88); and
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iii. coercive: ‘take legal action against you’ (SLEGAC78), ‘leave
ordered products undelivered’ (SUNPRO79), ‘require receipt’
(SPRECEI86) and ‘require contracts and sales plans’ (SSPLAN90).

Two measures ‘warehousing support’ (SSTORE66) and ‘require immediate cash
payment’ (SPAYCA85), were deleted from further analysis already after the
exploratory factor analysis, and additionally four needed to be deleted during the
confirmatory factor analysis. ‘Charge high prices’ (SPRIHI81) was deleted because it
did not contextually fit with the coercive factor to in which it loaded in the
confirmatory factor analysis. Contextually, this item should have correlated with
‘charge fixed prices’ (SPRIFI82) and ‘dictate and control pricing’ (SPRICO83).
Furthermore, in the exploratory factor analysis, SPRIHI81 correlated with SSUPRO84
(‘deliver substandard or fake products’) and SPURDO87 (‘impose complicated
purchasing procedure’). ‘Minimum order size’ (SORDMI89), on the other hand,
loaded on the pricing factor in the confirmatory factor analysis. In principle it can fit
with the pricing dimension since pricing is often connected with lot size. However,
SORDMI89 also loaded on the purchasing factor and thus confused the overall model.
‘Refuse to sell’ (SRESE80) and ‘require exclusive purchasing’ (SEXCLU91) formed
a common dimension, but their estimates were relatively low (0.47 and 0.44) so they
were also deleted from the final model.

The overall goodness-of fit values for the model were only satisfactory. RMSEA had a
good value, but model AIC was quite high, i.e. more parameters were not needed, but
the model was a bit complicated. The empirical data sufficiently fit with the model,
since GFI exceeded 0.90 but NFI was lower than the value for a good model. Even if
none of the standardised residuals exceeded two, the SRMR only just exceeded 0.05,
the limit for an adequate model.

Similarly, the goodness-of-fit values for the individual variables and parameters
shown in Table 18 were only satisfactory or poor. The parameters were, however,
statistically significant. Despite the moderate goodness-of-fit values, this measurement
model could not be improved since all the modification indices were below eight.

Table 18. Coercive power strategies: goodness-of-fit values for variables and
parameters

R2 T-value Item total
correlation

α per factor

PRICING: 0.64
SPRIFI82 0.28 4.97 0.47
SPRICO83 0.62 6.08 0.47

COERCIVE: 0.71
SLEGAC78 0.37 6.77 0.54
SUNPRO79 0.26 5.62 0.52
SRECEI86 0.42 7.32 0.51
SSPLAN90 0.28 5.80 0.45

PURCHASING: 0.71
SSUPRO84 0.16 4.31 0.41
SPURCO87 0.41 6.97 0.59
SPURUN88 0.65 8.49 0.62
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The use of confirmatory factor analysis improved the interpretation of the factors, i.e.
the factors could be labelled reasonably well. However, the overall elegance of the
model was only moderate. One of the reasons could be the respondents’ reluctance to
respond to negative questions (see the explanations for missing values) but the
wording of the questions might also have been a reason.

However, the reliability of pricing, coercive and purchasing was at least satisfactory,
even if the corrected item total correlations did not exceed 0.6, a value indicating good
uni-dimensionality (Steenkamp and Trjip, 1991).

3.6.4. Structure
One dimension of structure, relationship strength, was measured on a
multidimensional scale. The others were measured on a nominal scale.

3.6.4.1. Strength
The items included in the analysis of strength were:

Number of transactions STRANS95
Number of contacts made by telephone STELEC96
Number of your personal visits to the supplier RVISIT97
Number of supplier’s personal visits to your shop SVISIT98
Importance of the relationship for my company RELIMP99
Trust in the relationship RELTR100
Intentions to switch to another supplier SWITC101
Desire to do more business with the most important supplier BMORE102
Desire to do less business with the most important supplier BLESS103
Number of goods bought in relation to other suppliers SOTH104

This scale (items 95 to 104 in section three of the questionnaire) needed to be
validated. Reliability with alpha coefficient 0.6384 was above the satisfactory value of
0.6 (see Appendix 7 Table 7A-3). Reliability could be improved by deleting
‘relationship importance’ and ‘intentions to switch from the current supplier’, but they
were retained for further analysis since improvement would only have been moderate
and no contextual reasoning could be found. Even the corrected item-total correlations
were low, i.e. implying low unidimensionality. These values are shown in Table 7A-3
in Appendix 7, as well as skewness and kurtosis which both indicate that the data have
fairly normal distribution. For three of the variables: ‘intention to switch’, ‘desire to
do less business with the most important supplier’ and ‘amount of business done with
other suppliers’, reversed values were used.

To further validate the scale, confirmatory factor analysis was conducted. A
correlation matrix for structure is shown in Appendix 10. Similarly to the earlier
analysis, the matrix was computed with PRELIS and used directly from the PRELIS
file. Few of the correlations were high, indicating a poor measurement model. The
effective sample sizes for the correlations varied from 93-115.

The SIMPLIS command language was used to produce a measurement model. The
first model, with one factor for the entire scale of variables, needed to be improved
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since the overall goodness-of-fit values were low (Chi-square with 35 degrees of
freedom was 149.30, RMSEA 0.152, AIC 189.30, SRMR 0.12 and GFI 0.83). Already
at this phase, the item ‘intention to switch’ (SWITCH101) was deleted from the
further analysis because of its low t-value (-0.19) and because an earlier deletion
would have improved the reliability of the entire scale. Furthermore, the estimate was
very low and the error variance was one.

 A two-factor measurement model gave the best goodness-of-fit values. This model is
illustrated below in Figure 14.

STRANS950.70

STELEC960.42

RVISIT970.50

SVISIT980.64

RELIMP990.72

RELTR1000.45

BMORE1020.63

CONTACTS 1.00

STRENGTH 1.00

Chi-Square=19.48, df=13, P-value=0.10900, RMSEA=0.059,
Model AIC=49.48, GFI=0.96, SRMR=0.045, NFI=0.91

and CN=217.06

0.55

0.76

0.71

0.60

0.53

0.74

0.61

0.23

Figure 14. Path diagram for relationship strength

In addition to SWITC101, two other variables were deleted from the final model:
‘desire to do less business with the most important supplier’ (BLESS103) and
‘number of goods bought from other suppliers’ (SOTH104). The relationship between
BLESS103 and its factor was not statistically significant (t-value -1.60), and
SOTH104 had a low estimate. The final model, thus, included two factors:

(i) contacts: ‘transactions’ (STRANS95), ‘telephone contacts’ (STELEC96),
‘retailer visits to the supplier’s place’(RVISIT97) and ‘supplier visits to the
retailer’s place’ (SVISIT98) and

(ii) strength: ‘importance of the relationship’ (RELIMP99), ‘trust in the
relationship’ (RELTR100) and ‘desire to do more business with the most
important supplier’ (BMORE102).
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The values in Figure 14 and Table 19 show that the model’s fit with the empirical data
was good. The p-value and Chi-square both show that the overall model fit was good,
at 0.05. RMSEA indicated a moderately good model, and both GFI and NFI exceeded
0.90, the cut-off value for a good model. At the single variable level some estimates
were poor, but some were satisfactory and the error variances were relatively high.
The R2 value indicated the same. The parameters were, however, statistically
significant, as the t-values all exceeded two.

Table 19. Relationship strength: goodness-of-fit values for variables and parameters

R2 T-value Item total
correlation

α per factor

CONTACTS: 0.74
STRANS95 0.30 6.18 0.44
STELEC96 0.58 8.88 0.60
RVISIT97 0.50 8.22 0.61
SVISIT98 0.36 6.80 0.50

STRENGTH: 0.66
RELIMP99 0.28 5.31 0.43
RELTR100 0.55 6.78 0.53
BMORE102 0.37 5.89 0.46

The model can explain all the correlations between the variables, except two.
Standardised residuals between STRANS95 and STELE96, and RVISIT97 and
SVISIT98 exceeded the cut-off value two. Modification indices, on the other hand, are
all lower than eight. Reliability of both factors is good but unidimensionality of the
variables could be better.

The other structural variables were categorical. The distribution networks structure
was determinate along two dimensions: (i) vertical, (ii) and horizontal. These
dimensions were measured as current structure and as wished structure. Data of
wished structure were used in the present study because the current power was
measured. Since the structure was seen as outcome of power, the structure as outcome
cannot occur simultaneously with power. First, the vertical dimension is discussed as
a marketing channel length, as vertical sub-systems and as different levels of
integration. Then the horizontal dimension is discussed as horizontal co-operation.

3.6.4.2. Marketing channel length

The length of the channel was defined as direct if the supplier was a producer, and
indirect if the supplier was a wholesaler, an importer or another retailer. The current
length of the channel was measured by following items: The most important supplier
is / should be a: wholesaler, producer, retailer, importer, sales business trade centre,
and other, what (SUPTYP34 / SUPTYP105).

The channel was categorised as a direct or as a one-layer channel when the most
important supplier was a producer. The channel was categorised as a two-layer
channel when the most important supplier was a wholesaler or an importer or came

集贸市场，批发市场from the wholesaler market ( ). A channel was labelled as a
three-layer channel when the most important supplier was a retailer. Four respondents
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reported all the possibilities as their most important supplier, making it the category
‘all’. As many as thirty informants had a mixed-layer channel, i.e. they used both a
direct and a two-layer channel. Only one respondent reported having a mixture of a
two- and three-layer channel. These two mixed channels were grouped together into
the category ‘mixed-layer’ channel.

Thus, the final categories were: (i) direct, (ii) two-layer, (iii) three-layer, (iv) mixed-
layer, and (v) all. Two non-metric variables LENGTH (‘length’) and WLENGTH
(‘wished length’) were created from these categories. The frequencies of the channel
length are reported in Table 20.

Table 20. Channel length

Channel length LENGTH WLENGTH
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

Direct (one-layer) 10 8% 43 35%
Two-layer 86 65% 58 47%
Three-layer 2 1% 3 2%
Mixed 31 23% 14 11%
All 4 3% 6 5%
Total 133 100% 124 100%
Missing values 13 22

3.6.4.3. Vertical sub-systems

The vertical subsystems were defined along the ownership categories. The
respondents was asked if their most important supplier were state-owned, collective,
private, individual, or a joint venture (items SUPOWN36 and SUPOWN107). These
two questions were combined with the respondents’ own ownership status (OWN113)
in order to create a category for the vertical subsystems. Thus, the different supplier-
retailer relationships were categorised as ‘supplier-retailer relationship’(SRRELAT)
and as ‘wished supplier-retailer relationship’(WSRRELAT). The different relationship
types thus consisted of:

The vertical subsystems
(supplier-retailer relationship)

Retailer ownership Supplier ownership
State-owned State-owned
State-owned Collective
State-owned Private
State-owned All

Collective State-owned
Collective Collective
Collective Private
Collective All

Private State-owned
Private Collective
Private Private
Private All
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Table 21 shows the frequencies of the different relationship types.

Table 21. The vertical subsystems (supplier-retailer relationships in state-owned,
collective and private categories)

The vertical subsystems SRRELAT WSRRELAT

Retailer
ownership

Supplier
ownership

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

State-owned State-owned 6 5% 8 7%
State-owned Collective 1* 1% 0
State-owned Private 8 6% 3 2%
State-owned All 1* 1% 5 4%
Collective State-owned 2* 2% 4 3%
Collective Collective 2* 2% 4 3%
Collective Private 12 10% 6 5%
Collective All 9 7% 10 8%
Private State-owned 8 6% 14 12%
Private Collective 7 6% 3* 2%
Private Private 46 37% 26 21%
Private All 22 17% 40 33%
Total 124 100% 123 100%
Missing values 22 23

In three relationship categories n is very small. These relationships are current state-
owned-collective, state-owned-all, collective-state-owned and collective-collective
(marked with *). In the wished vertical subsystems (WSRRELAT), only one category
appeared to be small: the private-collective retailer-supplier category. In all but one of
these categories, collective companies were involved. In total, there were 25 collective
retailers in the sample.

One way to solve the problem of insufficient sample size is to combine two or more
categories. Collective companies have the characteristics of both state-owned and
private companies (Polsa, 1998) and could thus be grouped together with state-owned
or private. Collective retailers are often the ones that only use a collective business
license, but in practise are established by private entrepreneurs and operated very
much like any private retail outlets (Polsa, 1998). Hence, it was possible to group
collective retailers with private retailers to achieve sufficient sample size. The new
frequencies are shown in Table 22 below.
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Table 22. The vertical subsystems (supplier-retailer relationships in state-owned and
private categories)

The vertical subsystems SRRELAT WSRRELAT

Retailer
ownership

Supplier
ownership

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

State-owned State-owned 6 38% 8 50%
State-owned Private 9 56% 3 19%
State-owned All 1* 6% 5 31%
TOTAL State-
owned

16 100% 16 100%

Private State-owned 10 9% 18 17%
Private Private 67 62% 39 36%
Private All 31 29% 50 47%
TOTAL Private 108 100% 107 100%

Total 124 123
Missing values 22 23

3.6.4.4. Level of vertical integration

The last vertical structural dimension is the level of integration. Three questions
measure the level of vertical integration or desired vertical integration: ‘contractual
integration’ (SUPCON37 and SUPCON108), ‘exclusive right to sell the supplier’s
products’ (SUPEXC38 and SUPEXC109), and ‘corporate systems’ (SUPORG39 and
SUPORG110). The frequency of vertical integration is shown in Table 23.

Table 23. Level of vertical integration

Level of vertical integration INTEGRA WINTEGRA
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

None 77 64% 32 8%
Exclusive right to the products 10 8% 8 65%
Contractual integration 15 12% 15 1%
Corporate integration 14 12% 15 23%
Exclusive right and contract 5 4% 15 3%
Exclusive right and same corporation 0 0 12 11%
Contract and same corporation 0 0 13 11%
All 0 0 5 4%
Total 121 100% 115 100%
Missing values 25 31

3.6.4.5. Horizontal co-operation
The final structural variable is horizontal co-operation, measured by four items:
‘coalition to purchase together’ (REPCOAL40 and REPCOAL111) and ‘coalition to
deal together with government units’ (REGCOA41 and REGCOAL112). The different
possibilities were grouped as (i) not having any kind of alliance, (ii) having
purchasing or (iii) having dealing with government units coalition, and (iv) co-
operation both in purchasing and government unit activities.

The frequencies are show in the following table.
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Table 24. Horizontal co-operation

Level horizontal co-operation HORICO WHORICO

Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
Both 3 2% 11 10%
Both no matter N/A N/A 15 13%
Coalition to deal with governmental units 12 10% 11 10%
Purchasing coalition 15 13% 4 3%
None 89 75% 53 46%
Governmental coalition yes and
purchasing coalition no matter

0 0 8 7%

Governmental coalition no matter but
purchasing coalition yes

0 0 2 2%

Governmental coalition no matter and
purchasing no

0 0 7 6%

Governmental coalition no and
purchasing coalition no matter

0 0 4 3%

Total 119 100% 115 100%
Missing values 27 31

3.6.5. Summary of the reliability of the multiple scales
Table 25 summarises the factors that were used for further analysis. The reliability of
the factors are also shown.

Table 25. Factor uni-dimensionality and reliability

FACTORS Coefficient α reliability
Environment:

GOVBUREA 0.90 Excellent
LOCAT 0.47 Poor
COMPETIT 0.57 Satisfactory
RESOURCE 0.77 Good
GOVRERES 0.89 Excellent
GOVSTORE 0.54 Satisfactory

Power:
SALESPRO 0.76 Good
TESTMARK 0.78 Good
TRANSPOR 0.69 Satisfactory
BUSMANNE 0.53 Satisfactory
LOCSERVI 0.87 Excellent
PRICING 0.64 Satisfactory
COERCIVE 0.71 Good
PURCHASING 0.71 Good

Structure:
CONTACT 0.74 Good
STRENGTH 0.66 Satisfactory

According to Nunnally and Bernstein (1994, pp. 264-265), “in the early stages of
predictive or construct validation research, time and energy can be saved by using
instruments that have only modest reliability, e.g. .70”. The current study is clearly a
study at the early stage of construct validation research, particularly in those parts of
the measurement that have been extracted from the interview material. Therefore in
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the above table, all the scales that have an alpha coefficient above 0.70 have been
labelled as good and the scales with a lower alpha coefficient have been labelled as
satisfactory. If the alpha coefficient was higher than 0.80, it was considered to
represent excellent reliability. However, if the scales with low coefficient α appeared
to have problems in further analysis, they were removed.

Even if structural equation modelling with latent variables would allow the use of
observed x and y variables in a model, the combined factor scores (or summary scores)
in the present study are used as observed variables. Even when the number of
observed x variables was reduced, the factors listed in Table 25 were combined from
48 observed x variables in total. The use of 48 observed variables and nine latent
variables would however produce too many parameters for a good equation model.
Hence, observed items were combined to factor scores that were used as observed x
and y variables.

3.6.5.1. Establishment of factor scores ( summary scores)
Computing factor scores for further analysis is a problematic issue. Hair et al. (1992)
propose using a surrogate variable as a representative for a particular factor
dimension. This surrogate variable should be the one that loads highest on a certain
factor. If the selection of such an item is difficult, one can use an aggregated scale or a
summed average instead (Hair et al., 1992). The composite scores (summary scores)
have several problems, similarly to the difference scores, that influence the further use
of them (see Peter, Churchill and Brown, 1993). These problems involve reliability
and discriminant validity problems and are caused by the correlation between the
component scores. These problems and multicollinearity among the separate variables
can lead to spurious results. Hence, it makes sense to follow the first advice of Hair et
al. (1992).

To overcome the above problems, factor scores can be computed with regression
method, Bartlett’s method or Anderson and Rubin’s method available in software
such as SPSS. LISREL 8.3 software is an extension of Anderson and Rubin’s formula
providing summary scores that are “unbiased estimates of the factors and their sample
covariance matrix is exactly equal to the estimated covariance or correlation matrix of
the reference variables factors.” These properties are lacking from the other two
(regression and Bartlett’s methods) commonly used methods (Jöreskog, Sörbom, du
Toit and du Toit, 1999, p. 157). Thus, factor summary scores directly computed by
LISREL that uses an extent Anderson and Rubin’s method were used for further
analysis. Because of the large number of missing-values in the data the missing-values
were replaced in SPSS with means before the summary scores were computed.

3.7. Establishing relative power

As a first step in establishing relative power, i.e. determining who in a retailer/supplier
relationship had the power, the different relationship types were looked at. Ownership
of the retailers and their most important supplier were investigated. Table 26 shows
retailer ownership type and the proportion of different ownership types of the
suppliers the retailers reported to be their main suppliers. The assumed relative power
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relation is also indicated. The logic of the assumed relative power is that the state-
owned actors are the powerful ones (Polsa, 1998).

Table 26. Distribution of retailer/supplier relationships according to ownership type

RETAILER SUPPLIER N % Assumed power relation

State-owned State-owned
Collective
Private
All types
TOTAL

6
1
8
1
16

38
6
50
6
100

Equal power
Retailer power
Retailer power
Relationship with many => some
retailer power

Collective State-owned
Collective
Private
All types
TOTAL

2
2
12
9
25

8
8
48
36
100

Supplier power
Equal power
Retailer power
Relationship with many => some
retailer power

Private State-owned
Collective
Private
All types
TOTAL

8
7
46
22
83

10
8
55
27
100

Supplier power
Supplier power
Equal power
Relationship with many => some
retailer power

Missing values 22 15
TOTAL 146 100

It can clearly be seen from the table above that those relationships that were assumed
to have retailer power were the most popular among the state-owned retailers (56%)
and collective retailers (48%). Relationships that were assumed to have equal power
were also frequent among state-owned retailers (38%) and private retailers (55%), but
only eight percent41 of the collective retailers had a collective-collective relationship
that was assumed to be an equal relationship.

Private and collective retailers also used many different types of retailers indicating
that no close long-term relationships had been established with suppliers. Both the
interviews and observations indicated that price determined the choice of supplier, and
order by order, suppliers were changed depending on the prices provided by
alternative suppliers. Having alternative suppliers may be a way to overcome an
unequal power relationship with one single supplier. The interviews also indicated
that the retailers in the sample may have perceived the environment as being uncertain
and hedged themselves against the uncertainty by loose and changeable relationships.
In the literature there is a disagreement about whether uncertainty encourages closer or
looser retailer/supplier relationships (see Johnson, 1999). Thus, loose retailer/supplier
relationships may be seen as a strategy to reduce uncertainty. Also, using multiple
suppliers with short-term relationships can be a way to hedge against supplier power.

The above analysis only shows the distribution of different types of relationships and
the assumed characteristics of these relationships. Analysing how retailers in these

41 Note that n is only 2.
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different supplier relationships perceive their relative resources and suppliers’ ability
to use different power strategies served as indicators of power in these relationships.
Thus, to establish a connection between assumed power in a retailer-supplier
relationship and indicators of power (power strategies), a new variable is created. The
variable ASPOWER (assumed power) was coded as follows: 4 referring to retailer
power in a relationship, 1 referring to supplier power (or as reverse minus retailer
power), 2 referring to equal relationships (or neutral ones), and finally referring to 3
for retailer power in the case of relationships with multiple suppliers. Number 3
indicates some power for a retailer since he can switch to other suppliers in case of a
conflict.
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4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

4.1. Introduction

This chapter presents the results of the empirical study. Section 4.2. examines the
relationships between the concepts, channel external environment, power, and
network structure. The following section (4.3.) analyses the propositions. The final
section (4.4.) provides the results obtained from the qualitative data. Table 27
provides a summary of the results relating the propositions.

Table 27. Summary of the results

Propositions Analysis Results
1. More government regulations increase the power of state-
owned actors.

Structural equation
modelling (4.2.1.)
Descriptive analysis
(4.3.2.)

Partially
supported

2. Greater competition increases the power of private actors. Structural equation
modelling (4.2.1.)
Descriptive analysis
(4.3.2.)

Not
supported

3. Greater demand increases the power of state-owned actors. Not tested
4a. A positive image in the eyes of the public increases retailer
power.

Descriptive analysis
(4.4.3.)

Supported

4b. Trust by the public increases retailer power. Descriptive analysis
(4.4.3.)

Supported

5. Good retailer technology increases retailer power. Not tested
6. More retailer resources increase the power of retailers. Structural equation

modelling  (4.2.1.)
Descriptive analysis
(4.3.2.)

Supported

7. The greater the supplier’s ability to use non-coercive power
strategies as perceived by a retailer, the stronger the retailer-
supplier relationship is.

Structural equation
modelling
(4.2.1. and  4.3.1.)

Partially
supported

8. The greater the supplier’s ability to use coercive power
strategies as perceived by a retailer, the stronger the retailer
preference of alternative retailer-supplier relationships.

Multiple discriminant
(4.2.2. and 4.3.1.)

Not
supported

8a. The supplier’s ability to use coercive power strategies as
perceived by a retailer leads to direct retailer-producer
relationships, i.e. to shorter channel length.

Multiple discriminant
(4.2.2.)
Descriptive analysis (in
section 4.3.1.1.)

Not
supported

8b. The supplier’s ability to use coercive power strategies as
perceived by a retailer leads to vertical subsystems with other
companies with the same ownership status.

Multiple discriminant
(4.2.2.)
Descriptive analysis (in
section 4.3.1.2.)

Not
supported

8c. The supplier’s ability to use coercive power strategies as
perceived by a retailer leads to higher vertical integration.

Multiple discriminant
(4.2.2.)
Descriptive analysis (in
section 4.3.1.3.)

Not
supported

8d. The supplier’s ability to use coercive power strategies as
perceived by a retailer leads to more horizontal co-operation
with other retailers.

Multiple discriminant
(4.2.2.) Descriptive
analysis (4.3.1.4.)

Slightly
supported
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The first column lists the propositions; the second one, the tests used for examining
the propositions; and the final column, the results. The contribution and implications
of these results are discussed in chapter five.

4.2. External environment, power and distribution network structure

To test the study’s general aim and investigate its nomological validity, a structural
equation model was built. The general aim was to investigate whether the channel
external environment influences power, and the effect of power on the distribution
network structure.

The model was constructed from the factors deriving from the confirmatory factor
models, and factor scores were used as observed variables in the model. The model
was created to test the relationships between the channel external environment
(GOVBUREA, LOCAT, COMPETIT, RESOURCE, GOVERES, GOVSTORE), non-
coercive power (SALESPRO, TESTMARK, TRANSPOR, BUSMANNE,
LOCSERVI), coercive power (PRICING, PURCHASI, COERCIVE), relationship
strength (CONTACTS, STRENGTH) and wished structure (WINTEGRA,
WSRRELAT, WHORICO, WLENGTH). In the model the factor scores, now treated
as observed variables, formed the following dimensions:

i. EXTENV (channel external environment): GOVBUREA, LOCAT,
COMPETIT

ii. RESOUR (relative resources): RESOURCE, GOVERES,
GOVSTORE

iii. NPOWER (non-coercive power): SALESPRO, TESTMARK,
TRANSPOR, BUSMANNE, LOCSERVI

iv. CPOWER (coercive power): PRICING, PURCHASI, COERCIVE,

v. relationship strength: CONTACTS, STRENGTH, and

vi. wished structure: WINTEGRA, WSRRELAT, WHORICO,
WLENGTH.

In the model the channel’s external environment (EXTENV and RESOUR) influence
power, both non-coercive (NPOWER) and coercive (CPOWER), and non-coercive
power influences relationship strength (RELSTREN).

A separate test was conducted to study coercive power strategies (PRICING,
COERCIVE, PURCHASING), channel length, vertical subsystems, vertical
integration and horizontal co-operation. These relationships were studied with
multiple discriminant analysis since the dependent variables were nominal and the
independent ones, metric. The factors scores of the coercive power strategies
PRICING, COERCIVE and PURCHASING were proposed to related to wished
relationship length, wished vertical subsystem and integration, and wished horizontal
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co-operation. To conduct two separate tests was well-suited for the propositions, since
non-coercive power strategies were assumed to lead to alternative channel structures.

The first model was built for the relationships between channel external environment,
non-coercive power, and relationship strength (reported in 4.2.1.). A separate test was
conducted for coercive power and wished channel structure (reported in 4.2.2.).

4.2.1. Channel external environment, non-coercive power and relationship

strength
A confirmatory structural model for the causal relationships was taken directly from
Jöreskog and Sörbom (1996, p. 2)

η = Βη + Γξ + ζ

where η is a vector of m endogenous constructs, ξ is a vector of n exogenous
constructs, Β is an m × m matrix of coefficients representing the effects the
endogenous constructs on one another, Γ is an m × n matrix of coefficients
representing the effects of the exogenous constructs on the endogenous constructs, and
ζ is a vector of m residuals.

The SIMPLIS command language was used for the LISREL 8.3 program to compute
the structural equation model for the channel external environment, power and
channel structure. The results from the first model are shown in the path analysis in
the figure below.
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Figure 15. Path diagram for channel external environment, non-coercive power and
relationship strength (a priori model)
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The same type of method as the one used for the measurement models (see cut-off
values for goodness-of-fit estimates in section 3.2.1) was used to evaluate the above
structural equation model. As can be seen from the figure, the goodness-of-fit values
are poor and the two variables, LOCAT and GOVESTORE, show negative error
variance. The relationships between the five following variables were not statistically
significant: GOVBUREA, LOCAT, COMPETIT and EXTENV. The model was
improved step by step.

First, those parameters that had the highest estimates were scaled as reference
variables, i.e. their estimates were fixed to one. GOVEBUREA was chosen as a
reference variable for EXTENV since its estimate was the highest and its reliability
excellent (α = 0.90). This variable thus indicates that access to governmental
certificates and licenses is the most important dimension of the channel external
environment in the current PRC. GOVERES was chosen as a reference variable for
RESOUR, since it had the highest estimate and also because its reliability as a scale
was high (α = 0.89). These findings indicate that resources connected to the
governmental units are the most important resources. It is also interesting to note that
for both dimensions, for the external environment in general and for resources in
particular, the variables reflecting issues of local government were the ones with
highest reliability and highest estimate for their respective factors.

The second improvement was done by analysing the modification indices between the
parameters. First, the error covariances of SALESPRO and TESTMARK were set free
(MI=51.14). Then, the error covariance of COMPETIT and STRENGTH were
released (MI=10.47). All the other modification indices were less than eight, the cut of
value for modification indices, and thus only the above two mentioned changes were
made.

The third improvement was made by removing LOCAT and GOVSTORE from the
model. Their negative error variances created problems and the reliability of the entire
constructs were poor (0.47 for LOCAT and 0.54 for GOVSTORE). Thus, there was a
reason for deleting them from the analysis even if contextually both of them were seen
as important. Again, it is interesting to note that both variables reflected the same
issues in their respective factors. LOCAT was composed of ‘access to prime location’
and ‘rent of store location’, and GOVSTORE was composed of ‘suitable size’ and
‘access to lease a good store location’. All these dimensions deal with location, size
and rent of a store. They do not seem to be reliable measures or dimensions of the
channel external environment.

This improvement, however, created problems for the entire model. The correlation
between the factors (EXTENV and NPOWER, RESOUR and NPOWER) seemed to
be so weak that the model did not function. The solution was to connect the remaining
variables, i.e. factor scores, directly to NPOWER instead of via their factors. See the
path diagram for the final model in the figure below.
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Figure 16. Path diagram for channel external environment, non-coercive power and
relationship strength: the final model (re-specified model)

The overall goodness-of-fit values in the above figure show that the model has good
nomologicial validity. The Chi-Square value (df=35) was low and the P-value
exceeded 0.05 at the 0.05 significance level. RMSEA was below 0.05 indicating that
the model was not too simple and model AIC (104.48) indicated that it was not too
complex either. The value for GFI exceeding 0.09 indicates that the model was
sufficiently compatible with the empirical data. Most of the correlations of the
observed variables can be explained by the model, which the value of 0.049 for
SRMR indicates. However, the model cannot explain the correlations between
LOCSERVI and CONTACTS, LOCSERVI and GOVERES, BUSMANNE and
GOVERES, STRENGTH and RESOURCE, and COMPETIT and RESOURCE.
However, their standardised residuals only slightly exceeded the cut-off value of two
with the highest being 2.44.

The estimates between the dimensions of the channel external environment and non-
coercive power was weak: -0.03 for GOVBUREA, 0.05 for COMPETIT, 0.37 for
RESOURCE and -0.05 for GOVERES (see Figure 19). Only the relationship between
NPOWER and RESOURCE was statistically significant (t = 4.73). It can therefore not
be confirmed that any other dimensions than relative general resources significantly
influenced non-coercive power. On the other hand, the ability to use non-coercive
power strategies significantly (t = 5.15) influenced relationship strength (estimate was
0.52). In conclusion, it can be stated that relative resources represent the power
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resources of non-coercive power, and that the ability to use non-coercive power
strategies strengthens the supplier-retailer relationship.

4.2.2. Coercive power and wished distribution network structure
Further tests needed to be made to determine whether the ability to use coercive power
strategies is associated with alternative structural arrangements, such as different
channel lengths, vertical integration, vertical subsystems or horizontal co-operation.
This issue was thus tested separately with multiple discriminant analysis in SPSS 8.0.

The factor scores of the three dimensions of coercive power (PRICING, COERCIVE
and PURCHASI) were used as independent variables in discriminant analysis, and
each dimension of wished structure, vertical integration (WINTEGRA), vertical sub-
systems (WSRRELAT), horizontal co-operation (WHORICO) and length
(WLENGTH), was tested separately. The results were the following:

Table 28. Multivariate tests of discriminant analysis

Wished length of the channel Tests for the equality of the group means

PURCHASI PRICING COERCIVE
Wilks’ Lambda 0,933 0,940 0,963
F ratio 2,122 1,888 1,138
Significance level 0,082 0,117 0,342

Wished vertical subsystems
PURCHASI PRICING COERCIVE

Wilks’ Lambda 0,979 0,958 0,987
F ratio 0,507 1,026 0,298
Significance level 0,770 0,405 0,913

Wished level of vertical integration

PURCHASI PRICING COERCIVE
Wilks’ Lambda 0,963 0,982 0,955
F ratio 0,585 0,275 0,719
Significance level 0,767 0,962 0,656

Wished horizontal co-operation

PURCHASI PRICING COERCIVE
Wilks’ Lambda 0,965 0,954 0,919
F ratio 0,483 0,637 1,160
Significance level 0,866 0,745 0,330

The table indicates that coercive power does not have a significant relationship with
any of the structural dimensions. Discriminant  analysis is sensitive to the sample size
and to the relative sizes of the groups (Hair et al. 1998, p. 258).  The group sizes vary
a lot (reported in Tables 21-24) but could not be regrouped in a meaningful way.
Therefore the results should be interpreted with this restriction in mind.
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4.3. Examination of the propositions

While the general aim was to study the relationships between the concepts of channel
external environment, power and structure, the propositions also suggested who the
powerful actors in the Chinese distribution channel were. The first three propositions
suggest the distribution of power between different types of actors, state-owned or
private, and propositions four to six propose the distribution of power between retailer
and supplier. An examination of these propositions is presented in Section 4.3.2.
Propositions seven and eight, however, could be studied with the structural equation
model and discriminant analysis presented above (Figure 19 and Table 27).

4.3.1. Potential use of power strategies and distribution network structure
The seventh proposition suggested that the supplier’s ability to use non-coercive
power strategies as perceived by a retailer leads to a strengthening of retailer-supplier
relationships. The relationship between non-coercive power (NPOWER) and strength
of retailer-supplier relationship (RELSTREN) was positive and relatively strong
(estimate was 0.52, shown in Figure 19) and significant, thus confirming the seventh
proposition.

The eighth proposition suggested that the main supplier’s use of coercive power
strategies as perceived by a retailer leads to preference for alternative retailer-supplier
relationships. Alternative supplier-retailer relationships were measured as wished
relationships. The relationship between coercive power and wished structure was
statistically non significant.

The eighth proposition was divided into four parts. The supplier’s ability to use
coercive power strategies as perceived by a retailer leads to:

(i) direct retailer-producer relationships, i.e. to shorter channel length (proposition
8a),

(ii) vertical subsystems with other companies with the same ownership status
(proposition 8b),

(iii) higher vertical integration (proposition 8c), and

(iv) more horizontal co-operation with other retailers (proposition 8c).

The multivariate analysis of variance, shown in Table 27, could not confirm any of the
above propositions. The descriptive statistics, already reported in sections 3.6.4.2 to
3.6.4.4., provided similar results, but also further and more detailed information on the
current and wished structure.

4.3.1.1. Marketing channel length
The descriptive results show that most of the retailers, 65%, used wholesalers,
importers or wholesaling markets as their suppliers, i.e. the most used channel was a
two-layer channel. Ten percent of the respondents said they were able to use direct
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channels, i.e. their suppliers were producers. One fifth of the retailers had a mixed
channel, i.e. they used both direct and two-layer channels. Three layer channels were
very uncommon.

Most of the retailers (47%) still wished to have a two-layer channel, but to a less
extent. Thirty-five percent of the respondents would have liked to have a direct
channel and 11%, a mixed one. Only 10% of the respondents had a direct supplier
relationship with a producer, while 35% would have liked to have one. Thus, to some
extent more respondents would have liked to have more direct contact than they had.

When the current channel length and the wished channel length were cross-tabulated
and the differences were tested with the McNemar test, the differences were not
statistically significant (Exact sig. 0.161). Although it would be tempting to conclude
that the respondents wish to have direct contacts rather than indirect ones based on
comparing percentages in the table, statistically this cannot be considered a significant
result.

4.3.1.2. Vertical sub-systems
More than half of the state-owned retailers (56%) used privately owned suppliers, and
only 38% used state-owned suppliers. One state-owned retailer out of sixteen used
both state-owned and private suppliers. Among the private retailers, the majority
(62%) had privately owned suppliers. Only 9% of private retailers used state-owned
suppliers exclusively, and 29% used both state-owned and private suppliers. It can
thus be concluded that all types of retailers use privately owned suppliers, but state-
owned retailers rely to a greater extent on their own type of suppliers. This conclusion
is based on the fact that 38% of state-owned retailers used state-owned suppliers,
whereas only 9% of private retailers used state-owned suppliers. Similarly, based on
the slight difference in proportion (56% versus 62%), it can be concluded that more
private retailers rely on private suppliers than state-owned retailers do.

However, the state-owned retailers would have liked to use more state-owned
suppliers (50%) or mixed suppliers (31%) than they were using or were able to use.
Thus, there is a some evidence of the possibility of a vertical sub network forming. On
the other hand, the same figures from the private retailers painted a different picture.
Private retailers would also have liked to use more state-owned suppliers (9% used
and 17% would have liked to use state-owned suppliers) than they were using, and
they would  have liked to use both state-owned and private suppliers (47% versus
29%) more than they were using mixed suppliers. Thus, there is no evidence for
privately owned vertical sub-channels to be build up.

The McNemar test run for the state-owned sample (valid n =14) showed that
differences between the current supplier-retailer vertical relationship and the wished
one were not significant (Exact Sig. = 1.000). But given the very small sample size,
the accuracy of the McNemar test can be questioned. For the private retailers sample
(valid n = 104), there were significant differences at the 0.05 significance level
between current and wished supplier relationships (Exact Sig. = 0.049). Thus, given
the restrictions in the data, it could be concluded that state-owned retailers would like
to form state-owned or mixed vertical subsystems, and it is even statistically
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significant to say that private retailers are not willing to do that, but would also prefer
state-owned or mixed suppliers.

4.3.1.3. Level of vertical integration
The data show that at the moment there is very little vertical integration in the
channel. Sixty four percent of the respondents did not have any kind of contractual
agreement with their suppliers. Twelve percent of the retailers had a contractual
agreement with their supplier, or their main supplier was part of the same
organisation. Eight percent had exclusive rights to sell the products of their main
supplier, and 4% of the retailers had both exclusive sales rights and a contract with
their main supplier.

However, respondents would have liked to have more vertical integration than had.
While 28% of the respondents preferred no integration at all, most respondents would
have liked to have at least one or two of the alternative ways of vertical integration.
Seven percent of the respondents wanted to have exclusive sales rights, 13% wanted
to have contractual, corporate or exclusive sales rights and contractual integration,
11% wished to have exclusive sales rights and contractual integration or contractual
and corporate integration, and finally 4% would have liked to have a combination of
all three forms of vertical integration. Thus, it can be concluded that more vertical
integration is wished, but the type of integration is evenly distributed across all
suggested forms of vertical integration.

The McNemar test could not be computed between current and wished vertical
integration since there where more wished integration categories than current vertical
integration categories.  Re-grouping the wished vertical integration categories would
not have been accurate since the combinations of the different types of vertical
integration were unique in each case.

4.3.1.4. Horizontal co-operation
The majority of respondents (75%) had no coalition or co-operation where purchasing
or dealing with governmental units is concerned. Thirteen percent purchased together
and 10% co-operated with each other when dealing with government offices. Only
three respondents had both kinds of horizontal co-operation. The majority of
respondents (46%) did, however, not either wish to have any kind of co-operation on
the horizontal level, but this figure was less than the figure for no coalition (75%). For
13% of the respondents, possible co-operation did not matter at all. Even if ‘no wish
for co-operation’ and ‘does not matter’ were combined, the percentage (46 + 13 =
59%) is less than the current lack of co-operation (75%). Thus, it could be concluded
that respondents wish to have more horizontal co-operation.

However, it was interesting to see that retailers did not want to co-operate in
purchasing dealings. Only 4 respondents wished to do so, 7 respondents did not want
to have purchasing co-operation, and for the additional 8 respondents, purchasing co-
operation did not matter. These figures are lower than the figures for use of purchasing
coalition. On the other hand, the wish for a coalition to deal with governmental units
was at the same level as current co-operation on this issue (10% versus 10%).
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In order to test the statistical significance of these results, ‘wished co-operation’ was
regrouped. The groups ‘no matter’, ‘governmental coalition no matter and purchasing
no’ and ‘governmental coalition no and purchasing coalition no’ were removed from
the analysis, which decreased the sample size to 89. It was assumed that these three
groups could not be combined with other groups without violating the analysis.  The
other groups could, however, be re-grouped. The group ‘governmental coalition yes
and purchasing coalition no matter’ was combined with the group ‘coalition to deal
with governmental units’. The group ‘governmental coalition no matter but
purchasing coalition yes’ was grouped with ‘purchasing coalition’. This way, the
number of groups was the same as the number of groups in the current horizontal co-
operation. ‘Coalition to deal with governmental units’ was increased with 8 cases, and
‘purchasing coalition’ was increased with two cases.

The McNemar test showed significant differences between current co-operation and
wished co-operation (Exact. Sig. = 0.001). Thus, the above results were confirmed and
it can be concluded that respondents would like to have more horizontal co-operation,
but less where purchasing is concerned. This piece of information is interesting, since
resources having to do with relationships with governmental offices were significantly
related to coercive power (see Figure 22). It was proposed earlier that horizontal co-
operation could be a way to overcome power. Therefore, if good relations with
government offices provide power in a supplier-retailer relationship, then indirectly
these offices have power. To overcome this governmental power, co-operation in
dealing with governmental offices is needed, and proposition 8d is slightly supported.
Veeck (2000) has suggested the same: ”Alliances among vendors would create a
unified body to negotiate with the state” (p. 122).

4.3.2. Who is a powerful actor ?
Based on the explorative findings from 1993 and 1996, it was assumed that state-
owned actors, at all the levels of the marketing channel, would be the ones with
relatively more power. It was also proposed (propositions 1-6) that a high level of
governmental regulation and greater demand would mean power for the state-owned
actors, and greater competition would lead to power among the private actors. A
positive image and trust, good technology, and good resources in relation to the main
supplier would give power to retailers.

Since the different dimensions of the channel external environment were proposed to
influence relative power (i.e. distribution of power), the perceived external
environment is analysed first.

4.3.2.1. Perceived external environment
Table 29 illustrates how different retailers perceive their environment.
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Table 29. Means for the dimensions of the channel external environment

Descriptives Total State-owned Collective Private
GOVEBUREA: N 123 14 25 84
access to sanitary certificate Mean 2, 93 2,88 3,09 2,89
access to business licence
taxation certification
LOCAT: N 118 14 25 79
access to prime location Mean 3,40 3,37 3,43 3,40
rent of the shop
COMPETIT: N 130 16 27 87
price competition Mean 3,95 4,20 3,93 3,90
product variability
service competition
Advertising competition
retailer competition
RESOURCE: N 106 13 20 73
Technological resources Mean 3,00 3,19 3,80 2,97
knowledge resources
managerial freedom resources
Reputation resources
GOVESTORE: N 107 12 21 74
Location resources Mean 2,46 2,57 2,57 2,41
Suitable size resource
GOVERES: N 109 12 24 73
Commercial bureau guanxi Mean 2,38 2,13 2,64 2,33
Taxation bureau guanxi

All the respondents thought that their access to government bureaux was moderate
(mean = 2.93). During the interviews, some pointed out that access to a business
licence was, however, easy to get nowadays. The respondents said that the
unemployment rate had been increasing due to the financial difficulties of government
owned companies, and that one way to solve problem was to grant business licences.

Access to a prime location and the level of rent in that location was perceived as
moderate to considerable, but not high (mean = 3.40). Business locations were leased
from the local government. This condition was clearly a constraint for both state-
owned businesses and all kinds of private businesses, which was also confirmed by
the qualitative data. One state-owned retailer lost its excellent location to a Sino-
Japanese department store. According to the store manager, this shop had been one of
the model shops for years but because of the change in site, they had now lost most of
their clients. Despite apparently good connections to the local government, the shop
could not compete with Sino-foreign investment. Local governments in other parts of
China shut also down local businesses to create space for foreign investment (Veeck,
2000).

Small shops located in old buildings usually disappear when new buildings replace
them with new operations. During my field period from 1993 to 1998, I found one
such a case (RS/21) and one retailer under threat of new construction. He said that the
future of his shop was unclear and that government would not provide a new location,
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if the old one were taken away. Bruun (1993) has reported that it is impossible to track
the location of the old businesses if they are replaced by new buildings. The same
applied for case RS/21. This state-owned retailer was removed in order to build a new
bank in the same location, and as far as I know did not re-establish itself in any other
place.

Access to business licences, taxation and sanitary certificates, as well as rent and
prime location were perceived as moderate, i.e. the entire dimension of government
regulations was perceived to be moderate. Since, according to the first proposition,
more government regulations would increase the power of state-owned actors, the
moderate level suggests moderate power for these actors, or equal distribution of
power among the actors.

Competition was perceived as considerable rather than only moderate (mean = 3.95).
This environmental condition would imply, according to the third proposition,
somewhat more power for private actors.

Respondents were asked to describe resources in a different manner than the other
dimensions of the channel external environment. Statements of resources were asked
in relation to the main supplier and the propositions of relative power also suggested
in the retailer-supplier relationship. Regarding general resources (technology,
knowledge, managerial freedom and reputation) respondents thought that they
possessed as many resources as the suppliers did (mean = 3.00), but perceived
themselves to have somewhat less of the other two resources than their main supplier.
The summary mean for ‘location resources’ and ‘suitable size’ was 2.46, and the
summary mean for guanxi with commercial bureau and taxation bureau was 2.38.
Nevertheless, since the resources are perceived as relatively equal, also the power
between the retailer and his main supplier should be equal.

All the environmental dimensions were evaluated by the respondents as being
moderate, i.e. the total sample means varied from 2,38 to 3,95 (Table 29). This would
indicate that power was evenly distributed among the different retailers in the sample
and that the retailer-supplier relationships were also equal.

4.3.2.2. Perceived power strategies and distribution of power
Power was measured as retailer perceived supplier ability to use power strategies.
Retailers evaluated their suppliers’ ability to use power strategies on a scale from no
or only little capability to very much capability. A new variable for assumed relative
power (ASPOWER) was constructed. Based on earlier findings, the following
different power relationships were included in ASPOWER (see Table 26): equal
power, retailer power, supplier power, and a relationship with multiple suppliers.
These relationships could indicate some power for retailers. The means of the
perceived power strategies for the different categories of power relationships were
then computed. The summary means for the power strategies (SALESPRO,
TESTMARK, TRANSPOR, BUSMANNE, LOCSERVI, PRICING, COERCIVE,
PURCHASING) in different power relationships are shown in the Table 30.
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Table 30. Means for power strategy dimensions

Descriptives Total Retailer
power

Supplier
power

Equal
Relation

Relation
with multiple

suppliers
SALESPRO: Mean 2.49 2,54 2.30 2,63 2.31
advertising support
sales promotion materials
TESTMARK: Mean 2.31 2.43 2.40 2.29 2.19
free samples from supplier
test marketing
TRANSPOR: Mean 2.97 2.63 2.67 3.13 3.06
door-to-door transportation
deferred payment
BUSMANNE: Mean 2.35 2.23 2.09 2.37 2.53
Favours
Bargaining
LOCSERVI: Mean 2.35 3.04 3.25 3.35 3.46
return unsold products
return poor products
fair prices
supplier product quality
mutual benefits
keep promises
PRICING: Mean 2.25 2.22 2.23 2.26 2.28
fixed price
pricing control
PURCHASE: Mean 1.69 1.79 1.73 1.77 1.43
deliver substandard products
complicated purchasing
procedure
unreasonable purchasing
procedure
COERCIVE: Mean 2.10 2.19 2.40 1.99 2.02
legal actions against
undeliver ordered products
require receipts
contracts sales plans

The table above lists the power dimensions and the variables that form these
dimensions. The summary means calculated from the variables were very similar for
the different kinds of relationships.

One-way ANOVA was computed for power strategies at the observed variable level42

in order to determine whether the slight differences in means would be statistically
significant (see Appendix 13). As can be seen from Appendix 13, there were no
significant differences between the groups of retailer power, supplier power, equal
relationships or relationships with multiple suppliers in general.

Only two variables differed significantly at the 0.05 significance level between the
groups. These were ‘door-to-door transportation’ (in the TRANSPOR dimension) and

42 The variables that composed the factors were used. Summary factor scores were not used.
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‘supplier product quality’ (in the LOCSERVI dimension). Table 31 gives detailed
means per different relative power groups for these items.

Table 31. Means of ‘door-to-door transportation’ and ‘supplier product quality’

Descriptives Total Retailer
power

Supplier
power

Equal
Relation

Relation
with multiple

suppliers

door-to-door transportation Mean 3.32 2.89 2.81 3.50 3.55
supplier product quality Mean 3.27 2.67 3.43 3.24 3.62

According to the theory of power, the supplier has power if the retailer perceives that
the supplier has the ability to use power strategies, i.e. the ability to use power is an
indicator of power. Thus, the higher the mean, the more power the supplier has.

As can be seen from the table, supplier ability to provide door-to-door transportation
was highest in the relationships where multiple suppliers were used (mean 3.55) and
lowest where supplier power was assumed to be higher than retailer power (mean
2.81). This contradicts the theory, but can be explained in other ways. For example,
service was provided when the retailers had the option to switch between a variety of
suppliers.

The logic of power theory in this study applies for the variable ‘supplier product
quality’. In relationships where the retailer was assumed to have power, the ability to
provide quality products was perceived as lowest (mean = 2.67). In relationships
where the supplier was assumed to have power, the ability to provide quality products
was perceived as next highest (mean = 3.43). According to the theory, the ability to
use power strategies is high in relationships where the supplier has power. However,
in the current study the mean was high for two other relationships where power was
assumed to be equal or where the retailer could switch suppliers.

In general however, the means did not differ significantly between the groups, i.e.
power was equally distributed between the state-owned and private actors. These
results are in line with the analysis of the perceived channel external environment. In
addition, the suppliers in general were somewhat capable or moderately capable of
using power strategies, i.e. were somewhat or moderately powerful in comparison
with the retailers. The means shown in Table 30 varied between 1.69 and 2.97.

Proposition one suggested that a high amount of government regulations increases the
power of state-owned actors. ‘Access to different licenses and permissions’
(GOVEBUREA) and ‘access to a good location and rent’ (LOCAT) were both
perceived as moderate or considerable (the mean for GOVEBUREA was 2,93 and for
LOCAT 3.40). Such a result should indicate moderate power for state-owned retailers.
Distribution of power in the different relationships based on the assumption of state-
owned power was measured as ASPOWER. Assumed power (ASPOWER) was used
as a categorical variable and no statistically significant differences of the means of
power strategies were found in these categories. Thus, the results indicate that state-
owned actors do not have power and that power is equally distributed among the
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different types of actors on a moderate level as suggested by the means of
GOVEBUREA and LOCAT. On the other hand, GOVEBUREA and LOCAT were
not significantly related to power (see Figure 16). Thus, proposition one was only
partially supported.

Proposition two and three suggested that intense competition increases the power of
private actors and high demand increases the power of state-owned actors. Demand
was moved from the analysis after the confirmatory factor analysis. Competition was
perceived by the respondents as considerable (the mean was 3.95) indicating a slight
power concentration for private actors. On the other hand, the ANOVA analysis of
assumed power (ASPOWER) showed that there was no difference in the means of the
power strategies, indicating that power was equally distributed among the different
types of actors. However, competition did not have a statistically significant
relationship with power (see Figure 16) indicating that competition did not have any
influence on power in supplier-retailer relationships. Thus, proposition two was not
supported.

Proposition four is analysed in section 4.3.3.

Proposition five assumed that retailers with good technology possessed high relative
power in relation to suppliers. This proposition could not be tested since technology
was removed from the analysis after the confirmatory factor analysis was done.

Proposition six suggested that retailers with more resources than their main supplier
possessed higher relative power in relation to the supplier. The respondents evaluated
all three resources measured as relative resources between supplier and retailer in the
middle of the scale. The mean for general resources (RESOURCE) was 3.00, the
mean for store related resources (GOVESTORE) was 2.46, and the mean for
relationship resources with governmental offices (GOVERES) 2.38. This suggests that
the resources of suppliers and retailers were equal, and in consequence the power of
retailers and suppliers should also have been equal. Retailers perceived supplier ability
to use non-coercive power strategies as moderate confirming the assumptions based
on the analysis of the relative resources. The relationship between relative resources
and non-coercive power strategies also had a relatively high positive estimate (0.37)
and was statistically significant (see Figure 16). On the other hand, the other relative
resources dimension, relationship with government units (GOVERES), was weak
(estimate = -0.05) and statistically insignificant. Thus, proposition six was partially
supported.

4.3.2.3. Dependency as an indicator of power
Power can further be examined with the observations from my field-work in 1998, the
census data from the Guilin Statistical Yearbooks (1994-1998), and with information
from Guilin Commercial Bureau. To analyse the data with the help of these three
sources, a different view of power was adopted, namely dependency. Power can be
viewed as a function of dependence or as a function of power strategies or both (El-
Ansary and Stern, 1972, pp. 47-48). If power is defined as dependency, as it is in
many studies, and if dependency is measured as a high proportion of profits or sales
generated from one or few partners (Frazier et al. 1989; Keith et al. 1990; Etgar, 1976;
Kumar et al. 1998) and the possibility to have alternative partners (Keith et al. 1990,
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Lusch and Brown 1996; Etgar 1976; Heide, 1994; Phillip 1981; Kumar et al. 1998;
Stoddard et al. 2000), then the power of suppliers should have decreased during the
years 1993 to 1998 when this study was conducted. If power is seen as one dimension
of dependency, and if this dependency is measured as a possibility to have alternative
suppliers, then supplier power diminished between 1993 and 1997. Here I am not
referring to the difficulty or ease of replacing a current supplier, but to the availability
of alternative partners in the market which is shown by the figures in Table 32 and
Table 33.

Table 32. Number of retailers and wholesalers from 1993 to 1997 (Guilin Economic
and Social Statistical Yearbook, 1994-1998)

Type of supplier 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
Wholesalers: 778 1345 2249 2549 2217

State-owned 270 577 962 1048 636
Collective 500 635 1141 1473 1562
Private - 120 - 1 -
Joint owned 4 4 71 6 6
Share holding 2 5 3 16 10
Joint venture 2 2 72 2 1
Other - - - 3 2

Retailers: 561 12879 18353 21027 11908
State-owned 221 579 384 350 150
Collective 331 309 169 953 795
Private - 11983 17793 19700 10949
Joint owned 8 5 5 5 5
Share holding 1 2 2 9 4
Joint venture - 1 - 5 1
Other - - - 5 4

Table 33.  Number of food retailers and wholesalers  in 1993, 1995 and 1997(source:
Guilin Commercial Bureau)

Type of supplier 1993 (August) 1995 (December) 1997
Wholesalers and
retailers:

2316 3550 25516

State-owned 238 626 1504
Collective 511 783 4328
Private 1567 2141 19684

The number of alternative suppliers in all businesses increased tremendously between
1993 and 1997, as shown in Table 32.  The number of wholesalers steadily increased,
except between 1996 and 1997 when some state-owned wholesalers left the market.
The number of retailers show a similar pattern.  The steady increase diminished in
1996 due to a decrease in all types of retailers (both state-owned, collective and
private).  The number of state-owned has, however, decreased since 1994, when the
Chinese national government initiated a reform in state-owned business letting small
companies go bankrupt.  The increase in alternative suppliers at the wholesaling and
retailing levels is even clearer if we look at the figures of food distribution listed in
Table 33.  All types of food suppliers increased in the Guilin market, and in 1997 their
number mushroomed according to the statistics.
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Thus, if power is seen as dependency measured as availability of alternative partners,
then this availability has improved and consequently  power has diminished.  In
addition to these statistical figures, the observations I made during my fieldwork in
1993, 1996 and 1998 also prove the increased availability of alternative suppliers.
The market seemed fairly stable and unchanged between 1993 and 1996.  Some
drastic changes, like construction going on in the city centre, had occurred before
1998 and changed the market.  One of these changes was the increase in food selling
outlets in the Guilin city and the establishment of a wholesaling market, both changes
influencing the availability of alternative suppliers.  The above conditions make
interdependence between suppliers and retailers low, and is a common general
condition in the PRC (Lee, 2001, p. 150).

In the literature, another dimension of dependency has been described as the
percentage of generated profits or sales from a single or few suppliers (Frazier et al.
1989; Keith et al. 1990; Etgar, 1976; Kumar et al. 1998). This kind of dependency was
measured in the questionnaire as percentage of products in the shop from the main
supplier (SUPIMP32). The mean for SUPIMP32 was 55%, i.e. on average 55% of the
products in retailer shops come from the main supplier.  This kind of result is natural,
since a single producer cannot supply the wide variety of products a small retailer
carries in its assortment. However, the situation in Guilin has been different. In 1996,
the time when the field work for the current study started, the dominant wholesaler
was the former second level wholesaler, the Tobacco, Sugar, Wine and General Food

桂林市糖烟酒食品公司Products Company ( ). At the same time even small retailers
said that for the products produced outside Guilin the only possible supplier was this
enterprise. Since the food production is minimal in Guilin, the retailers were fairly
dependent on this single wholesaler. As explained above, situation in 1998 is
different. The emergency of new wholesalers has decreased the importance of the
single wholesaler and the decrease to 55% dependence on the main supplier reflects
this change. Thus, dependency on the main supplier in the current situation can be
interpreted as moderate compared to the earlier conditions when 100% of products
came from the single wholesaler. This further confirms the earlier results on equal
power.

4.3.3. Evaluation of the findings
This section discusses those propositions that were not supported by the empirical
data. Proposition two regarding the relationship between increased competition and
power of private actors and proposition eight regarding the relationship between
potential use of coercive power and preference of alternative supplier-retailer
relationships were not supported.

Competition was one dimension in the concept of the channel external environment.
As discussed in the theoretical section, the external environment as an empirical
concept is challenging. This can be seen in the current study, as the reliability of the
channel external environment was only satisfactory. Competition as a dimension also
performed only satisfactorily since the alpha coefficient was 0.57 (see Table 25) and
the measurement model was only satisfactory or poor (see Figure 8 and Table 12). The
unidimensionality of the dimension was also poor, probably because the variables
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reflected a variety of issues in the competition dimension. Low reliability of the
dimension and its poor operationalization may be one reason for the study’s failure to
show a significant relationship between competition and power of private actors.
Another reason could be the way the power of private actors was measured. This
measurement was based on relative power, which was in turn based on the assumption
of strong state-owned actors (see Section 3.7). The operationalization of relative
power may be simplistic, because it assumed homogeneity of both state-owned and
private actors. As the sample analysis in Section 3.5.2.1. shows, there were companies
larger than the sample average both among the state-owned and private retailers, and it
has been shown that at least state-owned actors are both small and large (Goldman and
Qin, 1998, pp. 94-95). A more reliable way to operationalize relative power might be
via the size of enterprises. Thus, measurement techniques for both concepts
(competition and power) in proposition two can be criticised.

If we assume that the measurements were of good quality, other reasons can still be
given for the study’s failure to support proposition two. Probably it is not at all
realistic to assume that private actors would be the ones that react best in increasingly
competitive situations. The study which led to proposition two was based mainly on
the observations in Guilin in 1996, and the variety of conditions in more developed
parts of China (see Goldman and Qin, 1998; Luk, 1998; Goldman, 2000) was hardly
dealt with at all. Assuming the concepts and measurements of both competition and
retailer power to have been sound, it could be argued that Guilin had reached a more
developed level by 1998, and that in the course of this development the state-owned
actors and the government agencies were able to cope with intensified competition. If
that is the case, proposition two was already outdated and no longer reflected the local
reality of 1998.

Proposition eight regarding the relationship between coercive power and alternative
structural arrangements was not supported by the empirical data of the current study.
One of the reasons for this result is that the respondents perceived supplier power only
as moderate or somewhat powerful. Even if the sample consisted of small retailers,
they still did not perceive their suppliers as powerful. This was also observed during
the field work. In contrast to the situation in 1996, when the respondents expressed
their dependency on few suppliers, in 1998 retailers openly stated that they switch
suppliers and do not have long-lasting relationships with their suppliers. Furthermore,
availability of alternative suppliers has increased since 1996, as discussed in Section
4.3.2.3. Thus, observations and census data confirm the findings of moderate power of
suppliers. Given this piece of information, it is natural that the relationship between
coercive power and the retailer preference of alternative retailer-supplier relationships
was not significant. If there was no strong perception of coercive power, then there
was no need for alternative supplier arrangements either. The same applies to
propositions 8a-8d.

The quality of the data obtained for coercive power was not good. As explained in
Section 3.5.4.1 on missing values, the response rate for the questions measuring
coercive power was below the average response rate for the other parts of the
questionnaire. The quality of the data may have influenced the results and been behind
the failure to show significant relationships with coercive power. Traditional scales
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and variables were used to measure power. But even if they have been established,
validated, tested and reported in the literature, their appropriateness can be
questionable. Despite the restrictions in received data, quality of the measurement
scale of coercive power was satisfactory. The overall quality-of-fit values for the
measurement model were satisfactory (see Figure 13 and Table 18), and the alpha
coefficients for the three dimensions of coercive power were good or satisfactory (see
Table 25). On the other hand, the means of capturing the wished channel structure that
was proposed to have been related to coercive power could be warranted. The
respondents might have been confused when responding to the question regarding
wished channel structure. They may have reported their actual current channel or one
that they preferred but thought impossible. In other words, not all the answers
necessarily reflect the real wished channel structure. I am reluctant to argue that the
quality of the traditional power measurements caused insignificant results, and see
shortcomings in quality of the data and the method of capturing alternative channel
arrangements as more likely culprits.

Assuming that both the data and ways of measuring power and wished channel
structure were valid and reliable, then it can be argued that the power framework is
not appropriate for studying channel structure. In other words, the results would show
that potential use of coercive power does not influence the ways retailers choose their
suppliers, but that other issues, such as channel external environment, influence the
channel structure directly. This would mean that more importance would be given to
the political economy framework than to the theories of power, or that causal
relationships from the channel external environment would lead directly to the
channel structure. Some ideas in this direction are given in the section on further
research. On the other hand, to develop further on the operational level the notion of
power strategies that BOTH the source and the target can take would bring further the
theory of channel power. Literature on power, including the current study, has focused
much on the power strategies that the source takes. Research on the power strategies
that the target can use to overcome a powerful partner could be further developed. The
present study used the alternative channel structure as one way to overcome a
powerful partner, but many other targets’ power strategies could be identified.

4.4. Qualitative data findings

4.4.1. Introduction
This section presents the results that were generated from the qualitative data. The
qualitative data used in this section includes interviews, observations and
photographs.

4.4.2. Taxation and fees
Taxation and fees composed one of the variables deleted from the overall model of
this study. However, it is important to study taxation descriptively as, based on the
spontaneous comments from respondents in 1993 and 1996, it appeared to be an
important issue for the respondents. First, according to the survey results, taxation was
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not viewed as negatively as it seemed to be viewed during the interviews in 1993,
1996 and 1998. On the five-point scale, the mean for unfair taxation and fees was
moderate at 2.74, and most of the respondents, 27%, reported taxation and fees as
being ‘somewhat’ unfair. However, the responses were distributed equally along the
scale, indicating dispersion in the opinions. In addition, there were no differences
between the different types of retailers, but state-owned (mean = 2,76), collective
(mean = 2,92) and private (mean = 2,68) retailers all perceived the level of taxation
and fees to be moderate. This is interesting since the interviews revealed that even
today, different types of companies are taxed according to different rates.

The interviews conducted in 1998 and comments recorded during my fieldwork in
1998 however gave a contradictory impression. Three respondents with whom I was
acquainted spoke in length about taxation, five other respondents made same
comments about taxation and fees, and three comments came up indirectly during the
interviews. Four of the respondents mentioned VAT as being unfair because the VAT
law benefits large companies who pay VAT on their profits instead of their sales. One
of these respondents also claimed that local government had not lowered the VAT
percentage from six to four as the national law required. This has apparently been
possible at the local level with local authorities ”deciding each enterprise's tax base
during contract negotiations.” This practise has continued even after the 1994 tax
reform (Lu and Tang, 1997). Bruun (1994) has reported similar contradictions
between national legislation and local implementation. In the interviews respondents
also mentioned that the tax rate was dependent on local government expenses (cf. also
Bruun, 1994, p. 150).

Other studies have also reported similar results. For example, Wei (1998) has touched
upon the issue in an article (Wei, 1998) and Bruun (1994, pp. 121-125) has reported
taxation as one problem of individual business.  These multiple data sources indicate
that taxation, whether legal or illegal, is at least perceived as being unfair and
arbitrary.

Two of the respondents said that taxes are collected according to regulations, but that
fees implemented by the local government are unfair and inconsistent. The same
applies to other parts of China, like Chengdu, Sichuan (Bruun, 1993, p. 153) and
Fengcheng City, Jiangxi (Restall, 2000). According to the respondents in Guilin in
1998 such fees can consist of ‘anti-flood’ fees, rent, city construction fee, money for
education, etc. One of the respondents said that there are more than ten different types
of fees that need to be paid for different local bureaux. Another one did not know how
many different fees may be collected by the local government because the entire
business is “dependent on a retailer’s guanxi.” I tried to get books or printed
regulations on local taxation to triangulate the data I got from the interviews, but was

内部told that such information is ‘internal’ ( ), meaning that these documents are not
available to the general public. Bruun experienced similar difficulties (1994) when
trying to interview a local taxation bureau.

It may seem unusual that local taxation laws are inaccessible to the public, but in
recent years many documents have been marked as internal material for other than
secrecy reasons (Sharma, 1991; Clausen, 1991, p. 15). Bruun (1988) has listed taxes

成都市collected from a small grocery shop in Chengdu ( ), and these taxes seem to be
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similar to those mentioned by my respondents. They include business and personal
tax, education fee, city construction fee, security fee, management fee and health fee
(Bruun, 1988). All but the management and health charge were mentioned by the
respondents in Guilin. Lu and Tang (1997) also mention local levies that are collected
to redistribute business incomes (p. 22), and have published national enterprise taxes
in detail (pp. 64-67). According to their sources, enterprises in China pay the
following levies and taxes: construction tax, adjusted construction tax, co-ordinating
tax for the directions of fixed capital investment, resource tax, urban maintenance and
construction tax, energy and transportation construction tax, education fees, product
tax, VAT and business tax. Guilin respondents mentioned all of the above except for
‘co-ordinating tax for the directions of fixed capital’, ‘resource tax’ and ‘product tax’
that all are for other kinds of companies than for retailers. None of the respondents
mentioned taxes or levies that were different from the taxes and fees listed by Bruun
(1988)43 and Lu and Tang (1997), with the exception of  ‘anti-flood’ fees.

Thus, based on the above discussion, at least most of the taxes and fees mentioned by
the respondents are legal in Guilin or collected for local projects, a practise used also
in other parts of China (Lu and Tang, 1997).  According to some sources the higher
fees apply to vendors from other provinces (Luk and Li, 1997, p. 98). In my sample
there was at least one entrepreneur who was not originally a local Guilin resident. Fees
and taxation were not discussed with this retailer, and thus I have no evidence for
whether the fees or taxation are higher for non-local entrepreneurs in Guilin.

Three different ways to avoid taxation and fees were mentioned during the interviews.
One of the respondents said that because of higher taxation on private enterprises, he
runs his business under the status of a township and village enterprise, which is
rational since township and village enterprises have had preferential taxation even
after the 1994 tax reform (Lu and Tang, 1997). Another respondent said that his
business partner changed their large wholesaling business into smaller scale retailing
and wholesaling in order to avoid taxation and fees. The third way of avoiding
taxation was to have a mobile retailing outlet on any kind of vehicle that could easily
be moved away when local authorities came to collect tax. Some local governments
even encourage tax avoidance by allowing dual book keeping: one for taxation
purposes, another one for calculating payments to local towns and employee bonuses
(Lu and Tang, 1997). This, fourth, way of avoiding taxation did not come up in the
Guilin interviews.

All of the above results indicate that taxation is perceived as a problem that needs to
be avoided. Whether local taxation is unfair or dissimilar from normal national
taxation or not, cannot be proved with these results. However, it is one environmental
aspect that clearly is perceived to influence business, which Bruun (1994) has also
concluded. That this variable was not statistically relevant for the results is more a
question of the reliability of the responses than a lack of relevance for the perceived
environment. Taxation and fees were designed to be part of the government regulation
dimension, thus according to the first proposition, increased taxation and fees would
contribute to the power of state-owned actors. The findings from the qualitative data

43 Later, however, the number of taxes and fees increased tremendously in Chengdu (Bruun, 1993, p.
182).
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could indicate the same. The state-owned actors did not complain about taxation or
fees and did not see levies as a threat to their business. In contrast, private actors
perceived taxation as something that restricted their business.

4.4.3. Image and trust of retailers
The other variables that were left out of the confirmatory factor analysis were trust for
state-owned, collective and private retailers among the public, and the image of state-
owned, collective and private retailers among the public. They were measured as
retailer perception of trust and image of state-owned, collective and private retailers
among the public. The results shown in the tables below are, however, interesting.

Table 34.  Statistics of retailer image

Retailer N Mean Std. Dev. t Sig.
State-owned 130 3.42 1.20 32.53 0.000
Collective 129 3.19 1.07 33.71 0.000
Private 129 3.21 1.10 33.09 0.000

Table 35. Statistics of retailer trust

Retailer N Mean Std. Dev. t Sig.
State-owned 137 3.28 0.88 43.57 0.000
Collective 137 3.01 0.85 41.26 0.000
Private 136 2.93 0.92 37.26 0.000

If we compare the means, we can see that the respondents thought that state-owned
retailers were still trusted by the public (mean = 3,28) and that state-owned retailers
had the best image among the public (mean = 3.42). Based on the respondents’
perceptions, the public trusted private retailers less, and collective retailers had the
lowest image among the public. These differences were also statistically significant
(the t values in the table exceeded two and significance levels were lower than 0.001).
These results would indicate that state-owned retailers are the ones who gain more
power in a supplier-retailer relationship than private and collective ones do. On the
other hand, the means were all close to moderate levels (from 2,93 to 3.42) indicating
again, as the means of other channel external variables did, that power is equally
distributed in a supplier-retailer relationship.

Image was a complicated variable. During the pre-test of the questionnaire many
respondents said that the images of the various shops were good but different. State-
owned retailers served richer segments and private retailers, poorer customer
segments. According to some of the interviewees, the consumers perceived the image
of the different shops differently. State-owned retailers had an image of being good
quality/high price shops (RS/35 and RP/1) and private shops had the image of small
stores. But in general, according to the respondents’ verbal statements, the image was
good for all these shops. Thus, it seems that the variable retailer image is
multidimensional, and should be divided into variables such as price level, product
quality level, size of the store, convenience, etc. Of course, for a detailed analysis of
image it would be more reliable to ask customers than the retailers themselves.
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Proposition four suggested that retailers with a positive image among the public as
well as retailers trusted by the public are the actors with high relative power in relation
to suppliers. Trust and image were perceived as moderate suggesting retailer-supplier
power was equal. Retailers perceived supplier ability to use power strategies as
moderate, confirming the assumptions deriving from the analysis of relative resources.

4.4.4. Profile of retailers
Categorisation of retailers was primarily done according to ownership and size, and
was assumed to be relevant. Based on qualitative data mainly derived from
observations, an unexpected result was found. The original categorisation was
irrelevant in practise for the retailers and retailer profiles could not be described based
on these categories.

Confusion concerning ownership status emerged during the interviews or while the
questionnaires were filled out. One respondent needed to check his licence to be sure
about the officially correct ownership status. Another one explained that he was

乡镇企业officially a township and village enterprise ( ) but operated as an individual
business. He explained that he had personally invested in and now personally operated
the entire business, but it was registered as a township and village enterprise due to
bureaucratic advantages, like taxation. A third entrepreneur, the owner of a large
private retailing chain, said that a private company (私营) and an individual company
个体( ) are the same. The distinction between private and individual business was not

clear to common people and not even to the private entrepreneurs. The concept
‘private’ (私营) may also be politically sensitive (Bruun, 1993, p. 191). Based on the
above findings and observations, the retailers were re-categorised.

Keeping state-owned retailers as one clearly distinct category seemed sensible. Due to
their history and unchanged formal role in the market, they should be regarded as a
single group of retailers with special characteristics typical to them. Among the
Shanghai supermarkets these kinds of state-owned stores can be classified both as
partial and full supermarkets (Goldman and Qin, 1998, p. 94-95). In the Guilin sample
the size of the state-owned retailers varied. Annual sales ranged from 26 000 RMB to
1,2 million RMB, number of employees from three to 27, floor space from 10 to 600
square meters, and invested capital from 1000 RMB to 80 000 RMB. This shows the
heterogeneity exists even among the state-owned actors, as also shown by Goldman
and Qin (1998). The outlook of a state-owned store even distinguishes itself from
private and collective shops. This is illustrated in pictures one to five. See Photo 1 for
a state-owned grocery store.
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Photo 1. A state-owned grocery store (Guilin, 1993)

The categorisation of private business, on the other hand, was not based on formal
differences among the private businesses (or retailers), such as private, individual or
contracted enterprises. Instead private business was categorised according to the
meaning that an entrepreneur attaches to his business, i.e. the classification was based
on phenomenological analysis (Taylor and Bogdan, 1984). My study clearly revealed
at least three categories that based on different business motives, goals and future
plans. One of those categories was private retailers that do business because they are
entrepreneurial and business minded (photo 2). This group of retailers is similar to the
”small supermarkets” in Shanghai described by Goldman and Qin (1998, p. 95). Small
supermarkets are established by private businessmen with family resources as a source
of finance. They have adopted flexible service hours and carry a larger selection of
products than the self-service convenience stores (Goldman and Qin, 1998, p. 95).
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Photo 2. A private business store (Guilin, 1998)

The second category consisted of retired and unemployed people who had a retailing
shop because they did not have any other source of income (photo 3). In Goldman and
Qin’s (1998) categorisation, this group of retailers resembles the self-service
convenience stores with a limited assortment and less service minded business
operations.

Photo 3. A private welfare store (Guilin, 1996)
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The final category consisted of those private retailers who had shop in addition to their
normal state- or other secure employment, or then they had family members with
secure positions and other family members conduct business (Bruun, 1993, p. 87).
This group resembles ”medium-size supermarkets” in Shanghai which are established
by government units outside retailing industry or by individuals (Goldman and Qin,
1998, p. 95). This final category of Guilin retailers is similar to the medium-size
supermarkets in its caution in business. Both groups try to minimise risks and
difficulties.

The meaning of private business for the first category was business and they were
motivated to expand their business. The meaning of private business for the second
group was making a living. Business earnings provide their pension and
unemployment benefits, and they do not have any further profit motive. Consequently,
business is then seen as a breadwinner and there are no other future goals than keeping
earnings at the level of family support. In a survey of Chinese entrepreneurs 70% of
the businessmen reported that they intend to maintain the current scale of business
(Chow, Fung and Ngo, 2001, p. 193). The last group consisted of people who  retained
another job as security or status (Bruun, 1993, p. 88) but wanted to benefit from the
potential high earnings of private business, and consequently the purpose of their
business was extra earnings or future earning prospects. This group could also benefit
from the connections that state-employment entails (Bruun, 1993, p. 87). These
entrepreneurs were able to switch completely from their state-employment to the
business world and change their focus and motives.

In summary, the categorisation of retailers in this study is: (i) state-owned stores (or
partial and full supermarkets) (photo 1), (ii) private business stores (or small
supermarkets) (photo 2), (iii) private welfare stores (or self-service convenience
stores) (photo 3) and (iv) private trying-it stores (or medium-size supermarkets)
(photo 4).

Firms in general differ considerably in the importance they attach to “profit motive
versus community consideration” (Iyer, 1997, p. 544). This was also the single most
powerful distinction between the above categories of grocery retailers. In the course of
the economic reforms in China, the state-owned retailers have been forced to move
from a sole serving-the-community role to a profit generating organisational role.
State-owned stores have thus developed a profit motive. Private business stores and
private trying-it stores have been established in China by entrepreneurs with pure
profit motive. Private well-fare stores, on the other hand, only generate enough profit
for the owners to make living. They do, however, serve the community indirectly. By
being self-supportive, these entrepreneurs are not a burden to the local community or a
working unit. The interviews and observations indicate that all types of retailers
emphasise that they serve the community rather than generate profits for individual
purposes. The Chinese cultural norm is, however, to stress the collective good rather
than private and individual benefits. Therefore private businessmen probably stressed
the importance of their business to the local community through, for example, paid
tax.
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The new categorisation of retailers in this study has implications for the distribution
network structure proposed in the theory (see Figure 4), because at the vertical
retailing level the categories are not only private and state-owned, but consist of
different types of private retailers and state-owned retailers. This categorisation also
has implications for the marketing and promotion tactics imposed by suppliers or
manufacturers (see section 5.4 for practical implications).

4.4.5. Definition of wholesaling function
One of the findings of my earlier studies was that distribution actors gave definition of
wholesaling that differed from the accepted Western definitions. The distinction
between retailing and wholesaling was based on the possession of a stock, i.e. a store
without a stock was a retailer and a store with a stock is a wholesaler (Polsa, 1998).
Since this local definition for the wholesaling function was known priori to the
questionnaire construction, the respondents were to define their store type by
themselves (question TYPE114 in the questionnaire) and alternatives combining both
retailing and wholesaling were given. The frequencies of the different types of stores
are shown in the table below.

Table 36. Frequencies of the shop types  in the sample

Type of the shop Frequency Percent
Retailer 56 42%
Retailer and wholesaler 48 36%
Retailer, wholesaler and agent 16 12%
Wholesaler 7 5%
Retailer and agent 6 4%
Wholesaler and agent 1 1%
Total 134 100%
Missing 12

Most of the respondents classified themselves as retailers, but many performed both
retailing and wholesaling functions. On top of wholesaling and retailing, 12% of the
stores also functioned as agents for some products or producers. In the sample, only 7
respondents considered themselves to be wholesalers exclusively. It is important to
keep in mind that the sample was chosen among the stores that were on street level
and sold goods to anyone who walked in the store. Thus, even if some of the
respondents considered themselves to be wholesalers exclusively, they also served
private consumers if needed. The only exception would be the wholesaling market
集贸市场，批发市场( ) which was established in Guilin in 1997.

Wholesaling markets are a popular phenomenon in the Chinese distribution system.
They are separate locations provided by the city governments where entrepreneurs can
lease a place to conduct wholesaling. In Guilin the sizes of stores in the wholesaling
market were very similar, and the wholesaling and retailing stores also looked alike.
The wholesaling market was located a short way from central Guilin, thus not at a
convenient distance for normal consumers except those who lived near the
wholesaling market. Nevertheless, the stores sold goods in small amounts and did not
require any retailing business certificate from the buyers, said the respondents. As
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compared with the city centre wholesalers, these stores were more like wholesaling
outlets because of their location and because this location was labelled as a
wholesaling market. Otherwise, they looked like any retailing outlet in the city and
functioned as any store, whether the store called itself a wholesaler or a retailer. Photo
4 shows an example of a wholesaling-retailing wet market stand. The text in Chinese

批发 零售characters means wholesaler ( ) retailer ( ).

Photo 4.  A wholesaler-retailer wet market stand (Tianjin, 1996)

Even if there were some stores which called themselves pure wholesalers, and even if
there were markets only for wholesalers, I would still claim that wholesaling is
defined differently in Guilin than in the Western channels literature. Iyer (1997, p.
547) in his encouragement to use institutional and ideological analysis says that “it is
possible that a pre-specified function, such as “wholesaler”, may enable the
identification of how wholesaling differs in different countries” and that ”a richer
understanding is possible only by removing the link between function and structure.”
Wholesaling as a category of actors in the PRC distribution system had to be included
in the analysis since wholesalers at three different levels were important players
during the planned economy era and even today exist in the state-run system.
However, wholesaling as function of the distribution system could to be redefined.

The interviews and observations revealed that state-owned wholesalers had certain
retailing functions, and private wholesalers always served both private and business
customers. Even some official actors, like the Guilin Commercial Bureau, no longer
distinguished between retailing and wholesaling but keep records of the number of
retailers and wholesalers in the field of food distribution combined, a bureau
representative said. Thus, in Guilin it seems that there is a mixed retailing-wholesaling
function in addition to a pure wholesaling function, and that the position of
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wholesalers could therefore be redefined. However, this finding reflects the local
conditions in Guilin that are less developed than distribution conditions in other parts
of China.

In capital intensive markets, the wholesaling function has an important link to render
effective the connections between producers and retailers. The same does not apply to
the same extent in labour intensive markets: the wholesaling function as a link
between producers and retailers becomes less relevant, maybe even non existent. In
China during the planned economy, the state established wholesalers according to the
plan. Today market forces influence the structure of the marketing channel network.
Since wholesaling does not have a clear role, the retailing functions are undertaken by
wholesalers, and retailers, if able, undertake wholesaling functions, i.e. sell to other
retailers. Two vertical levels are thus united into one vertical level. Officially,
businesses need to have different licenses for conducting retailing or wholesaling as
can be seen from the Chinese statistics, but at a practical and local level there is not
always a clear distinction between a retailer or a wholesaler.

In conclusion, the distribution network structure can be redrawn from Figures 3 and 4
for local Guilin conditions. The wholesaling vertical level was abolished or partly
moved to the retailing level, and the horizontal structure was redefined. These
findings are illustrated in the figure below and are based on the respondents’
perceptions as well as institutional analysis, rather than on the official Chinese view of
its distribution system.
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In general, the state-owned actors were the largest and the private ones the smallest.
However, private retailers that belonged to the category of private business stores
were larger than those in the group of private welfare or trying-it stores. Private
wholesalers that act as retailers but have a stock, and are thus according to the
definition given by the respondents wholesalers, were the smallest wholesalers.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

5.1. Summary of the results
The general aim of the thesis was to determine whether the channel external
environment influences power and how retailer perceived ability to use power
strategies influence the structure of the distribution channel. The data collected for the
study showed that only the resources, measured as relative resources between retailers
and suppliers, were significantly related to the potential use of non-coercive power
strategies. Non-coercive power strategies were, on the other hand, positively related to
the strength of the relationship between the retailer and the supplier. Coercive power
was not significantly related to the channel structure. The findings for the detailed
propositions were covered in the beginning of chapter four.

The channel external environment was dimensionalised according to the existing
literature on the political economy framework as well as the special and partly unique
features of the Chinese business environment. The unique dimensions involved access
to different kinds of certificates required to conduct business and relationships with
different governmental bureaux. The factor scores reflecting these variables had the
highest estimates for the channel external environment (see Figure 18). Access to
different certificates (GOVBUREA) had the highest estimate (0.24) for the factor
channel external environment (EXTENV), and a relationship with these offices
(GOVERES) had the highest estimate (0.85) for the relative resources factor
(RESOUR). Based on these estimates, one can conclude that issues relating to
relationships with the local government are important dimensions of the channel
external environment.

The power of the channel actor was defined traditionally according to El-Ansary and
Stern’s definition (1972), but discussed in relation to the empirical context.
Furthermore, my pre-understanding of the Chinese distribution channels shaped the
study’s view on power. The first main difference to the traditional view was the use of
French and Rave’s (1959) bases of power as both resources that give power (power
resources) and as tactics for using power (reward power and coercive power
strategies). The other difference related to the assumption that the target of the
potential use of power could switch relationships, i.e. overcome power by different
switching strategies. Traditionally, power has been studied in relationships where exit
is not possible, and the outcome of power is conflict, dissatisfaction or achieved
influence. In this study the outcomes of power are: relationship strength if reward
power strategies are used, or alternative channel arrangements if punishment power
strategies are used. This view was assumed to fit the empirical context, since it is a
conflict avoiding culture.

Explorative factor analysis was conduced to identify ‘Chinese’ dimensions of power.
With regard to non-coercive power strategies, clearly ‘Western’ dimensions of power,
defined as services and composed of sales promotion and test marketing factors, were
identified. ‘Chinese’ sources of reward power were also identified within the context
of transportation, business manners (bargaining and favours) and general local
services, such as mutual benefits, return of unsold and poor products, keeping
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promises, product quality and fair prices. Coercive power strategies, on the other
hand, encompassed a mixture of both ‘Western’ and ‘Chinese’ power strategies. Only
one factor, pricing, composed of fixed pricing and pricing control, was clearly a
dimension unique to the Chinese narratives.

5.2. Strengths and limitations of the study
In marketing research, there is nothing new in combining qualitative and quantitative
methods. Most of the qualitative studies to date have an explorative research
foundation which relies on qualitative material. Even when the methodology is purely
deductive, expert interviews have typically been used to extract questionnaire items on
the operational level for the theory testing. In the current study, both ways of
combining qualitative and quantitative methods were used, but the benefits of the
combination have been further elaborated. A new methodology or a new method was
not created but the use of already existing methods was extended. In addition to my
explorative studies in 1993 and 1996 and interviews for questionnaire construction in
1996, the quantitative data were complemented with qualitative material throughout
the research process. This qualitative material included earlier interviews, interviews
simultaneously conducted during the survey collection, and observations made
throughout the entire research process from 1993 to 1998. The benefits of such an
approach are clear.

First, the theoretical framework and the suggested propositions were to a large extent
generated from the empirical, contextual material. In contrast to purely deductive
studies where hypotheses are constructed from existing theory, the propositions of this
study are based on a combination of my pre-understanding of the empirical setting and
the need for further research expressed by other researchers of the formal theory.
Second, during the measurement validation process, information from qualitative
sources was used extensively. To establish construct validity, not only were the
statistical results of the confirmatory factor analysis used, but the contextual relevance
of the results were also validated with the qualitative data. A missing-value and non-
response rate analysis would not have been possible without using information
deriving from my early field work and general understanding of Chinese society.
Third, the final results were not only generated from the questionnaire data and based
on statistical analysis. The re-categorisation of retailers was possible only due to
observation data and information obtained from the interviews and discussions with
my Chinese assistants during my field work. The new retailer categories differ
considerably from the official, formal ones that are based on business licenses. It
would not have been possible to identify the meaning of retailing for the entrepreneurs
with the survey data alone. The same applies to the re-definition of wholesaling. The
re-definition of retailing came up already in the 1993 interviews, but could be further
confirmed with information from the 1998 interviews and the questionnaire data.
Thus, the results and choices made during the analysis are not only based on the
interpretations of the researcher, but also on variety of data sources.

The main limitation of the study was the measurement method of the channel external
environment. From the measurement point of view, it is understandable that the
resource dimension was the only one significantly related to non-coercive power
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strategies. Resources were measured between retailers and suppliers, and power was
measured in the relationship between retailers and suppliers. The two other
dimensions of the channel external environment, government bureaux and
competition, were, on the other hand, measured generally and not in relation to the
supplier-retailer relationship. This may have influenced the results. Furthermore, the
way in which the influence of governmental offices and actions were measured can be
criticised. This weakness which is also an opportunity for further research, is
discussed below in section 5.4.

The quality of the data can be evaluated as only being satisfactory. First, the high
proportion of missing values influenced the quality and reliability of the data. Second,
the means of both the channel external environment and power strategies were
medium values, and not located at any extremes of the scale. These results diminished
the explanatory power of the data.

The focus on Guilin as a case study in Chinese distribution channels is in a certain
sense a weakness and limitation of the current study. While Guilin is an interesting
case in and of itself, as it represents a kind of environment in China that has been
ignored by researchers in the past (i.e. a less developed market), it cannot be taken as a
representative case of the PRC distribution system as a whole. First, in many parts of
China the presence of foreign retailers is a major force of change in the retailing
environment (Goldman, 2000). In Guilin during the time of field work, there was only
one foreign direct investment in retailing, the Sino-Japanese department store. So the
presence of foreign retailers common in other parts of China was lacking in the case
of Guilin. Second, Guilin does not give a correct picture of the current development
stage of the Chinese distribution system in general. The results in the current study are
biased towards a distribution system less developed than that of the PRC as a whole.
In addition, the sample consisted of relatively small companies, which would not have
been case had the study been conducted in a more developed area. Another issue that
further influences this bias is the time during which the study was conducted. It was
conducted in 1998, far before China’s WTO membership was agreed upon. The PRC
acceded to the WTO Agreement 10 November 2001. The WTO membership further
opens the country for foreign business, and in a few years, for example, foreign
wholesaling will be allowed. The WTO membership and improved role of the private
sector (Xu, 1999) will probably be agents of change for further distribution
development.

5.3. Contribution of the results

The contribution suggested in the beginning of the study was three fold (see 1.2.3.).
As was stated, there is a lack of studies that incorporate channel structure and channel
external environment to the construct of power, and there is a lack of channel studies
in contexts other than North American.
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The central channel theory used in the current study was the theory of channel power.
With an empirical context different from that of earlier channel power studies, this
study contributes to the discussion of channel power. The theoretical contribution of
the current study for the theory of power in the marketing channels literature is the
different view it takes on power, and this view was grounded on the Chinese context.
The first difference between the current view on power and earlier views lies in the
channel member perspective it takes. The earlier power studies have taken the
producer perspective (see Bucklin, 1973), while the current study also includes the
distributor perspective in the discussion. As stated by Frazier (1999), there is a lack of
channels literature that takes a distributor view on the channel research.

Second, many power studies have dealt with strongly dependent relationships (with
the exception of Geyskens and Steenkamp, 2000), whereas the current study examines
loosely dependent relationships. The notion of different outcomes of power in
different kinds of dependency relationships is a contribution of this study to the power
theory in the channels literature. It could even be argued that the traditional view of
power as a function of dependency (Emerson, 1962; El-Ansary and Stern, 1972) could
be rejected. Several studies have shown that power measured as power strategies can
exist in loosely dependent relationships and exists in markets where interdependence
is low (Lee, 2001). The findings of the current study would incorporate Foucault’s
(e.g. 1976) view on power. He argues that even targets of power actions create power
for the source when they do not end the relationship or do not react, or can diminish
source’s power with their actions which makes power dillusive. This argumentation
would mean that uneven power exists and could even increase in relationships with
low interdependence. Therefore, in the channels literature the view of power as
dependency could change focus to a view of power as something that also exists in
loosely interdependent relationships and something that both the target and the source
can change. The present study has discussed the issue, and the empirical setting was
based on loosely dependent retailer-supplier relationships. To study the interplay and
effects of the target’s and source’s power actions would require a longitudinal
research design, which is discussed below (section 5.4.).

The third theoretical contribution in the discussion of channel power is the current
study’s view of power as being dependent on unequal distribution of resources rather
than being based on high dependency. The benefit of this view is in realising that
power resources and influence strategies are separate concepts. Although Stern and
Scheer (1992, p. 263) have proposed distinguishing between resources which provide
power and strategies for using power, power researchers have not made this
distinction.  In the current study, power is addressed in a more holistic way than in
earlier studies, where only some of its features have been examined. The empirical
material of the current study confirmed that at least some resources were significantly
related to power strategies. It showed that the dimension  resources, composed of
technology, know-how and knowledge, managerial freedom and reputation, were
significantly related to non-coercive power. Resources were measured as supplier-
retailer relative resources, and power was measured as power strategies. The
significant relationship between the two contributes to the suggested notion of
separating  resources and strategies for using power. On the other hand, the above
resources were only one dimension of relative resources. The other two, government
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resources and variables related to store location and size, had no statistically
significant relationship with power.

The fourth suggested contribution to the channel power theory was also empirically
tested. It was proposed that channel external environment other than the relative
resources would also influence the channel power. These propositions were partially
supported thus providing only a tentative contribution to the channel power theory.
The environmental dimensions of government regulations and retailer image and trust
were significantly related to channel power, but competition did not have a
statistically significant relationship with power. These results are somewhat
encouraging, but further research would be required to develop the study of the
relationship between channel external environment and power.

The empirical contribution of this study is the role of local governmental units. Their
importance has been shown in this study, even if only in an exploratory manner. They
have been treated as part of the channel external environment, which is only one way
of incorporating them in the analysis. Governmental institutions could be treated as
part of the channel internal polity.  This kind of approach to political institutions
would be in line with Stockman’s (2000) analysis of power in Chinese society in
general.  Stockman states the following about power in post-Mao China (Stockman,
2000, p. 137):

“There has been no simple restoration of economic power to the classes that were dispossessed
in the revolution, but the period of economic reform has seen the emergence of new classes
whose members are capable, either individually or collectively, of some autonomy of
economic action.  That autonomy remains partial; economic and political power remain
intertwined in various ways.  Related to these shifts in economic power, lower levels of the
state apparatuses have gained greater autonomy from the centre. “
(italics added)

If economic and political power are intertwined as suggested by Stockman and my
explorative results of a local context, then the political power of different institutions
should be studied as a channel internal dimension and not as part of  the channel
external environment. While Achrol and Kotler (1999, p. 148) acknowledge company
external networks like vertical networks that maximise the productivity of serially
dependent functions, intermarket networks that seek to horizontally leverage synergies
across industries and opportunity networks that are around customer needs, they
ignore networks that companies can build on the basis of their connections to different
governmental institutions, offices and authorities. They also state that “networks are
not tolerant to traditional instruments of authority and control” (Achrol and Kotler,
1999, p. 146) probably partly because they neglect to acknowledge the type of
network formed by governmental institutions.  In underdeveloped countries and in
former plan economy countries, the existence of a national and local government is
more obvious than in developed market economies (see e.g. Mitchell, 1991;
Mahmoud and Rice, 1991) and their relevance to the economy is more explicit.
However, research on such economies could contribute and have contributed to the
understanding of network economies in highly industrialised and knowledge based
countries.  To include a lateral network of government institutions to internal, vertical,
inter-market and opportunity networks (Achrol and Kotler, 1999, p. 148), companies
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might realise, also in developed countries, that these institutions could be bases of
possibilities and not just as a given platform for conducting business.

The fifth suggested contribution to the theory of channel power was not empirically
supported. The study suggested that there would be outcomes of power alternative to
those usually tested in the literature, namely structural changes in the channel. Only
one relationship between power and structural changes was supported, that of non-
coercive power and relationship strength. Thus, the results of the current study do not
prove a relationship between power and the channels structure.

The contribution of the present study to the general channels literature consists in that
empirical results generated from the empirical setting, the PRC. This study has not
only contributed to the theory on power in distribution channels, but to the channels
literature in general due to its non-western setting. The empirical material collected
increases the understanding of distribution channels in the PRC, and the PRC setting
can be considered as an example of other similar settings. Thus, the empirical material
contributes to our understanding of distribution channels in transforming and
emerging economies.

The study showed that in the less developed inland regions of the PRC, and probably
also in other similar economies, the most important dimension of the channel external
environment is the government, its offices, actions and relationships to it. The
empirical results only partially supported the claim that this dimension is related to
power as the theory of the present study suggested. It was also proposed in the theory
that outcomes of power would be different in the Chinese context. The empirical
evidence showed a relationship between reward power and relationship strength, but
not  between punishment power and alternative structure.

The theory section argued that in developing countries ”power is concentrated in
certain intermediaries” (Samiee, 1993), and in China in ”large state-owned players”
(Polsa, 1998). The empirical results did not support these arguments, but indicated
that power was evenly distributed between retailers and suppliers, and between state-
owned and private actors. Thus, in markets similar to the case market of the current
study, the number of suppliers and retailers is large and none of them are dominant.
The empirical results are interesting since they contradict the proposed
argumentations. One reason could be the development stage of the Guilin market
which is in transition from undeveloped to developed. Both my own observations in
1996 and Samiee’s work reflect less developed conditions than those of Guilin in
1998, and therefore do not reflect the current reality in Guilin. Typically, during
transitions old actors loose their positions and new ones have not yet established any.
Another reason could be local government policies, which allow and encourage new
actors in the market and no longer support the state-owned enterprises.

The results of the qualitative data indicated that the wholesaling level in a channel was
in some cases mixed with the retailing level. It seems that retailing and wholesaling
levels merge to a certain extent but not fully. The qualitative data revealed also an
interesting retailing structure. In the channels literature, wholesaling structure has
been measured as number of actors, their functions and sales (Pirog and Smith, 1996),
which can also be applied to the retailing level. The results of the current study show
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that, in addition to the dimensions: number of actors, functions and sales, the way
retailers view the retailing business is a relevant dimension. Retailers can be grouped
into different categories depending on the meaning they attach to their business, and
these kinds of categories have practical implications (described in section 5.5).
Furthermore, this categorisation is one way of defining the horizontal distribution
structure also recognised by other researchers of Chinese retailing business (Goldman
and Qin, 1998). Thus, the findings also contribute to the theoretical discussion in the
channels literature, particularly research on channel structure by introducing new
dimensions.

5.4. Suggestions for further research

Even if the causal relationship between the external environment and power was not
strong in this study, the two dimensions of the external environment that had the
highest estimates were both connected to local governmental bureaux. In the external
environment, three variables (‘access to permissions from sanitary inspection’, ‘access
to business licenses’ and ‘access to permissions from the quality inspection’) formed
one factor that showed the strongest correlation to the factor external environment.  In
a similar manner among the relative resources, government resources (composed of
‘relationship with Commercial Bureau’ and ‘relationship with Taxation Bureau’) had
the highest estimates in correlation with the factor relative resources.  Furthermore,
retailers in the sample wanted to co-operate in dealing with the local government
rather than in dealing with suppliers.  These three pieces of information suggest, but
do not verify, the influence of local government on business dealings.  Therefore, the
proposition of government influence on business should be further developed by, for
example, constructing scales to measure governmental power or institutional power.
This study used well developed scales derived from power literature for measuring the
internal polity of a distribution channel. However, the external polity of a marketing
channel should be further researched in order to better measure it, or capture it with
other than quantitative methods.

One way to study governmental dimensions could be to incorporate them as part of
the channel internal structure.  Governmental dimensions could be included as a
lateral structure and consists of other actors than those in the channel internal
structure. Relevant actors in the Chinese context would be all kinds of governmental
bureaux, units, officials that provide licenses to conduct business or collect tax, or that
are able to influence local business in some other way.  These actors could also be
organisations that do not directly sell or buy goods from the actors in the internal
distribution network, but that nevertheless influence in one way or another the
operations of the actors in the internal distribution network (cf. ‘network economy’ in
Achrol and Kotler, 1999).  In other words, the boundaries of a network would be
defined by the connections and not by the membership of the actors.  In consequence,
actors can often be unaware of the boundaries (Cook et al., 1983, pp. 278, 281).  In the
context of the current study that means that the boundaries of the distribution network
are not the actual members who belong to the distribution channel for consumer
goods, but also all the other institutions that influence the relations in the distribution
network.  Such actors are traditionally in the distribution literature referred to as the
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secondary task environment (Achrol et al. 1983, p. 57; Arnould, 1995 pp. 126-130).
In distribution studies which take a political economy approach, they are included as
one dimension of the external economy and polity (Arndt, 1983, pp. 48-50; Achrol et
al. 1983, p. 57) but later incorporated as part of the firm network (Achrol and Kotler,
1999).  Similarly, in the current study, they are included as part of the external
economy.  However, their influence and power could be more accurately assessed, and
the measurement of their influence could be more directly connected to the supplier-
retailer relationship, by considering them as part of the internal polity.

The current study has explicitly ignored the direct relationship between the external
environment and the channel structure. The direct relationship between the
environment and the channel structure is proposed as a topic for further research and
can be studied with the current data. The first proposition assumed a relationship
between increased government regulations and power. The government regulations
may also directly affect the channel structures. Some of the actors in the sample
mentioned that they need some kind of umbrella organisation to deal with government
regulations and changing policies. This was expressed by one of the respondents in the
following way:

“My dream is to have an association that takes care of three functions: scientific business,
government relations and relations to press. This way the private business could get suitable
policy for themselves, democratic policy. They could also centrally handle the different
government branches.” (RP/2/96)

Thus, regulations will for example lead to alliances among the actors in the same level
of the distribution. In Guilin, the empirical context of my earlier studies, a general
private organisation that would take care of government relations was at that point
only a wish (Polsa, 1998), but in the other parts of China it was a well functioning
reality. For instance, Bruun (1993) describes the ‘Self-Employed Labourers’
Association’ as an organisation that takes care of private business issues with the local
government in Sichuan province (p. 37), and this organisation was even mentioned by
RP/2/96 (in Appendix 1) as an model example for his dream association. Thus,
increased government regulations may intensify at least horizontal co-operation and
vertical sub-systems.

The following two propositions assumed influence of competition and demand on
power. Both the competitive and demand dimension can also influence the channel
structure directly without power as a mediating variable. For example, state-owned
wholesalers have tried to tighten up their organisation by creating what they call chain
stores, building up a formal organisation that controls all the retailers under the single
wholesaler (Polsa, 1998). According to the respondents, these chain store
arrangements were used in order to compete more efficiently. Thus, increased
competition may increase vertical integration. If demand is seen to increase
competition, then it also has the same effect, but if demand is seen to ease competition
(see the discussion in 2.2.2. for proposition three) then it may have the opposite effect.

Resources of both suppliers and retailers have been treated in the current study as one
dimension of channel external environment. This dimension was assumed to influence
power in the supplier-retailer relationship, but it can also affect the channel structure
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directly. If the supplier is the one with more resources, then retailers may be willing to
create co-operation among themselves to deal with a resourceful supplier, i.e. such a
condition might increase horizontal co-operation. If the supplier is a wholesaler then a
retailer with less resources might want to purchase directly from a manufacturer, i.e.
the channel length is influenced. On the other hand, if a resourceful supplier is willing
to share his resources with a retailer or a group of retailers, then the strength of a
supplier-retailer relationship or level of vertical integration might be increased. It may
also be the case that the retailer is the one who possesses more resources than the
supplier. If a retailer is willing to share those resources with a supplier, then the
supplier-retailer relationship or vertical integration is increased. Length of the channel
might also be influenced since a retailer with good resources might be more willing
and able to approach manufacturers directly.

The above discussion was based on the dimensions of the channel external
environment used in the current study, but there are also other dimensions in the
channel external environment that can influence the structure directly. The literature
takes up such variables as turbulence, volatility, uncertainty (Manolis et al. 1997).
Discussion of the relevance of these dimensions to the Chinese channel structure (or
local Guilin channels structure as one example of Chinese marketing channels) may
serve as a topic for another study.

The original idea of this study was to conduct longitudinal research to capture change
in the Chinese business environment and how this change may have influenced both
power and structure of the marketing channel.  Retailers that already existed in 1993
were also asked about their thoughts on change between 1998 and 1993.
Unfortunately, change in Guilin had been so drastic that many of the retailers in the
sample had started their businesses after 1993, and only 86 respondents (60%) filled
out both the 1998 and 1993 parts of the questionnaire.  Out of those, some had been
established after 1993 but were, nevertheless, interested in giving their opinion
regarding change in the market.  Thus, the 1993 data was inadequate and also
imperfect.  However, two further research ideas stem from the original idea to look at
the change between 1993 and 1998.

The first could be to analyse the already collected data despite its defects.  This,
however, would require a lengthy method discussion of the validity of the use of
retrospective data (see for example Miettilä and Törnroos, 1993).  Nevertheless, the
collected data can be analysed, not as de facto change in different areas, but also how
and why respondents perceived such a change.  The second research recommendation
is to collect data after some years with the same questionnaire and sample used in
Guilin.  Then real time opinions could be gathered year 1998+t to analyse change with
real time data, which is more reliable than ex-post data.  Although this data collecting
method also has disadvantages, it nevertheless provides a better basis for comparative
analysis over time.  Since there are clear changes over time both on the theoretical,
micro and macro levels of analysis (cf. for example the latest change in the role of
private business in the Chinese economy), snap-shot type studies of change would
provide interesting information, and channel researchers have called for longitudinal
studies (Frazier, 1984; Cespedes, 1992). As an alternative to the approach used in this
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study, the evolutionary approach of the channels literature could be used as an
analytical tool for studying the above kind of data.

Collecting another set of data in Guilin and/or other parts of the PRC would also serve
several other purposes than the one mentioned above.  First, collecting data both in
Guilin and in other regions would provide a basis for comparative analysis and
increase the generality of the results. In many respects, retailing environment is
different in different parts of China (for discussion of Shanghai see Goldman and Qin,
1998; Goldman, 2000; 2001). Thus, these results would supply practical information
for managers operating in different parts of China and furthermore increase the
external validity of the results in China.  Second, since the results were exploratory by
nature, they need further replications to be further validated.  The questionnaire needs
to be further revised.  Also when in order to use from exploratory factor analysis to
conduct confirmatory factor analysis, another set of data should ideally be collected
(Leskinen, 1987).  New data will further improve the reliability and validity of the
exploratory factor analysis results from this study (Churchill, 1979, p.70).

Although several studies of private business in China have been done (e.g. Young,
1991; Bruun, 1993), all of them have investigated private business as one group.
Based on my findings, it would be important to categorise private business into
smaller groups and conduct comparative studies among these categories. Because of
different premises and motives, business conducted in these different groups differ
considerably and should therefore be further investigated.

5.5. Practical implications of the results

The practical implications of the results of this study are three-fold. First,
recommendations and suggestions can be made to companies operating in the retailing
business in the Chinese market. Second, advice and suggestions for producers who
use the distribution system in China can be provided based on the above results.
Finally, the results even have implications for the economic policies of the Chinese
government.

Foreign retailers are able to compete well and introduce new technologies in the
Chinese market. Because the wholesaling function is defined as stores with stocks (see
section 4.3.5), foreign retailers could also take on wholesaling tasks without extra
investment. This would be appreciated by the small retailers and increase the sales of
a foreign retailer. Typically, foreign retailers sell and supply goods through their own
channels, providing the local community with unique products. Taking on wholesaling
tasks would also extend the distribution of these products to small neighbourhood
stores. Pricing strategies should also be designed to ensure that small retailers can
afford to buy these products and that they are affordable to the final consumers.
However, before such strategic decisions, a foreign retailer should investigate the local
legal atmosphere. Foreign wholesaling has been forbidden in the national Chinese
legislation and could therefore be considered illegal. On the other hand, local retailers
with wholesaling functions are not officially wholesalers and only perceive
themselves as such, because they keep stock and sell to other retailers. The same kind
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of position could be held by foreign retailers as well. This kind of recommendation is,
of course, based on the view that foreign operators would also make use of local
conditions and utilise local knowledge. This recommendation, however, is not valid if
foreign wholesaling systems are seen as modern, efficient and worth adapting to the
local Chinese conditions. Then the recommendation would be to bring modern
distribution systems to the PRC and modernise the local wholesaling traditions with
the help of foreign wholesaling and retailing. The latter recommendation is probably
more realistic since in many developing countries entry of foreign distributors change
the traditional ways of retailing and wholesaling. On the other hand, at least foreign
retailers adapt to the local conditions to varying degrees when transferring their
retailing formats to other countries (see Goldman, 2001). Probably, the knowledge of
mixed retailing and wholesaling functions could be used in part when adapting
wholesaling and retailing formats to China.

For producers distributing in the PRC it is important to acknowledge and recognise
the social status and facts of the retailing business in the less developed areas, such as
the case city of this study. For many of the small shop owners with mom and pop-type
stores, having a retailing outlet represents having unemployment benefit, a pension,
and insurance for the future, etc. (see section 4.3.4.). These shopkeepers are less
concerned with profit and business efficiency realities, than they are concerned with
keeping the sales level high enough for simple survival. Therefore the supplier
incentives for such shops should be social by nature. Such incentives as better service
or advertising support may not be effective for these kinds of shop owners. In contrast,
access to health care, insurance and pension funds could strengthen shopkeeper
commitment to their suppliers and increase the sales of suppliers’ products. Such a
strategy has been successful for Coca Cola in Mexico where they have increased sales
of Coke by 13%, by providing group insurance program for the retailers (Foust, Smith
and Rocks, 1999).  This advice is not based on the empirical evidence of disappearing
small retailers in many emerging markets, (cf. Goldman et al. 1999) but on the
findings in Guilin during 1996-1998. During that time period the presence of small
retailers had even increased. Small retailers may disappear when development
proceeds in Guilin, but for time being they have not. The advice is also based on a
political standing rather than on empirical evidence. The presence of small retailers
might be important for a local society as a source of employment and service
providers in residential areas. Supporting them and paying attention to them might
benefit local societies, producers as well, since such a societal support is highly
appreciated in Asia (see Polsa and Bai, 1998, p. 197).

Until recently, neither local nor national government have promoted private business
operations more than necessary for the ‘socialist market economy with Chinese
characteristics’. The role of the private business has been ‘a complement to the
socialist public economy’ (according to Article 11 of the 1982 constitution) and not
until recently has the national government improved the role of the private economy in
China. The annual party congress in March 1999 proclaimed that private business will
not only be a complementary part of the Chinese economy but “an important
component of the socialist market economy” (Wang, 1998; Xu, 1999). The results of
this study indicate that private business in China still plays a complementary role. In
Guilin the local government have used the private sector to solve increasing
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unemployment. This means that it has been fairly easy to get a business license to start
one’s own company. The above local policy has been devastating to many
entrepreneurs because too many small grocery stores compete in the same market
together with larger state-owned retailers, and since 1997 also with one foreign
investor (Sino-Japanese department store in Guilin). The local government’s rationale
for granting business licenses has not been economic but social. This policy has, at
least in the short run, solved the social problem of unemployment or lack of a pension
system, but has not solved the economic problem of consumer goods distribution. In
the long run, the above policy may not even provide a livelihood for laid-off or retired
workers if, due to fierce competition, they cannot run their small stores more than a
short time.

The study, therefore, recommends that to the local Guilin government carefully
considers the economic possibilities of those who get a business license despite the
temptation of addressing the lack of a social welfare system by letting people fend for
themselves in the private sector. If too many entrepreneurs enter the small market, not
many of them will survive in the long run. It is not only the number of business
licenses that government has control over, but also the number of store sites: business
locations are leased from the government. In too many cases, many small stores have
been located side by side, but at the same time some residential areas have had few or
no grocery stores nearby. In addition, some of the stores were placed in old buildings
that would soon be demolished to make way for new buildings. Retailers in such
locations have had no idea were to re-establish their shops. Those have been removed
from their old sites have lost their regular customers and consequently their business.
The ad hoc leasing polices do not only burden the private sector, but also remove old
state-owned shops when foreign or outside capital needs land. By purposeful long-
term store leasing policies, the local government could improve the possibilities for
survival of small and medium businesses.

As Mullen et all. point out: “In the end, researchers can never relinquish judgement to
statistical modelling. It can only be a decision aid, not a decision maker” (Mullen,
Milne and Doney, 1995, p. 58). The same applies to all research results, whether they
are based on statistical modelling or qualitative analysis. Therefore, the above results
can only serve as ”a decision aid” to retailers, producers and local government, and
the final decision maker is the players in the market.
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APPENDIX 1: Interviews in 1993 and 1996

S= state-owned, C= collective, P= private; R= retailer, W= wholesaler, M= manufacturer, E= expert; number indicates the order of the
interview in 1996

Respondent
code

Company Position of the
respondent

Status as an informant Dates of
interviews
1993

Dates of
interviews
1996, Jan.

Dates of
interviews
1996, July

RWP/1 Private retail shop Owner • typical private shop  15.11.93  31.12.95  22.7.96
 RP/2  Private retail shop  Owner • typical private shop

• active member in the Private
Business Association

 26.11.93  1.1.96  15.7.96

 RS/3  State-owned retail shop  Manager of the food
department
 Vice managers of
the food
departments44

• most important retail outlet in
Guilin

 3.8.93
 10.11.93

 2.1.96  22.7.96
 23.7.96

 WS/4  State-owned wholesaler
(former second level)

 Manager of the
outlet
 Vice manager of the
food department
 cashier

• most important wholesale outlet
in Guilin

• Second Level Wholesaler

 6.8.93
 15.11.93

 2.1.96  18.7.96
 18.7.96
 19.7.96

 E/5  Commercial Bureau of
Guilin City

 Director of the
bureau

• Governmental organ for
economic issues

• provided information for tables
3 A and 3 B

 12.8.93  3.1.96  new
director =>
no
interview
possible

 RS/6  State-owned retailer  Former manager of
the shop

• the shop belongs to army
government unit

 14.12.93  3.1.96  no longer
head of the

44 There are two outlets of the Number One Department Store in Guilin, the old one and the new one, established in 1995. Organisationally, both outlets are under the
same manager but are managed separately at the vice manager level. In 1993 and in January  1996 the manager was interviewed, and in 1996 July the vice managers
were interviewed.
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shop =>
interview
with
another
army outlet
RS/37

 WS/7  State-owned wholesaler  Manager of the shop
 also the owner of a
recently established
retail outlet45

• small state-owned wholesaler  7.8.93  4.1.96  24.7.96

 RC/8  Collective retail outlet  Manager • collective retailer, foreign
funded

 4.8.93
 11.11.93

 4.1.96  23.7.96

 E/9  Joint Venture of
detergents

 General Manager
 Sales Manager

• expert interview of the
distribution situation in Guilin

  5.1.96

 WC/10  Collective wholesaler  Manager • government established
collective wholesaler

 23.8.93
 13.11.93

 5.1.96  no time for
interview

 RWC/11  Collective retailer
wholesaler

 Shop manager • small collective outlet  13.8.93  6.1.96  16.7.96

 RWC/12  Collective retailer
wholesaler

 Shop manager
 Shop assistant

• small collective outlet  15.12.93  6.1.96  new
owners =>
did not
want to
give an
interview

 RP/13  Private retailer  Shop manager • small private shop  4.8.93   
 WS/14  State-owned wholesaler

(former third level)
 Manager of the
outlet

• third level wholesaling outlet  7.8.93  functions
changed to
non-food
retailing

 RS/15  State-owned retailer  Manager of the shop • Friendship Store, a store for
tourists

 2.8.93   

 E/16  Guilin Sanitation &
Antiepidemic Station

 Vice Director,
Doctor

• in charge of sanitary regulations  13.8.93   

45In the table of operationalisation of dimensions (Appendix 3) his opinions are grouped into the column of retailing or the column of wholesaling depending to
which of his occupations he was referring to.  Only the code (WS/7) was used.
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 E/17  Guilin Product Quality
Testing and Supervising
Bureau

 Secretary • in charge of quality and
counterfeit products

 16.8.93   

 MS/18  State-owned
manufacturer, Guilin

 Vice Director of the
Factory

• state-owned, local producer  11.8.93   

 MS/19  State-owned
manufacturer, Guilin

 Two Deputy Sales
Managers

• state-owned, local producer  9.8.93   

 MS/20  Joint-venture producer,
 Guilin

 Field representative • joint-venture, local producer  31.7.93
 25.8.93

 RS/21  State-owned retailer  Deputy Manager of
the Store

• chain store under WS/4  2.8.1993
 9.11.1993

 out of
business

 WC/22  Guilin Commercial
Community

 General Manager • former Commercial Community
that now functions as a business
unit

 2.8.93   

 MS/23  State-owned
manufacturer

 Manager • outside Guilin supplier  30.8.93   

 MS/24  State-owned
manufacturer

 Deputy Factory
Director

• outside Guilin supplier  27.8.93   

 MS/25  State-owned
manufacturer

 Assistant for the
director

• outside Guilin supplier  28.8.93   

 MP/26  Private manufacturer  Owner’s father • private producer  1.12.93   
 E/27  Association of Private

Business
 Secretary • organisation for private

businessmen established by
them but operated by
government nominated persons

 30.11.93   

 SR/28  State-owned retailer  Clerk
 Vice Manager
 Manager

• new state-owned actor  12.11.1993  no interview  16.7.96

 WRC/29  Collective wholesaler,
retailer

 Owner • small collective wholesaler    16.7.96

 WC/30  Collective wholesaler  General Manager • large collective wholesaler    17.7.96
 WS/31  State-owned wholesaler

 (former second level
wholesaler of the Guilin
region)

 The President • old state-owned wholesaler at
the second level

   18.7.96
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 RP/32  Private retailer  Shop owner • private retailer    19.7.96
 RP/33  Private retailer  Shop owner • private retailer    21.7.96
 E/34  Light Industry Bureau  Clerk • government unit in charge of

Light Industry including food
processing

   26.7.96

 RS/35  State-owned retailer  Manager • retailer under army
administration

   27.7.96

 WC/36  Collective wholesaler  Outlet owner • small collective wholesaler  29.11.93   
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APPENDIX 2: Review of power in marketing channels literature
Authors Year Main findings Dependent

variable
Independent
variable

Sample
size

Empirical context

Industry Country
 El-Ansary
and Stern

 1972  first work to measure power empirically  power (defined and
measured as control over
marketing strategies

 dependency,
 power strategies

 5+22  heating and cooling
equipment wholesalers and
dealers

 USA

 Wilkinson  1974b  use of different scopes of power for suppliers,
manufacturers and retailers
 self perceived and attributed power do not
converge

 general power  scopes of power  4+31+15  household durables  Australia

 Hunt and
Nevin

 1974  power refers to “the potential ability of the
controlling or influencing agent as PERCEIVED
by the controllee
 is power a function of power strategies in other
than franchisers relationships
 what power strategies in other channel contexts

 overall power (control)  power strategies
satisfaction when there is
use of non-coercive power

 815  fast food franchisees  USA

 Lusch  1976  that coercive sources of power will increase
manufacturer-dealer conflict and non-coercive
power  will reduce conflict was generally
supported

 conflict  sources of power  567  new car dealers  USA

 Etgar  1976  influence strategies correlate strongly with direct
control
 weak relationship between dependency and direct
control
 targets’ countervailing power correlates
negatively with sources’ control

 power (defined and
measured as direct
control)

 dependency,
 countervailing power,
power strategies

 113  independent insurance agents
(conventional arrangement)

 USA

 Etgar  1977  environmental factors explained very little power  channel leader control
(through sources of
power)

 environment  99  dealers (beer, gasoline,
liquor, cars, boats,
motorcycles, organs,
swimming pools)

 USA

 Etgar  1978  the economic power sources appear to contribute
more to generation of channel power than do the
non-economic power sources

 economic (reward or
penalty) and non-
economic (expertise,
referent, legitimate)
sources of power

 power (degree of control
over marketing activities)

 99  distributors (beer, liquor,
gasoline, boats, cars,
motorcycles, organs,
swimming pools)

 USA

 Wilkinson,  1981  firm’s power is related to coercive power (not
vice versa), conflict and inversely related to its
customer satisfaction
 firm’s non-coercive power (seen as quality of
brewery assistance) is related to its customer
satisfaction

 conflict, satisfaction  power (influence)
 coercive power
 non-coercive power

 60 hotels
with 74
different
interfirm
dyads

 brewery  USA
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 non-coercive power is related to satisfaction is
supported
 coercive power inversely related to power is not
supported
 weak support for a firm’s satisfaction with
another channel member’s performance inverse
relation to the  power it is subject to from the
other member
 non-coercive power is inversely related to
conflict is supported
 coercive power is related to conflict is supported
 no support for coercive power to better explain
the intra-channel conflict than non-coercive
power

 Sibley and
Michie

 1981  the proposition of sources of power to explain
performance was ”tentatively supported”

 performance  sources of power  123  dealers (of farm implement
manufacturer)

 USA

 Brown et al.  1983  retailers’ perception of their suppliers’ bases of
power influence their perception of their
dependence upon those suppliers
 bases of power and dependence also influence
retailers’ perception of suppliers’ power
 perception of conflict was influenced by both the
bases of power and retailers’ perception of the
suppliers’ power

 economic bases of power
(coercive, reward,
legitimate, information)
 non-economic bases of
power (information,
referent, expert,
legitimate)

 dependence
 power (control over
marketing mix)
 conflict

 139  retailers (beer, fast foods,
shoes, tires, automobiles and
lawn mowers)

 USA

 Frazier  1983  dependence as measure of power is positively
related to satisfaction, the source firm’s interest
in target firm’s  welfare and the general
agreement of business strategy

 dependence (as role
performance)

 satisfaction
 interest of the source firm
in the target firm’s welfare
 agreement on general
business strategy

 423  car dealers, a franchise
system

 USA

 Frazier and
Summers

 1984  most used influence strategy was information
exchange followed by requests,
recommendations, promises, threats and legalist
pleas
 use of information exchange and request had
high positive correlation; correlation among
promises, threats and legalist pleas were positive
 information exchange is positively related to firm
agreement and promises and threats are
positively related to firm disagreement

 influence strategies:
 based on altering
perceptions (information
exchange,
recommendations)
 not based on perceptual
change (promises,
threats, legalistic
requests)

 level of firm agreement  184  new car dealers  USA

 Gaski and
Nevin

 1985  coercive power (exercised) have a stronger
negative effect on satisfaction and a greater
positive effect conflict than coercive power
sources
 non-coercive power (exercised) and sources of
reward power have same effect (positive) on

 conflict
 satisfaction
 performance
 power (potential
influence)

 coercive power sources
(and exercise)
 non-coercive power
sources (and exercise)

 238  heavy industrial machinery
manufacturer and its
contractual dealers

 USA and
Canada
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satisfaction and  (negative) conflict
 non-coercive power (exercised) have a stronger
effect on power non-coercive power sources
 relationship between power and coercive power
sources, and performance and coercive power
sources is not supported
 relationship between performance and non-
coercive power sources is not supported

 Gaski
(Howell
1987; Gaski
1987)

 1986  coercive and non-coercive sources of power
affect the strength of expert, referent and
legitimate sources of power and these
relationships exert influence on impact of reward
and coercion on supplier power and dealers
satisfaction

 expert, referent and
legitimate sources of
power
 power (potential
influence)
 satisfaction

 coercive sources of power
 non-coercive sources of
power

 238  heavy industrial machinery
manufacturer and its
contractual dealers

 USA and
Canada

 Frazier and
Summers

 1986  coercive influence strategies is used only when
other types of strategies has failed

 manufactures’ use of
influence strategies:
 coercive (threat,
legalistic plea)
 non-coercive (request,
recommendation,
information-exchange)
 promise

 dealers’ use of influence
strategies, accommodative
intentions, satisfaction and
attitudes

 435  new car dealers
 no manufacturers included

 USA

 Gaski  1987  alternative operationalisation of power (ability
rather than the actual alteration of behaviour)
 power is rather the ability to alter behavior, not
actual alteration of behaviour

 dealer attitude
 dealer identification

 power attribution  238  heavy industrial machinery
manufacturer and its
contractual dealers

 USA and
Canada

 Hunt et al.  1987  expert, referent and legitimate power related to
compliance; reward power not related to
compliance
 encouraging but insignificant relationship
between fear of coercion and compliance

 sources of power  compliance  477  manufacturer’s
representatives (plumbing,
heating, cooling and air-
cooling equipment)

 USA

 Gaski  1988  validation of power measures: most promising is
attribution of power, supplier self-report is not
recommended, sources of power is inadequate

 attribution of power,
supplier self-report,
sources of power,

 conflict and satisfaction  238 dealers,
 43 district
managers

 construction equipment
dealers (contractual system)

 USA and
Canada

 Gaski  1989  examined environmental variables do not have a
relationship with power, conflict, satisfaction and
performance

 power, conflict,
satisfaction and
performance

 environmental / situational
/ circumstantial variables

 238 dealers,
 43 district
managers

 construction equipment
dealers (contractual system)

 USA and
Canada

 Frazier et al.  1989  the role performance approach may be most
applicable in channel relationships in franchise
systems in developed countries
 lack of relationship between the manufacturer’s
use of coercive influence strategies and dealer’s
use of the kind

 dealer dependence and
manufacturer role
performance negatively
related to dealer and
manufacturer use of
coercion

 conflict negatively related
to satisfaction

 51  tungsten carbide tool
industry

 India
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 Keith et al.  1990  brokers readiness to respond to the principal’s
requests was determined by the broker’s
dependence
 broker’s attitudes were influenced by dependence
and the principal’s influence strategies

 mediated vs. non-
mediated influence
strategies (principal’s)

 dependence (broker’s)
 attitude (broker’s)

 232  food broker firms  USA

 Frazier and
Rody

 1991  supports the reciprocal action theory that use of
influence strategies is returned in kind
 both supplier and distributor power measures are
positively correlated with non-coercive influence
strategies
 latent conflict is positively related to use of
coercive influence strategies
 manifest conflict is positively related to both
non-coercive and coercive influence strategies

 influence strategies  power (dependence)
 latent conflict
 manifest conflict

 300  industrial channels  USA

 Boyle et al.  1992  there is a negative association between
relationalism and the frequency of use of  threats
and legalistic pleas
 there is a positive association between
relationalism and the frequency of use of
promises, information exchange and
recommendations
 the frequency of use of influence strategies is
highest in corporate systems, next highest in
franchised systems, then aligned systems and
finally in market channel systems

 frequency of use of
influence strategies

 relationalism (solidarity,
mutuality, flexibility) and
government structure
(corporate, franchise,
aligned and market
systems)

 168  automotive franchise system
and automotive replacement
tire system

 USA

 Johnson et
al.

 1993  differences in perceived categorisation of power
sources by Japanese and USA respondents
 Japanese comfortable with social power

 mediated non-mediated
sources of power

 relationship quality:
 satisfaction
 co-operation
 relationship stability

 74  importers of consumer goods  Japan

 Boyle and
Dwyer

 1995  higher level of power do not increase use of other
influence strategies than information exchange,
legalistic pleas and threats
 partly supported that centralisation and
formalisation (as dimensions of bureaucracy)
influence mediated and non-mediated influence
strategies
 requests, legalistic pleas and threats reduce
performance and information exchange increases
performance; bureaucracy do not effect
performance

 influence strategies
(bureaucracy being an
other independent
variable)
 influence strategies
influencing relationship
performance

   Industrial products  USA

 Brown et al.  1995a  support for use of mediated power to increase
instrumental commitment and use of
nonmediated power to increase normative
commitment
 strong support for use of mediated power to

 mediated and
nonmediated power
 power symmetry and
asymmetry (power
attribution)

 instrumental commitment
 normative commitment
 performance

 203  Farm equipment dealers
(contractual system)

 USA
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decrease retailer performance and use of
nonmediated power to increase retailer
performance towards a supplier
 weak support for asymmetrical power to
influence both relationships above

 Brown et al.  1995b  direct power sources had better nomological
validity and greater construct validity

 indirect power sources
 direct power sources

 attribution of power
 conflict
 satisfaction

 78  retailers (paint, wall
coverings, bicycles,
televisions, vacuum cleaners,
eye classes, home air
conditions, large home
appliances)

 USA

 Dosoglu et
al.

 1996  there is no significant differences between
domestic and foreign manufacturer use of power
and frequency of conflict when dealing with
domestic dealers46

 conflict  non-coercive and coercive
power strategies

 95  Household appliance
(contractual)

 Turkey

 Mayo et al.  1998  power sources are a better predictor of channel
satisfaction than influence strategies

 satisfaction  influence strategies
 power sources

 324 + 331  breweries  USA

 Geyskens
and
Steenkamp

 2000  to better understand relationship between use of
power and responses to channel problems and
satisfaction, satisfaction should be divided into
economic and social satisfaction

 satisfaction (economic
and social)

 power  179  barkeepers, butchers and
bakers (franchise and loose
relationship system)

 Belgium

 Stoddard et
al.

 2000  reasonable construct validity
 adequate reliability and unidimensionality
 strong content and convergent validity
 acceptable nomological validity

 influence strategies  control,
 dependency

  industrial purchasing and
retail buyers

 USA

 Kim  2000  partially confirm the moderating effects of dyadic
trust and dyadic relationship continuity  (=
channel climate) and fully confirm the main
effects of influence strategies on dyadic solidarity

 influence strategies  dyadic solidarity, channel
climate as moderating
effect for power-influence
strategy process

 276
distributors,
 67
suppliers

 industrial distributors and
their suppliers

 USA

 Lee  2001  confirm the results of the similar studies in the
other empirical contexts even if the strength of
the relationships between non-coercive power
and satisfaction and between coerces power and
conflict vary

 non-coercive power
 coercive power

 conflict,
 satisfaction

 95  beer distributors (joint
venture beer)

 the
People’s
Republic of
China

46Use of non-coercive and coercive power sources is hypothesised but the quality of the use of non-coercive strategies and harmfulness of coercive strategies is
measured, thus the results are questionable.
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Conceptual papers and state-of-the-art articles

Authors Year Power Dependent variable Findings
 Kasulis and
Spekman

 1980  reward
 coercive
 legal and traditional
legitimate
 expert
 referent
 informational

 consequences of influence
attempt:
• compliance
• identification
• internalisation

• use of coercive, reward or legal legitimate power leads to compliance
by other channel members

• use of referent or expert power leads to identification by other channel
members

• use of traditional legitimate or informational power leads to
internalisation by other channel members

 Gaski  1984  sources of power  conflict • state-of-the-art article of the power and conflict studies
 Frazier  1984  indirect

 direct
 behavioural control

 change in cognition
 changes in the behaviour

• origins of power are authority and dependence
• original French and Raven bases of power are applicable as influence

strategies
 Lichtenthal
and
Eyuboglu

 1991  firm power  aggregated individual power • power as individual level construct (an aggregation of manifest power
among individuals)

 Cespedes  1992  ecological control  • criticism to existing power literature
• ecological control compared with sources of power view
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APPENDIX 3: Source of extracted questionnaire items

Section I
ENVIRONMENT

Distribution literature Interviews of retailers Interviews of wholesalers, producers , experts
A. Regulation
*Government regulation, Existence of government
regulations, Enforcement of government regulations

Dwyer and Welsh, 1985
Chidomere, 1986

(RS/3/93),
(RS/28/93),
(RP/33/96)

(WS/4/93/93x/96),
(E/5/93/96),
(E/9/96),
(E/16/93),
(E/17/93),
(WS/22/93), (MS/24/93)

Restrictions on seller concentration Dwyer and Welsh, 1985
Transportation and handling regulations Dwyer and Welsh, 1985
*Governmental pricing regulations Dwyer and Welsh, 1985 (RS/3/93x) (WS/4/93x),

(WC/10/96),
(MS/18/93)

Environmental protection (pollution, noise, etc.) laws Dwyer and Welsh, 1985
Governmental regulations on advertising Dwyer and Welsh, 1985 (E/5/93)
Regulations pertaining to products resales Dwyer and Welsh, 1985
Trade association regulations of business practices Dwyer and Welsh, 1985
*Access to permissions from sanitary inspection (RWP/1/93), (RS/3/93),

(RS/3/93x/96x)
(E/16/93), (MP/26/93),
(WC/10/93), (MS/24/93)

*Access to permission from quality inspection (RS/3/93/93x/96x) (WC/10/93), (WS/22/93),
(MS/24/93), (MP/26/93)

*Access to business licenses (RWP/1/93), (RP/2/96),
(RS/3/93/93x/96x),
(RWC/12/93),
(RS/28/93),
(RS/35/96)

 (MP/26/93)
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*Unfair taxation, VAT (RWP/1/93/96), (RP/2/93/96),
(WS/7/96)47,
(WRC/11/96x),
(RP/33/96)

(WS/7/96), (MS/20/93x), (MS/24/93),
(E/27/93),(WS/31/96)

*Rent of store location (RWP/1/95), (RP/2/96),
(RC/8/96)

*Government corruption (RWP/1/96), (RP/2/93) (WS/4/93x)
*Government restrictions on business (RP/2/93/96), (RS/3/96) (WS/4/96), (E/4/96)
B. Competition
*Price competition Dwyer and Welsh, 1985 (RWP/1/93), (RS/3/96),

 (RS/6/93),
(RS/6/93),
(RC/8/93/96), (RWC/12/93),
(RS/28/93)

(WS/4/93/93x/96),
(WS/7/93),
(WC/10/93),
(MS/19/93),
 (MS/23/93),
(MS/24/93), (RS/35/96)

*Competition based on having prime location Dwyer and Welsh, 1985 (RWP/1/95), (RP/2/93),
(RC/8/96),
(RS/21/93)

(WS/4/96),
(WS/7/93)

*Competition on merchandise selection and quality,
variety, fake products

Dwyer and Welsh, 1985 (RWP/1/95), (RS/3/96),
(RS/6/93), (RS/35/96)

(WS/4/93x/96),
(MS/23/93), (MS/25/93),
(WS/31/96), (E/34/96)

*Competition on service (e.g. delivery, credit,
promotion)

Dwyer and Welsh, 1985 (RWP/1/95),
(WS/31/96)

(WS/4/96xx)

*Competition based on advertising spending Dwyer and Welsh, 1985 (RP/2/96/96x), (RS/3/93),
(RC/8/93)

(WS/4/96)

*Amount of retailers in the market (RWP/1/95),(RP/2/93/9),
(RS/6/93), (WS/7/96),
(RC/8/96),
(RP/33/96) in general

(WS/4/93x/96),
(E/4/96), (WC/10/93/96), (MS/25/93) in general,
(WS/7/96),
(E/9/96), (E/28/93)
(WC/10/96), (MS/23/93)

*Amount of suppliers, Number of firm’s suppliers Chidomere, 1986
C. Demand
*Uncertainty regarding overall trend Dwyer and Welsh, 1985  (RS/3/96), (MS/20/93)

47WS/7 was also the owner of a private retail shop.  See Appendix 1 for detailed information on the respondent’s status.
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(RS/6/93)
Uncertainty regarding business cycle Dwyer and Welsh, 1985 (RP/2/96)
Speculative buying Dwyer and Welsh, 1985
*Declining demand for product, Extent of product
demand

Dwyer and Welsh, 1985
Chidomere, 1986

(RP/2/93/96), (RS/3/93/96/96x
(RS/6/93/96), (RWC/12/93),
(WRC/29/96),
(WC/30/96)

(WS/4/93/93x/96/96xxx),
(E/9/96),
(WC/10/93),
(MS/19/93),
 (MS/23/93),
(MS/24/93), (MS/25/93)

*Declining or increasing purchasing consumer power,
Level of consumer expectations

Chidomere, 1986 (RS/3/93),
(RS/6/93/96),
(RC/8/93/96),
(RWC/11/93),
(RWC/11/96), (RWC/12/93),
(RS/28/93/96)

(WS/4/93/93x/96xx),
(WS/7/93),
(E/9/96),
(WC/10/93/96),
(MS/18/93),
 (MS/24/93)

D. Cultural
*Reputation for quality products among the public Dwyer and Welsh, 1985 (RWP/1/96),

(RP/2/93)
*Positive image of industry among the public Dwyer and Welsh, 1985 I see this as a resource of a

company see F
Business is effective (RWP/1/93),

(RS/28/93)
*State-owned business trusted by customers (RWP/1/93), (RS/3/96x),

(RS/6/93/96),
(WS/7/96),
(RWC/11/96),
(RS/28/93)

(WS/31/96)

*Collective business trusted by customers (RWP/1/93)
*Private business trusted by customers (RP/2/93)
E. Technology
Rapid rate of product improvement Dwyer and Welsh, 1985 (RC/8/93)
*Use of telephones, fax, telex in ordering/selling Dwyer and Welsh, 1985 (RW/1/96), (RS/3/93),

(RS/3/96x),
(RS/6/93/96),
(RWC/11/93/96),

(WS/4/93/93x/96xx),
(WC/10/93),
(WS/22/93),
 (MS/25/93),
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(RWC/12/93),
(RS/21/93/93x),
(RS/28/93/96),
(WC/30/96),
(RP/32/96)

(WS/31/96)

*Self-service consumer buying Dwyer and Welsh, 1985 (RC/8/96),
(RS/28/96)

Personal selling effort at retail Dwyer and Welsh, 1985 (RWP/1/96), (RP/2/96x),
(RS/3/96x),
(RC/8/93x)

(WS/4/93x/96x/96xx),
(WC/10/93),
(WS/31/96)

*Good shop furniture (RWP/1/95),
(RWC/11/96)
(WS/7/96)

Production equipment (RS/3/93x),
(RS/6/96)

(MS/19/93),
(WS/22/93),
(MS/24/93)

F. RESOURCES
*Periods of resource scarcity Dwyer and Welsh, 1985
*Periods of resource oversupply Dwyer and Welsh, 1985
*Access to capital/financing, banks, Extent of
availability of funds, Rate of usage of sources of
funds

Chidomere, 1986 (RP/2/96/96x), (RS/3/93x),
(RS/6/93/96),
(WS/7/96),
(RC/8/96),
(RWC/11/96/96x),
(WS/31/96),
(RP/33/96), (RS/35/96)

(WS/4/93x/96/96xx),
(WS/7/96),
(WC/10/96),
(WS/22/93),
(MS/24/93),
(MS/25/93)

*Access to technology
Access to means of transportation + Good
relationship with transportation organisations,
Transportation facilities, Extent of usage of
warehouse facilities, Availability of transportation
facilities, usage of transportation facilities

Chidomere, 1986 (RS/28/93) (WS/4/93x), (WS/7/93),
(MS/18/93), (WS/22/93) (E/4/96),
(MS/19/93), (MS/20/93),(WS/22/93),
(MS/23/93), (MS/24/93,),(MS/25/93)

*Access to lease a good store location, Location of
the firm’s suppliers within the country of operation

Chidomere, 1986 (RWP/1/95),
(RP/2/93/96/96x),

(WC/10/96),
(WC/36/96)
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(WS/7/96/96x),
(RC/8/96),
(RS/21/93),
(WS/31/96)

*Good relationship with Commercial Bureau Wilkinson, 1974 (RS/6/93),
(RC/8/93x),
(RS/28/93) exchange
(RP/33/96)

(WS/4/93/93x), (E/4/93),
(WS/22/93), (MS/24/93)

*Good relationship with Taxation Bureaux Wilkinson, 1974 (RS/6/93),
(RC/8/93x),
(RP/33/96),
(RS/35/96)

(WS/4/93x),
(WS/22/93)

*Good relationship with Sanitation & Antiepidemic
Station

Wilkinson, 1974 (RC/8/93x),
(RP/33/96)

(WS/4/93/93x),
(E/16/93), (WS/22/93)

*Good education, experience of employees (RWP/1/96), (RP/2/96),
(RS/3/96/96x),
(RS/6/93),
(RWC/12/93),
(RS/21/93x),
(WC/30/96)

(WS/4/96),
(WS/7/96),
(WS/22/93),

*Good know-how, knowledge, experience of the
company, Availability of communication facilities,
usage of communication facilities

Chidomere, 1986 (RP/2/96) (WS/4/93x/96)

*Good reputation (RS/3/93x/96/96x),
(WS/31/96),
(RS/35/96)

(WS/4/96xx),
(WS/7/96x),
(E/34/96)
(MS/23/93), (MP/26/93)

Entrusted company, reliability (RS/3/93x) (WS/4/93x)
Product assortment (quality and range) (RS/3/93x), (WRC/29/96)

 (WS/7/96),
 (WS/22/93)

*Good relationship with Guilin Product Testing and
Supervising Bureau

Wilkinson, 1974 (RC/8/93x),
(RP/33/96)

(WS/4/93/93x),
(E/17/93)

*Managerial freedom (RS/3/93x),
(RS/6/96),
(WS/7/96),

(WS/7/96/96x),
(WS/7/96x),
(WC/10/96)
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(RS/21/93x),
(WC/30/96)

Large size (market share) (RS/3/96)
*Flexibility in conducting business (WS/4/93x/96xx)
Good relationship with insurance company (WS/4/93x)
*Independence and responsibility over business (RS/6/93) (WS/4/96)
Network of resellers, (retailers) Cespedes, 1992 (WS/4/96/96xx), (MS/25/93)
Social burden (retired unemployed people) (WS/4/96xx),

(WS/7/96),
(WC/10/96)

*Good relationship with Light Industry Bureau (WS/7/96x), (E/34/96)
*Guanxi (RS/3/96), (WRC/11/96x),

(RWC/12/93),
(RS/28/96)

(WC/36/96)

*Good relationship with Private Business Association (E/27/93)

Section II
POWER

Literature Interviews of  retailers Interviews of wholesalers,
manufacturers, experts

*Take legal action against you Gaski and Nevin, 1985
Gaski, 1987, 1988

(WS/4/96)

*Delay delivery, slowing deliveries, Slow
delivery on ordered bulk beer during busy
periods- when you really need it, Leave
ordered products undelivered, Allocate new
vehicles to match the demand of a dealer;
Slow delivery of vehicles; Unfair distribution
of vehicles; Unfair distribution of equipment;
Use unfair distribution of bulk beer during
strikes

Wilkinson, 1981
Gaski and Nevin, 1985
Gaski, 1987
Eyuboglu et al., 1992
Brown et al., 1995
Dosogly et al. 1996
Lusch, 1976
Sibley and Michie, 1981

(RS/3/96x)
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Delay warranty claims, Delay and slow
payment on warranty claims; Slow payment
on warranty work; Turndowns on warranty
work

Gaski and Nevin, 1985
Gaski, 1987, 1988
Dosogly et al. 1996
Lusch, 1976
Sibley and Michie, 1981

*Refuse to sell Gaski and Nevin, 1985
Gaski, 1987, 1988
Dosogly et al. 1996

(RP/13/93) (WS/4/93), (MS/19/93), (WC/36/93)

*Charge high prices, reducing retail margins*,
charge for higher prices than normal

Gaski and Nevin, 1985
Gaski, 1987, 1988
Brown et al., 1995
Dosogly et al. 1996

(RP/2/96) (WC/31/96)

*Charge fixed prices (RWP/1/96), (WRC/29/96) (WS/4/93/96xx)
*Dictate, control  pricing , No permission to
lower prices, Suggested retail price is about
what customers are willing to pay; Setting
selling prices to customers, Determining
pricing policies (e.g. quantity discounts to
customers )

Eyubogly et al., 1992
Dosogly et al. 1996
Butaney and Wortzel, 1988

(SR/28/93)

*Deliver unwanted, sub-standard, fake
products

Gaski and Nevin, 1985
Gaski, 1987, 1988

(RWP/1/93), (RS/3/96xx)

Control of building Hunt and Nevin, 1974
Control of land Hunt and Nevin, 1974
Threaten to revoke franchise Hunt and Nevin, 1974
Need for legislation, Use of legal power to
restrict business

Hunt and Nevin, 1974
Dosogly et al. 1996

Right to sell franchise Hunt and Nevin, 1974
Fairness of agreement Hunt and Nevin, 1974
Initiation of campaigns without notification Dosogly et al. 1996
Threaten to cut off supplier if you are found
to be supplying another brewery’s brand of
bulk beer

Wilkinson, 1981

Use unfair distribution of bulk beer during
strikes

Wilkinson, 1981

* Require (cash) immediate  payment, Brown et al., 1995 (RWP/1/93/96), (RP/2/96/96x), (RS/3/93), (WS/4/93/96x),(WS/7/93/96/96x),
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Reducing the amount of credit extended, To
cut back credit allowances if in the past the
hotel has failed to meet a payment deadline,
payment conditions

Wilkinson, 1981
Dosogly et al. 1996

(WS/7/96),
(RWC/11/96x),
(RP/13/93), (SR/28/93),
(RS/35/96),

(E/9/96), (WC/10/93x), (MS/18/93),
(MS/20/93), (WS/22/93), (MS/24/93),
 (MS/25/93), (WC/30/96), (WC/36/93)

*Require receipt (RWP/1/95/96), (RP/2/96x),
(RWC/12/96), (RS/35/96)

(WS/4/9/96xxx6),
(WC/10/96), (WC/31/96)

Trial sales without margin (RP/2/96) (MS/19/93)
Permission required to purchase (RP/2/96x), (RS/21/93)
*Complicated selling procedure, Slowing
order processing speeds

Brown et al., 1995 (SR/28/93) (WS/4/93x)

*Unreasonable selling/purchasing conditions,
increasing the amount of bureaucratic red
tape, overuse the bureaucratic red tape; Create
a bureaucratic red tape

Brown et al., 1995
Dosogly et al. 1996
Lusch, 1976
Sibley and Michie, 1981

(SR/28/96)

Deposit requirements Dosogly et al. 1996
*Imposing minimum order sizes *, Give
possibility to buy small lots

Brown et al., 1995 (RP/2/93), (RS/3/93x) (WS/22/93)

*Require contracts, sales plans; Setting sales
targets and goals

Butaney and Wortzel, 1988 (RS/3/93/93x/96/96x/96xx), (RS/6/93),
(RC/8/93x),

(WS/4/93), (WC/10/93), (MS/18/93),
(MS/19/93), (WS/22/93), (MS/24/93),
(MS/26/93)

*Requires exclusive purchase seek more (WC/10/93x)
Threat of termination; Threaten to revoke
franchise; Threaten to terminate the sales
agreement

Lusch, 1976
Hunt and Nevin, 1974
Sibley and Michie, 1981

Limit financial assistance; Limit
promotional assistance; Restrict
manufacturer’s representative contact

Sibley and Michie, 1981

*Sharing advertising expenditures, Provide
advertising support48,National advertising
program, Local advertising assistance, Co-
operative advertising, Co-operative
advertising, National (State) television

El-Ansary and Stern, 1972
Hunt and Nevin, 1974
Etgar, 1976
Wilkinson, 1981
Gaski and Nevin, 1985

(RWP/1/95), (RP/2/93)49, (RS/3/93),
(RC/8/93), (RWC/11/93),
(RS/21/93), (SR/28/93)

(WS/4/93), (E/9/96),(WC/10/93),
(MS/18/93), (MS/19/93), (MS/20/93),
(WS/22/93),
 (MS/23/93), (MS/24/93), (MS/25/93),

48 Attitude towards advertising: ‘No advertising is needed if your products are cheaper and have good quality’  (RWP/1/93)
49 Neither respondents did not get advertising support but they believed in products advertised by producers.
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advertising, National (State) radio
advertising, National (State) newspaper
advertising, Local advertising, Co-operation
support for campaigns, Do heavy national
advertising, Deciding to join in co-operative
advertising with the manufacturer,
Importance of insurer’s advertising to
agency business

Gaski, 1987, 1988
Eyubogly et al., 1992
Brown et al., 1995
Dosogly et al. 1996
Butaney and Wortzel, 1988
Lusch, 1976
Sibley and Michie, 1981

*Provide sales promotion materials,
Promotional material for everyday business,
Promotional material for special sales, Sales
promotion material; Sales promotion kids;
Sales promotion,

Wilkinson, 1981
Gaski and Nevin, 1985
Gaski, 1987, 1988
Brown et al., 1995
Lusch, 1976
Sibley and Michie, 1981

(MS/25/93)

* Promotion programs, Demonstrate products,
Consumer promotions, Sales promotion
programs and promotional aids; Product
introduction programs; Floor display
arrangements

El-Ansary and Stern, 1972
Gaski and Nevin, 1985
Gaski, 1987, 1988
Brown et al., 1995
Sibley and Michie, 1981

(RP/2/96), (RS/3/93x), (RWC/11/93),
(RP/13/93), (RS/21/93x)

(WS/4/93), (WS/7/93),
(WC/10/93)

*Grant favours ( golf, lunch, dinner, etc.) Gaski and Nevin, 1985
Gaski, 1987, 1988

(RP/2/93), (RP/2/93/96x), (RS/3/93x),
(RS/6/93), (RC/8/93x), (RS/21/93x),
(SR/28/93), (WRC/29/96),
 (RS/35/96)

(WS/4/93/93x/96),(WC/10/93x),
(MS/18/93),
(MS/19/93), (WS/22/93), (MS/23/93),
 (MS/25/93), (WC/30/96), (WS/31/96),
(WC/36/93)

Give trade allowance/incentives,
Retailer incentive programs, Dealer
incentives, Provide extensive  dealer /
salespeople incentives to a dealer; Salesmen
incentive programs; Dealer incentive
programs

Wilkinson, 1981
Gaski and Nevin, 1985
Gaski, 1987, 1988
Eyubogly et al., 1992
Brown et al., 1995
Lusch, 1976
Sibley and Michie, 1981

(RS/21/93x) ’design together’

Service schools, Salesmen’s training, Train
personnel, formal training at the central
location, “on-the-job” training, Service
training, Provide extensive management
assistance to a dealer (e.g. training for sales

El-Ansary and Stern, 1972
Hunt and Nevin, 1974
Etgar, 1976
Gaski and Nevin, 1985
Gaski, 1987, 1988
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managers, salespeople, and mechanics; sales
and service manuals; sales promotion
materials; bookkeeping assistance; general
business advice), Determining the training
program for your salesforce to sell the
product, Sales and product training, Agents
reliance on insurers’ training; Executive
training; Salesmen training; Mechanic
training; Dealer training; Service training

Brown et al., 1995
Dosogly et al. 1996
Butaney and Wortzel,
1988
Lusch, 1976
Sibley and Michie, 1981

Give inventory rebates, Margins allowed by
manufacturer; Purchase rebates

Gaski and Nevin, 1985
Gaski, 1987, 1988
Butaney and Wortzel,
1988
Lusch, 1976
Sibley and Michie, 1981

(WS/4/96), (WS/7/93), (MS/23/93),
(MP/26/93)

Furnish supplies, equipment sold franchisee to
franchiser

Hunt and Nevin, 1974
Gaski and Nevin, 1985
Gaski, 1987, 1988

Financial and business advice, Give business
advice, Operating manual, Service manuals,
Give advice and recommendations about
conduct business, Attending sales meetings
organised by the manufacturer

El-Ansary and Stern, 1972
Hunt and Nevin, 1974
Gaski and Nevin, 1985
Gaski, 1987, 1988
Brown et al., 1995
Dosogly et al. 1996
Butaney and Wortzel,
1988
Lusch, 1976
Sibley and Michie, 1981

(WS/4/93x/96)

*Provide financing / credit; Retailing
financing

Gaski and Nevin, 1985
Gaski, 1987, 1988
Dosogly et al. 1996
Sibley and Michie, 1981

(RP/2/96) (WS/4/93)

*Prompt delivery and service, Provide
service, Providing presale customer services
(e.g. product information), Speed of
underwriting service; Manufacturer’s service

El-Ansary and Stern, 1972
Gaski and Nevin, 1985
Gaski, 1987, 1988
Butaney and Wortzel,

(RS/6/93/96) (WS/4/93x/96xx), (WS/7/93), (E/9/96),
(WC/10/93x), (MS/18/93), (MS/19/93),
(WS/22/93), (MP/26/93), (WC/36/93)
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and sales rep.; Service representatives; Sales
representatives

1988
Etgar, 1976
Lusch, 1976
Sibley and Michie, 1981

Give pricing assistance Hunt and Nevin, 1974
Gaski and Nevin, 1985
Gaski, 1987, 1988

*Provide warehousing (RS/3/93), (RWC/11/93), (SR/28/93) (WS/4/93), (WS/7/93),(WC/10/93),
(MS/18/93), (MS/19/93), (MS/20/93),
(WS/22/93), (MS/24/93)

*Give free samples; Tools and equipment Gaski and Nevin, 1985
Gaski, 1987, 1988
Lusch, 1976
Sibley and Michie, 1981

(RS/3/93/93x), (RS/21/93x) (WS/7/93), (WC/10/93x), (WC/31/96)

Provide ordering assistance, *Delivery
polices, Determining distribution policies to
customers (e.g. delivery time); Parts
availability

Gaski and Nevin, 1985
Gaski, 1987, 1988
Brown et al., 1995
Dosogly et al. 1996
Butaney and Wortzel,
1988
Sibley and Michie, 1981

(WS/4/96x)

Provide inventory management assistance Gaski and Nevin, 1985
Gaski, 1987, 1988
Dosogly et al. 1996

Site location assistance, Choosing geographic
territories to sell in
Keeping the manufacturer from selling direct
in your territory, Keeping the manufacturer’s
other distributors from selling in your
territory; Floor plan assistance; Assistance in
design of dealer physical facilities; Assistance
in design of customer facilities

Hunt and Nevin, 1974;
Butaney and Wortzel,
1988
Lusch, 1976
Sibley and Michie, 1981

Provide book-keeping assistance; Financial
assistance to dealers

Hunt and Nevin, 1974
Lusch, 1976
Sibley and Michie, 1981

Methods of product preparations, Technical Hunt and Nevin, 1974
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assistance, Resolving customers’ product-
related technical problems

Brown et al., 1995
Butaney and Wortzel,
1988

Supplies sold to franchisee by franchiser Hunt and Nevin, 1974
Completeness of line, Deletions and additions
to product line, Withdrew product lines,
Breadth of product line

El-Ansary and Stern, 1972
Hunt and Nevin, 1974
Brown et al., 1995

Toll-free telephone numbers* Brown et al., 1995
Dealer contests* Brown et al., 1995
*Provide transportation (door-to-door-
service), Ability to buy direct

El-Ansary and Stern, 1972 (RWP/1/93/95/96), (RP/2/96x),
(RS/3/93), (RS/6/93), (WS/7/96),
(RC/8/93),
(RWC/11/93/96), (RP/13/93),
(RS/15/93), (RS/21/93/93x),
(RWC/12/93), (SR/29/93), (WRC/30/96),
(RP/33/96), (RC/8/93), (RWC/11/93)

(WS/4/93/93x/96xx),
(WS/7/93/96),
(WC/10/93x), (WS/14/93),
(MS/19/93), (MS/20/93), (WS/22/93),
(MS/25/93), (MS/26/93), (MP/27/93),
(WC/37/93), (WC/10/93)

*Provide low and steady prices,
proper = fair prices, Competitive pricing

El-Ansary and Stern, 1972 (RWP/1/93), (RP/2/96/96x/96xx),
(RS/6/9/963), (RC/8/93/93x/96),
(RWC/11/96x), (RWC/12/93),
(RS/15/93), (RS/21/93x), (RP/32/96),
(RP/33/96), (RS/35/96)

(WS/4/93/93x/96),
(WC/10/93/93x),
(MS/18/93), (MS/19/93),
(MS/24/93), (WC/30/96), (WC/36/93)

*Provide negotiable prices, Pricing flexibility,
Pricing policy

Dosogly et al. 1996 (RWP/1/96), (RP/2/93), (RS/3/93),
(RWC/11/96x), (RP/13/93), (RS/21/93x),
(WRC/29/96)

(WS/4/93/96xx/96xxx),
(WS/7/93), (WS/22/93)

*Provide good quality products, Quality of
beer, Product warranty, Product quality;
Payment for warranty work

Brown et al., 1995
Wilkinson, 1981
Dosogly et al. 1996
Lusch, 1976
Sibley and Michie, 1981

(RWP/1/93/95), (RP/2/93/96/96x),
(RS/3/93/93x/96x/96xx), (RS/6/93/96),
(RC/8/93x/96),(RWC/11/96x),
(RWC/12/93),(RS/21/93x),
(SR/28/93/96), (WRC/29/96),
(RP/32/96), (RP/33/96),

(WS/4/93x/96/96x/96xx),
(WC/10/93x), (MS/19/93),
(WS/22/93), (MS/25/93),
(MP/26/93), (WC/30/96), (WC/31/96),
(WC/36/93)

*Provide mutual benefits (RP/2/93), (RS/3/96/96x) (WS/4/93x), (WC/10/93x), (WS/22/93),
(MP/26/93)

*Provide deferred payment (RS/3/93/93x), (RS/6/93/96), (RC/8/93),
(RWC/11/93/96x),
(RWC/12/93/96), (RS/21/93x),
(SR/28/93/96), (RP/32/96), (RS/35/96)

(WS/4/93x/96x), (WS/7/93),
(WS/7/96), (WC/10/93/93x),
(WS/14/93), (MS/18/93), (WS/22/93),
(MS/23/93), (MS/25/93), (WC/31/96)
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Large lot buying, Quick delivery, Order
processing and delivery; Order processing

El-Ansary and Stern, 1972
Sibley and Michie, 1981

(RS/3/93) (MS/19/93)

*Possibility to return poor quality products (RS/3/93/96x/96xx), (RS/21/93x) (WS/4/96xx), (WS/7/93), (MS/24/93)
*Return unsold products, (check payment
conditions in Chinese, SR/29/96),Slow
payment on returns or warranty work*,
Product-return related issues, Return goods
policy

Brown et al., 1995
Butaney and Wortzel,
1988

(RS/6/93), (RWC/11/93),
(SR/28/96)

(WS/4/96xx), (WS/14/93), (WS/22/93),
(MS/24/93), (MP/26/93), (WS/7/96x)

*Keep promises (RS/3/96/96xx), (RC/8/93x)= frankness (WS/7/96x), (WC/10/93x), (WC/30/96),
(WC/36/93)

*Access to market information, Provide
information, Day-to-day business advice,
Market information, Determining sales
strategies / policies (e.g. frequency of sales
calls to customers)

El-Ansary and Stern, 1972
Hunt and Nevin, 1974
Brown et al., 1995
Butaney and Wortzel,
1988

(WS/7/96),
(RWC/11/93/96x), (RP/32/96)

(WS/7/96)

*Trial sales + mortgage, trial sales for
factories = test marketing

(RS/3/96xx), (RS/6/93), (RS/21/93) (WS/4/93x), (WC/10/93x), (MS/20/93),
(MS/23/93) premium system, (MS/24/93)

Middleman brand support, Product sales
meetings, Field supervisors, Field service
representatives, Field sale representatives,
Brewery’s sales representatives,  Provide sales
force personnel for wholesalers

El-Ansary and Stern, 1972
Hunt and Nevin, 1974
Brown et al., 1995
Wilkinson, 1981

(E/9/96), (WC/10/96), (MS/19/93),
(MS/20/93), (WC/30/96), (WC/31/96),
(MS/24/93)

*Takes care of legal processes (RWC/11/93), (RS/21/93) (MS/18/93)
Financial support for showroom decoration Dosogly et al. 1996
Establish common standard for the conduct of
business

Dosogly et al. 1996

Image and reputation in the community, Help
to create a good image with customers

El-Ansary and Stern, 1972
Dosogly et al. 1996

Selective distribution, Choosing customers to
sell to

El-Ansary and Stern, 1972
Butaney and Wortzel,
1988

Accommodating customers’ requests for
product modifications

Butaney and Wortzel,
1988

New customer accounts Sibley and Michie, 1981
Customer preference, Ability to control
customers’ brand choice

El-Ansary and Stern, 1972
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Section III
STRUCTURE

Literature Interviews of  retailers Interviews of wholesalers,
manufacturers, experts

Purchases from producers (RWP/1/93/96), (RP/2/93/96x),
(RS/3/96/96xx),
(RC/8/93x), (RP/13/93),
(RS/28/96)

(WS/4/93/96x), (E/9/96), (WC/10/96),
(RWC/11/96x)
(MS/20/93) manufacturer sales office,
(MS/24/93) manufacturer sales office
(MP/26/93) sell directly to retailers,
(WC/30/96), (WC/36/93)

Purchases from Guilin producers (RP/1/96), (RP/2/93),
(RS/3/93), (RC/8/93/93x),
(RWC/12/96), (RS/15/93),
(RS/28/96), (WRC/29/96),
(RS/35/96)

(WS/4/93x/96), (WS/7/93/96/96x),
(WC/10/93),
(MS/18/93) bought from them, (MS/19/93)
bought from them, (WC/30/96)

Purchases from Guanxi producers (RS/3/96xx), (RWC/12/93)
(RS/28/96)

Purchases from Guangdong producers (RS/3/96xx), (RC/8/96),
(RWC/12/93/96), (RS/28/96),

(WS/4/93x), (WC/10/96), (WC/22/96),
(WC/30/96), (WC/36/93)

Purchases  from producers from other parts of  China (RS/3/93/96/96xx), (RWC/12/93),
(RS/28/96), (WRC/29/96)

(WS/4/96xx), (RS/6/93), (WC/10/96),
(RS/21/93x), (WC/22/93), (WC/30/96),
(WC/36/93)

Purchases from wholesalers (RP/2/93),
(RS/3/93), (RS/21/93)

(MS/20/93)

Purchases from Guilin wholesalers (RS/3/93), (WS/7/96),
(RC/8/93/93x), (RS/15/93),
(RS/28/96), (WRC/29/96),
(RS/35/96)

(WS/7/93/96/96x)

Purchases from Guanxi wholesalers (RWC/12/93), (RS/28/96)
Purchases from Guangdong wholesalers (RWC/12/93), (RS/28/96) (WC/36/93)
Purchases  from wholesalers from other parts of China (RS/3/96), (RWC/12/93),

(RS/28/96), (WRC/29/96)
(WS/4/93), (WS/7/93/96), (WC/10/93),
(WC/36/93)

Purchases from producers in the same organisation (RS/6/93/96) army factories (WS/7/96x)
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     What is the parent company?___________________
Purchases from wholesalers in the same organisation  What is the
parent company?_________________

Wilkinson,
1974

(RWC/11/93/96/96x), (RS/21/93) (WS/4/93/93x/96/96x/96xx/96xxx) selling
to satellites, chain stores, (WS/7/93/96) Rs
belong to the WS/7,
(E/9/96), (WC/10/93x/96), (WS/14/93),
(MS/20/93)

Purchases from state-owned producers (RS/3/96xx),
(RC/8/93/93x/96),
(RS/28/96), (RS/35/96)

(WS/4/96/96xx), (WS/7/93/96/96x),
(WC/22/93), (WS/31/96)

Purchases from collective producers (RC/8/96), (RS/28/96) (WS/4/96)
Purchases from private producers (RC/8/93/93x), (RS/28/96) (WS/7/93/96)
Purchases from state-owned wholesalers (RS/3/93/96),

 (RS/6/93), (WS/7/96),
(RC/8/93/93x), (RP/13/93),
(RS/28/93/96), (RS/35/96)

 (WS/7/93/96/96x), (E/9/96), (WS/14/93)
bought from them, (MS/25/93) bought
from them, (WRC/29/96)

Purchases from collective wholesalers (RP/2/96), (RWC/12/93/96),
(RS/28/93/96), (RS/35/96)

(WC/10/93/93x/96), (RWC/11/96x)
bought from them, (MS/25/93) bought
from them

Purchases from private wholesalers (RWP/1/93/95/96), (RC/8/93/93x),
(RWC/12/96), (RP/13/93),
(RS/28/96), (RP/32/96), (RP/32/96

(WS/7/93/96), (E/9/96), (MS/25/93)
bought from them

State-owned companies (RS/3/93x/96x),
(RS/21/93x), (RS/35/96)

(WS/4/93x), (WS/7/96x)

Purchases from a company you have a contract with, exclusive right
to the product

(RP/2/96x), (RS/28/96) (WC/10/93x/96) only contract, (RS/15/93),
(MS/24/93), (WS/4/96x), (WC/31/96)

Retailer alliance (coalition)for purchasing purposes Wilkinson,
1974

(RP/2/96/96x), (RP/34/96) (E/5/96), (WS/31/96) bought from them

Purchases from sales business trade centres (see RS/3) (RS/3/96x), (RWC/11/96x) (E/9/96)
 Importers (RS/28/93) (WS/4/93)
Joint ventures (RC/8/96) (WS/4/96), (WS/31/96)
Purchases from other companies similar to one self, State-owned
retailer

(RS/3/96x), (RP/32/96) (WS/4/96)

Purchases from an importer in the same organisation    What is the
importer?__________________________

Wilkinson,
1974

(RC/8/93/93x/96/96x),
(RS/28/93/96)

Add other than retailing functions to business (wholesaling, agent) Wilkinson, (RP/2/96/96x), (RS/3/96x/96xx),
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1974 (WS/7/96), (RS/28/96)
 Add other than wholesaling functions (retailing, split company) Wilkinson,

1974
(WS/7/96x), (WC/10/96)

 Act as an agent for customers Wilkinson,
1974

(RWC/11/96x)

 Other organisational form (limited company, form a collectives) (RS/15/93) (MS/20/93)
Trust (WS/7/96),

(RC/8/96), (RWC/12/96),
(RS/21/93x), (SR/28/93),
(WRC/29/96), (RS/35/96)

(WS/4/96x), (WS/7/96),(WC/10/93x/96),
(WS/22/93), (MS/23/93), (MP/26/93),
(WC/30/96), (WC/31/96), (WC/36/93)
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APPENDIX 4: English questionnaire

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Please answer all questions.

SECTION I
Please answer the following questions concerning your impressions about business environment
confronting the packaged food industry.  Please consider each of the following features of a business
environment as they exist in your field.  Use the scale on the left to indicate the extent to which the
characteristic are present in year 1998, and use the scale on the right to indicate how much more or less
the characteristics were present in year 1993 compared with 1998.
1=none/very little, 2=some, 3=moderate, 4=considerable, 5=very great

                        Year 1998    and    compared with year 1993
less same more

1. Government regulation, rules and laws 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
2. Governmental pricing regulations or rules 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
3. Access to permissions from sanitary inspection 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
4. Access to permissions from the quality inspection 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
5. Access to business licenses 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
6. Unfair taxation, VAT 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
7. Rent of the store location 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
8. Government corruption 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
9. Government restrictions on business 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
10. Price competition 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
11. Competition based on having prime location 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
12. Competition on merchandise selection and quality,

variety, fake products
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

13. Competition on service (e.g. delivery, credit,
promotion)

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

14. Competition based on advertising spending 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
15. Number of retailers in the market 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
16. Uncertainty concerning overall trend 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
17. Declining demand for product 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
18. Increasing consumer purchasing power 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
19. Amount of suppliers available 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
20. Reputation for quality products among the public 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
21. Positive image of state-owned retailers among the

public
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

22. Positive image of collective  retailers among the
public

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

23. Positive image of private  retailers among the
public

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

24. State-owned retailers trusted by the public 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
25. Collective retailers trusted by the public 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
26. Private retailers trusted by the public 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
27. Use of telephones, fax, telex in ordering/selling 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
28. Self-service consumer buying 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
29. Good shop furniture 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
30. Periods of resource scarcity 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
31. Periods of resource oversupply 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
32. Other, what _________________________? 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
33. Other, what _________________________? 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
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1=not /very little satisfied, 2=somewhat satisfied, 3=moderately satisfied, 4=considerably satisfied,
5=very much satisfied

Year 1998               and             compared with year 1993
less

satisfied

same more

satisfied
1. How satisfied you are / were with the

business environment?
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

SECTION Ia

Please, answer the following questions to describe your most important supplier.  The most important
supplier is the one you buy most of your goods from.

1. The percentage of goods in your store that comes /came from the most important supplier 1998_____%
and 1993____%

2. What kind of products the most important supplier delivers:  ❐ snacks, ❐ drinks, ❐ other, what?
________________

Year 1998 Year 1993
1. The most important supplier is / was ❐ wholesaler

❐ producer

❐ retailer

❐ importer

❐ sales business trade centre
 from___________________city.

❐ wholesaler

❐ producer

❐ retailer

❐ importer

❐ sales business trade
centre
 from____________city.

2. The most important supplier is / was ❐ state-owned

❐ collective

❐ private

 ❐ joint venture

❐ state-owned

❐ collective

❐ private

 ❐ joint venture
3. I have / had a contract with the most

important supplier
❐ yes

 ❐ no

❐ yes

 ❐ no
4. I have / had exclusive sales right to

the products of the most important
supplier

❐ yes

 ❐ no

❐ yes

 ❐ no

5. I belong / belonged to the same
organisation as the most important
supplier

❐ yes

 ❐ no

❐ yes

 ❐ no

6. I purchase / purchased in coalition
with  other retailers.

❐ yes

 ❐ no

❐ yes

 ❐ no
7. I deal / dealt with government units

in coalition with other retailers.
❐ yes

❐ no

❐ yes

❐ no

SECTION Ib

Please, answer the following questions to describe your resources in comparison to your most important
supplier  in year 1998 and how these resources have changed from year 1993.
1=no agreement, 2=some agreement, 3=moderate agreement, 4= considerable agreement, 5= very
much agreement

                Year 1998           and     compared with year 1993
My company compared with the most important
supplier has / had

agree

less

same agree

more
1. Better access to capital/financing 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
2. Better  access to technology 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
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3. Better access to lease  a good store location 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
4. Better relationship with Sanitation & Anti-

epidemic Station
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

5. Better relationship with Guilin Product Testing
and Supervising Bureau

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

6. Better relationship with Commercial Bureau 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
7. Better relationship with Taxation Bureau 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
8. Better relationship with Light Industry Bureau 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
9. Better relationship with Private Business

Association
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

10. Better education and experience of employees 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
11. Better know-how and knowledge of the company 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
12. More managerial freedom, independence and

responsibility over business
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

13. Better reputation 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
14. Better Guanxi 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
15. More suitable size 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
16. Better other resources, what______________? 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
17. Better other resources, what_____________? 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

SECTION II
Please, answer the following questions to indicate how much capability your most important supplier(s)
has/have  to take each of the following kinds of action in their dealings with your organisation. Use the
scale on the left to indicate the extent to how capable the supplier is in taking action in year 1998, and
use the scale on the right to indicate how much more or less capable the supplier was in taking action in
year 1993.
1=no/only very little capable, 2=somewhat capable, 3=moderately capable, 4=considerablely capable,
5=very much capable

                           Year 1998  and   compared with year 1993
less

capable

same more

capable
1. Take legal action against you 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
2. Leave ordered products undelivered 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
3. Refuse to sell 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
4. Charge high prices 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
5. Charge fixed prices 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
6. Dictate and control pricing 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
7. Deliver sub-standard or fake products 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
8. Require immediate cash payment 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
9. Require receipt 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
10. Impose complicated purchasing procedure 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
11. Impose unreasonable purchasing conditions 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
12. Impose minimum order sizes 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
13. Require contracts and sales plans 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
14. Require exclusive purchase 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
15. Provide advertising support 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
16. Provide sales promotion materials 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
17. Demonstrate products 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
18. Grant favours (lunch, dinner, etc.) 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
19. Provide financing / credit 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
20. Provide service, what kind ?____________ 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
21. Provide warehousing 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
22. Give free samples 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
23. Provide transportation  (door-to-door delivery service) 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
24. Charge fair prices 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
25. Charge negotiable prices 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
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26. Provide good quality products 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
27. Provide mutual benefits 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
28. Provide deferred payment 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
29. Give possibility to return poor quality products 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
30. Give possibility to return unsold products 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
31. Keep promises 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
32. Provide information 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
33. Provide test marketing products (trial sales) 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
34. Take care of legal processes 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
35. Other, what ____________________ 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
36. Other, what ____________________ 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1=not /very little satisfied, 2=somewhat satisfied, 3=moderately satisfied, 4=considerably satisfied,
5=very much satisfied

         Year 1998       and               compared with year 1993
less

satisfied

same more

satisfied
1. How satisfied you are / were with your

most important supplier?
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

SECTION III
Please, describe your relationship with your most important supplier in 1998 and in 1993 by answering
the following questions.

Year 1998   and  compared with year 1993
few many more same less

1. Number of transactions 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
2. Number of contacts made by telephone 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
3. Number of your personal visits to the supplier 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
4. Number of supplier’s personal visits to your

shop
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

Year 1998  and compared with year 1993
low high lower same higher

1. Importance of the relationship for my company 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
2. Trust in the relationship 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
3. Intentions to switch to an other supplier 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
4. Desire to do more business with the most

important supplier
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

5. Desire to do less business with the most
important supplier

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

6. Amount of goods bought in relation to other
suppliers

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

In order to improve your supplier conditions, please, answer the following questions to indicate what kind
of main supplier you would like to have in year 1998  and what kind of main supplier you would liked to
have in year 1993.  Please, mark only one box per question.

Year 1998 Year 1993
1. The most important supplier should be /

have been
❐ wholesaler

❐ producer

❐ retailer

❐ importer

❐ sales business trade centre

❐ does not matter

❐ wholesaler

❐ producer

❐ retailer

❐ importer

❐ sales business trade centre

❐ does not matter
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2. The most important supplier should
come from / have came from

 ___________________city
 ❐ does not matter

 ___________________city
 ❐ does not matter

3. The most important supplier should be
/ have been

❐ state-owned

❐ collective

❐ private

❐ joint venture

 ❐ does not matter

❐ state-owned

❐ collective

❐ private

❐ joint venture

 ❐ does not matter
4. I would like to have / liked to have a

contract with the most important
supplier

❐ yes ❐ no

 ❐ does not matter

❐ yes ❐ no

 ❐ does not matter

5. I would like to have / liked to have
exclusive sales right to the most
important supplier’s products

❐ yes ❐ no

 ❐ does not matter

❐ yes ❐ no

 ❐ does not matter

6. I would like to belong / liked to belong
to the same organisation as the most
important supplier

❐ yes ❐ no

 ❐ does not matter

❐ yes ❐ no

 ❐ does not matter

7. I would like / liked to purchase in
coalition with other retailers.

❐ yes ❐ no

 ❐ does not matter

❐ yes ❐ no

 ❐ does not matter
8. I would like / liked to deal with

government units in coalition with
other retailers.

❐ yes ❐ no

❐ does not matter

❐ yes ❐ no

❐ does not matter

SECTION IV
Please, provide the following information on your enterprise.  We once again assure you that it will be held in
STRICTEST CONFIDENCE and will be analysed in aggregate form only.

Your company is in 1998:
❐ State-owned ❐ Urban Collective ❐ Township and

Village Enterprise
❐ Share-holding
system
Are you a shareholder?
❐ Yes ❐ No

❐ Joint-
owned

❐ Private
What was your
occupation before
establishment of your
shop?
________________

❐ Individual
What was your
occupation before
establishment of your
shop?
________________

❐ Contracted state-
owned
With whom?
___________________
__________________

❐ Contracted
collective
With whom?
___________________
__________________

❐ Other,
what?_______
____________
____________

Your company was in 1993:
❐ State-owned ❐ Urban Collective ❐ Township and

Village Enterprise
❐ Share-holding
system
Are you a shareholder?
❐ Yes ❐ No

❐ Joint-
owned

❐ Private
What was your
occupation before
establishment of your
shop?
___________________
___________________

❐ Individual
What was your
occupation before
establishment of your
shop?
___________________
___________________

❐ Contracted state-
owned
With whom?
___________________
__________________

❐ Contracted
collective
With whom?
___________________
__________________

❐ Other,
what?_______
____________
____________
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The functions of this company are in 1998:
❐ Retailing

❐ Wholesaling

❐ An agent for customers

The functions of this company were in 1993:
❐ Retailing

❐ Wholesaling

❐ An agent for customers

 Please, indicate or estimate your company’s total sales and number of employees for:
TOTAL SALES

1998
TOTAL SALES

1993
NUMBER OF
EMPOLYEES

1998

NUMBER OF
EMPLOYEES

1993

SIZE OF THE
STORE 1998

SIZE OF
THE STORE

1993

Total starting capital invested:_____________________________________________
Please, indicate the year of establishment of your company: _____________
Please, indicate your title: ______________
Please indicate the title of  the person at suppliers side you are most working
with:________________________________________________________________________________
Please indicate the responsibilities you are in charge of with suppliers:
❐ Purchasing ❐ Pricing ❐ Transportation ❐ Promotion ❐ Contracts ❐ Taking care of
relationships, how?________________________________-
_________________________________________________
❐ Other, what ?_________________________________________________

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY
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APPENDIX 5: Final questionnaire
零零零零零零零零零售售售售售售售售售店店店店店店店店店调调调调调调调调调查查查查查查查查查问问问问问问问问问卷卷卷卷卷卷卷卷卷

说说说说说说说说说明明明明明明明明明：：：：：：：：：在在在在在在在在在回回回回回回回回回答答答答答答答答答每每每每每每每每每一一一一一一一一一部部部部部部部部部分分分分分分分分分的的的的的的的的的问问问问问问问问问题题题题题题题题题时时时时时时时时时，，，，，，，，，请请请请请请请请请各各各各各各各各各位位位位位位位位位务务务务务务务务务必必必必必必必必必首首首首首首首首首先先先先先先先先先阅阅阅阅阅阅阅阅阅读读读读读读读读读问问问问问问问问问题题题题题题题题题上上上上上上上上上方方方方方方方方方列列列列列列列列列出出出出出出出出出的的的的的的的的的要要要要要要要要要求求求求求求求求求与与与与与与与与与说说说说说说说说说明明明明明明明明明
。。。。。。。。。以以以以以以以以以免免免免免免免免免引引引引引引引引引起起起起起起起起起误误误误误误误误误解解解解解解解解解。。。。。。。。。

第第第第第第第第第一一一一一一一一一部部部部部部部部部分分分分分分分分分：：：：：：：：： 整整整整整整整整整个个个个个个个个个贸贸贸贸贸贸贸贸贸易易易易易易易易易环环环环环环环环环境境境境境境境境境的的的的的的的的的情情情情情情情情情况况况况况况况况况

回回回回回回回回回答答答答答答答答答下下下下下下下下下列列列列列列列列列问问问问问问问问问题题题题题题题题题谈谈谈谈谈谈谈谈谈谈谈谈谈谈谈谈谈谈您您您您您您您您您对对对对对对对对对包包包包包包包包包装装装装装装装装装类类类类类类类类类食食食食食食食食食品品品品品品品品品工工工工工工工工工业业业业业业业业业面面面面面面面面面临临临临临临临临临的的的的的的的的的贸贸贸贸贸贸贸贸贸易易易易易易易易易环环环环环环环环环境境境境境境境境境的的的的的的的的的印印印印印印印印印象象象象象象象象象。。。。。。。。。
请请请请请请请请请仔仔仔仔仔仔仔仔仔细细细细细细细细细考考考考考考考考考虑虑虑虑虑虑虑虑虑以以以以以以以以以下下下下下下下下下各各各各各各各各各种种种种种种种种种贸贸贸贸贸贸贸贸贸易易易易易易易易易环环环环环环环环环境境境境境境境境境的的的的的的的的的每每每每每每每每每一一一一一一一一一种种种种种种种种种特特特特特特特特特点点点点点点点点点。。。。。。。。。
运运运运运运运运运用用用用用用用用用左左左左左左左左左边边边边边边边边边一一一一一一一一一栏栏栏栏栏栏栏栏栏的的的的的的的的的数数数数数数数数数字字字字字字字字字来来来来来来来来来说说说说说说说说说明明明明明明明明明在在在在在在在在在 年年年年年年年年年特特特特特特特特特点点点点点点点点点的的的的的的的的的表表表表表表表表表现现现现现现现现现程程程程程程程程程度度度度度度度度度。。。。。。。。。
运运运运运运运运运用用用用用用用用用右右右右右右右右右边边边边边边边边边一一一一一一一一一栏栏栏栏栏栏栏栏栏的的的的的的的的的数数数数数数数数数字字字字字字字字字说说说说说说说说说明明明明明明明明明与与与与与与与与与 年年年年年年年年年对对对对对对对对对比比比比比比比比比其其其其其其其其其特特特特特特特特特点点点点点点点点点在在在在在在在在在 年年年年年年年年年的的的的的的的的的表表表表表表表表表现现现现现现现现现程程程程程程程程程度度度度度度度度度。。。。。。。。。

对于 年情况，1998 没有很少， 一些， 适中， 相当多， 非常多。1= / 2= 3= 4= 5=
1. 政府对定价的管制和规定 1. Governmental pricing regulations or

rules
2. 不公平的税收或收费 2. Unfair taxation and fees
3. 政府对生意的限制 3. Government restrictions on business
4. 价格方面的竞争 4. Price competition
5. 商品的品种 5. Variety of products
6. 在进货时是否有假冒伪劣商品 6. Fake products from suppliers
7. 服务方面的竞争（如送货 售货，促销,
等）

7. Competition on service (e.g. delivery,
credit, promotion etc.)

8. 广告支出方面的竞争 8. Competition based on advertising
spending

9. 市场中零售商的竞争 9. Competition among the retailers in
the market

供应商的数量10. 10. Number of suppliers available
您对大众消费趋势是否无法确定11. 11. Uncertainty concerning overall trend
公众对国有零售商的信任12. 12. State-owned retailers trusted by the

public
公众对集体零售商的信任13. 13. Collective retailers trusted by the

public
公众对个体零售商的信任14. 14. Private retailers trusted by the public
订货或销售中使用电话、传真和电传15. 15. Use of telephones, fax, telex in

ordering/selling
消费者的自您服务购买，开架购买16. 16. Self-service consumer buying

不好 非常好The five point scale anchors : not good = and very good =
17.商店环境 17. Shop furniture
18.在进货的产品的质量 18. Quality products from suppliers
19.公众对国有零售商的印象 19. Image of state-owned retailers

among the public
20.公众对集体零售商的印象 20. Image of collective retailers among

the public
17.公众对个体零售商的印象 21. Image of private retailers among the

public
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低 高The five point scale anchors : low = and high =
22.对产品需求 22. Product demand
23.消费者购买力 23. Consumer purchasing power
24.获得卫生检查许可的困难程度 24. Access to permissions from sanitary

inspection
22.获得商业让可的困难程度 25. Access to business licenses
23.办理税务登记证的困难程度 26. Access to permissions from the

quality inspection
24.拥有好地段门面的困难程度  28.Access to prime location
25.我们的商店门面租金 27. Rent of the store location
26.其他，请说明
27.其他，请说明

28. Other, what ________________?
29. Other, what ________________?

总总总总总总总总总结结结结结结结结结：：：：：：：：：
不满意基本不满意， 有些满意， 比较满意， 相当满意， 非常满意。1= / 2= 3= 4= 5=

31.您对以上 年 年贸易环境的满意程98 /93
度如何?

31. How satisfied you are / were with the
business environment?

下下下下下下下下下面面面面面面面面面是是是是是是是是是有有有有有有有有有关关关关关关关关关您您您您您您您您您的的的的的的的的的最最最最最最最最最主主主主主主主主主要要要要要要要要要供供供供供供供供供货货货货货货货货货商商商商商商商商商的的的的的的的的的一一一一一一一一一些些些些些些些些些问问问问问问问问问题题题题题题题题题。。。。。。。。。 最最最最最最最最最主主主主主主主主主要要要要要要要要要的的的的的的的的的供供供供供供供供供货货货货货货货货货商商商商商商商商商是是是是是是是是是指指指指指指指指指在在在在在在在在在所所所所所所所所所有有有有有有有有有供供供供供供供供供货货货货货货货货货
商商商商商商商商商中中中中中中中中中向向向向向向向向向您您您您您您您您您供供供供供供供供供货货货货货货货货货最最最最最最最最最多多多多多多多多多者者者者者者者者者.
32.您从最主要供货商处进货的比例
（以进货数量来计算)

32. The percentage of goods in your
store that comes /came from the most
important supplier (as volume)

32.您的最主要供货商经营的是在 年：1998
❐饮料 ❐小吃 ❐饼干
❐其他，请说明______

33. What kind of products the most
important supplier delivers: ❐ snacks,
drinks, ❐ other, what? __

33.最主要的供货商是:
❐批发商
❐生产厂家
❐零售商
❐进口商
❐集贸市场，批发市场

     ❐其他，请说明____

34. The most important supplier is  /
was:

❐ wholesaler
❐ producer
❐ retailer
❐ importer
❐ sales business trade centre

       ❐ other what____________
32.这位供货商：来自 城市 35. from___________________city

36.最主要的供货商是:
❐国有的
❐集体所有
❐私营有的，个体
❐合资的

36. The most important supplier is / was
❐ state-owned
❐ collective
❐ private
❐ joint venture
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是 否Alternatives given: yes ( ) and no ( )
37.您的商店与最主要的供货
商是否签订有承包合同:

37. I have / had a contract with the
most important supplier:

38.您的商店对最主要供货商提供的产品拥有
独家经销权:

38. I have / had exclusive sales right to
the products of the most important
supplier:

39.您的商店是否与最主要的供货
商属于同一个组织:

39. I belong / belonged to the same
organisation as the most important
supplier:

40.您的商店与其他零售商联合进货 : 40. I purchase / purchased in coalition
with  other retailers:

41.您的商店与其他零售商联合处理政府事宜 41. I deal / dealt with government
units in coalition with other retailers:

请请请请请请请请请回回回回回回回回回答答答答答答答答答下下下下下下下下下列列列列列列列列列问问问问问问问问问题题题题题题题题题，，，，，，，，，对对对对对对对对对比比比比比比比比比 年年年年年年年年年您您您您您您您您您最最最最最最最最最主主主主主主主主主要要要要要要要要要的的的的的的的的的进进进进进进进进进货货货货货货货货货商商商商商商商商商的的的的的的的的的情情情情情情情情情况况况况况况况况况来来来来来来来来来描描描描描描描描描述述述述述述述述述您您您您您您您您您的的的的的的的的的情情情情情情情情情况况况况况况况况况以以以以以以以以以及及及及及及及及及
年年年年年年年年年以以以以以以以以以来来来来来来来来来您您您您您您您您您自自自自自自自自自身身身身身身身身身的的的的的的的的的变变变变变变变变变化化化化化化化化化情情情情情情情情情况况况况况况况况况1993 .

不同意， 有点同意， 中等程度同意， 相当同意， 非常同意。1= 2= 3= 4= 5=

您您您您您您您您您的的的的的的的的的商商商商商商商商商店店店店店店店店店比比比比比比比比比最最最最最最最最最主主主主主主主主主要要要要要要要要要的的的的的的的的的供供供供供供供供供货货货货货货货货货商商商商商商商商商: My company compared with the most
important    supplier has / had

42.更容易获得货款 42. Better access to loans
43.更容易获得先进的设备，如电话，
电脑 等

43. Better access to technology, for
example telephone, computer etc.

44.更容易租到好的店面 44. Better access to lease a good store
location

45.与桂林市卫生防疫站的关系更好 45. Better relationship with Sanitation &
Anti-epidemic Station

与桂林市产品质量监督检验所的关系更46.
好

46. Better relationship with Guilin
Product Testing and Supervising
Bureau

与桂林市工商局的关系更好47. 47. Better relationship with Commercial
Bureau

与税务局的关系更好48. 48. Better relationship with Taxation
Bureau

与桂林市第一轻工业局生产部的关系更49.
好

49. Better relationship with Light
Industry Bureau

与个体经营协会的关系更好50. 50. Better relationship with Private
Business Association

雇员的教育程度更高、经验更丰富51.  51. Better education and experience of
employees

雇员有更好的技能和知识52.  52. Better know-how and knowledge
of the company

对生意有更多的管理上的自由、独立和53.
责任

 53. More managerial freedom,
independence and responsibility over
business
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信誉更高54.  54. Better reputation
关系更好，和谁55.              55.Better guanxi, with whom?
更适合的规模56.  56.More suitable size
更好的其他自身情况，请说明57.               57.Better other resources, what____?

第第第第第第第第第二二二二二二二二二部部部部部部部部部分分分分分分分分分：：：：：：：：：您您您您您您您您您最最最最最最最最最主主主主主主主主主要要要要要要要要要的的的的的的的的的供供供供供供供供供货货货货货货货货货商商商商商商商商商的的的的的的的的的情情情情情情情情情况况况况况况况况况

下下下下下下下下下面面面面面面面面面问问问问问问问问问题题题题题题题题题涉涉涉涉涉涉涉涉涉及及及及及及及及及您您您您您您您您您的的的的的的的的的最最最最最最最最最主主主主主主主主主要要要要要要要要要供供供供供供供供供货货货货货货货货货商商商商商商商商商针针针针针针针针针对对对对对对对对对您您您您您您您您您有有有有有有有有有可可可可可可可可可能能能能能能能能能采采采采采采采采采取取取取取取取取取一一一一一一一一一些些些些些些些些些行行行行行行行行行动动动动动动动动动的的的的的的的的的能能能能能能能能能力力力力力力力力力 请请请请请请请请请.
指指指指指指指指指出出出出出出出出出 年年年年年年年年年的的的的的的的的的状状状状状状状状状况况况况况况况况况 并并并并并并并并并与与与与与与与与与 年年年年年年年年年的的的的的的的的的情情情情情情情情情况况况况况况况况况做做做做做做做做做比比比比比比比比比较较较较较较较较较。。。。。。。。。1998 . 1993

没有能力或基本没有能力， 有点能力， 中等程度能力， 有相当能力，1= / 2= 3= 4=
非常有能力5=

58.提供广告支持 58. Provide advertising support
59.提供促销物品 59. Provide sales promotion

materials
60.示范产品 60. Demonstrate products
61.提供免费样品 61. Give free samples
62.提供试销产品 62. Provide test marketing products

(trial sales)
63.提供信息 63. Provide information
64.负责法律程序 64. Responsible for legal processes
65.提供资金或售货 65. Provide financing / credit
66.提供仓储 66. Provide warehousing
67.提供运输（送货上门服务) 67. Provide transportation (door-to-

door delivery service)
68.允许延期支付 68. Provide deferred payment
69.对于质量差的产品可以退货 69. Give possibility to return poor

quality products
70.对于没卖出的产品可以退货 70. Give possibility to return unsold

products
71.提供别的服务，哪一类？ 71. Provide other service, what kind?
72.请客吃饭等 72. Offer lunch, dinner, etc.
73.可以讨价还价 73. Allow bargaining
74.提供合理价格 74. Charge fair prices
75.提供高质量产品 75. Provide good quality products
76.互惠互利 76. Provide mutual benefits
77.守信用 77. Keep promises
78.对您采取法律行动 78. Take legal action against you
79.对于已订的货不送货 79. Leave ordered products

undelivered
80.拒绝销售 80. Refuse to sell
81.叫高价 81. Charge high prices
82.索取固定价格 82. Charge fixed prices
83.支配并控制价格制定 83. Dictate and control pricing
84.供货次品或伪劣商品 84. Deliver sub-standard or fake

products
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85.要求立即支付现金 85. Require immediate cash payment
86.要求开发票 86. Require receipt
87.强加复杂的采购程序 87. Impose complicated purchasing

procedure
88.强加不合理的采购条件 88. Impose unreasonable purchasing

conditions
89.强加最小定货数量 89. Impose minimum order sizes
90.要求合同和销售计划 90. Require contracts and sales plans
91.要求独家购买 91. Require exclusive purchase
92.其他，请说明
93.其他，请说明

92. Other, what _________________
93. Other, what _________________

总总总总总总总总总结结结结结结结结结：：：：：：：：：
不满意基本不满意， 有点满意， 中等程度满意， 相当满意， 非常满1= / 2= 3= 4= 5=

意。
．94 您对最主要供货商的满意程度
如何?

．94 How satisfied you are / were
with your most important
supplier?

第第第第第第第第第三三三三三三三三三部部部部部部部部部分分分分分分分分分：：：：：：：：：
您您您您您您您您您与与与与与与与与与最最最最最最最最最主主主主主主主主主要要要要要要要要要的的的的的的的的的供供供供供供供供供货货货货货货货货货商商商商商商商商商的的的的的的的的的关关关关关关关关关系系系系系系系系系请请请请请请请请请描描描描描描描描描述述述述述述述述述您您您您您您您您您与与与与与与与与与您您您您您您您您您的的的的的的的的的最最最最最最最最最主主主主主主主主主要要要要要要要要要供供供供供供供供供货货货货货货货货货商商商商商商商商商的的的的的的的的的关关关关关关关关关系系系系系系系系系。。。。。。。。。

＝每两月一次， ＝每月一次， ＝每两周一次， ＝每周一次， ＝每天一次1 2 3 4 5
1 = every second month, 2 = every month, 3 = every fortnight, 4 = every week, 5 =
every day
95.交易次数 95. Number of transactions
96.电话联系的次数 96. Number of contacts made by

telephone
97.您的商店去与最主要供货商见面的次数 97. Number of your personal visits to

the supplier
98.最主要供货商来您的商店见面的次数 98. Number of supplier’s personal

visits to your shop

低 高The five point scale anchors : low = and high =
99.业务关系对您的重要性 99. Importance of the relationship

for my company
100.对业务关系的信任 100. Trust in the relationship
101.更换供货商的愿望 101. Intentions to switch to an other

supplier
102.与最主要供货商进行更多交易的希望 102. Desire to do more business

with the most important supplier
103.与最主要供货商进行更少交易的希望 103. Desire to do less business with

the most important supplier
104.与其他供货商联系购买商品的数量 104. Amount of goods bought in

relation to other suppliers
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为为为为为为为为为了了了了了了了了了改改改改改改改改改善善善善善善善善善供供供供供供供供供应应应应应应应应应条条条条条条条条条件件件件件件件件件，，，，，，，，，请请请请请请请请请回回回回回回回回回答答答答答答答答答下下下下下下下下下面面面面面面面面面问问问问问问问问问题题题题题题题题题，，，，，，，，，指指指指指指指指指出出出出出出出出出在在在在在在在在在 年年年年年年年年年和和和和和和和和和 年年年年年年年年年，，，，，，，，，1993 1998
您您您您您您您您您心心心心心心心心心目目目目目目目目目中中中中中中中中中理理理理理理理理理想想想想想想想想想的的的的的的的的的供供供供供供供供供货货货货货货货货货商商商商商商商商商应应应应应应应应应该该该该该该该该该是是是是是是是是是哪哪哪哪哪哪哪哪哪种种种种种种种种种类类类类类类类类类型型型型型型型型型的的的的的的的的的.
对对对对对对对对对每每每每每每每每每个个个个个个个个个问问问问问问问问问题题题题题题题题题，，，，，，，，，每每每每每每每每每一一一一一一一一一年年年年年年年年年份份份份份份份份份只只只只只只只只只选选选选选选选选选择择择择择择择择择一一一一一一一一一个个个个个个个个个答答答答答答答答答案案案案案案案案案.
105. 最主要的供货商应应应应应应应应应该该该该该该该该该是:

❐批发商
❐生产厂家
❐零售商
❐进口商
❐集贸市场，批发市场
❐其他，请说明____

105. The most important supplier
should be:

❐ wholesaler
❐ producer
❐ retailer
❐ importer
❐ sales business trade centre
❐ other what____________

105.最主要的供货商应应应应应应应应应该该该该该该该该该来自 城市 106.From___________________city

106.最主要的供货商应应应应应应应应应该该该该该该该该该是:

❐国有的
❐集体所有
❐私营有的，个体
❐合资的

107. The most important supplier
should be:
❐ state-owned
❐ collective
❐ private
❐ joint venture

是 　桉Alternatives given: yes ( ) and no ( )
108.您的商店与最主要的供货商
应应应应应应应应应该该该该该该该该该订承包合同:

108. I should have a contract with the
most important supplier:

109.您的商店对最主要供货商提供的产品
应应应应应应应应应该该该该该该该该该拥有独家经销权:

109. I should have exclusive sales
right to the products of the most
important supplier:

110.您的商店是否与最主要的供货
商应应应应应应应应应该该该该该该该该该属于同一个组织:

110. I should belong to the same
organisation as the most important
supplier:

111.您的商店与其他零售商应应应应应应应应应该该该该该该该该该联合进货: 111. I should purchase in coalition
with  other retailers:

112.您的商店与其他零售商应应应应应应应应应该该该该该该该该该联合处理
政府事宜：

112. I should deal with government
units in coalition with other retailers:

第第第第第第第第第四四四四四四四四四部部部部部部部部部分分分分分分分分分：：：：：：：：：您您您您您您您您您商商商商商商商商商店店店店店店店店店的的的的的的的的的背背背背背背背背背景景景景景景景景景情情情情情情情情情况况况况况况况况况

请请请请请请请请请提提提提提提提提提供供供供供供供供供有有有有有有有有有关关关关关关关关关您您您您您您您您您商商商商商商商商商店店店店店店店店店的的的的的的的的的背背背背背背背背背景景景景景景景景景信信信信信信信信信息息息息息息息息息。。。。。。。。。对对对对对对对对对此此此此此此此此此我我我我我我我我我们们们们们们们们们将将将将将将将将将严严严严严严严严严格格格格格格格格格保保保保保保保保保密密密密密密密密密，，，，，，，，，
我我我我我我我我我们们们们们们们们们只只只只只只只只只分分分分分分分分分析析析析析析析析析总总总总总总总总总体体体体体体体体体的的的的的的的的的情情情情情情情情情况况况况况况况况况。。。。。。。。。

113.在在在在在在在在在 年年年年年年年年年1998 ，，，，，，，，，您您您您您您您您您的的的的的的的的的商商商商商商商商商店店店店店店店店店是是是是是是是是是：
❐国有的
❐城市集体所有
❐乡镇企业

❐股份制 您是股东吗？,
❐是 ❐否

❐联营

113. Your company is in 1998:
❐ State-owned
❐ Urban Collective
❐ Township and Village
Enterprise
❐ Share-holding system, Are you a
shareholder?
❐ Yes ❐ No
❐ Joint-owned
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❐私营,
您在经营这家商店前的职业是：

❐个体 ,
您在经营这家商店前的职业是：

❐向国有承包
❐向集体承包
❐其他 请说明：,                         

❐ Private, What was your
occupation before establishment of
your shop?
❐ Individual, What was your
occupation before establishment of
your shop?
❐ Contracted state-owned
❐ Contracted collective
❐ Other, what?_______________

114. 年年年年年年年年年1998 本本本本本本本本本商商商商商商商商商店店店店店店店店店的的的的的的的的的职职职职职职职职职能能能能能能能能能有有有有有有有有有：：：：：：：：：

❐零售
❐批发
❐客户代理

114. The functions of this company
are in 1998:
❐ Retailing
❐ Wholesaling
❐ An agent for customers

请说明或推算你公司销售总额，雇员及规模数：
年销售总额 元115. 1998 ,
年雇员人数 人116. 1998 ,
年店面规模 平方米117. 1998 ,

115. Total sales 1998, yuan
116. Number of employees 1998,
persons
117. Size of the store 1998, sqm

118.初始资本投资： （元）
119.成立时间：

120.请注明您的职位：
121.供货方与您接触最多的人的职位是：

122.您负责哪些供货事宜:

❐采购
❐定价
❐运输
❐促销
❐合同
❐业务关系您是如何做的？,      
❐其他，请说明：

118. Total starting capital
invested:_____yuan

119. Please, indicate the year of
establishment of your
company:__

120. Please, indicate your title:
____________

121. Please indicate the title of  the
person at suppliers side you are
most working with:__

122. Please indicate the
responsibilities you are in charge
of with suppliers:

❐ Purchasing
❐ Pricing
❐ Transportation
❐ Promotion
❐ Contracts
❐ Taking care of relationships,

how?_____
❐ Other, what?_____________

谢谢谢谢谢谢谢谢谢谢谢谢谢谢谢谢谢谢您您您您您您您您您对对对对对对对对对本本本本本本本本本项项项项项项项项项研研研研研研研研研究究究究究究究究究的的的的的的的的的贡贡贡贡贡贡贡贡贡献献献献献献献献献！！！！！！！！！
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APPENDIX 6: Graph of missing values
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APPENDIX 7: Reliability of the items

Table 7A-1. Environment

Coefficient Alpha ,7255
Items Corrected item-total correlations Alpha if item deleted Skewness Kurtosis
PRICERE1 ,0720 ,7287* Item deleted Item deleted
TAXREG2 ,2292 ,7196 0.148 -1.076
RESTRAD3 ,1786 ,7227 0.613 -0.662
PRICECO4 ,2939 ,7165 -1.448 1.633
PRODVAR5 ,2054 ,7209 -1.567 2.240
PRODFAK6 ,1000 ,7294* 0.844 -0.565
SERVCOM7 ,4074 ,7073 -0.704 -0.381
ADVCOM8 ,3350 ,7116 -0.380 -1.141
RETCOM9 ,2435 ,7192 -1.306 1.980
SUPNUM10 ,3283 ,7142  0.913 0.708
TREND11 ,2380 ,7190 0.631 0.004
STRUST12 ,1777 ,7223 -0.202 0.103
CTRUST13 ,2949 ,7171 -0.158 0.749
PTRUST14 ,4863 ,7069 -0.205 -0.116
EQUIP15 ,4468 ,7031 -0.507 -0.990
SERSEL16 ,3268 ,7139 -0.394 -0.346
FURNI17 ,2106 ,7209 -0.289 -0.526
PRODQU18 ,1351 ,7254 -0.435 -0.018
SIMAG19 ,0876 ,7294* -0.322 -0.640
CIMAGE20 ,1209 ,7260 -0.072 -0.244
PIMAG21 ,2018 ,7213 0.037 -0.404
DEMAN22 ,1564 ,7266 -0.474 -1.183
PURPOW23 ,1027 ,7305* 0.374 -1.190
SANCER24 ,3596 ,7098 -0.132 -1.153
BUSLIC25 ,3409 ,7113 -0.055 -1.245
QUCER26 ,3620 ,7099 0.030 -1.136
LOCAT27 ,4830 ,6983 -0.154 -1.468
RENT28 ,1886 ,7225 -0.541 -0.824

*After purification improved coefficient α will be achieved.
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Table 7A-2. Relative Resources

Coefficient Alpha ,8870
Items Corrected item-total correlations Alpha if Item deleted Skewness Kurtosis
REFIN42 ,2489 ,8895* 1.369 0.677
RETECH43 ,5174 ,8815 0.824 -0.776
RELOCA44 ,5176 ,8813 0.957 -0.316
RESAN45 ,6762 ,8744 0.455 -0.683
REQU46 ,6548 ,8754 0.535 -0.714
RECOM47 ,6756 ,8741 0.399 -1.057
RETAX48 ,6600 ,8753 0.772 -0.293
RELIG49 ,6696 ,8749 1.123 0.187
REPASS50 ,6790 ,8739 0.384 -1.143
REEXP51 ,4620 ,8834 0.262 -1.026
REKNOW52 ,4470 ,8842 0.121 -1.062
REMAFR53 ,3792 ,8877* -0.365 -0.924
REREP54 ,5497 ,8799 -0.457 -0.766
REGUAN55 ,5136 ,8816 -0.235 -1.121
RESIZE56 ,5779 ,8787 0.262 -0.749

* After purification improved coefficient α will be achieved.

Table 7A-3. Power

Coefficient Alpha ,8926
Items Corrected item-total correlations Alpha if Item deleted Skewness Kurtosis
SADVSU58 ,5499 ,8873 0.616 -0.473
SPROMA59 ,5000 ,8882 0.442 -0.730
SDEMO60 ,5691 ,8872 0.529 -0.582
SFRSAM61 ,6502 ,8850 0.845 -0.384
STESMA62 ,6170 ,8864 0.553 -0.207
SINFO63 ,3965 ,8901 0.568 -0.524
SLEGSU64 ,5545 ,8874 0.891 -0.424
SFINSU65 ,6310 ,8860 1.857 2.746
SSTORE66 ,1957 ,8937* Item deleted Item deleted
SDTOD67 ,3402 ,8912 -0.205 -0.852
SDEPAY68 ,3361 ,8912 0.251 -0.886
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SPPRE69 ,4644 ,8889 -0.310 -0.872
SUPRRE70 ,4706 ,8888 0.200 -1.134
SFAVOR72 ,4036 ,8900 1.316 0.716
SBARG73 ,2548 ,8929* 0.434 -0.707
SPRIFA74 ,4639 ,8891 -0.010 -0.461
SPROQU75 ,3425 ,8910 -0.097 -0.676
SBENEF76 ,5189 ,8879 -0.004 -0.794
SPROMI77 ,2991 ,8918 -0.113 -0.897
SLEGAC78 ,5303 ,8877 1.064 -0.263
SUNPRO79 ,3948 ,8902 1.596 1.719
SREFSE80 ,5022 ,8881 1.429 0.832
SPRIHI81 ,3284 ,8912 1.532 1.601
SPRIFI82 ,3166 ,8916 0.546 -0.544
SPRICO83 ,4385 ,8894 0.705 -0.778
SSUPRO84 ,3466 ,8909 1.486 1.693
SPAYCA85 ,1400 ,8959* Item deleted Item deleted
SRECEI86 ,6364 ,8849 0.178 -1.197
SPURCO87 ,3798 ,8904 1.355 0.879
SPURUN88 ,2157 ,8929* 1.582 1.493
SORDMI89 ,2553 ,8931* 0.702 -0.788
SSPLAN90 ,6366 ,8856 0.783 -0.627
SEXCLU91 ,4099 ,8899 1.240 0.466

*After purification improved coefficient α will be achieved.
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Table 7A-4. Structure

Coefficient Alpha ,6384
Items Corrected item-total correlations Alpha if Item deleted Skewness Kurtosis
STRANS95 ,2810 ,6206 -0.703 0.247
STELEC96 ,4381 ,5873 -1.021 0.554
RVISIT97 ,4326 ,5882 -0.662 -0.376
SVISIT98 ,5125 ,5623 0.305 -1.283
RELIMP99 ,1701 ,6411* 0.879 -0.390
RELTR100 ,2556 ,6237 -0.897 -0.110
SWITC101 ,0843 ,6713* 0.15 -1.432
BMORE102 ,2626 ,6219 -1.047 0.393
BLESS103 ,1903 ,6379 0.993 -0.123
SOTH104 ,5081 ,5620 -0.208 -1.217
*After purification improved coefficient α will be achieved.
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APPENDIX 8: Correlation matrix for environment

Correlation Matrix
TAXREG2 RESTRAD3 PRICECO4 PRODVAR5 PRODFAK6 SERVCOM7

TAXREG2 1.000
RESTRAD3 0.283 1.000
PRICECO4 0.284 0.226 1.000
PRODVAR5 0.150 -0.070 0.308 1.000
PRODFAK6 0.231 0.141 0.055 -0.042 1.000
SERVCOM7 0.298 0.020 0.257 0.214 0.034 1.000
ADVCOM8 0.177 0.170 0.091 0.071 0.227 0.327
RETCOM9 0.159 0.121 0.369 0.043 0.137 0.279
SUPNUM10 -0.026 0.049 0.031 0.097 0.138 0.099
TREND11 0.265 0.117 0.158 0.063 0.101 0.144
STRUST12 0.053 -0.072 -0.086 0.002 -0.144 0.144
CTRUST13 0.083 -0.026 -0.117 0.026 -0.219 0.075
PTRUST14 -0.021 -0.018 0.073 0.078 -0.063 0.124
EQUIP15 0.130 0.057 0.214 0.234 0.103 0.306
SERSEL16 0.139 0.055 0.138 0.160 0.095 0.246
FURNI17 -0.059 -0.060 -0.008 0.169 -0.161 0.044
PRODQU18 -0.064 -0.076 -0.088 0.047 -0.247 -0.096
SIMAG19 -0.125 -0.119 -0.093 -0.001 -0.230 -0.038
CIMAGE20 -0.081 -0.213 -0.159 0.100 -0.313 -0.009
PIMAG21 0.080 -0.043 0.032 0.104 0.048 0.040
DEMAN22 -0.093 -0.019 0.031 0.109 -0.147 0.096
PURPOW23 -0.209 -0.153 -0.153 -0.074 -0.240 -0.048
SANCER24 0.048 0.103 -0.025 0.040 0.094 0.036
BUSLIC25 0.042 0.098 0.053 0.011 0.110 0.024
QUCER26 0.042 0.089 0.036 0.008 0.104 0.027
LOCAT27 -0.004 0.038 0.126 0.089 0.099 0.139
RENT28 0.203 0.193 0.100 0.027 0.069 0.119
REFIN42 -0.198 0.037 -0.215 0.000 0.061 -0.055
RETECH43 0.100 0.009 0.062 0.169 0.139 0.048
RELOCA44 -0.075 0.084 -0.122 -0.087 0.011 -0.100
RESAN45 0.035 -0.084 -0.137 -0.021 0.042 -0.131
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REQU46 -0.041 -0.212 -0.149 -0.029 -0.002 -0.099
RECOM47 -0.027 -0.126 -0.196 -0.046 -0.024 -0.130
RETAX48 -0.020 -0.136 -0.142 -0.024 -0.026 -0.197
RELIG49 -0.050 0.117 -0.146 -0.145 0.016 -0.097
REPASS50 0.022 -0.053 -0.105 0.017 -0.085 0.095
REEXP51 0.150 0.074 0.088 0.005 0.092 0.126
REKNOW52 0.171 0.073 -0.016 -0.052 0.027 0.150
REMAFR53 0.097 -0.036 -0.016 0.085 0.023 -0.039
REREP54 0.059 -0.007 0.106 0.122 -0.202 0.118
REGUAN55 0.022 -0.200 0.027 0.067 0.152 0.143
RESIZE56 0.244 -0.068 0.167 0.021 0.089 0.120

 Correlation Matrix
ADVCOM8 RETCOM9 SUPNUM10 TREND11 STRUST12 CTRUST13

ADVCOM8 1.000
RETCOM9 0.182 1.000
SUPNUM10 0.074 0.173 1.000
TREND11 0.126 0.213 0.062 1.000
STRUST12 0.022 0.029 0.004 0.228 1.000
CTRUST13 -0.024 -0.002 0.055 0.141 0.645 1.000
PTRUST14 0.108 0.093 0.177 0.158 0.253 0.426
EQUIP15 0.390 0.236 0.124 0.034 0.033 0.033
SERSEL16 0.188 0.308 0.265 0.148 0.115 0.095
FURNI17 -0.023 0.090 0.244 -0.005 0.107 0.130
PRODQU18 -0.001 0.096 0.048 -0.018 0.142 0.123
SIMAG19 -0.009 -0.066 -0.082 0.000 0.398 0.338
CIMAGE20 -0.045 -0.160 0.065 0.021 0.308 0.355
PIMAG21 -0.040 -0.017 0.100 -0.054 -0.010 0.115
DEMAN22 0.197 -0.137 0.035 0.073 0.133 0.121
PURPOW23 -0.052 -0.249 -0.018 0.084 0.168 0.155
SANCER24 -0.047 -0.086 0.006 -0.049 -0.154 -0.027
BUSLIC25 -0.020 -0.076 -0.024 -0.082 -0.185 -0.053
QUCER26 -0.009 -0.156 -0.037 -0.129 -0.111 -0.020
LOCAT27 0.105 0.120 0.125 0.110 0.069 0.152
RENT28 0.040 0.100 0.044 0.036 0.147 0.179
REFIN42 0.126 -0.105 -0.041 0.165 0.071 0.092
RETECH43 0.147 0.017 0.164 0.003 -0.043 -0.041
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RELOCA44 0.038 -0.172 -0.062 0.049 0.073 0.060
RESAN45 0.093 -0.110 0.106 0.177 0.063 0.169
REQU46 0.048 -0.152 0.031 0.037 0.052 0.125
RECOM47 0.094 -0.102 0.021 0.020 0.009 0.148
RETAX48 0.065 -0.092 0.112 0.130 -0.048 0.106
RELIG49 0.163 -0.046 0.008 0.005 0.054 0.064
REPASS50 0.254 0.022 0.195 0.048 0.146 0.143
REEXP51 0.212 -0.002 0.087 0.045 0.006 0.106
REKNOW52 0.170 0.084 0.074 0.069 0.132 0.309
REMAFR53 -0.044 0.045 0.112 -0.029 0.148 0.177
REREP54 0.040 0.083 0.195 -0.024 0.031 0.123
REGUAN55 0.038 0.275 0.200 -0.170 -0.048 -0.123
RESIZE56 0.196 0.189 0.267 0.124 -0.091 0.065

 Correlation Matrix
PTRUST14 EQUIP15 SERSEL16 FURNI17 PRODQU18 SIMAG19

PTRUST14 1.000
EQUIP15 0.246 1.000
SERSEL16 0.060 0.199 1.000
FURNI17 0.057 0.013 0.319 1.000
PRODQU18 0.060 -0.004 0.030 0.297 1.000
SIMAG19 0.121 -0.064 -0.032 0.150 0.415 1.000
CIMAGE20 0.153 -0.089 0.038 0.286 0.418 0.660
PIMAG21 0.209 0.077 0.218 0.275 0.272 0.168
DEMAN22 0.211 0.060 0.026 0.089 0.008 0.189
PURPOW23 0.150 -0.013 -0.009 0.156 0.170 0.251
SANCER24 0.041 0.086 -0.052 0.036 0.112 0.004
BUSLIC25 0.124 0.172 -0.030 0.084 0.094 -0.007
QUCER26 0.171 0.183 0.003 0.081 0.043 -0.076
LOCAT27 0.283 0.316 0.068 -0.031 -0.104 -0.057
RENT28 0.315 0.068 0.008 -0.138 -0.038 -0.028
REFIN42 0.191 0.057 -0.070 0.111 0.106 0.174
RETECH43 0.002 0.217 -0.004 0.121 0.034 -0.034
RELOCA44 -0.023 0.000 -0.059 0.094 0.035 -0.029
RESAN45 0.091 0.001 0.013 0.181 -0.005 -0.073
REQU46 0.019 -0.024 -0.080 0.172 -0.063 0.066
RECOM47 -0.028 0.045 -0.009 0.183 0.019 0.075
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RETAX48 0.022 0.042 0.014 0.229 0.081 -0.133
RELIG49 0.055 0.023 -0.042 0.121 0.051 0.077
REPASS50 0.147 0.055 -0.042 0.222 0.106 0.091
REEXP51 0.148 0.258 -0.007 -0.057 -0.022 0.014
REKNOW52 0.205 0.194 0.112 0.003 0.001 0.089
REMAFR53 0.108 0.250 -0.024 0.143 0.047 0.044
REREP54 0.108 0.288 0.083 0.132 0.168 -0.034
REGUAN55 -0.079 0.175 0.047 0.186 0.181 0.013
RESIZE56 0.020 0.099 0.122 0.254 -0.067 -0.201

 Correlation Matrix
CIMAGE20 PIMAG21 DEMAN22 PURPOW23 SANCER24 BUSLIC25

CIMAGE20 1.000
PIMAG21 0.269 1.000
DEMAN22 0.227 -0.026 1.000
PURPOW23 0.262 -0.039 0.435 1.000
SANCER24 0.049 -0.009 0.057 0.071 1.000
BUSLIC25 0.007 0.064 -0.037 0.152 0.691 1.000
QUCER26 -0.058 0.137 0.100 0.181 0.641 0.844
LOCAT27 -0.116 0.055 0.015 0.065 0.252 0.267
RENT28 -0.016 -0.049 0.045 -0.070 0.107 0.098
REFIN42 0.125 0.086 0.162 0.173 -0.020 -0.016
RETECH43 0.054 0.133 0.125 0.114 -0.008 -0.012
RELOCA44 0.019 0.084 0.115 0.305 -0.025 0.031
RESAN45 0.146 0.034 0.223 0.231 -0.073 -0.066
REQU46 0.160 0.168 0.121 0.177 -0.169 -0.118
RECOM47 0.043 0.153 -0.019 0.128 -0.116 -0.087
RETAX48 0.014 0.211 0.114 0.117 -0.139 -0.092
RELIG49 -0.042 0.074 0.063 0.150 -0.147 0.026
REPASS50 0.077 0.084 0.252 0.285 -0.104 -0.146
REEXP51 -0.033 0.065 0.007 -0.049 0.168 0.148
REKNOW52 0.014 0.016 0.004 -0.038 0.209 0.112
REMAFR53 0.060 -0.018 0.040 0.040 0.127 0.076
REREP54 -0.018 0.145 0.006 0.157 -0.137 -0.050
REGUAN55 0.013 0.247 -0.057 0.122 -0.146 -0.032
RESIZE56 0.064 0.128 -0.067 0.021 -0.121 -0.073
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Correlation Matrix
QUCER26 LOCAT27 RENT28 REFIN42 RETECH43 RELOCA44

QUCER26 1.000
LOCAT27 0.335 1.000
RENT28 0.114 0.278 1.000
REFIN42 0.024 0.050 -0.091 1.000
RETECH43 0.026 0.050 -0.087 0.429 1.000
RELOCA44 0.075 -0.153 -0.181 0.331 0.291 1.000
RESAN45 -0.010 -0.039 -0.104 0.306 0.404 0.458
REQU46 -0.058 -0.116 -0.203 0.270 0.374 0.463
RECOM47 -0.087 -0.175 -0.236 0.300 0.341 0.446
RETAX48 -0.062 -0.121 -0.232 0.272 0.327 0.430
RELIG49 0.068 -0.044 -0.123 0.391 0.331 0.636
REPASS50 -0.059 -0.024 -0.030 0.336 0.514 0.452
REEXP51 0.180 0.182 0.054 0.358 0.512 0.300
REKNOW52 0.167 0.206 0.104 0.363 0.394 0.302
REMAFR53 0.138 0.180 0.147 0.302 0.444 0.178
REREP54 0.054 0.129 -0.094 0.241 0.485 0.258
REGUAN55 -0.057 -0.054 -0.056 0.084 0.488 0.273
RESIZE56 -0.053 0.068 -0.016 0.047 0.481 0.340

 Correlation Matrix
RESAN45 REQU46 RECOM47 RETAX48 RELIG49 REPASS50

REQU46 0.750 1.000
RECOM47 0.706 0.840 1.000
RETAX48 0.786 0.715 0.799 1.000
RELIG49 0.623 0.636 0.624 0.576 1.000
REPASS50 0.690 0.637 0.647 0.583 0.593 1.000
REEXP51 0.241 0.214 0.253 0.237 0.345 0.325
REKNOW52 0.317 0.231 0.307 0.262 0.421 0.385
REMAFR53 0.228 0.187 0.141 0.160 0.198 0.215
REREP54 0.333 0.295 0.351 0.379 0.286 0.514
REGUAN55 0.271 0.313 0.405 0.338 0.238 0.453
RESIZE56 0.564 0.478 0.453 0.511 0.292 0.476
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 Correlation Matrix
REEXP51 REKNOW52 REMAFR53 REREP54 REGUAN55 RESIZE56

REEXP51 1.000
REKNOW52 0.816 1.000
REMAFR53 0.353 0.447 1.000
REREP54 0.366 0.385 0.424 1.000
REGUAN55 0.380 0.289 0.229 0.483 1.000
RESIZE56 0.469 0.393 0.387 0.445 0.349 1.000
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APPENDIX 9: Correlation matrix for power
Correlation Matrix

SADVSU58 SPROMA59 SDEMO60 SFRSAM61 STESMA62 SINFO63
SADVSU58 1.000
SPROMA59 0.611 1.000
SDEMO60 0.572 0.609 1.000
SFRSAM61 0.439 0.489 0.686 1.000
STESMA62 0.402 0.437 0.558 0.651 1.000
SINFO63 0.515 0.472 0.491 0.433 0.460 1.000
SLEGSU64 0.427 0.386 0.437 0.479 0.408 0.521
SFINSU65 0.382 0.317 0.518 0.594 0.446 0.455
SDTOD67 0.316 0.266 0.226 0.274 0.271 0.201
SDEPAY68 0.283 0.214 0.285 0.390 0.442 0.317
SPPRE69 0.330 0.308 0.281 0.358 0.422 0.393
SUPRRE70 0.293 0.145 0.313 0.279 0.400 0.371
SFAVOR72 0.277 0.196 0.221 0.255 0.288 0.231
SBARG73 0.294 0.229 0.179 0.211 0.284 0.363
SPRIFA74 0.326 0.256 0.285 0.352 0.314 0.333
SPROQU75 0.211 0.240 0.138 0.268 0.282 0.237
SBENEF76 0.233 0.225 0.229 0.384 0.359 0.322
SPROMI77 0.129 0.105 0.217 0.287 0.257 0.207
SLEGAC78 0.159 0.030 0.068 0.208 0.156 0.102
SUNPRO79 0.096 0.155 0.032 0.194 0.152 0.142
SREFSE80 0.062 0.037 0.067 0.164 0.052 0.125
SPRIHI81 0.134 0.120 0.148 0.148  0.164 0.081
SPRIFI82 0.038 0.144 0.158 0.213 0.234 0.013
SPRICO83 0.171 0.190 0.358 0.387 0.329 0.246
SSUPRO84 0.148 0.077 0.109 0.287 0.279 -0.021
SRECEI86 0.283 0.228 0.375 0.334 0.238 0.314
SPURCO87 0.045 -0.040 0.017 0.192 0.016 0.088
SPURUN88 -0.108 -0.207 -0.086 -0.029 -0.061 -0.065
SORDAMI89 0.011 -0.026 -0.038 0.145 0.059 -0.013
SSPLAN90 0.252 0.211 0.306 0.287 0.257 0.200
SEXCLU91 0.169 0.152 0.181 0.202 0.120 0.127
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 Correlation Matrix
SLEGSU64 SFINSU65 SDTOD67 SDEPAY68 SPPRE69 SUPRRE70

SLEGSU64 1.000
SFINSU65 0.436 1.000
SDTOD67 0.354 0.203 1.000
SDEPAY68 0.253 0.283 0.518 1.000
SPPRE69 0.373 0.212 0.381 0.364 1.000
SUPRRE70 0.342 0.325 0.260 0.444 0.509 1.000
SFAVOR72 0.389 0.233 0.309 0.288 0.238 0.193
SBARG73 0.203 0.149 0.193 0.321 0.177 0.250
SPRIFA74 0.431 0.328 0.380 0.376 0.502 0.435
SPROQU75 0.395 0.162 0.379 0.257 0.489 0.389
SBENEF76 0.460 0.330 0.426 0.405 0.524 0.456
SPROMI77 0.414 0.185 0.432 0.333 0.491 0.341
SLEGAC78 0.408 0.242 0.116 0.131 0.270 0.306
SUNPRO79 0.316 0.207 0.066 0.070 0.170 0.212
SREFSE80 0.185 0.278 0.002 0.013 0.062 0.124
SPRIHI81 0.037 0.249 0.043 0.015 -0.089 0.039
SPRIFI82 0.129 0.041 0.161 0.038 0.108 0.135
SPRICO83 0.312 0.192 0.215 0.119 0.211 0.214
SSUPRO84 -0.009 0.183 -0.051 0.103 -0.044 -0.060
SRECEI86 0.357 0.354 0.013 0.142 0.238 0.395
SPURCO87 0. 085 0.159 0.017 0.060 0.029 -0.011
SPURUN88 0.040 -0.021 -0.145 -0.092 -0.084 0.000
SORDAMI89 0.147 0.000 0.096 -0.058 -0.006 0.035
SSPLAN90 0.232 0.389 0.163 0.124 0.115 0.149
SEXCLU91 0.238 0.206 0.068 0.039 -0.049 0.016

 Correlation Matrix
SFAVOR72 SBARG73 SPRIFA74 SPROQU75 SBENEF76 SPROMI77

SFAVOR72 1.000
SBARG73 0.335 1.000
SPRIFA74 0.207 0.379 1.000
SPROQU75 0.196 0.247 0.604 1.000
SBENEF76 0.270 0.328 0.606 0.621 1.000
SPROMI77 0.304 0.268 0.569 0.540 0.572 1.000
SLEGAC78 0.188 0.152 0.357 0.272 0.370 0.437
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SUNPRO79 0.132 0.197 0.131 0.123 0.150 0.212
SREFSE80 0.176 0.129 0.104 -0.043 0.086 0.070
SPRIHI81 0.227 0.114 -0.016 -0.232 -0.067 -0.134
SPRIFI82 0.116 0.244 0.321 0.118 0.131 0.183
SPRICO83 0.112 0.114 0.154 0.090 0.176 0.218
SSUPRO84 0.132 0.043 -0.045 -0.160 -0.073 -0.185
SRECEI86 0.214 0.136 0.251 0.190 0.199 0.166
SPURCO87 0.125 0.073 0.075 -0.113 0.088 0.032
SPURUN88 0.128 -0.026 -0.178 -0.189 -0.040 0.011
SORDAMI89 0.199 -0.010 -0.068 -0.035 0.008 0.013
SSPLAN90 0.296 0.160 0.207 0.113 0.213 0.125
SEXCLU91 0.245 0.004 -0.016 0.028 -0.029 0.009

 Correlation Matrix
SLEGAC78 SUNPRO79 SREFSE80 SPRIHI81 SPRIFI82 SPRICO83

SLEGAC78 1.000
SUNPRO79 0.343 1.000
SREFSE80 0.392 0.274 1.000
SPRIHI81 0.019 0.179 0.237 1.000
SPRIFI82 0.103 0.166 0.192 0.308 1.000
SPRICO83 0.240 0.311 0.307 0.262 0.418 1.000
SSUPRO84 0.077 0.111 0.170 0.449 0.101 0.129
SRECEI86 0.353 0.365 0.273 0.281 0.246 0.262
SPURCO87 0.308 0.083 0.318 0.395 0.224 0.102
SPURUN88 0.367 0.305 0.302 0.271 0.193 0.222
SORDAMI89 0.292 0.230 0.299 0.181 0.149 0.071
SSPLAN90 0.356 0.145 0.389 0.132 0.165 0.327
SEXCLU91 0.284 0.118 0.205 0.275 0.243 0.297
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Correlation Matrix
SSUPRO84 SRECEI86 SPURCO87 SPURUN88 SORDAMI89 SSPLAN90 SEXCLU91

SSUPRO84 1.000
SRECEI86 0.255 1.000
SPURCO87 0.299 0.237 1.000
SPURUN88 0.304 0.334 0.516 1.000
SORDAMI89 0.156 0.279 0.323 0.435 1.000
SSPLAN90 0.073 0.385 0.239 0.209 0.431 1.000
SEXCLU91 0.235 0.294 0.313 0.350 0.249 0.344 1.000
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APPENDIX 10: Correlation matrix for structure

Correlation Matrix
STRANS95 STELEC96 RVISIT97 SVISIT98 RELIMP99 RELTR100 SWITC101

STRANS95 1.000
STELEC96 0.486 1.000
RVISIT97 0.358 0.516 1.000
SVISIT98 0.244 0.429 0.497 1.000
RELIMP99 0.057 0.096 0.166 0.177 1.000
RELIT100 0.106 0.162 0.077 0.047 0.388 1.000
SWITC101 0.143 0.061 -0.084 -0.133 0.158 0.141 1.000

Correlation Matrix
STRANS95 STELEC96 RVISIT97 SVISIT98 RELIMP99 RELTR100 SWITC101

BMORE102 0.027 0.057 0.056 0.170 0.314 0.455 0.012
BLESS103 -0.016 -0.138 -0.069 -0.213 -0.049 0.045 0.304
SOTH104 0.208 -0.275 -0.135 -0.197 0.003 -0.334 0.197

Correlation Matrix
BMORE102 BLESS103 SOTH104

BMORE102 1.000
BLESS103 0.130 1.000
SOTH104 -0.305 0.068 1.000
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APPENDIX 11: Exploratory factor analysis for power: missing value listwise method
R o t a t e d  C o m p o n e n t  M a t r i x
P O W E R C o m m u n a l i t y N o n - c o e r c i v e N o n - c o e r c i v e  C o e r c i v e  C o e r c i v e  C o e r c i v e  N o n - c o e r c i v e C o e r c i v e B a r g a i n i n g W a r e -

/ S e r v i c e / L o c a l  / L o c a l  / P r i c i n g h o u s i n g  
S e r v i c e S e r v i c e s e r v i c e  

E i g e n v a l u e s  ( r o t a t e d ) 4 , 7 9 3 , 6 2 3 , 2 7 2 , 4 8 2 , 4 6 2 , 0 7 1 , 8 1 1 , 5 5 1 , 5 3
P e r c e n t a g e  o f  v a r i a n c e  ( r o t a t e d ) 1 4 , 5 1 1 , 0 9 , 9 7 , 5 7 , 5 6 , 3 5 , 5 4 , 7 4 , 6

5 8 .  a d v e r t i s i n g  s u p p o r t , 6 8 1 , 7 3 8 , 1 4 8 , 0 5 6 , 2 0 8 , 1 1 4 , 0 9 6 - , 1 2 5 , 0 6 1 , 1 6 5

5 9 .  s a l e s  p r o m o t i o n  m a t e r i a l s , 7 9 4 , 8 4 0 , 0 9 8 - , 1 0 6 , 0 1 5 , 0 6 2 - , 0 4 5 , 0 5 1 , 2 4 4 - , 0 0 8

6 0 .  p r o d u c t  d e m o n s t r a t i o n s , 7 9 4 , 8 6 8 , 0 8 4 , 0 1 3 , 0 7 7 , 0 7 1 , 0 4 8 , 0 8 9 - , 1 0 1 , 0 4 2

6 1 .  f r e e  s a m p l e s  f r o m  s u p p l i e r , 7 2 7 , 6 4 3 , 3 2 5 , 1 1 6 , 3 4 3 , 0 5 0 - , 0 0 7 , 1 4 6 - , 1 6 4 , 1 6 2

6 2 .  t e s t  m a r k e t i n g , 6 5 4 , 5 1 2 , 1 6 0 , 1 9 0 , 2 0 4 , 0 7 5 , 4 7 6 , 1 9 4 , 1 1 3 , 0 7 1

6 3 .  s u p p l i e r  i n f o r m a t i o n , 6 7 9 , 6 2 4 - , 0 0 8 , 1 4 5 - , 2 4 0 , 0 4 7 , 1 7 8 - , 0 4 8 , 4 0 4 - , 1 0 1

6 5 .  p r o d u c t  f i n a n c i n g  s u p p o r t , 7 7 1 , 6 0 2 , 1 3 6 , 5 1 9 , 1 7 4 - , 0 0 7 - , 0 0 9 - , 1 2 4 , 0 7 5 , 2 6 3

8 6 .  r e q u i r e  r e c e i p t s , 6 9 2 , 5 4 1 , 0 3 4 , 4 5 8 , 1 5 8 , 1 1 9 , 1 4 9 , 1 9 3 - , 0 2 1 - , 2 9 8

6 7 .  d o o r - t o - d o o r  t r a n s p o r t a t i o n , 7 2 9 , 1 1 2 , 7 6 2 - , 0 9 4 , 0 5 9 , 0 9 6 , 0 9 8 , 0 2 9 - , 2 1 9 , 2 3 5

7 4 .  f a i r  p r i c e s , 8 1 9 , 1 3 8 , 7 7 5 , 1 2 6 , 1 4 2 - , 1 2 2 , 0 5 7 , 0 7 5 , 3 0 7 - , 2 1 5

7 5 .  s u p p l i e r  p r o d u c t  q u a l i t y , 6 7 4 , 2 7 1 , 6 0 0 , 1 0 9 - , 3 4 5 - , 1 1 9 , 1 5 2 , 0 3 5 , 2 6 5 - , 0 3 7

7 6 .  m u t u a l  b e n e f i t s , 6 5 7 , 3 5 3 , 6 7 0 , 1 3 4 - , 1 0 5 - , 0 3 5 , 0 8 3 , 0 8 9 , 1 9 5 , 0 1 9

7 7 .  k e e p  p r o m i s e s , 6 4 0 - , 1 0 0 , 7 2 8 , 2 2 5 - , 1 7 7 , 0 8 3 , 0 6 9 , 0 4 4 , 0 3 7 , 0 5 9

7 8 .  l e g a l  a c t i o n s  a g a i n s t , 7 2 6 , 0 1 8 , 2 4 3 , 7 6 1 , 0 2 9 , 2 6 6 , 0 1 6 , 0 6 1 - , 0 3 5 , 1 0 3

7 9 .  u n d e l i v e r  o r d e r e d  p r o d u c t s , 7 3 6 - , 0 6 7 - , 0 1 7 , 8 1 1 , 2 0 1 , 1 1 6 , 0 5 9 , 0 2 4 , 0 8 9 , 0 8 8

8 0 .  r e f u s e  t o  s e l l , 6 4 8 , 1 9 4 , 0 7 3 , 6 1 1 , 2 8 6 , 1 6 8 - , 2 3 7 , 1 7 7 - , 0 9 3 - , 1 6 0

6 4 .  l e g a l  s u p p o r t , 6 6 1 , 3 1 9 , 2 8 8 , 5 4 4 - , 2 9 2 , 1 0 1 , 0 7 2 , 2 1 5 - , 0 4 8 , 1 7 7

8 1 .  h i g h  p r i c e s , 6 9 0 , 0 9 7 - , 0 9 2 , 2 0 9 , 7 4 0 , 1 5 6 - , 1 2 9 , 1 3 5 , 1 0 6 - , 1 0 3

8 4 .  d e l i v e r  s u b s t a n d a r d  p r o d u c t s , 7 4 0 , 2 4 5 - , 0 9 2 , 1 1 1 , 7 8 2 , 0 3 5 , 1 4 3 , 1 2 0 , 0 0 2 , 1 0 5

8 7 .  c o m p l i c a t e d  p u r c h a s i n g  p r o c e d u , 7 3 9 , 1 4 9 - , 0 9 2 , 1 1 4 , 5 5 9 , 5 6 7 - , 0 4 0 , 1 1 2 , 0 2 4 - , 2 1 7

8 8 .  u n r e a s o n a b l e  p u r c h a n s i n g  p r o c e , 7 5 1 - , 1 2 3 - , 3 0 3 , 3 0 0 , 3 0 3 , 6 2 8 - , 0 2 6 , 2 0 9 - , 0 4 8 - , 1 4 7

8 9 .  m i n i m u m  o r d e r  s i z e , 7 0 9 , 0 9 1 - , 0 0 2 , 1 9 9 , 1 8 5 , 5 3 7 - , 2 2 3 , 0 7 7 - , 4 8 8 - , 2 1 1

9 0 .  c o n t r a c t s  s a l e s  p l a n s , 6 3 6 , 4 1 1 , 1 9 2 , 4 2 6 , 0 6 0 , 4 2 9 - , 1 7 5 , 1 4 5 - , 0 9 6 , 0 1 7

9 1 .  e x c l u s i v e  p u r c h a s i n g , 7 5 7 , 1 3 3 , 0 5 7 , 1 2 8 - , 0 2 8 , 8 2 5 - , 0 2 8 , 1 1 6 , 0 0 6 , 1 5 5

7 2 .  f a v o u r s , 5 2 7 , 1 6 2 , 0 9 1 , 2 2 6 , 0 7 0 , 4 8 3 , 2 4 2 - , 0 2 8 , 2 6 1 , 2 7 5

6 8 .  d e f e r r e d  p a y m e n t , 6 6 3 , 1 9 4 , 4 1 4 - , 0 2 6 , 1 6 8 , 0 6 5 , 6 2 9 - , 1 3 4 , 0 5 1 , 0 6 2

6 9 .  r e t u r n  p o o r  p r o d u c t s , 7 8 9 , 3 2 0 , 4 9 9 , 1 6 1 - , 1 4 6 - , 0 6 0 , 5 5 9 , 1 4 7 - , 0 6 5 - , 2 1 9

7 0 .  r e t u r n  u n s o l d  p r o d u c t s , 7 0 7 , 3 6 0 , 3 2 4 , 2 9 5 - , 1 5 7 - , 0 4 3 , 5 0 5 , 1 4 8 - , 0 3 5 - , 2 8 5

8 5 .  i m m e d i a t e  c a s h  p a y m e n t , 6 3 0 , 1 3 9 , 0 3 4 , 1 8 2 , 0 8 6 , 1 0 4 - , 7 0 2 , 1 4 4 , 0 2 3 - , 2 1 1

8 2 .  f i x e d  p r i c e , 8 4 7 - , 0 0 5 , 0 8 1 - , 0 3 1 , 1 9 6 , 3 0 2 - , 1 1 2 , 8 0 7 , 1 3 2 - , 1 7 1

8 3 .  p r i c i n g  c o n t r o l , 8 4 8 , 1 0 2 , 1 2 1 , 2 7 5 , 1 1 5 , 0 4 4 - , 0 0 2 , 8 4 2 - , 0 7 1 , 1 3 1
7 3 .  b a r g a i n i n g , 7 4 0 , 1 6 1 , 2 1 7 - , 0 1 4 , 1 5 1 , 0 4 1 - , 0 7 5 , 0 5 8 , 7 9 6 , 0 0 3

6 6 .  w a r e h o u s i n g   s u p p o r t , 7 3 9 , 1 8 2 , 0 4 9 , 1 5 6 - , 0 5 3 , 0 4 4 , 1 1 0 , 0 1 1 , 0 1 7 , 8 1 3

E x t r a c t i o n  M e t h o d :  P r i n c i p a l  C o m p o n e n t  A n a l y s i s .  R o t a t i o n  M e t h o d :  V a r i m a x  w i t h  K a i s e r  N o r m a l i z a t i o n .   M i s s i n g - v a l u e s  M e t h o d :  L I S T - W I S E



APPENDIX 12: ANOVA for channel external environment
ANOVA df Mean Square F Sig.
access to sanitary certificate Between Groups 2 0,54 0,28 0,75

Within Groups 120 1,91
Total 122

access to business licence Between Groups 2 0,99 0,48 0,62
Within Groups 120 2,04
Total 122

taxation certification Between Groups 2 0,38 0,20 0,82
Within Groups 121 1,91
Total 123

access to prime location Between Groups 2 0,71 0,30 0,74
Within Groups 115 2,35
Total 117

rent of the shop Between Groups 2 0,31 0,17 0,84
Within Groups 122 1,77
Total 124

price competition Between Groups 2 0,68 0,80 0,45
Within Groups 127 0,85
Total 129

product variability Between Groups 2 0,05 0,06 0,95
Within Groups 126 0,95
Total 128

service competition Between Groups 2 2,39 1,71 0,19
Within Groups 124 1,40
Total 126

advertising competition Between Groups 2 0,11 0,05 0,95
Within Groups 119 2,05
Total 121

retailer competition Between Groups 2 2,48 3,30 0,04
Within Groups 128 0,75
Total 130

technological resources Between Groups 2 1,29 0,62 0,54
Within Groups 103 2,08
Total 105

knowledge resources Between Groups 2 1,69 1,00 0,37
Within Groups 97 1,69
Total 99

managerial freedom resources Between Groups 2 0,12 0,08 0,93
Within Groups 103 1,58
Total 105

reputation resources Between Groups 2 0,39 0,24 0,78
Within Groups 100 1,59
Total 102

location resources Between Groups 2 0,86 0,47 0,63
Within Groups 104 1,85
Total 106

commercial bureau guanxi Between Groups 2 2,19 1,14 0,32
Within Groups 106 1,91
Total 108

taxation bureau guanxi Between Groups 2 0,74 0,46 0,63
Within Groups 106 1,61
Total 108

suitable size resource Between Groups 2 0,44 0,29 0,75
Within Groups 82 1,54
Total 84
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APPENDIX 13: ANOVA for power strategies
ANOVA df Mean Square F Sig.
advertising support Between Groups 3 1,68 1,17 0,33

Within Groups 108 1,44
Total 111

sales promotion materials Between Groups 3 0,86 0,58 0,63
Within Groups 109 1,48
Total 112

free samples from supplier Between Groups 3 0,18 0,10 0,96
Within Groups 108 1,80
Total 111

test marketing Between Groups 3 0,73 0,60 0,62
Within Groups 108 1,22
Total 111

door-to-door transportation Between Groups 3 3,60 2,61 0,05
Within Groups 112 1,38
Total 115

deferred payment Between Groups 3 0,83 0,54 0,66
Within Groups 111 1,54
Total 114

return poor products Between Groups 3 0,25 0,21 0,89
Within Groups 114 1,18
Total 117

return unsold products Between Groups 3 1,47 0,79 0,50
Within Groups 109 1,86
Total 112

favours Between Groups 3 0,39 0,25 0,86
Within Groups 103 1,54
Total 106

bargaining Between Groups 3 1,57 1,11 0,35
Within Groups 111 1,41
Total 114

fair prices Between Groups 3 1,58 1,60 0,19
Within Groups 111 0,99
Total 114

supplier product quality Between Groups 3 3,50 3,01 0,03
Within Groups 106 1,16
Total 109

mutual benefits Between Groups 3 1,81 1,47 0,23
Within Groups 107 1,23
Total 110

keep promises Between Groups 3 0,97 0,85 0,47
Within Groups 109 1,14
Total 112

legal actions against Between Groups 3 1,91 1,08 0,36
Within Groups 96 1,77
Total 99

undeliver ordered products Between Groups 3 0,53 0,38 0,77
Within Groups 97 1,40
Total 100

fixed price Between Groups 3 0,47 0,33 0,80
Within Groups 93 1,42
Total 96

pricing control Between Groups 3 0,36 0,22 0,88
Within Groups 92 1,62
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Total 95
deliver substandard products Between Groups 3 0,34 0,38 0,76

Within Groups 90 0,89
Total 93

require receipts Between Groups 3 1,25 0,65 0,58
Within Groups 98 1,91
Total 101

complicated purchasing procedure Between Groups 3 1,78 1,42 0,24
Within Groups 90 1,26
Total 93

unreasonable purchasing procedure Between Groups 3 0,75 0,62 0,60
Within Groups 88 1,21
Total 91

contracts sales plans Between Groups 3 0,88 0,67 0,57
Within Groups 94 1,31
Total 97
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